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JOINT HEARING ON EDUCATION AL
TECHNOLOGY IN THE 21ST CENTURY

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1995

House of Representatives, Committee on Science, and Committee
on Economic and Educational Opportunities

Washington, DC.
The committees met at 9 a.m. in Room 2318 of the Rayburn

House Office Building, the Honorable Robert S. Walker, Chairman
of the Committee on Science, and William F. Goodling, Chairman
of the Committee on Economic and Educational Opportunities, pre-
siding jointly.

Chairman WALKER. Good morning.
I'd like to welcome everyone to a hearing on educational tech-

nology. I think it's going to be a very exciting hearing. I was ex-
cited yesterday to have an opportunity to see the classroom of the
future, and noW to talk about some of the issues I think will make
for a very worthwhile day.

And I'm very pleased that Chairman Bill Goodling and the mem-
bers of his Committee, the Empowerment in Education Committee,
have really cooperated with us in putting this together, and I'm
pleased to welcome Chairman Goodling here today to be a part of
this session.

Also, the ranking member, Bill Clay, when he arrives and of
courseI'm sorry? There he is. All right. Bill, welcome. And of
course the ranking member of the Science Committee, George
Brown.

This is, as I say, I think an exciting glimpse into the future, and
I'm delighted that we have the kind of cooperation.

What we're going to try to do throughout the day is alternate in
and out of the chair, so there is a shared jurisdiction over this
hearing.

We want to make certain that people understand that we're ex-
amining not just technology issues. This is really about education
and how education deals with the future.

Speaker Gingrich had hoped at some point that he was going to
be able to come and testif3r. He's not going to be able to do that
with the press of other things. He is going to try to get over, at
some point today, to the classroom of the future in 2325.

And any of you who have not had an opportunity to get there,
we would certainly encourage you to go down and take a look at
that display. It's very fascinating.

What i'd like to do is begin by asking the Committee Chairman
and the ranking members who are here for their opening state-
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ments, and so for the first statement, I will turn to Chairman
Good ling.

Chairman GOODLING. The reason Mr. Clay was delayed over
there coming in is in our Committee, we usually have a drum roll
when he comes in, and he was waiting for that drum roll.

[Laughter.]
Chairman GOODLING. I have an opening statement that I'll sub-

mit for the record because I know we have a lot of people to testify.
I'd just indicate that I'm very interested in the subject and veu

interested in hearing the testimony. And then hopefully at the end,
you will all also give us some ideas of how you put the dysfunc-
tional family back together again so that my wife doesn't have to
appear in a first grade class with 1.8 students, 12 of which are from
dysfunctional families, and try to figure out what it is she's going
to do to make sure they all receive an excellent education.

So I will submit my remarks for the record.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN WILLIANI F. GOODLING

Good morning, I would like to thank all of our distinguished panelists for appear-
ing before the joint committee hearing on education in the 21st century. I am look-
ing forward to listening to your thoughts on what you think our education system
will look like 20 years into the future.

We have already seen so many rapid advances in the past few years, and they
have changed almost every aspect of our daily lives. How we implement these new
technologies in the classroom, how we train our teachers to teach with these new
tools, and how effective these new resources are to student achievement are all is-
sues that have emerged at the forefront of the discussions on education technology.

In my own congressional district both rural and urban education institutions have
benefited from new developing technologies. Connecting schools and libraries has re-
sulted in better student access to research and reading materials that otherwise
would not be available to them.

Across the Nation, individual families and institutions of learning have begun to
make investments in advanced technology. Yet little has been done to adequately
instruct teachers on how to use technology as a teaching tool and to provide them
with ongoing technical support.

More thought must be given on how to incorporate these new technologies with
traditional subject matter and curricula because understanding the most basic con-
cepts of subjects such as math and science are essential in both the workplace and
in daily life.

I am pleased that we have a panel representing private industry here today. The
need for partnerships between business and education is a fundamental one, and
the involvement of business leaders in developing solutions that increase student
performance is vital. The private sector is on the cutting edge of developing new
technologies and they need to ensure that students learn the skills to compete in
the business world.

Competitiveness in the future will rely on the education we give our children
today. It is through efforts such as yours, reflecting foresight of our educational
needs, that we will be able to avoid rude awakenings in our economic future.

I congratulate ad of you on your leadership role in education policy and look for-
ward to your testimony.

Chairman WALKER. Very good, I thank Mr. Goodling.
Mr. Brown, opening statement?
Mr. BROWN. Mr. Chairman, recognizing the scope of what we're

doing and not desiring to take up tclo much money, too much time,let me
[Laughter.]
Mr. BROWN. [continuing] money was on my mind, I'll tell you.
[Laughter.]
Mr. BRowN. Let me welcome the distinguished witnesses that we

have before us this morning.
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Let me indicate, without amplifying on it, that as the Chairman
knows, this Committee on Science has had a long involvement with
the questions of educational technologies and a strong record of
support for them.

And let me also ask unanimous consent to insert in the record,
a letter from the President's Science Advisor, indicating their
strong support for the programs for enhancing education which
modern technology makes available to us.

[The prepared statement and attachments of Mr. Brown follow:]
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STATEMENT FOR HEARING ON
EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY IN THE 21ST CENTURY

BY
lat, HONORABLE GEORGE E. BROWN, JR. (D-CA)

RANKING DEMOCRATIC MEMBER
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE

October 12, 1995

The uses of information technology in education have been studied, demonstrated and
implemented, to varying degrees, over many years, beginning with films and television and
now encompassing computers, CD-ROMs and the Internet. The capability for accessing and

manipulating information by means of networked computers opens up new educational
strategies for teaching problem solving skills and abstract concepts and also facilitates
tailoring of instruction more to the individual needs of students. Network access enriches the
educational resources available in the classroom and provides teachers with the means to
collaborate with colleagues, share instructional materials and information, and access training
for their own professional development.

The potential value of educational technology is manifest. The main issue is not
whether these powerful tools can improve teaching and learning, but rather it is how to spur
the deployment of the technologies as broadly as possible and integrate them in the
curriculum in the most effective ways.

The Federal Government has long had an important role in sponsoring research and
demonstration activities to advance educational technology and in supporting teacher training.
The Administration has taken a lead in proposing new programs and augmentations to
existing programs that will increase student access to modern computers, effective
educational srftware, and national networks and that will help provide the training and
support teachers need to employ new educational technologies effectively.

Unfortunately the general onslaught on the federal budget orchestrated by the Majority
in the House has not spared education. The programs at the Department of Education that
are most closely focused on educational technology -- Challenge Grants for Technology in
Education, Star Schools, Ready-to-Learn Television, and Technologies Applications in the
Individuals with Disabilities Act -- are targeted for cuts of 72 percent relative to FY 1995
appropriations and by 81% relative to the Administration's request. In addition to these
programs focused on educational technology, a significant fraction of the resources provided

by the formula grant programs authorized by Titles L II and VI of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act support schools' access to educational technologies and training for
teachers. The House-passed education appropriations bill will cut these activities by over 20

percent relative to the Administration's request. A summary of the cuts to these programs is

attached to this statement.

The scale of the effort needed to make progress toward the widespread and effective

use of educational technology is beyond dispute. While 75 percent of schools have

computers, with an overall average of one computer for nine students, half are too out-of-

1
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date to operate much of the best educat;onal and general purpose software or to support
network integrated systems. Actual use of computers averages just two hours per student per
week, and the computers are rarely used to teach academic subjects. Similarly for network
colmectivity, 35 percent of schools have access to the Internet, but only 3 percent of
instructional rooms have a network connection. And, 3 percent of schools having some
network connection report that students use the capability to , large extent.

There are many bathers to greater use of modem information technology in the
schools. Not unexpectedly, zost leads the way. The Office of Technology Assessment has
estimated that to provide one computer per desk with Internet access could entail a one time
cost of as much as S145 billion and require S11 billion per year for operating costs and
teacher training and support. But even if this level of resources were immediately available,
other problems remain. While much has been learned about application of technology in
education, further experimentation is needed to understand what works best, and how to
replicate the best practices on a large scale. And perhaps most daunting of all, most of the
2.8 million k-12 teachers in the nation, who will ultimately determine the success or failure
of applications of educational technology, have had little or no training in the use of the
technologies.

To unleash the full potential of the technology will require an unprecedented
commitment in time and effort by teachers and administrators, and must involve collaboration
among all levels of government and between government and the private sector. This
hearing can make a useful contribution if it addresses what steps are needed to effect change
in accelerating the use of educational technology and how federal programs and policies can
contribute to achieving that goal.

I do not assert that technology is a silver bullet that will instantly transform our
schools, but the promise demonstrated by many applications of information technology
warrants greater not reduced -- efforts to overcome the evident barriers to widespread
deployment of technology. The cuts orchestrated in the House to federal programs that
contribute to educational technology development and its effective use constitute a short-
sighted policy that ignores the beneficial returns to society from investments in the
development of human capital. Such ill-considered budget cuts will only harm and delay
efforts to improve K-12 education, putting further off the time when America's
schoolchildren may obtain a truly world class education.

2
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

October 11, 1995

The Honorable George Brown, Jr.
Ranking Member
Committee on Science
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

I would like to commend you and the Members of the Committee on Science
and the Ct inmittee on Economic and Educational Opportunities for your attention to
the role that educational technology can play in achieving our nation's educational
goals. There is no more important investment America makes than the investment we
make in our children, and I share your belief that information technology gives us
important new tools to prepare our children for today's technologically sophisticated
economy. Attached you will find an open letter to parents from President Clinton and
Vice President Gore outlining this opportunity and its importance to our country.

Interactive computer systems can bring resources from around the world into
our classroom and give children powerful and exciting tools for exploring and
experimenting with new ideas. These technologies have the potential to help our
children learn better and our teachers to teach more effectively. New communication
systems can help teachers upgrade their own skills and link them to other teachers,
communities, and parents.

Knowing of your commitment to the potential of educational technology, I
would draw your attention to two programs that work and that are playing a vital role
in helping communities find ways to use new educational technologies in their schools.
Most of the creative work and the investment needed to take advantage of education
technologies in our schools will be achieved by businesses and local communities.
However, the Technology Learning Challenge (TLC) education grants in the
Department of Education and the Information Infrastructure Assistance Program
(TIIAP) in the Department of Commerce are small federal programs that are playing a
key role in building local partnerships and leveraging private sector support to
stimulate the development and deployment of educational technologies. For that
reason, I am concerned that Congress is considering deep cuts for both of these
programs.

The Technology Learning Challenge grants has led to the establishment of 19
regional consortia linking local school systems, telecommunication and other

1 1
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businesses, universities, museums, and others in a new kind of partnership. Each grant
rewards an innovative local proposal for integrating innovative learning technologies
into local curriculum needs. A total of $9.5 million in federal grants leveraged more
than $70 million in local support and private sector funding. Hundrr;b of partnerships
were formed to apply for these grants, and we are looking forward to encouraging
more local efforts in the year to come. Unfortunately, the House of Representatives has
proposed cutting $35 million from our request for FY96 and the Senate $15 million.

Information Infrastructure Assistance Program grants are given to public
institutions to accelerate use of new communications technology. $24.4 million in
federal funds has stimulated $64.4 millioll in innovative uses of communication
technologies. Local enthusiasm generated by the program, and the need for funding.
is underlined by the fact that we've received 200 times more applications than we can
fund. Yet the House of Representatives has proposed cutting $40 million from the
request for FY96, and the Senate would eliminate all funding.

The President, Vice President and I met with key business leaders and educators
yesterday to discuss the potential of new technologies and what can be done to
accelerate their use in schoois. Several of the same people will be testifying in your
upcoming hearing. We were impressed both by the breadth of the consensus and the
depth of the conviction expressed by all members of the. group. We agreed that
moving technology into America's classrooms is something that can be done and must
be done and agreed to work together in helping achieve this goal.

For this national commitment to succeed, the federal government needs to hold
up its end and be prepared to support small, but critical, programs such as the TLC and
the THAP which serve as catalysts for local innovation. We also must continue to
invest in research in related areas which clearly serves the nation's interest but which
can not be supported by private or state research investment.

I am delighted that you join us in our enthusiasm for the potential of educational
technology and hope that we can work together to make technologically advanced
classrooms a reality for our children in the near future. I look forward to working with
you in this critical area.

attachments

Sincerely,

Jo Gibbons
Assis o the President

for
Science and Technology
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SUMMARY OF EDUCATIONAL TECENOLOGY FUNDING BY TUE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

The Department of Education (DEd) supports several programs which provide support
for enabling k-12 schools to acquire educational technologies, to train teachers in the uses of
the technologies, and to integrate the technologies into the curriculum. Some of the
assistance comes from targeted programs but much of it is part of more general education
support, which allows the use of funds for educational technologies. The proportion of funds
from the non-targeted programs that are used for educational technologies is not tracked
explicitly; however, DEd has provided some estimates which are used to prepare the table
below that shows oducational technology support under these programs.

I. Programs Focused on Technology

1. Title In, Part A of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) authorizes 3
relevant programs:

National Programs for Technology in Education. The DEd Secretary is
authorized to award grants to ad7ance educational technology.

TtegionaLigglinial_aupint. Funds regional
entities to provide technical assistance and support professional development of
teachers related to educational technology.

National Challenge Grants for Technology in Education. Authorizes
demonstrations of high intensity uses of technology in education.

2. Title EU, Part B of the ESEA authorizes the Star Schools Act, which supports distance
learning projects linking students and teachers over long distances using
telecommunications technologies, such as satellites and fiber optic networks.

3. Title III, Part C of the ESEA authorizes Ready-to-Learn Television, which supports
the production of educational and instructional video programming for preschool and
elementary school students.

4. Title III, Part D of the E.TrA authorizes the Telecommunications Demonstration
Project for Mathematics, which provides grants to nonprofit entities for national
projects demonstrating the use of telecommunications to improve mathematics
teaching.

5. The Indwiduals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) includes as Part G the
Technologies Aoplicatiom program, which supports studies of the educational uses of
new technologies for disabled students, designing and adapting technologies for the
disabled, and helping to develop and market these technologies.

1 3
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The following table lists the FY 1995 and proposed FY 1996 funding levels for the preceding
educational technology programs:

Program FY 95
Approp.

[5 million-

FY 95, Poct FY 96
Rescission Request

FY 96
Approp.
(House)

ESEA 40.0 22.5 83.0 25.0
Title III,
Part A

ESEA 30.0 25.0 30.0 0
Title III,
Part B

ESEA 7.0 7.0 7.0 0
Title )11,
Part C

ESEA 2.2 1.1 2.2 0
Title HI,
Part D

IDEA 10.9 10.9 10.4 0
Pail C

TOTAL 90.1 66.5 132.6 25.0

As shown by the preceding table, of the 5 DEd targeted educational technology
programs, 3 suffered resrissions in FY 1995, which produced a cumulative cut of 26%.
Also, 4 of the 5 programs were not funded for FY 1996 under the House-passed
appropriations bill for the DEd. The House appropriations bill cuts total funding for the
5 programs by 72% relative to the initial FY 1995 appropriations level and by 81%
relative to the FY 1996 request.

2
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II. Programs Providing Some Support for Technology

1. Title I of the ESEA, the Compensatory Education Program, provides grants to local
educational agencies for services to educationally disadvantaged students to improve
academic performance. For FY 1995 the DEd estimates that 6.7% of the program's
funds will be used to support educational technology. The following table assumes
this percentage in estimating technology funding under the program for FY 1996.

2. Title 1:1 of the ESEA, the Dwight D. Eisenhower Professional Development Program
supports activities to strengthen the skills and knowledge of the elementary and
secondary teaching force in all of the core academic subjects. Part A of the program
provides for a broad range of professional development projects, including training
teachers in applying technology in instruction. Part B allocates funds to the States by
formula for uses including preparing teachers to use technology, and States are
required to develop plans on how technology will be used to strengthen teachers'
professional development. For FY 1995 the DEd estimates that 16% of the
program's funds will be used to improve teachers' capabilities to use technology. The
following table assumes this percentage in estimating technology funding under the
program for FY 1996.

3. Title VI of the ESEA, Innovative Education Program Strategies (formerly Chapter 2
block grants), provides formula grants to States to support education reform activities,
which may include acquisition of computer hardware and software for instructional
use. For FY 1995 the DEd estimates that 36% of the program's funds will be used
to support educational technology. The following table assumes this percentage in
estimating technology funding under the program for FY 1996.

The following table lists the FY 1995 and proposed FY 1996 funding levels for the preceding
education programs, including zstimates for support of educational technology:

3
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Program

ESEA

FY 95
Approp.

FY 95 Post
Rescission

[8 millions]

FY 96
Request

FY 96
Approp.
(House)

Title I 6698.4 6698.4 7000.0 5555.0

[Ed Tech]' [450.0] [450.0] [469.0] [372.2]

ESEA
Title 11,

Part A 21.4 21.4 35.0 0
Part B 320.3 251.3 352.72 263.8'

[Ed Tech]' [54.5] [43.6] [62.0] [42.2]

ESEA
Title VI 347.2 347.2 382.3' 286.1'

[Ed Tech]' [125.0] [125.0] [137.6] [103.0]

TOTAL 7387.3 7318.3 8152.3 6104.9

[Total Ed [629.7] [618.6] [668.6] [517.4]

Tech]

The preceding table shows that the House-passed appropriations for FY 1996 for
educational technology within the 3 non-targeted DEd programs declined by 18% and
16% relative to FY 1995 appropriations for pre-rescission and post-rescission levels,
respectively, and declined by 23% relative to the FY 1996 request level

Portion of thc preceding program estimated to support educational technologles.

The Administration request was $735 million for ESEA Title II, Part 0 and SO for ESEA Title VI, vrith thc expectation
that activities associated with Title VI would be folded Into the formula grant component of the Eisenhower Program (Tide
II, Part B). The amounts shown spht the $735 rmIlion between the two programs in the same proportion as the onginal

appropriations for FY 1995.

The House appropriations bill provided $.550 milhon for these two programs but did not speedy the level for each. The
amounts shown split the $550 million between the two programs in the same proportion as the original appropriations for

FY 1995.

4
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Testimony submitted by Repressntative George Brown before U.S. House of
Representatives Joint Hearing of the House Science Committee and the
Economic and Educational Opportunities Committee, October 12, 1995.

14i5., e 111:r r 1,1.4".
4/41.6,8*.M.P.W4Milliggatigilaiffieg* I am submitting thls testimony on behalf of the
JASON Foundation for Education, a non-profit educational organization in which I am a
member of the Board of Directors.

The mission of the JASON Foundation for Education is to excite and engage students
in science and technology, and to motivate and provide professional development for
their teachers through the use of advanced interactive telecommunications. The
Foundation enjoys the support and expertise of a unique alliance of public, private and
non-profit organizations who are committed to the improvement of science and techni-
cal education for all students. JASON expeditions, supported by extensive profession-
al development for teachers, award-winning curricula and resources on the Internet,
teature live, interacti-e broadcasts from distinctive sites on our planet through
advanced technologies in robotics, fiber optics, television production, computer sci-
ence, mechanical and electrical engineering, and satellite communications.

This high-tech learning adventure was founded in 1989 by Dr. Robert Ballard after
receiving thousands of letters from students asking him about his discovery of the
wreckage of the R.M.S. Titanic. Administered by the JASON Foundation for
Education, the yearly expeditions are designed to excite and engage students in sci-
ence and technolcgy, and provide professional development for their teachers.
Competitively selected Student and Teacher -Argonauts* join Dr. Ballard and the team
of JASON Project scientists on each expedition. Through advanced telecomrnunica.
tion networks, millions more students are able to participate live from Primary
Interactive Network Sites (PINS) throughout the United States, Bermuda, the United
Kingdom and Mexico.

In past JASON Projects, viewers discovered hydrothermal vents in the floor of the
Mediterranean Sea, explored warships from the War of 1812 at the bottom of Lake
Ontario, followed Charles Darwin's steps in the Galapagos Islands, observed migrating
whales and the phenomenon of chemosynthesis in the Sea of Cortez off Mexico's Baja

peninsula, excavated ancient Maya cities and explored the rain forests and coral reefs
of Belize, and visited the world's most active ,olcano, Hawaii's Mt. Kilauea.

Advanced interactive telecommunications called lelepresence" allow students at the
primary sites to watch the expedition live, interact with scientists and control remote
operated vehicles. Video, audio and data signals will originate from the live broadcast
in Florida. Signals are then converted to compressed digital video and uplinked to a
satellite. The broadcasts will then be downlinked to the primary sites. All this occurs in

less than half a second.

17
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page 2

But the the JASON Project Is much more than the two-week expedition. It is an inter-

national forum for teachers, researchers, students and others, Providing unique oppor-

tunities for discussion of issues relating to science, education and teacher training.
The project develops updates, expedition reports, research findings, curricula and
other resources for teachers and is supported by supplemental cable broadcast pro-

gramming.

JASON Online Systems provide an electronic medium for the sharing of ideas and

experience related to the JASON Project. Students and teachers can access news

and discussion groups to communicate with peers around the world. JASON Online
Systems are also a vital part of the data gathering and sharing exercises of the

Adapting to a Changing Sea curriculum. The JASON Project Homepage provides
information on current and past Projects and features hypertext links, graphics, and

video and sound clips. The URL for the hornepage is
http://seawifs.gsfc nase.gov/JASON.html.

The JASON Foundation for Education is supported by a unique alliance of public, pri-

vate and non-profit organizaticns that are committed to improvement of science and

technical education for all students. EDS Corporation, a founding sponsor, is the tech-

nology provider to the JASON Project. Other National Corporate Sponsors are Bechtel

Foundation, the National Geographic Society, Sprint, SUN Microsystems and Eastman

Kodak Company. The State of Florida Department of Education is a partner for

JASON VII.

The next expedition, JASON Project VII: Adapting to a Changing Sea, will take place

April 15 - 26, 1996, in Key Largo, Florida.

JASON Project Voyage VII: Adapting to a Changing Sea will explore several intercon-

nected shallow water habitats in Southern Florida to learn about "natural" cycles.
Natural cycles are what would occur if environments were not affected by human exis-

tence. But since the majority of the world's population do live in cOastal regions,

JASON scientists, teachers and students will investigate life at the edge of the sea to

see how humans impact natural cycles, both positively and negatively. The JASON

team will analyze organisms and envircciments in diverse areas of the Florida water-

shed the Everglades, Florida Bay, Florida Keys, and relic reefs in the Strait of

Florida.

Using various advanced technologies, such as the U.S. Navy's nuclear submarine, the

NR-1, remotely operated vehicles, and the National Undersea Research

Center/University of North Carolina, Wilmington underwater laboratory AQUARIUS,

which allows scientists to live underwater for extended periods of time. the JASON

team will learn how humans can use conservation and technology to coexist with

nature by the sea.

6
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Chairman WALKER. Mr. Clay?
Mr. CLAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I also want to welcome the distinguished panelists today and

look forward to their testimony.
and I would like to also submit my statement for the record.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Clay follows:[

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM CLAY

Mr. Chairman, sometimes the conventional wisdom is correct! In fact, sometimes
it is so undeniably true that our failure to respond and change becomes clear for
the whole world to see. In this case, the conventional wisdom tells us that the time
of one teacher, using information found between the two covers of a textbook in a
classroom with four walls, is over. That is the reality, and for the sake of our chil-
dren and our Nation we need to act with vision and resolve.

The information revolution is forcing us to re-examine what is essentially a 100-
year-old instructional model. Students must now process and critically analyze vast
amounts of knowledge. Fortunately, today we know far more about how children
learn than we did even 5 years ago. The theories of multiple intelligence and how
that kind of intelligence influences learning are well known. What we need to know
is how to apply that knowledgeusing the appropriate learning toolsin the dy-
namic world of the classroom.

Having said that, Mr. Chairman, we need to face up to our failure to help stu-
dents, teachers and schools meet this challenge. Four different reports issued in this
year alone tell us that schools face major barriers in their efforts to leave behind
the "blackboard and chalk" age and to enter an age of high performance learning
environments.

I suspect we will hear quite a lot this morning about schools being part of "virtual
communities." But evidence points very clearly to the fact that most schools are still
facing the most basic problems "connecting-up." GAO has reported that 60 percent
of inner-city schools and nearly half of rural area schools have wiring that could not
sustain advanced telecommunications. Only 1 in 8 teachers have in their classrooms
what nearly everyone has in their homesa telephone.

Just last month, the Committee for Economic Development (CED), a well-
regarded organization of business and education leaders, warned that the potential
benefits of information technology will not be realized without a substantial im-
provement in the ability of teachers to integrate technology into the curriculum. The
CED also calls for the Federal Government to continue its critical role in encourag-
ing districts to expand the use of educational technology and in the supporting de-
velopment of educational software, particularly programs serving low-income stu-
dents.

In the last Congress, we made considerable progress in providing leadership and
venture capital to local communities to help them increase the use of instructional
technology. Incredibly, the House-passed Labor/HHS Appropriations bill would
eliminate four of the five major education technology programs administered at the
Federal level. This is not the action of visionaries. Rather, it is the action of
reactionaries, rejecting both the reality and the promise of the Information Age.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I hope in the very near future we will have another hear-
ing to take testimony from the administration, which was not invited to testify
today, on its national long-range plan on technology and education. The Department
expects to complete that plan next month.

I look forward to hearing from our witnesses today. I have nothing but praise for
the industries that have created the breathtaking innovations that have made the
United States the world leader in this arena. However, it is our collective respon-
sibility to extend the promise of innovation to every classroom and each and every
student in this country. This will not be easy and it cannot be done on the cheap.
It has been estimated that President Clinton's goal of connecting every classroom
to the Internet by the year 2000 would cost $30 billion, with $6 billion in additional
annual operating costs.

The goal of bringing American classrooms into the 20th century and getting them
ready to teach in the 21st will be daunting. But, ultimately, we will achieve that
goal if we decide that it is a national priorityas was the completion of the trans-
continental railroad and the creation of the land grant colleges and universities. We
should show no less commitment to our Nation's children.
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October 10, 1995 (202) 401-1008

NOTE: Secretary Riley will be available via conference call Tuesday at 11 a.m. and 2 p.m.
EDT to talk with reporters about the grants. Call (800) 495-0245, SCHOOLS (724-6657)

PRESIDENT SAYS TECHNOLOGY CHALLENGE GRANTS WILL HELP
BUILD 2IST CENTURY SCHOOLS

WASHINGTON, Oct. 10 President Clinton today announced the first Installment

on a five-year commitment to move the nation's schools into the Information Age.

Flanked by Vice President Gore, Education Secretary Richard Riley and corporate

leaders, the President announced 19 Challenge Grants for Technology in Education. The

awards. totaling $9.5 million, are going to community partnerships with matching

commitments of more than $70 million in the first year and over S300 million dunng the

tive.year span of the projects.

`Esery where we look, tozhnology is changing the nas we work and live.' President

t linton said "Now, more than ever, it is imperative that oar nation's schools have the

zechnologs they need to prepare students tor the 2Ist miii

I he recipients of these challenge grants and their partners are somme.ted to

tleediping i.reative restionws to the Information Age requirenwnts of alt vtudents.

in inner vales .111d rlIral areas these grants will supporl ,ivionars parem,

partners mid ,110 are ixorking letodi io:
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The challenge grant partnerships -- local consortia compnsed of school disnicts and

380 partners representing business, education, libraries, museums, the military, states and

cities -- will help infuse powerful new technologies into schools, allowing students and

teachers to join the Information superhighway. The partners have made substantial

commitments for equipment, software development, technical support, telecommunications

services and other costs.

"Powerful new technologies and the Information superhighway can create

unparalleled possibilities for extending the time, place and resources for learning, Riley

said. 'By linking schools to homes, libraries, museums, community centers and the

workplace, these partnerships will expand learning opportunities for all students. The

challenge grant communities being announced today will male these connections a reality --

and open schools to the abundance of educational resources available around the world."

The 19 grant recipients have formed partnerships with more than 134 other school

districts in 23 states in the first year ot the grant cycle. The partnerships also include more

than 120 businesses, 34 universities and colleges. 10 museums. Ilse libraries, 10 state

education departments, education offices in five national and a state park system. tv.0

regional education lahoratones. an eneigs latmaton. a Nasal base and an Army base, anti

eid local fosernment ottkes

rho,: coniniunilies arc resitinding km an dalliitious Roes .ald
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compeutiveness are enormous. Employers need well-educated employees who can use

information technologies to gain knowledge and improve productivity. These grants will

help schools and corporate partners make technology a part of effective teaching and

learning."

First-year support for the projects comes from both fiscal year 1995 and 1996 funds;

the grants announced today are funded with FY 93 funds. The Clinton administration is

seekmg Congressional support to fully fund the five-year grants at more than $85 million.

Clinton requested $70 million for FY 96, but the House has recommended just $25 million

and the Senate is considering funding of $15 million.

"At a time when hundreds of communities across the country are expressing their

desire to meet the challenge of bringing their schools into the information age, it is tragic

that Congress is considering cuts in this program, which would provide the resources they

need for an effective response," Riley said. "Each federal dollar committed to this program

is generating over 53 of additional loca community investment in the future of our children.

I his is an investment in education and our future economic competitiveness that should not

I 10 LMORS: Attached iv a list ot grantee,
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FY 1995 CHALLENGE GRANTS FOR TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION

CALIFORNIA
Redwood City San Mateo County _Office of Education $550,000

Contact: Joe Becerra (415) 802-5444

San Diego San Diego Unified School District 510,241
Contact: Richard Fabian (619) 225-3416

DELAWARE
Dover Ca?ital School District 550,000

Contact: William McGlumphy (302) 672-1521

ILLINOIS
Waukegan Waukegan Community Unit School Distnct 60 500,000

Contact: Elaine Armani (708) 360-5440

LNDIANA
Anderson Anderson Community School Corporation 300,000

Contact: Terfi Austin (317) 641-2151

Indianapolis Indianapolis Public Schools 500,000
Contact: John Kern (317) 226-4122

LOUISIANA
Natchitoches Natchitoches Pansh School Board 500,000

Contact: Kerry Davidson (504) 342-4253

MARYLAND
Baltfinore Baltimore City Public Schools 624,712

Contact: Michacl Pitroff (410) 396-7t4.17

!MOIR; N
while Cloud Nessaygo County Intermediate School Distr.:t S80,000

Contact: Larry kens (616) 924 0380

NUBRASNN
Westside Commumts 41.7.`,011

Mdnucl (4(1: 1,40
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NEW MEXICO
Laguna Pueblo of Laguna Department of Education $557,779

Contact: Gilbert Sanchez (505) 552-6008

OHIO
Cuyahoga Falls Summit County Office of Education 585,000

Contacts: Steve Snyder / Gaye Fawcett (216) 945-5600

PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia School District of Philadelphia 959,000

Contact: Steven Guttentag (215) 299-4670

Towanda Towanda Area School District 462,107

Contact: Daniel Paul (717) 265-9894

SOUTH DAKOTA
Sturgis Black Hills Special Services Cooperative 310,000

Contact: Jim Parry (605) 394-1876

TEXAS
El Paso Socorro Independent School District 342,500

Contact: Ben DeBIlis (915) 860-3438

UTAH
Price Southeast Education Service Center 333,999

Contact: F. Lynn Bills (801) 637-1173

VERMONT
Montpelier Montpelier School Distnct 329.ml

Contact: David Gibson (802) 223-6366

(o)
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PRISIDLN 1: thank scm. Mr. Vtcc President. for our outstanding work on this issue.
And thank on. Secretar. Rile!. and Secretar. Brown. for our work as well.

I want to szs a kw more things about the people behind nu: and those in tront of me. but if 1
might. in the beginning. 1 think It 5,0111d be appropriate for me to make a few comments about
what has happened to the :Amtrak tiam ii Ar1/011.1.

W e belies e Ii was a ease ot sabotage And I am protoundl outraged h.s it I ssant to make it
clear that we will do eser,.thing e can with the kderal pis eminent to catch %shoes er is
responsible I am determined that we will make sure that in the L'nited States we will hate the
tools, the means we need to keep the American people sak. e \kill get to the bottom of this.

We will punish those who are responsible W c ssill tot tolerate acts ot cowardice like this in the
Mted States. regardless of the mouse

.Nod when I kllos mote about it I'll be glad to comment mole about ii

I base itiq tinnhed a meeting. along \stilt the Vice Pic-ode:It and other members ot our
adminnatatuin. skull leader ss aic het e b;hind inc, leader, or man or the Amerkan
companies on the cutting edge ot the Intormanon Age I he ale helping to lead ow nation into
the world ol the 21,1 the snongcsi economic powci in the world

Iwo .ind 11.111 weeks ago iii alibnina. I mei \soh leadets. and I sailed
the I comment. icOl.hcl,. al is I went. student, to hccome

lu.:11-tsch emu!: w en.u.intecd town 1 .olo.d tol a national pubis -risme
\milclk.l to the intotmatitql -4,rethieltssa h the ear
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This today, this meeting, is the next step. Today these business and education leaders have
joined with me to launch a partnership that will ensure that every child in America is
technologically literate for the dawn of the 21st century, and that every child in America has the
resources, the means. by which to become teciinologically literate by the dawn of the 21st
century .

The idea that every ch:ld deserves the opportunity to build a bright future has been at the heart of
America's education system and America's entire value system. Education is the way we keep
the promise of the American Dream to all of our chiloren without regard to their circumstances.

today, that means computers, knowing how to make thc most of them, having teachers who can
work with students to make thc most of them, and having the right software to make the
computers make sense.

Technological literacy must become the siandard in our country. Preparing children for a
lifetime of computer use is just as essential today as teaching them the basics of reading, writing

and arithmetic.

This isn't just computers for compute& sake. We're going to work together to help our schools
use technology to revolutionize American education so that all children will be able to learn
better and teachers will he able to be more effective.

In the next few months, the leaders here behind me will be working with us to produce a plan
based on the four pillars I outlined in California: modem computers in every classroom,
accessible to es ery student from kindergarten through the 12th grade: connections from every
classroom to the incredible educational resources flowing throughout the world: teachers in every
classroom who are trained to make the most of new technology to educate every. student. And I
want to emphasize one of the most important aspects of the technological revolution is the
opportunities being opened to children so many Americans had given up on and schools that too
many Americans had grten up on. .And finally, a rich array of educational software and

inform:111(m resources.

foday. I'm announcing three steps Iiirward that show we are turnine these principles into reahty

we'rc awarding lechnology I earnms Challenge (irants to 19 communities. In each
community there's a partnership of educators, businesses, libraries, museums and community
groups that hase come together to retool their schools for the 2Ist century I hey are matching

these grants. I hey are committing hardware and sofiw are, hard work, and know-how. I'm
example. in Dos cr. Delawate. Bell Atlantic. I.ightspan Partnership and the State l'Alueation
Depaiunent ate linking homes and sehools through famil ts sets to improse reading znid
Mailmen,: in the early eiades lb, is how these partnerslUps will work.

et me sa that it costs a Ser modest amount of money . I his is one ol the discussions sic 11.1st:

to hae in the weeks ahead as we scitlinue our progress timard a balanced budget We can
haknice the budget V. ?thorn suhtiiw hack on our commitment 10 OUT educational future I or

set \ small amount d nattoihillBone sic me les eraging much larger amounts of local resource,
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And I would say again: this is the kind of thing that the nation ought to be doing now in the arca
of education and the sort of thing I will be trying to preserve as we negotiate the shelves of thc
budget discussions.

The second thing I want to announce is a private sector effort making a difference in one state is
now going nationwide. We must rely on the expertise of millions of Americans working in the
high-tech professions. The Technology Corps brings private sector volunteers into our schools
so that they can bring technology into oUr classrooms. It's already working in Massachusetts
where it was started by Gary Beach, who is here with us today, to connect Massachusetts
schools. An e. now we want to do this around the country.

Finally, we're launching the American Technology Honor Society to harness the high-tcch skills
of exceptional students so they can help to expand their own school's use of technology. We
have to remember that people horn in the Information Age are more comfortable with it than
people like me. who weren't. (I,aughter.)

Thc American Technology I lonor Society will be rooted in the National Honor Society, and it
will be run hy the National Association of Secondary School Principals. Corntmmities,
businesses and governments: parents, teachers and students -- this could be the largest merger in
history, with no questions from the Justice Department. (l.aughter,) Certainly it will be the most
important partnership for the future in the United States today, working tt,gether to put a
computer in every classroom, and a computer whiz at every desk.

Every child in America deserves the chance to get the high-tech know-how to unlock the
promises of the 21 st century. Every child in America. And thanks to the statesmanship and
vision of the people who are here with mc today and many like them all around America, we are
going to forge a partnership to do just that.

.1 hank you very imich. (Applause.)

1:NI) 9:35 A NI. I'l)F
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Chairman WALKER. Thank you, Mr. Clay.
Chairman GOODLING. Mr. Clay didn't introduce our new member.
Would you like to introduce our new member, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. CLAY. Is he here?
Chairman GOODLING. Yes, he's down on the end.
Mr. CLAY. Mr. Fattah is the new member of the Economic and,

what is it, Education and Economics, Opportunity Committee,
EEOC. For republicans, that's an oxymoron.

[Laughter.]
Mr. CLAY. But I'd like to introduce our new Committee member.

This is his first meeting. Mr. Chaka Fattah from Pennsylvania.
Welcome to the Committee.

Chairman GOODLING. Sometimes he doesn't put oxy in front of
that when he addresses us.

Chairman WALKER. As two fellow Pennsylvanians, Chairman
Good ling and I are happy to welcome you to the hearing today, and
I'm sure to his Committee.

I too will ask unanimous consent to submit an opening statement
for the record.

[The prepared statement of Chairman Walker follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT S. WALKER, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON

SCIENCE

The hearing will come to order.
Today we are going to explore a subject that is of vital importance to the future

of our /slation. As a former teacher, I am painfully aware of the growing inadequacy
of our traditional educational system. We may have the best system in the world
at the collegiate level, but our K-12 system is simply not getting the job done. The
problem has been analyzed in every imaginable way, but the simple statement that
we will start the 21st century with essentially the same traditional educational sys-
tem we had at the beginning of the 20th century, sums it up quite well.

Obviously, something has to give. We can't continue to rank 14th or 15th in the
world in science education, and expect to sustain our economic competitiveness. Our
world leadership, our national security and our standard of living are at stake here.

One force that will have a major imact on the future of education in the United
States and the world is educational teainology, and it is the purpose of this hearing
to make our Members better acquainted with its tremendous potential. We can
speak with some confidence about its potential because it is already flourishing else-
where. Industry, forced to do its own training by the inadequacies of the schools,
has developed educational technologies that are on the cutting edge of the art. Simi-
larly, the military and other government agencies have created technology based
training systems that are among the wonders of the world. Of course, these develop-
ments have been tailored to their applications, and whether they will translate into
the traditional K-12 system is something to discuss with our witnesses today.

Industry is currently spending tens of billions of dollars per year on training,
much of which should be done by the traditional schools. This motivates the indus-
trial community to form partnerships with the schools to help them improve. In Eu-
rope and Japan, these partnerships are much more effective than in the United
States. We hope our witnesses will tell us how we can catch up and even do better.

We have asked our witnesses to tell us what is going to happen to our K-12 sys-
tem over the next 20 years. Will the K-12 structure survive? Will the teacher still
be a "teacher?" What will be the instructional role of the computer? Will we see edu-
cation approach its ideal of one-on-one Socratic learning? Mutt will be the impact
of the information superhighway on education, nationally and internationally? How
important is affordable access to that highway and how do we pay for it? VVill our
educational bureaucracy stand in the way of the learning revolution?

These are just some of the issues for today's hearing. I am looking forward to a
lively session that will leave us with a much greater understanding of the massive
changes likely to take place in K-12 over the next 20 years. That awareness will
help us with future education legislation, which may well determine our destiny as
a nation.



Chairman WALKER. And I'm looking forward here today to a very
lively session that will give us a greater understanding of the mas-
sive changes likely to take place in the K through 12 curriculum
over the next 20 years.

That awareness will help us with future education legislation,
and may determine very much the destiny of the country.

With that, we would be pleased to welcome our first panel of wit-
nesses.

Other members with opening statement, I would say we would
ask you to stbmit them to the record so that we do have an oppor-
tunity to hear as many of our witnesses as possible.

And without objection, we will take all opening statements that
members may have prepared for the record.

[The prepared statements of Ms. Woolsey, Mrs. Morella, and Mr.
Cunningham followl

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. LYNN C. WOOLSEY

My thanks to all of you who made this joint hearing, and the events which have
accompanied it, possible. Those of you who know me from the Education Committee
know that I truly believe that education is the future of this country. I also believe
that technology must be in the future of education.

I'm lucky. I come from an areaMarin and Sonoma Counties in Californiathat
has some of the finest thinkers, innovators, and usera of technology in the entire
country. Just last week I held a meeting in my district with technology experts from
the business and academic communities to discuss what a national vision for tech-
nology in education should include. Over 50 people came to contribute their ideas
on how schools in America should be using technology in the year 2000, and what
we should be doing to get there from here. Since I don't have enough time to share
all of their ideas with you this morning, I ask for unanimous consent to enter this
outline of their recommendations into the record of this hearing.

Their recommendations start with what schools should think about before they
purchase equipment and materials. This can be best summarized by a quote from
the president of the College of Marin, James Middleton, who said that when invest-
ing in technology, we must learn to think in terms of tomatoes, not furnaces.
Schools must balance long-range planning versus short-range consumption. And the
curruculum should always come first, then the equipment, with a central plan for
its use.

However, everyone agreed that "teachers teach, boxes don't" so that even the most
cutting edge equipment is useless if teachers don't use it. Teachers will use tech-
nology if they have on-site training and support, particularly by their peers, and if
they can clearly see unique applications for technology to help them reach their
classroom goals. And we shouldn't forget that some of our best "on-site" technology
teachers are students.

Ultimately, our schools should be part of a technology infrastructure that links
schools to each other and to their community. The people who came to my meeting
envision a time when schools will look more like workplaces and workplaces will
look more like srhools. Public/private partnerships between schools and businesses
can create learning communities that offer all of us the gift of life-long learning.

A perfect example of how public/private partnerships can use technology to help
teachers and students is a program called Access Excellence. Access Excellence grew
out of relationships between some employees at Genentech, a biotechnology com-
pany in south San Francisco, and local high school science teachers. Through volun-
teer activities and conversations, Genentech employees became aware of how iso-
lated science teachers feel, both from their peers and from the "real" world of
science.

So, Genentech created a computer network forum for high school biology teachers.
Using this electronic forum, teachers can share teaching ideas and lesson plans with
each other. They can also obtain regular reports on new developments in all areas
of biology and participate in an interactive bulletin board with working scientists.

29
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In addition, Genentech joins with the National Science Teachers Association to
choose exemplar high school biology teachers from each State and bring them to San
Francisco for an Access Excellence summit. At the summit, these teachers learn how
to use the online network to serve as leaders for other biology teachers nationwide.

This is only one example of the great things being done in my area using tech-
nology to improve education for everyone. I hope that this hearing today will in-
crease both the enthusiasm for educational technology and the commitment to fmd
ways to make it available to every student in everycommunity.
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VISION 2000: TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION

Recommendations by
Educational Technology Experts

in the
6th Congressional District

of California

Submitted by Rep. Lynn C. Woolsey

I. Equipment and Materials
A. Before purchasing, schoolth should

* make a plan
- there should be someone whose job it
is to plan

* the plan should focus on the curriculum
curriculum first, then equipment

* plan should be from the bottom-up
should have teacher input

B. Tomatoes vs. Furnaces
* must help public understand that
technology equipment is not long-term
- must plan for deterioration

* long-range planning vs. short-term
consumption

C. What to Have
* computers with adequate power
* phone lines

-teachers need phone lines in classrooms
* modems
local area networks

D. How to Keep Equipment Working
* must have trained people to keep
equipment operational
- can't expect teacher to keep it current

* can centralize expertise
don't need experts in every school

Sonew see-qamori TirA-va-n fr. r slotA-LestAs

II. Training Educators
A. teachers teach, boxes don't
B. training should be site-based
C. teachers make good teachers

peer training
* peer support

D. let the staff being trained help to plan what
they are trained to do

training should be based on learners' needs
E. use students to train teachers
F. computers can train, too
G. teachers have to want to use technology

* show unique applications of techrology
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- don't use technology to just translate
what the teacher was already doing with
a book

H reward teachers who use technology innovatively
G give teachers access to the equipment they need to

use technology effectively
* computer in every classroom

III Infrastructure
A. Link schools to the community

* make it easy for businesses to help in schools
- tax incentives for businesses

B Encourage mentoring programs betweens schools and
communities

* schools can't compete with the salaries that
technology experts can get in private business

C. Life-long Learning
* public access to educational technology
- could be in libraries as well as schools

E Sell benefits of educational teemology to the public
* if you own a car, you have an interest in maintaining
the highway

* if public sees benefits, wiLl help with cost through
bond issues, etc.

IV Uses of Technology
A. Should reform schools and workplaces

* schools should look more like workplaces and
workplaces more like schools

* break down the walls of school
B. Should prepare students for high-tech jobs

* school-to-work programs
C. Create new learning communities

* everybody teaches, everybody learns
* public/private partnerships
* schools and businesses responsible for each other

D. Create jobs
* new entrepreneureal advancements

- technology can create entrepreneureal spirits
in students

* improved productivity

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. CONSTANCE A. MoRELLA

I want to commend Chairman Walker and Chairman Good ling for holding this im-
portant hearing to examine the future of educational technology.

In a society rich with information, we can no longer rely on skills appropriate only
for the industrial age. We must use the technology that we have to excite young
minds, otherwise we are wasting talent.

However, America faces many challenges in education. Budgets are being
squeezed and local school districts, from Maryland to Montana, are being asked to
do more with less. Our urban areas are overcrowded, and our rural areas are dif-
ficult to reach. Every student deserves access to a quality education. However, poor
inner city and small rural schools may not be able to afford the resources to provide
their students with the same educational opportunities available to students in
wealthier communities. Therefore, it is in the Nation's best interest to make access
to the latest technologies affordable to our public schools, no matter where they are
located. I am committed to working to include language in the Telecommunications
bill, soon to be considered in conference, to ensure that schools and libraries will
have access to the Internet at affordable rates.

Since 1987, I have been working toward options for establishing a satellite dedi-
cated to education. It is my understanding that approximately 33 percent of the
16,000 U.S. public school districts use one or more satellite dishes, with the greatest
growth taking place in the 1992-1993 school year. More than 90 U.S. colleges offer
degree and non-degree graduate and undergraduate courses through distant edu-
cation reaching approximately one half million students.

I have learned, however, that the education sector faces a crisis from the lack of
availability of satellite capacity and steep price increases that may cut back the
growth in the use of telecommunications in education. I have written to the Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) in the hope of getting help to
solve the crisis in satellite services for the delivery of educational information.
NASA may be in a position to offer a solution by employing an unused portion of
their Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRSS-6) for distance education. I also
have introduced legislation with Congressman George Brown to provide a loan guar-
antee for an education satellite. Senator Conrad Burns has introduced similar legis-
lation.

I look forward to hearing from the distinguished experts on our panels today who
will address the future of educational technology. Whatever our visions for the fu-
ture, we must address some of the barriers of the present that might hinder our
ability to overcome the challenges of the technological revolution in the education
community.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. RANDY "DUKE" CUNNINGHAM

Good morning. I thank Chairman Good ling and Chairman Walker for calling this
important and necessary hearing on Educational Technology in the 21st Century.

The matter of expanding technology into the public schools has long been an in-
terest of mine. As Chairman of the House Subcommittee on Early Childhood, Youth
and Families, as a former teacher and coach, and as someone who is committed and
involved in improving public education, I find the current situation tragic.

Telecommunications technology and computers are revolutionizing the way we
communicate with one another, transforming our businesses, and boosting the com-
petitiveness of our natinal economy. But in a Windows '95, Pentium-chip world, we
are educating the average American child in a horse-and-buggy school. The future
of our Nation, and the opportunities our children have to achieve the American
dream, depend upon whether we succeed at bringing our classrooms from the agri-
cultural age into the Information Age.

Here are a few facts.
Of all the computers in 80,003 American schools, half are completely obsolete.

What is the most common computer in schools? The Apple Ilc (2-C), a museum
piece.

The GAO plainly reported last April that "America's schools are not designed or
equipped for the 21st century."

Only 12 percent of the Nation's classrooms have even one telephone line. And just
1 in 60 are codnfite4 to the Wernet.

When jobs today in every field, not just the sciences, demand understanding and
skill with technology, our schools simply leave children unequipped to the task. We
must do better.
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Let me give you a picture of the situation in my own congressional district, where
knowledge and understanding of technology is probably higher than in other parts
of the country.

San Diego City Schools recently built a new high school in the growing community
of Scripps Ranch. They built it with technologay in mind from the beginning. Stu-
dents apply mathematics and engineering skills to architectural design on comput-
ers. Then they build modular units. The school sells those units, and reinvests the
proceeds into more high-tech equipment and instruction. Local employers hire these
students during the summer for work on more high-tech projects. Tliese young peo-
ple, whether they are going to college or not, are graduating prepared for the 21st
century.

By contrast, the district's older high school in nearby Mira Mesa doesn't have the
high tech equipment. It doesn't have the advanced computer network capability. The
teachers and administrators do their best. But without the advanced technology,
their graduates enter college or work at a disadvantage.

To address this challenge in a small way, I hold an annual Tech Fair in my dis-
trict. Tech Fair brings together dozens of San Diego's high tech employers and re-
searchers, with hundreds of local high school students. Our employers bring inter-
active computer workstations and displays. And the young people learn what oppor-
tunities await after graduation. They learn what kind of education they need to suc-
ceed in a high-tech world. They get a piece of the American dream.

Meanwhile, the American Federal Government has had only the most limited im-
pact in bringing technology to American schoolchildren.

Congress has established a handful of programs, such as Star Schools for :nter-
active satellite distance learning. Congress approved Technology Challenge Grants.
That's good for successful grant applicants like San Diego city schools. But for the
over 75 percent of schools who put millions of dollars worth of staff time and effort
into submitting grant applications, the Clinton Administration's Challenge Grant is
bringing their students no technology whatsoever. We need a plan to bring tech-
nology to every school, not another system of grant application roulette.

There is also a new education technology office at the U.S. Department of Edu-
cation.

Nor have most local school districts invested seriously into technology. The San
Diego City Schools, with Scripps and Mira Mesa, are at the leading edge of edu-
cational technology, but even they are behind the curve. When schools raise money
for capital projects through bond issues, only about 6 cents on each bond issue dollar
funds computers and technology. I have some advice for our schools who are having
trouble passing bond issues: Parents, families, and communities will get far more
energized about investing in technology for their children, than they will for parking
lots and storage sheds.

Most recently, the Clinton Administration has pursued a P.S.P.R. policy to bring
technology into the public schools. P.S.P.R. stands for Political Speech and Press Re-
lease. On a campaign swing through California, President Clinton offered to connect
every school to the Internet by the year 2000. When asked how, he didn't know. He
just thought it was a good idea.

On that goal, I agree with the President. But political speeches and press releases
won't bring technology to our children. We must pursue a policy that will.

Experts say that a broadband, interactive telecommunications connection to every
one of America's 80,000 public schools would cost about $10.2 billion. This is far
short of the whole cost of truly integrating technology into education. It does not
include classroom computer:, or local networks, or training for teachers, or software.
But we must begin somewliere, where there is a clear Federal interest. I believe
that the Federal budget could afford to provide a broadband inte :active connection
to every school, had previous Congresses not buried the American people in deficits
and debt. Our payments for interest on the debt this year alone run 20 times as
large as the cost of providing this high-tech connection for our schools. Our chil-
dren's future is already mortgaged. We cannot bury them in more debt, even for this
worthy purpose.

There may be opportunity on another front. This fall, a House-Senate conference
committee is hammering-out telecommunications reform legislation. This historic
measure, which I supported during its House consideration, is intended to unleash
creativity and competition in the telecommunications market, so that services we
cannot even imagine today would soon be made available to many American con-
sumers at an affordable price. I agree that the telecommunications bill can bring
in a new American century of job growth and opportunity in high technology and
information services.

Let me pose this question, then, to the regional Bell operating companies, to the
long-distance companies, to the cable TV companies, and to the satellite and tele-
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communications technology companies: If this competition will have you fighting one
another tooth and nail to provide greater service at lower cost, when will our schools
and libraries get a piece of the action?

When will our 80,000 schools, and our thousands of public libraries, have an
interactive, broadband telecommunications connection?

When? The year 2000? 2010? 2050? Name a date. You can send it to my office,
227 Cannon Building in Washington, the sooner the better.

For about $2 billion a year, every school can be connected to the cutting edge in
telecommunications technology by January 1, 2001. The Senate bill already has a
provision that gives State commissions with jurisdiction over telecommunications,
plus the Federal Communications Commission, power to hold the industry account-
able to do the job. Perhaps schools and communities could demonstrate partnership
and commitment to the task, through an understanding that no connection be made
to a school that has not first invested in appropriate technology itself.

These are simply proposals for your consideration. But they come from a strongly
held belief; that we cannot let another generation of American children be born,
then enter and graduate from school, without them learning and understanding
technology. It is vital to their shot at the American dream. And it is vital to Ameri-
ca's future.

If the companies which benefit from the telecommunications legislation cannot
name a date by which they will have our schools conniicted with interactive
broadband capability, then perhaps Congress should name a date for them, the
sooner the better, and determine a funding mechanism.

I believe we can dream big dreams about bringing our schools into the 21st Cen-
tury I am encouraged that the Speaker, and many of those testifying here today,
are thinking boldly about this issue. The question is whether we have the persist-
ence and the courage to outla.st all of those who say it cannot be done, and just do
it

As for me, I say that this is America. And in America, we can do anything.

Chairman WALKER. Mr. Fattah, did you have a question?
Mr. FATTAH. I just wanted to thank the Chairman and the rank-

ing member for their gracious welcome to the Committee, and the
Chairman I know from my work with the FIA Agency back in
Pennsylvania, and the ranking member, Mr. Clay. I'm looking for-
ward to working on the Committee.

Thank you.
Chairman WALKER. And again, we welcome you here today.
With that, we'd like to invite our first witnesses, panel of wit-

nesses to the table.
[Pause.]
Chairman WALKER. We thank you very much for being with us

today. I have an order on my panel that seems to kind of move
across the table from my right to my left, so I think what we'll do
is begin with Professor Papert. We would welcome your testimony.

STATEMENT OF PROFESSOR SEYMOUR PAPERT, LEGO PRO-
FEESOR OF LEARNING RESEARCH, MASSACHUSETTS INSTI-
TUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS
Professor PAPERT. I see in front of me "Where there's no vision,

the people perish." There is no vision in the education establish-
ment about where education is going.

I think that's the main burden I'd like to make and I'd like to
illustrate it by a series of little parables, rather than quote, facts
which in the short time.

The first parable is about people in the 19th century who were
doing research on how to improve transportation. Somebody stum-
bled on the idea of a jet engine and had the great idea that if we
attached the jet engine to the stage coach, it would assist the
horses by adding to their power. In fact, the opposition to this idea
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said, no, don't do that. Let's train the stage coaches better, let's
study why the wheels squeak, let's make better grease. Well, they
won because they did experiments and they got results, and the
other guy, the jet engine caused the stage coach to disintegrate.

What we're doing with technology in education is exactly analo-
gous. We're putting computers and other technology in a school sys-
tem that was designed for a totally different epoch where every-
thing about it, the curriculum, its content, the idea of segregating
children by ages, all this is the consequence of a system of knowl-
edge-technology called the blackboard or the slate or the pencil and
paper that required the dissemination of knowledge through pres-
entation bit by bit by a teacher, so it had to be divided into subjects
and the children had to be organized into grades and what could
be taught was severely restricted by the conditions under which
people, under which knowledge was disseminated.

I think that the problem is not how to stick the educational jet
engine onto the educational stage coach. The problem is to invent
the educational jet engine which is something that will be radically
different in all its structure from what we see in schools today.

I object strongly to what you saw being called a classroom of the
future. It's a classroom of the very, very, very near future. I doubt
if there'll be "classrooms" in the real future. There'll be something
else.

Obviously, there'll be places where children learn but they won't
resemble what we see today.

I'd like to use one other little parable, and that's about we have
a strong opinion in this world that some people can do things like
mathematics, and some people can't. And some people can learn
languages and some people can't.

Just focus on mathematics. Why do we think some people don't
have a head for mathematics? It's because they didn't learn mathe-
matics in the mathematics classroom.

But when we go into the French classroom and see how few chil-
dren learn French, we do not conclude that they do r ot have a
head for French, because we know that those very same children,
if they grew up .n France, would speak French perfectly.

So this is a total non sequitur th.at runs right through the whole
thinking about our education, people's abilities, and who can learn
what at what age.

The problem for mathematics education is not to find a better
way of teaching mathematics in the classroom. The problem is to
find the analog of learning French by growing up in France. It's to
create a math land, math land being to mathematics what France
is to French, and this is the great contribution of the computer.

It's not an automated teacher, it's not a way of presenting the
same old curriculum. It's a mathematics speaking being, a medium,
an instrument that would give children and everybody the oppor-
tunity to learn subjects like mathematics that we have thought of
as too hard, too formal, too abstract, to learn this in the same kind
of natural way as children can learn to walk, to talk, to manipulate
their parents, to do all the things that children learn to do, without
any curriculum and without any of our quizzes or national stand-
ards. They just learn these things because they live in a learning
environment.
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And our job is to convert this new technology into the infrastruc-
ture for that environment.

But in order to do that, we have to understand that there's an
entire education establishment there; and by that, I mean, the ad-
ministrations of the schools and the professors and the schools of
education and the government agencies, and this whole structure
which has been built around supporting and understanding an out-
moded system.

And I think one has got to understand that this education estab-
lishment has very deep vested interests, not only for their jobs, but
more important in their vision. Their vision is how to improve and
keep going the old system. The vision is not how to envision and
invent and foster the growth of something radically different.

And I think that that is the vision that we have to have. It's very
hard to know how to translate that vision into what to do on Mon-
day in the classroom, and we have to face that dilemma, but I
think we can.

And I think that the job, the leadership role that our government
can give is to recognize that problem, to recognize that when we
look into the not very distant future, ten or 20 years, the present
system will be totally antiquated in everybody's eyes, and I think
we've got to foster the growth of something new in order to make
an orderly transition possible.

One last parable, which isn't really a parable. I'm very struck by
the analogy between the current state of our school system and the
situation of the Soviet Union maybe ten years ago, when, at the
time that Gorbachev came into power, it had become apparent that
the system is collapsing, that it can't operate.

But it was also, although this was apparent from the outside, to
the people inside, they tried to fix it by jiggering the details, by
making local fixes within its bureaucracy.

I think we are in exactly the same position in our choice of and
our approach to trying to fix our education system which needs a
far more radical examination of what it's about, what the problems
are, why it is what it is.

And when we do that, I think we might find that one of the rea-
sons is exactly the same as what was wrong in the Soviet Union
where they had a command economy where a committee some-
where decided on how many nails would be produced everywhere
in the country.

This cannot work in a modern world. But we in our education
system are trying to run the closest thing to a command economy
in the form of a command curriculum where somehow we think we
can dictate, whether it's at a federal or state or local level doesn't
matter, we think we can dictate a same curriculum for every child
irrespective of who that child is.

I think this is impossible for exactly the same reason. It's going
to collapse. We have to recognize that it's going to collapse and see,
unless we make and foster very rapid change m the system, it will
break down in the same sort of disorderly way that we are begin-
ning to see in some cities now and we saw in the collapse of that
Soviet command economy.

I think that's enough. 'Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Professor Papert followsl
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TECHNOLOGY IN SCHOOLS:
LOCAL FIX OR GLOBAL TRANSFORMATION?

REMARKS BY SEYMOUR PAPERT FOR A HOUSE OF REPRESENTAnVES PANEL ON TECHNOLOGY AND
EDUCATION ON OCTOBER 12, 1995.

Readers interested in more information or in discussing the ideas presented here should use the following electronic
addresses:

e-math Schoolarnedia.mit.edu
URLhttp://eLwww.media.rnit.edu/groups/el/projects/school

1. RECOMMENDATIONS.

1.1. The understanding in the Education Establishment of the consequences for education of
digital technology is deplorably limited. The policy of Federal agencies is a grab bag of
uncoordinated initiatives that provide neither vision of, nor leadership for, deep changes that
are inevitable in as short a time-frame as the immediately coming decade. Even some initiatives
that are exemplary in their short-term effects convey a wrong message for what might happen a
few years ahead.

1.2. The question at stake is no longer whether technology can change education or even whether
this is desirable. The presence of technology in society is a major factor in changing the entire
learning environment. School is lagging further and further behind the society it is intended to
serve. Eventually it will transform itself deeply or breakdown and be replaced by new social
structures.

1.3. The open question is not whether but how. Will the transformation of schooling take place
in an orderly, constructive manner or will we see aggravated versions of the breakdown already
happening in some cities? Will public schooling survive? Will the needs of the economy be
well served?

1.4. The Federal government cannot control the process of educational change but could provide
leadership and vision. My recommendations include:

-- Turning educational institutions that are under federal control into model sites for far-
reaching change. A no-cost example would be freeing the Job Corps from bureaucratic
micromanagement and making innovation a criterion in bidding for management of Job Corps
Centers.

-- Setting the sights higher in the formulation of national goals. For example it is pitiful that a
national leader could see wiring each school to the internet as a significant goal. This would be a
good thing, but a minimal level for a significant national technology-in-schools goal should be
more like "several networked computers in every classroom within three years and a computer
for every student within six."

Having the courage to support the idea that all assumptions about the content of the
curriculum, the modes of learning and the structure of School are open to re-examination and
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iadical replacement as we move into the digital era. Recent initiatives such as Globe, ihe new
standards and the new methods of assessment should be seen as baby steps in the right direction.

Creating a challenge to the technology industry to produce radically innovative low cost (fo.
example $200) high performance networked poil,,ble educationally oriented computational
devices.

-.Creating a challenge to the "ideas industry" to produce radically innovative new concepts of
intellectually rich curriculum without constraints imposed only because they have always been
there such as inclusion of traditional topics (eg fractions or formal grammar), segregation of
learners by age (K. I, 2 etc) or artificiai traditional divisions such as "science vs math vs writing"
or "vocational vs academic."

-- Creating supportive conditions for visionary teachers (of which there are many) to 'blow the
whistle" about the deficiencies of "School as have known it" and join in the launching of a
national debate about the future of the learning environment.

2. RESISTANCE TO CHANGE IN EDUCATION

2.1 Sume sectors of human activity such as medicine, transportation and communications were
transformed beyond recognition during the twentieth century Compared with such megachange
the practices of school have been virtually static.

Mere are in principle two diametrically opposed visions of the role of new technologies in
education. In one vision the technology is a means to bolster and improve establisher
practices. In the other, the new technology renders these practices obsolete by creating the
opportunity for radically new practices.

It is impossible to think sensibly about change and resistance to change in education unless one
recognizes that the Education Establishment will not easily depart from the first view. Ii held
there by its intellectual paradigms as much as by its bureaucratic self-interest. Its professicnal
structure reflects a certain model of education. So does its political and its financial base.

2.2 Reasons for the relative lethargy of educational change include the following:

-- Technology capable of producing an infrastructure to support megachange in education
developed only in the last quarter, and largely in the last demi, of the past century;

-- Educational policy is dominated by a hierarchy of bureacracies at federal, state and local levels;

-- Educational thinking is dominated by an intellectual establishment (in schools of education,
research institutes, federal agencies and elsewhere) whose culture formed under conditions of a
lethargic pace of change;

--Since almost everyone has spent many years in schools, the image of 'School as we have
known it" is deeply imprinted in our collective and individual consciousness;
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Neither the general public nor education policy makers have access to elaborated descriptions of
alternatives. AS a result small modifications of the existing system can be presented as "radical
innovation."

--There is widespread confusion about the costs of technology and the costs of failure.

The last two points will be amplified by some arithmetic in the next section and some parables in
the following one.

3. THE MATHEMATICS OF THE COST OF TECHNOLOGY

The cost of technology is vastly exaggerated in the minds of education policy makers. The
following factors enter the process:

3.1 The cost is seen in absolute and not in relative terms:

Consider the following extremely conservative assumptions for a school system:

School budget: $6,000 per student per year

Cost of a computer: $1000

Life of Com,,uter: 5 years

Consequences.

Cost per year of providing every student with a computer is $200 a 30, increase in budget.

Cost of enough computer power In school to allow access whenever needed would be about
1% increase in budget.

3.2 Costs are based on retail prices of machines structured by an industry's perceptions of other
markets:

-- Even without significant redesign of computers the above costs could be cut to half by hard
bargaining for very large scale use.

-- An innovative design could produce an educationally powerful machine for a quarter of the
above prices.

Thus: the cost of providing every stuent with high quality computation is much less than the
annual increase in cost of education due to inflation.

3.3 Costs are not compared with the cost of school success and failure.

The above figures show that if the use of technology permitted a 5% improvement in the
outcome of education it would be vastly cost-effective. If one adds to this costs of social services,
loss of productivity, incarceration and other consequences of educational failure the figures are
even more compellingly in favor of cost-eftectiveness of investment in educational technology.
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4. PARABLES

The following parables are intended to consolidate what I mean by my assertion that the
Education Establishment has fallen victim to a fundamental error which I recapitulate as follows:

The Education Establishment has misunderstood the historical role of digital technology in
relation to the education of children.

A pervasive error consists of seeing the technology as a way to improve the practices of
contemporary School. In fact the technology makes them obsolete.

For the foreseeable future one can assume that there will be places children come together in
order to learn. But almost every particular aspect of how these places will be organized will be
different: certainly the "curriculum" will be radically different; the segregation of children by age
and the fragmentation of knowledge into separate "subjects" may no longer be considered
desirable. ETC. All these features of School can be traced to the lack of powerful knowledge-
handling technologies.

4.1 First Parable

Physicians of a bygone era greet new medical technologies such as anesthesia and asepsis as
providing an opportunity to improve their procedures for example they see ways to
achieve wonderful improvement in the use of leeches for blood-letting.

4.2 Second Parable:

Nineteenth century researchers seeking to improve transportation stumble on the idea of a jet
engine and propose to use it to augment the power of horses pulling stage coaches.
Researchers of a rival school ridicule the idea of using technology to solve the problem and
suggest that the better way is to train the coachnien. They cite careful experiments to show
that stage coaches are slowed down by friction in the axle bearings. They demonstrate that a
statistically significant improvement in speed can be obtained simply by training the drivers to
use more and better grease.

Of course the anti-technologists were probably right in the short term. But the revolution in
transportation was not going to come !rom studying axles and grease or by training coachmen
in better skills. It would come through the invention of the airplane.

Of course the parables don't prova anything about technology and education. But they do set the
tone for what has to be proved: the need and the possibility of inventing the educational
airplane.
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Chairman WALKER. Thank you very much, Professor Papert.
Dr. Kay.

STATEMENT OF DR. ALAN C. KAY, APPLE FELLOW LEARNING
CONCEPTS, APPLE COMPUTER, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
Dr. KAY. Thank you.
I'd like to submit two documents for the record.
One is a Scientific American article I wrote a few years ago,

which I think covers a lot of the issues. And another one is a short
piece I wrote for this hearing.

Chairman WALKER. Without objection, they'll be included in the
record.

Dr. KAY. Thank you.
For my short time here, I'd first like to say that I got started

working with children in technology because of a visit to Seymour
Papert in 1968, 27 years ago or so now. And I was struck imme-
diately by his understanding and vision of how education and this
new computer technology is going to play itself out, and I think he
was right then, and I think he's right now.

There are some real problems in making it work. If the issue
were music, for instance, if America's parents were worried that
their children wouldn't make it in life unless they became musi-
cians by the time they left high school, we could imagine Congress
or some state legislature coming up with the solution of let's put
a piano in every classroom. And they would say, but unfortunately,
we don't have enough money to train the existing teachers or hire
musicians, so what we'll do is we'll just give the existing teachers
two-week refresher courses in the summer on music, and that
should solve our problem.

And we know that music, as we know it, is not really going to
get into the classroom.

Now the children will really enjoy having a piano in the class-
room. They'll evolve a kind of chopsticks culture and maybe a little
bit beyond. But that's basically what we're getting rif,ht now.

So part of what Math Land is and part of what any kind of envi-
ronment for doing rich learning in is one in which the adults are
invested in it as well.

I think this is the biggest problem that we have to deal with, be-
cause obviously American technology can produce as many comput-
ers for as low a cost as we need. We can saturate the entire world
with computers, but to set up a sense of what its special music is
is going to be very, very difficult, and I think that is what we
should be aiming our efforts at.

And I'd like to say one other thing which is a famous, a Rabbi
famous for his wisdom in Europe was once asked why the Jews
keep the sabbath holy, and he said because man is not a beast of
burden. And what he meant by that was not just that you shouldn't
work one day a week, but he meant that being human isn't pri-
marily about working.

So the most important thing here is to try and differentiate be-
tween all of the vocational demands that are being placed more
and more heavily on society year by year, by parents, by busi-
nesses, and what education actually means.
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If we take the pragmatic step of simply trying to deal with voca-
tional problems and simply trying to institute training via comput-
ers in our schools, we will lose the larger battle and we'll lose it
fairly soon.

And it's in part because it is not nearly as difficult for people to
learn how to do new jobs as it is for them to have the flexibility
to have change be a part of their lives. One of the biggest problems
is, in today's business, is not in the intelligence or ability of people
to learn; it's in the sense of having a large enough world view to
see there's more things in life than the job that they're doing right
now.

So I think that is a very important part.
And the third thing I would like to mention is that even though

television is so deeply embedded in our society, it now seems to be
the environment that people are exposed to. I think it is one of the
worst things in the quantity that it is viewed for helping children
understand how large the world is.

People like to say that people find out more from television now
than they ever did in the past. But the problem is is what they find
out is trivial, simple, anol has very little to do with the kinds of
thinking they're going to have to do when they grow up.

So learning is very entertaining when you d.o it, but entertain-
ment often isn't particularly good learning.

Maybe television should be the last technology that America pro-
duced that doesn't have a Surgeon General's warning on it. It's
something to think about.

Now my recommendations are kind of flimsy. And the reason is
is because, as Seymour points out, we have an enormous situated
bureaucracy for running education in this country. And the biggest
tragedy is within it are many teachers who are completely dedi-
cated to helping their students' lives.

But within this larger machine, I see very little chance of change
in the direction that America needs. I think that is something that
Congress and all of the people of this country are going to have to
wrestle with for the next quite a few years.

I think setting up goals such as America will be the first in the
world in science and math, as President Bush did a few years ago,
completely misses all of the points.

One of the points it misses is that this is simply not possible. It
will take decades to make changes from what has happened.

And it also misses the point about what the goals should actually
be. The goals should be much more like this famous Rabbi which
is that schools should not be just for learning how to make a living,
but learning how to live.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement and attachments of Dr. Kay followd
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Powerful idea: Need Love Too!

written remarks to Joint Hearing of the Science Committee and the Economic and Educational
and Opportunities Committee, Oct. 12, 1993

by Alan Kay
Fellow, Apple Computer Corp.

Let me start the conversation by showing a video made by the National Science Foundation
at a recent Harvard commencement, in which they asked some of the graduating seniors and
their professors a few simple questions what causes the seasons and the phases of the
moon. All were confident about their answers, but roughly 93% gave explanations that were not
even close to what science has discovered. Their main theories were that the seasons are caused
by the Earth being closer to the sun in summer, and that the phases of the moon are caused by
the Earth's shadow. Some of the graduates had taken quite a bit of science in high school and
at Harvard. NSF used this to open a discussion about why science Isn't learned well even after
years of schooling. And not learned well even by most of the successful students, with. high
SATs, at the best universities, with complete access to computers, networks, and information.

Nly reaction was a little different. I kept waiting for the "other questions" that NSF should
have asked, but never did. I got my chance a few weeks later after giving a talk at UCLA. I
asked some of the seniors, first year graduate students, and a few professors the same questions
about the seasons and the phases of the moon and got very similar results: about 95% gave bogus
explanations along the same lines as the Harvard students and professors. But now I got to ask
the next questions. To those that didn't understand the seasons, I asked if they knew what
season It was in South America and Australia when it is summer in North America. They all
knew it was winter. To those that didn't understand the phases of the moon, I asked if they
had ever seen the moon and the sun in the sky at the same time. They all had. Slowly, and only
in a few, I watched them struggle to realize that having opposite seasons in the different
hemispheres could not possibly be compatible with their "closer to the sun for summer" theory,
and that the sun and the moon in the sky together could not possibly be compatible with their
"Earth blocks the suns rays" theory of the phases.

To me NSF quite missed the point. They thought they were turning up a "science problem",
but there are thousands of science "facts" and no scientist knows them all; ive should be grateful
that the Harvard and UCLA students didn't "know the answers". 1,That actually turned up is a
kind of "math problem", a thinking and learning problem that is far more serious.

Why more serious? Because the UCLA students and professors (and their Harvard
counterparts) knew something that contradicted the very theories they were trying to
articulate and not one of them could get to that contradictory knowledge to say, "Hey, wait a
minute-1 In some form, they "knew" about the opposite seasons and that they had seen the

sun and the moon in the sky at the same time, but they did not "know" in any operational sense

of being able to pull it out of their memories when thinking about related topics. Their
"knowings" were isolated instead of set up to be colliding steadily with new ideas as they were
formed and considered.

What was going on with themand what similarly goes on with children every day in
school? To understand this, we have to find out how we humans are "naturally" set up to think
and learn.

We can get a clue from tne Bible. King Solomon was held to be the wisest man who ever
lived and it says why: he knew more than 3000 proverbs! And proverbs work as follows: if you
come home from a trip and your family is glad to see you, then "Absence made their hearts grow
fonder". But it you come home from a trip and they aren't pilticularly glad to see you then the
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reason is...what? That's right, "Out cf sight. out of mind". Each proverb exists to give meaning
to a particular situation, and each is recalled on a case to case basis. If the proverb you use
today (or the play or movie you see today) contradicts the one from last week, it is of no moment

because proverbs and stories are evaluated mainly on how good they are right now , not how
they compare to the other proverbs and stories in the pool.

This way of thinking and giving meaning to one's life and so<iety in terms of stories and
narratives is universal over all cultures, and is in our basic "wiring" as human beings. It is part
of what we call "common sense". And it is the way most of the college students that NSF and I
talked to had "learned scienceas isolated cases, stories that would be retrieved to deal with
a similar situation: not as a system of inter-related.arguments about what we think we know
and how well we dunk we know it. Story thinking won out. Claude Levi-Strauss and Seymour
Papert have called this incremental isolated "natural" learning bricolage which means
making something by "tinkering around'. This is one of the reasons that engineering predates

science by thousands of years; some constructions can be accomplished gradually by trial and
error without needing arty grand explanations of why things work.

Yet if we look back over the last 400 years to ponder what ideas have caused the greatest
changes in human society and have ushered in our modern era of democracy, science, technology
and health care, it should be a bit of a shock to realize that none -of these is in story form!
Newton's treatise on the laws of motion, the force of gravity, and the behavior of the planets is
set up as a sequence of arguments that imitate Euclid's books on geometry. All scientific papers
since then are likewise given as special kinds of arguments, not stories. Tom Paine's Common
Sense is a forty page argument about why monarchies are not a good form of government and
why a democracy is likely to be better. (This xvas not actually "common sense", but "uncommon
sense" since historically, the movement to democracy is incredibly rare.) The Federalist Papers

are arguments that support different parts of the design of the Constitution. And the

Constitution itself is a set of principles for building a very complex dynamic structure that
should last for centuries whose "parts" (that is, us!) come and go and are only somewhat inter
cooperative. It is most definitely not a story!

Recent studies have shown that less than 5% of American adults (less than 7% in the U10
have learned to think fluently in these modern non story forms. A recent perusal of the top 150
selling books in the US (as of Sept. 15th, thanks to www.usatoday.corri) shows that 80% are in
story form, 15% are self help books, 15% could be construed to have some scientific content, and
none were in the form of serious argumentative essays. (Occasionally there appears an extended
essay such as Bloom's The Closing of the American Mind, but none in the top 150 in Sept.). And
these are percentages for the smallish number of Americans that buy books at allremember
that a bestseller is around 100,000 books, and a "run-away bestseller" is usually no more than
1,000,000 books in a nation of some 250 milhons! Television, of course, is all about stories, and
finds any ofoer form almost impossible to deal with. Note, for example, how PBS deals with
"serious subjects"they are still given as stories, and at their very best, they function as ads for
books that actually hold the real content,

my point here is not to urge that stories be given up. I love to hear and read them, and I
love to see titzrn enacted in the theater. If we couldn't think "story" in the theater, all we
would see are actors in front of cardboard scenary supported by various noises from instruments
in the pit. To enjoy theater, we have to give ourselves over to the narrative, experience actors
as ourselves, the symbolic scenary as a place and mood, and the noises from the pit as stirring
music. It works wonderfully well and we can participate deeply in what it means to be human
via this process.

But now consider going to a similar building, with similar people on a stage uttering similar
glorious sentences, all supported by symbolic scenary and stirring music. Sound like theater? But

1
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here I am referring to a political rally. 1That we are so willing to surrender in theater, we had

better hold on to with both hands here! Since our whole meaning of life and relationships with
others require us to invest symbols with meaning and to give up part of ourselves to ideas, we
have to get pretty sophisticated to work both sides of the street: to be tender-minded when our
souls can be lifted, and be tough-minded when someone is trying to take them away from us. I
believe that the main goal of learning is to learn that discernment, to learn how to make

symbols work for us.
But lust being able to criticize the kind of story in which we are embedded is not nearly

enough, given that so much of important modern content, both politically and scientifically, is
rendered in forms other than stories. In order to be completely enfranchised in the 21st century,
it will be very important for children to get fluent in the three central forms of thinking that
are now in use: "stories", "logical arguments". and "systems dynamics". The question is"how?".

One of the reasons advanced for why it is so difficult to get most children to learn to think 1 n

these new ways is that "this kind of thinking is hard to learn". But it is quite hard to learn to
ride a bike, harder still to shoot baskets, and one of the hardest things to learn how to do is to

hit a baseball consistently. If one watches children trying to learn these skills, what one sees is

that they fail most of the time, but keep on trying until they learn, usually over years. This is
more like their attitude when learning to walk and talk than the defeatism so often found in
schoolwork. In fact, what really seems to be the case is that children are willing to go to any
lengths to learn very difficult things and endure almost an endless succession of "failures" in the

process if they have a sense that the activity is an integral part of their culture.
Montesorri used this very successfully in her schools. And Montesorri's ideas about "self -

driven learning" were used much later in the design of the overlapping window Interface on the
Macintosh. Suzuki has had similar success in music learning via setting up a musical culture in
which the child is embedded. Television and cultural continuity is very good at providing an
environment that includes athletics and certain kinds of music and dance, and shows what it
means to be highly skilled at them. Art impressively large number of scientists either had a

scientist parent or one who was extremely interested in sciencesometimes just extremely
interested in "learning as a high calling". Difficulty is not the real issue here. Belonging to a
culture and building a personal identity are. 1Ve could call this "rite of passage" motivation.

If we hark back to the less than 5% estimates for the percentage of the American population
that has learned to think in these new ways and recall that television is not a good medium to

show these new ways of thinking, this means that most 'thildren will have no embedded
cultural experience in these ideas before coming to school. I don't know what percentage of
elementary school teachers have learned to think in these new ways, but I would guess from

personal experience that it is very similar to that of the population as a whole. This means

that it will be very unlikely for most children to experience these new ways of thinking at
home or at school or through televisionespecially as embedded into the general ways of
doing and thinking which are so important to how children assign value to what they are going

to try really hard to learn.
Now something that is very hard to do, and which is not seen by a child as an important

"rite of passage", is simply not going to be focused on with the intensity, stick-to-it-ness and
tolerance of failure that is required to get over the hurdles. One of the great problems with the

way most schools are set up is that the children quickly sense that most of the stuff they are

asked to do is not "real", especially as opposed to optional activities like sports and games, art
and music. They know these are "real", and a school has to go to great lengths to make them

artificial enough for the children to lose interest.
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Let me give an analogy to how the "setting up an environment" strategy might be dealt
sx ithit is drawn from a learning experience I had as a child.

Suppose it were music that the nation is concerned about. Our parents are worried that their
children won't succeed in life unless they are musicians. Our musical test scores are the lowest in
the world. After much hue and cry, Congress comes up with a technological solution: "By the
N ear 2000 we will put a piano in every classroom! But there are no funds to hire musicians, so we
sx ill retrain the existing teachers for two weeks every summer. That should solve the problem!"
But we know that nothing much will happen here, because as any musician will tell you, the
music is not in the pianoif it were we would have to let it vote! Vhat music there is, is inside
each and every one of us.

Now some things will happen with a plane in even: classroom. The children will love to
play around with it, and a "chopsticks culture- is likely to develop. This is "piano by
bricolage . Some will be encouraged by parents to take lessons, and a few rare children will
decide to take matters into their own hands and find ways to learn the real thing without any
official support. Other kinds of technologies, such as recordings, support the notion of "music
appreciation". It seems to turn most away from listening, but a few exceptions may be drawn
closer. The problem is that "music appreciation" is like the "appreciation" of "science" er
"math" or "computers"; it Isn't the same as actually learning music, science, math, or
com puting

But 50 years ago. I had the experience of growing up in a community that desired "real music
for all", and found a xvay to make it work. It was a little town in New England that only had
200 students in the high school, yet had a tradition of having a full band, orchestra and chorus.
This required that almost every child become a fluent musician. The secret is that every child
starts off as a musician in their heart and each has a voice to sing with. They taught us to sing
all the intervals and sight-read single parts in first grade. In second grade we sang two parts. In
third grade we sang four parts and started to chose instruments. Talent was not a factor, though
of course It did show up. This was something everyone did, and everyone enjoyed. I did not find
out that this was unusual until I moved away. An important sidelight is that there was a piano
in every classroom and all the teachers could play a little, though I am sure that at least one et
the teachers was not very musical. What seemed to make It work was that the community had
an excellent musical specialist for the elementary grades xx ho visited each classroom several
times a week. I remember that one teacher didn't like my phrasing in a song and tried to change
it, but the specialist did like It and encouraged me to see if I could phrase the rest of the song
that way.

The central point to this story is not so much that most of the children became fluent
musicians by the time they got to high schoolthey did and had done so for generationsbut
that as far as I can tell, almost all still love and make music as adults (including mei.

We can find this "create an embedded environment and support classroom teachers with
visiting experts" strategy in a number of schools today. The Open Charter School of Los Angeles
has succeeded in setting up a "design culture" in their third grade classrooms that embeds the
children in a year-long exciting and difficult adventure in the large-scale design of cities. The
most successful elementary school science program I know of is in all of the Pasadena
elementary schools and is organized along the same lines. It was developed by Jim Bowers and
Jerry Pines, two Calteth scientists, and the key is not just an excellerit set of curriculum ideas and
approaches, but that the classroom teachers have to gain some real fluency, and there is
important scaffolding and quality control by expert circuit riders from the district.

To say It again, children start off loving to learn, and most can learn anything the culture
throws at them. But they are best at learning ideas that seem to be an integral part of the
surrounding culture. Having a parent or teacher that encourages them to study math and science
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Is not even close to having one that hers math and science (or seems tot. This is the strongest
pedagogical strategy I have encountered over more than 25 years of working with children.
Technologessuch as books, musical irstruments, pen and paper, bats and ballscan help, but
they are clearly not enough to get kids over the critical hurdles all by themselves. On the other

hand, literacy, music, art, dance, and sports can all flourish with little or no supportive
technologies at allsupportive adults are all that are needed. An interesting exception to the
need for supportive adults is when something becomes a "must- in the children's culturelike
video games. John Holt once said that it would be much easier to teach math if it were made
illegal/ There have been a few attempts to get children to learn powerful ideas by embedding
them in their own cultural rites of passagenone have been successful so farbut I think this
has some real possibilities for the future.

A good rule of thumb for curriculum design is to aim at being idea based , not media based.

Every good teacher has found this out. Media can sometimes support the learning of ideas, but
often the best solutions are found by thinking about how the Ideas could be taught with no
supporting media at all. Using what children know, can do, and arr often works best. After some
good approaches have been found, then there might be some helpful media Ideas as well.

Now let me turn to the dazzling new technologies of computers and networks for a moment.
Perhaps the saddest occasion ior me is to be taken to a computerized classroom and be shown
children joyfully using computers. They are happy, the teachers and administrators are happy,

and their parents are happy. Yet, in most such classrooms, on closer examination I can see that

the children are doing nothing interesting or growth inducing at all! This is technology as a
kind of junk foodpeople love it but there is no nutrition to speak of. At its worst, it is a kind of
"cargo cult" in which it is thought that the mere presence of computers will somehow bring
learning back to the classroom. He,c. any use of computers at all is a symbol of upward mobility
in the 21st century. With this new kind of "piano", what is missing in most classrooms and
homes is any real sense of whether music is happening or just "chopsticks".

I have found that there are many analogies to books and the history of the printing press
that help when trying to understand the computer. Like books, the computer's ability to
represent arbitrary symbols means that its scope is the full range of human endeavors that can
be expressed in languages. This range extends from the most trivialsuch as astrology, comic
books, romance novels, pornographyto the most profoundsuch as political, artistic and
scientific discussion. The computer also brings something very new to the party, and that is the
ability to read and write its own symbols, and to do so with blazing speed. The result is that
the computer can also represent dynamic situations, again with the same range: from "Saturday
Morning cartoons", to games and sports, to movies and theater, to simulations of comp/ex social
and scientific theories.

The analogy to a library of books and communication systems is found in the dynamic
networking of millions of computers together in the Internet. Newly added are that one can use
this new kind of library from anywhere on earth, it is continuously updated, and users can
correspond and even work together on projects without having to be in the same physical
location.

To us, working on these ideas thirty years ago, it felt as though the next great "500 year
invention" after the printing press was being born. And for a few percentvery like the few
that used the book to learn, understand, and debate powerful ideas and usher in new ways of
thinking about the worldcomputers and networks are starting to be that important. The
computer really is the next great thing after the book But also as with the book, most are being

left behind.
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Here is where the analogy to books vs. television is most sobering. In .America, printing has
failed as a carrier of important ideas for most Americans. Few get fluent enough in reading to
follow and participate in the powerful ideas of our world. Many are functionally illiterate,
and most who do some reading, read for entertainment at home and for information on the job

(viz. the 95% of bestsellers as stories and self-help). Putting the Federalist Papers on the
Internet will eventually provide free access to all, but to have this great collection of arguments
be slightly more accessible in the 21st century than it is today in public hbraries will make no
change in how many decide to read its difficult but worthwhile prose. Once again we are face to

face with something that "is hard to learn", but has lost its perceived value to Americans
they ask why should they make the effort to get fluent in reading and understanding such deep

content?
Television has become America's mass medium, and it is a very poor container for powerful

ideas. Television is the greatest "teaching machine" ever created, Unfortunately, %chat it is
best at teaching are not the most important things that need to be learned. And it is so bad at
teaching these most important ideas that It convinces most viewers that they don't even exist!

Now computers can be television-like, book-like, and "like themselves". Today's
commercial trends in educational and home markets are to make them as television-like as
possible. And the weight of the billions of dollars behind these efforts is likely to be
overwhelming. It is sobering to realize that in 1600, 150 years after the invention of the
printing press, the top two bestsellers in the British Isles were the Bible and astrology books!
Scientific and political ways of thinking were just starting to be invented. The real revolutions
take a very long time to appear, because as McLuhan noted, the initial content and values in a
new medium is always taken from old media.

Now one thing that is possible with computers and networks, that could get around some of
the onslaught of "infobabble", is the possibility of making media on the Internet that is "self
teaching". Imagine a child or adult just poking around the Internet for fun and finding
somethingperhaps about rockets or gene splicingthat looks intriguing. If it were like an
article in an encyclopedia, it would have to rely on expository writing tat a level chosen when
the author wrote it) to convey the ideas. This will wind up being a miss for most netsurfers,
especially gwen the general low level of reading fluency today. The computer version of this
will be able to find out how Old and how sophisticated is the surfer and instantly tailor a
progression of learning experiences that will have a much higher chance of introducing each
user to the "good stuff' that underlies most human knowledge. A very young child would be
given different experiences than ok tr onesand some of the experiences would try to teach the
child to read and reason better as a byproduct of their interest. This is a "Montesorri" approach
to how some media might be organized on the Internet: one's own interests provide the
motivation to journey through an environment that is full of learning opportunities disguised as
toys.

This new kind of "dynamic media" is possible to make today, but very hard and expensive.
Yet it is the kind of investment that a whole country should be able to understand and make. I
still don't think it is a real substitute for growing up in a culture that loves learning and
thinking. But in such a culture, such new media would allow everyone to go much deeper, in
more directions, and experience more ways to think about the world than is possible with the
best books today. Without such a culture, such media is likely to be absolutely necessary to
stave off the fast approaching next Dark Ages.

Schools are very likely the last line of defense against the global trivialization of
knowledgeyet it appears that they have not yet learned enough about the new technologies
and media to make the important distinctions between formal but meaningless activities with
computers and networks and the fluencies needed for real 21st century thinking. At their best,
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schools are research center for finding out interesting things, and like great research centers,
these findings are best done with colleagues. There will always be a reason to have such
learning centers, but the biggest problem is that most schools today are not even close to being
the kinds of learning centers needed for the 21st century.IVe all need to help.

Three important things that Congress could do are:
help school districts fund "specialist teachers" to support classroom teachers, especially

in the elementary grades.
support research to invent "high-content" mediathe computer equivalent of the essay

to be one of the bases of the literacy of the 21st century
help education to compete successfully with television in interest, and far exceed
television in content

Will Rogers once said that its not what you don't know that really hurts you, but what you
think you know! The best ploy herefor computing, science, math, literature, the arts, and
musicis for schools to be quite clear that they don't knowthey are the blind people trying to
figure out the elephantand then try to find strategies that will help gradually reveal the

elephant. This is what the top professionals in their fields do. We find Rudolph Serkin in
tears at age 75 accepting the Beethoven medal, saying "I don't deserve this" and meaning it.
We find Nobel physicist Richard Feynmann telling undergraduates in his physics course at
Caltech lust how much he doesn't understand about physics, especially in his specialty! We
can't learn to see until we realize we are blind.

The reason is that understandinglike civilization, happiness, music, science and a host of
other great endeavorsis not a state of being, but a manner of traveling. And the main goal of
helping children learn is to find ways to show them that great road which has no final
destination, and that manner of traveling in which the tourney itself is the reward.
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Computers, Networks
and Education

Globally networked, easy-to-use computers can enhance learning,.
but only within an educational environment that

encourages students to question "Acts"and seek challenges

The physicist Murray Ge II Mann
has remarked that education in
the 20th century is like being

taken to the world's greatest restau-
rant and being fed the menu. Ile meant
that representations of ideas have re-
placed the Ideas themselses: students
are taught superficially about great dis-
coveries instead of being helped to learn
deeply for themselves.

In the near future, all the representa-
tions that htunan beings have invented
will be instantly accessible anywhere in
the world on intimate, notebook-size
computers. Rut bill we he able to get
from the menu to the food) Or will we
no longer understand the difference be-
tween the tic& Worse, will WI' lose even
the ability to read the menu and be sat-
isfied Just to recoghize that ii is one?

fhere has always been confusion be-
tween carriers and contents. Pianists
know that music is not in the piano. It
begins inside human beings as special
urges to communicate feelings. But
many children are forced to "take pi-
ano" before their musical impulses de-

ALAN C XM has been a fellow of Ap
pie Computer Mt since 1584. Before
Joining Apple, he was a founder and fd.
low of the Xerox Palo Alto Research
Center and, tater, chief scientist of Atari.
One of the pioneers of personal corn
putIng, he is the onginal designer of
the overlapping-wIndoss User mwrface
and Smalltalk, the first completeh ob .
lectbnented language kal ha. worked
with t hddren for most of his career by
t ause he says, 'the media that poser .
fulh shape nur ways of thinking must
by made accessible in early In Me as
possible.' His interests outside of com-
puting include musical performance and
Instrument design and 'trying to learn
more about the world in which we find
nurselves also plays tennis whensx
er he can

by Alan C. Kay

velop: then thei turn away from music
for life. Tim piano at lts best can only
be an amplifier of existing feelings,
bringing forth multiple notes In har-
mony and polyphony that the unaided
voice cannot produce.

The computer is the greatest 'piano'
ever invented, for it Is the master car-
rier of representations of every kind.
Now there is a rush to have people, es-
pecially schoolchildren, 'take comput-
er,' Computers can amplify yearnings
in ways even more profound than can
musical instruments. But if teacher: do
not nourish the romance of teaming
and expressing, am external mandate
for a new 'literacy' becomes as much a
cnishing burden as being forced to per-
form Beethoven's sonatas while having
no sense of their beauty. Instant access
to the world's information will proba-
bly have an effect opposite to what is
hoped: students will become numb In-
stead of enlightened.

n addition to the notion that the
mere presence of computers will
improve learning, several other mis-

conceptions about learning often lUn-
der modern education. Stronger ideas
need to replace them before any teach-
ing aid, be it a computer or pencil and
paper, will be of most service. One mis-
conception might be called the fluidic
theory of education: students are emp-
ty vessels that must be given knowl-
edge drop try drop from the full teach-
er-vessel. A related idea Is that educa-
non is a bitter pill that can be made
palatable only bi sugarcoating- a view
that misses the deep Jos- brought by
learning itself.

Another mistaken view holds that
humans, like other animals, have to
make do only with nature's mental
bricks, or Innate ways of thinking, in
the construction of our minds. Equally
worrisome is the naive idea that reality

I .18 Scum n it AMAX AN September 1991

is solely what the senses reveal. Finally,
and perhaps most misguided, is the
view that the mind is unitary, that it
has a seamless 1"-ness.

Quite the contrary. Minds are far
from unitary: they consist of a patch-
work of different mentalities. Jerome S.

SIMMS at the Open Schook Center
ice lodtviclusliration, in los Angeles, are
creating a dynamic simuladon of ocean
life (right) alld doing math babas* with
the help of Madmosh computers, which
are set unobtnnively into the desks.
bi the Open School, which already had
a strong curriculum before it obtained
computers, tbe machines do not tubed-
tute for teachers. They are thought of
as 'Just another material,' like books.
Pakits and clay, that can support the
chlldren's activities, in the next few
years, notebook.sixe computers are ex-
pected to become available; then chil-
dren will be able to carry their comput-
ers anywhere they go.
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CLOWN FISH
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CLOWN FLSH IS I.T.A ildtH) in an ucean simulation construct-
ed try nine- and l0-year-olds at the Open School. Tbe fish re-
peatedly brushes up against an Individual sea anemone (left
panel) to build Immunity to its poisonous stings. After im-
munity is established (right panel), the fish tan take refuge
among the anemone's tentacles whenever a predator (here a

Bruner of Nek, ork Inwersit) has sug .
gested that we hase a number of ways
to know and think about the world, in.
eluding doing, seeing and manipulating
st mbols What is more. cab of us has
to construct our own sermon of realn
In main force, literally to make our
wises And we are quite capable of de-
sistng new mental bricks, new ways of
thiaking, that can enormously expand
the understandings NC ( an attain. I he
hrcc ks we des clop become new tech
nologies lor thinking

Mans of the most saluahle strut tures
des ised trout our newer bricks may re .
quire considerable effort 10 at gum..
Music, mathematics, scwrge and hu
man rights are Just a fess of the sss
tons ol thought that must be built up
layer by lay er and integrated. Although
understanding or creating such ton
strut 11011s is ,IIIT11.1111. thy need for snug
gle should not be go Kinds for avoid
ante FM-nulls should he sought out,
as a spur to delving more deepls into
all interesting area. An educational ms
tent that toes to make es ers thing eass
and pleasurable will prevent much tm
portant learning from happening.

it is also important to mil, that
titan% ss stems of thought. panic Warts
those in science, are quite at odds with
ommon sense As the writer Susan

Sontag linty said, "All understanding
begins with our exit dui:pia-1g the world
as it appears Most m tem e. in tact, is
quite literalb noresenv This idea be
came strikingb obs mu, when sto h in
strumenis as the ivies( ope and micro.

OCEAN BOTTOM

shark named Jaws) Ls near. By constructing simulations, the
children leant more about tbe challenges of being a clown
fist, and the benefits of symbiosis than they would If tries en-
gaged only in MOM passive activitiessuch as reading books
and observing a fish tank. The author argues that adults, too.
learn best when they- can test ideas through simulation,

scope resealed that the universe con
sists of much that is outside the reach
()I our tame reality.

I iunutns are predisposed by biology
to live in the barbansm of the deep past.
Only by an effort of will and through
use of our imented representations can
we bnng oursekes into the present and
peek Into the future. Our educational
systems must find ways to help chi.
dren meet that challenge.

In the past few dee ades the task be-
fore children belore all of us has be
come harder Change has accelerated so
rapidly that what one generation learns
In childhood no longer applies .20 s ears
later m adulthexid. In other words, each
generation must he able to quickly
learn nos paradigms, or was s of slew
tog the world, the old ways do not re-
maan usable for long Ls en scientists
hose problems making such transt
nons As I hams S kuhn notes dryly
in The titructure o/ Stterntfic Reiviu
nom, a paradigm shtft takes about
years to occur because the onginal
defenders has e to die off.

Much ot the learning that will go on
in the future sill nett-scarab be con
rented sith i 1)mph-silty. On one hand,
humans strut- to make the complex
more simple, tan:gimes in language
and unisersal theones it science have
emerged from sot 11 efforts. On the oth-
er hand. se also need to apprei late
that many apparenth simple situations
are en tualls emotes. and we tune to
be able ni slew situations in their largt r
c ontexts I or example buriung down
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parts of a rain forest might be the
most obvious way to get arable land,
but the ens tronmental effet ts suggest
that burning is not the best %durum
tor humankind

lip to now. the contexts that give
meanIng and limitation to our %drains
knowledges have been all but ins isIble.
To make inntests visible, make them
objects of discourse and make them
exotic reshapable and int villain(' are
strong aspirations veil nun 11 itt har
motn with the pressing needs and lin-
rushing changes ol our its n tune It is
therefore the dot) of a sell.c.onieised
oct ironment for learning to by conten
!IOUs and est-it disturbing, seek con
trasts rather than absolutes. attic ltir
qualm c Ayr quantM and Ic knoisledge
the need tor will and effort. I do not
think it goes too lar to sal that these
requirements arc at odds uith the pre
sailing satin, in Smencan hie lodat

1
f the music is not in the "piano," to
what use should media be put, In
the ( lassrootn and ekes here.' Part

ot the ansser depends on Ionising the
pitfalls of existing media.

It is not %hat is in front ot us that
words in our books, ivies isums and
«imputers but shat gets into our
heads and why we want to learn it let
as Marshall H. Mcl.uhan, the philoso-
pher of cominunliations, has pointed
out. the form is much ol shal does get
mto our heads, we hi-clime what we he
hold I he lorm of the earner ol 11110f
mation is not neutral. it both du tate,



the kind of information conseyed and
affects thinking processes.

This property applies to all media,
not just the new high-tech ones. Soc-
rates complained about writing. He felt
it forced one to follow an argument
rather than participate m it, and he dis-
liked both its alienation and its persis-
tence. lie was unsettled by the idea
that a manuscript traseled without the
author, with whom no argument was
possible. Worse, the author could die
and nes er be talked away from the po-
mnon taken in the writing.

Users of media need to be anmre,
too, that technology often forces us to
choose between qualitt and conve-
nience. Compare the emotions esoked
by great paintings and inwninated man-
uscniats with those es oked by excellent
photographs of the ongmals. the feel-
trigs are quite different. For the major-
it) of people who cannot make such
comparisons directly, there is an un-
derstandable tendency to accept the
substitution as though nothing were
lost. Consequently, little protest has
been made in er replacing high-resolu-
tion photographs of great art twhich
themsels es do not capture the real
thing) with lower-resolution videodisc
images (which distort both light and
space men further). ate result Is that
recognition. not ret ene, is the main
goal in life and also in school, where
recognition Is the highest act to which
most students are asked to aspire.

When consemence is valued over
quality in education, we are led directly
to "junk" learning. 1 his is quite analo-
gous to other junk phenomena, pale
substitutions masquerading for the
real thing. lunk learning leads to iunk
living As Neil M Postman of New ork
Unisersity Sas s. whether a medium car-
nes wink is not important, since all
media hate Junk possibilities. Rut one
needs to ix- sure that media incapable ol
carrying important kinds ol disc ourse
for example. telmision do not displace
those that can.

Media can also lure us into thinking
we are creating by design when In fact
we are lust tinkering. Consider the rid-
ficulty ot transforming clay a perks th
mineable and responsise substatu e -
into any thing aesthetically satisfying
Perlect "debugabdity." or malleabilitt .
does not make up lor lack ol an inter
nal image and shaping skills. Unfortu-
ninety, computers lend themsels es to
such "etas pushing": they tempt users
to try to debug c onstrucnons into exis
tetue by Mal and error

Finally, as Ml I uhan noted, the instant
communication tittered by today's me
dta leads to fragmentation. `wquence
and exposmon are replaced by isolated.
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WALKWAY through a garden (top) outside tbe Open School was designed by the
third graders, who chose a heningbone pattern to ensure easy access to all plots.
the children settled on the pattern after creating and debating many models, often
with the help of their computers. The garden Ls part of the Life tab project. in
which children plan, plant, tend and enjoy the fruits of their own garden (bottom)
as a way of learning about the interaction of living things with the eniirmunent.
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context-free factoids. often presented
simply because they are recent. Two
hundred years ago the Federalist pa-
persessays by lames Madison, Alex-
ander Hamilton and John Jay arguing
for ratification of the 11.5. Constitu-
tionwere published in newspapers in
the 13 colonies. Wry years later the
telegraph and its network shifted the
goals of news from depth to curren-
cy and the newspapers changed in re-
sponse. Approximately 100 years after
that, television started shvting the em-
phasis of news from al* ,ncy to visual
immediacy.

Computers have the same drawbacks
as other media, and yet they also offer
opportunities for counteracting the in-
herent deficits. Where would the au-
thors of the Constitution publish the
Federalist papers today? Not tn a book;

"
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not enough people read books. Not in
newspapers; each essay is too long. Not
on the television; it cannot deal with
thoughtful content. On computer net-
works? Well, computer displays, though
getting better every year, are not good
enough for reading extended prose; the
tendency is to show pictures, diagrams
and short "bumper sticker sentences,
because that is w hat displays do well.

But the late :10th century provides
an Interesting answer to the question:
transmitting over computer networks a
simulation of the proposed struciure
and processes of the new Constitution.
The receivers not only could run the
model but also could change assump-
tions and even the model Itself to test
the ideas. The model could be hyper-
linked to the sources of the design,
such as the constitution of Virginia, so

et'

MOOG. CITY was built by third graders at the Open School after months of 'An-
do& Although the dikben erected the buildings by hand, they nwned to their com-
puters for assistance on a number of Jobs. For lastance, the computers helped the
students simulate the formation of smog in their clty.
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that ''readers" might readily compare
the new ideas against the old. (Hyper-
linking extends any document to in-
clude related information from many
diverse sources.) Now the receivers
would have something stronger than
static essays. And feedback about the
proposals again by networkcould
be timely and reles ant.

Five years ago, intent on studying
firsthand the strengths and weak-
nesses of computers as ampli-

fiers for learning, my colleague Ann
Manon and I. In collaboration with the
Open School: Center for Individualiza-
tion, in IIJS Angeles. set up a research
project called the Apple Vivarium Pro-
gram. We and the principal, Roberta
Blatt, were not trying to improve the al-
ready excellent school by introducing
technology. We were trying to better
understand the value computers might
have as supporting media.

Children are bused in and, as is the
case with other busing schools in Los
Angeles, are selected M lot so that the
racial balance is roughly in accord with
that of the dts as a whole. Parents have
to be interested enough in their children
and the school's leaching approach to
put their children on the list tor consid-
eration. Parental interest and ins olve-
ment are key factors that have made
the school a success. One could even
argue that the educational approach
in a classroom is not nearly as impor-
tant as the set of values about learning
found in the home. If those exist, al-
most any process will work, although
some may be more enjoyable and en-
riching than others.

We particularly wanted to ins estigate
how children can be helped to under-
stand that animals, people and situa-
tions are parts of larger systems that
influence one another. W e therefore fo-
cused much of our work on the study
id biology and ecology . studies ef the
design and functioning of large cities
also gKe children an awareness of such
complexity. Doreen Nelson of the Cali.
fornia Poly technic institute has been
teaching city design to children for
many years: on the basis 01 her work,
our study group introduced a large
male cm .building project lor the third
graders. We also helped the school de-
velop a major theater program, so the
children might see how art and sy s-
tems work from the inside.

What does it mean to learn about bi-
ology as it relates to us and our world?
All creatures consist of and are part of
many sy stems that range from the
molecular to the planetary. A weak way
to approach this romance - in which we
are at once part of the scenery, bit
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PUTT OF 'TEMPERATURES in the Great lakes region ot the U.S. network. Making such maps is part of the Weather In Action
is part of an international map created from data collected by unit of the National Geographic Kids Network curriculum. It
students in hundreds of schools. Ile children tooic measure- is also an example of how networks can enhance scientific
meats at the same time ot day and pooled them through a collaborationfor children as much as for adults.

play ers, star-crossed lovers, heroes and
villainswould be a well meaning at-
tempt to use books, computers or oth-
er representational media as 'delivery
vehicles.' There could be videodiscs
showing plant and animal growth, and
the students could have network elC
cess to data about crop yields. tax-
onomies of animals and plants, and so
furth. But why substitute a 'music ap-
predation' approach for the excite-
ment of direct play? Why teach 'sci-
ence and math appnxiation,' when the
children can more happily (and to bet-
ter effect) actually create whole worlds?

Vv hat is great in biology and hu-
mankind's other grand investigations
cannot be "delivered.' But It can be
learned --by giving students direct con-
tact with 'the great chain of being." so
that they can internally generate the
structures needed to hold powerful
ideas. Media of all kinds can now be
used to amplify the learning experi-
ence, whereas before they acted as a
barrier to tlw -iood stuff."

The Open School is nothing it not
straightforward. Because 'things that
grow" is the essence ol what us called

the Life Lab program, the children made
a garden, tearing up part of their as-
phalt playground to get good clean dirt.
The third graders, while in the midst of
their city-building project, spent months
modeling and debating designs for the
garden. They ultimately arrived at a
practical, child-scaled pattern featur-
ing a herringbone-shaped walkway that
puts every plot in reach.

Not surprisingly, the children found
that the simulation capability of their
computers helped them examine the
merits of many different walkway de-
signs. Ukc modern-day architects, they
used the computer to help construct
models of their ideas. Teachers ilolores
Patton and Leslie Barclay facilitated the
process. but It was the children who
came up with the ideas.

There are many Life Lab schools in
California. Because they are engaged
in similar pursuits, they have things to
say to one another. For them, networks
serve as much more than a conduit for
retrieving flxed data; they allow stu-
dents to develop knowledge of their
own collaboratively. For example, it is
easy to make one's own weather maps

on the basis of simultaneous record-
ings of temperature arid barometric
pressure and the like and to argue via
network about what the maps mean.

Computer animation can be used to
ponder the patterns mare readily.
fairly easy inference is that pressure
changes seem to go from west to east.
Could this have any thing to do with the
rotation of the earth? The directions of
winds are more complicated, since they
are more affected by features of the
terrain. Do they match up with pres-
sure changes?

We can go still deeper. Children
are capable of much depth
and attention to quality when

they an. thinking about questions that
seem important to them. V) hy do aril-
tnals do what they do? Why do humans
do what we dri? These are vital Issues.
Close observation, theories and role-
playing help. Reading books about ani-
mal behavior helps. The teacher can
even explain some Ideas of the Nobel
laureate Niko Finbergen. such as the
suggestion that animal behavior is orga-
-tired into modules of innate patterns.
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But these are just words. Now the lhli-
dren can make dynamic models of am-
nia' behavior patterns to test finber-
gen's concepts themsels es.

Can nine- and 10-year-old children
actually capture and understand the
mentality of a complex organism, such
as a fish" Teacher B. J. Allen-Conn spent
sex eral summers learning about Linn-
cute ecological relations in the oceans.
She searched for ways to express how
an indixidual's behasior is altered by
Interactions with many other animals.
At the same time, Michael 1 racers, a
graduate student from the Media Lab-
oratory at the Massachusetts Institute
el Technology who was working with
us, built several animal simulations,
among them fish behas tors described

Tinbergen. Then Scott Wallace and
others in our group turned these van-
Ms Ideas into Playground, a simulation
construction kit for children.

Children are partumlarly enthralled
by the clown fish, which exhibits all
expected fishlike behaviors (such as
feeding, mating and fleemg from pred-
ators) but also displays a fascinating
way of protecting itself. It chooses a
single sea anemone and gradually accli-
mates to the anemones poison over a
period of several day s When acclima-
tion is complete, the clown fish has a
safe hat en where it can hide if a preda-
tor comes hunting.
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it is fairly easy to build a simple be-
havior in Playground, and so the chil-
dren produce simulations that reflect
how the fish acts when it gets hungry,
seeks food, acclimates to an anemone
and escapes from predators. Later they
can explore what happens when scnpts
conflict. What happens if the animal is
very hungry yet there is a predator
near the food? If the animal Is hungry
enough, will it start eyeing the predator
as possible food" Do the fish as a group
fare best when each animal is out tor
itself, or does a touch of altruism help
the species overall"

For an adult, the children's work
would be called Artificial Intelligence
Programming llsmg a Rule-Based Ex-
pert Systems Language. We researchers
and the teachers and children see the
dynamic simulations as a way of find-
ing out whether theories of amnia: be-
havior apply to the real world.

Computers in the Open School are
not rescuing the school from a weak
curriculum, any more than putting pi-
anos in es ery classroom would rescue
a flawed music program. Wonderful
learning can occur without computers
or even paper. But once the teachers
and children are enfranchised as explor-
ers, computers, like pianos, can serse
as powerful amplifiers, extending the
reach and depth of the learners.

Many educator, have been slow to

EXCERPT FROM A NEWSCLIP Is pan of a newspaper tailored to the interests of a
single IndivIduak the text was produced several years ago by the software pro-
gram Newspeek. which the author and Walter Bender desiped when they were at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The program Is an early prototype for
one kind of 'agent." a system that can learn a user's goals and retrieve relevant In-
formation on the person's behalf. Such agents will one day be essential for navigat-
ing through the mass of information that will be available on networks.
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recognize this cc.ncept of knowledge
ownership and to realize that children,
like adults, has e a psy hological need
for a personal franchise in the culture's
knowledge base. Most schools force stu-
dents to learn somebody else's know-
ledge. Yet, as John Holt, the teacher
and philosopher of education, once said,
mathematics and science would proba-
bly be learned better if they were made
illegal. Children learn in the same way
as adults, in that they learn best when
they can ask their own questions, seek
answers m many places, consider differ-
ent perspectis es, exchange views with
others and add their own findings to
existing understandings.

Ten years from now, powertul, in-
timate computers will become
as ubiquitous as television and

will be connected to interlinked net
works that span the globe more corm
prehenswely than telephones do today.
My group's experience with the Open
School has gn en us insight into the po-
tential benefits of this technology for
facilitattng learning.

I he first benefit Is great interactivity.
Initially the computers will be maths e,
like a musical instrunlent, as they are
today. S0011 they Vall take Initiatives as
well, behaving like a personal assistant.
Computers UM lie fitted to es ery sense
For Instance, there can be display s for
vision; pointing devices and keyboards
for respondmg to gesture: speakers, pi-
ano-type keyboards and microphones
for sound ex en televisum cameras to
recognize and respond to the user's fa
oat expresmons. Some display s will be
worn as magic glasses and force-feed-
back gloves that together create a s irtu-
al realtty, putting the user inside the
computer to see and touch this new
world. I he surface of an enzyme can
be Hi a, it cataly /es a reaction be-
tween two ammo ia ids, retain Mit chs-
tornons can be directly experienced by
turning the user into .n electron tray el-
mg at close to the speed of fight.

A second cattle is the ability of the
computers to beimme are and all ex-
isting media, including books and mu
skid instruments. I his feature means
people will be able tand tuns be re-
quired) to choose the kinds ol media
through is huh they want to teem e and
c ommunicate ideas ( onst rut tiOns such
as texts, images, sounds and movies,
which has e been ahllOst intractable in
conventional media, are now manip-
ulatable by word processors, desktop
publishing, and illustratne and multi-
media sy stems.

I turd, and more Important, informa-
tion can be presented from many dil-
lerent perspeon es Marvin I.. Minsky



CHILDREN AT A COMPUTER In the
Open S.:bool are clearly engrossed in
their work. If used properly, the author
notes, computers can be 'powerful am-
plifiers, extending the reach and depth
of the learners.'

of M.I.T. hkes to say that you do not
understand an)thing until you under .
stand it In more than one wal. Com-
puters can be programmed so that
"facts" remit!) ed in one window on a
screen nil automaticalh cork sup-
porting and oppostag arguments to be
retrieved In a halo of surrounding win-
dows. An idea can be shown in prose,
as an Image, yiened from the back and
the front, inside or out. Important con .
cepts from man) different sources can
be collected in one place.

Fourth. the heart of computing Is
building a dynamic model of an idea
through simulation. Computers can go
beiond static representations that cart
at best argue: thin can defiser sprIght

simulations that portray and test
conflicting theories. I he abilin to 'see'
with these stronger representations
of the world will be as important an
advance as nas the transition to lan-
guage, mathematics and science from
images and common sense.

A fifth benefit is that computers can
be engineered to be reflective. The mod-
el-building capabilities a the comput-
er should enable mindlike processes to
be built and should allow designers to
create flexible 'agents." Moe agents
nil take on their owner's goals, roti-
fer about strategies (asking questions
of users as nell as answering their
queries) and. by reasoning, fabricate
goals of their own.

Finally, pervasive!) netnorked com-
puters will soon become a universal
Man, the age-old dream of those who
line knowledge. Resouron now bcnond
Individual means, such as supercom.

5s

poen: for heavl--dun simulation, satel-
lites and huge compilations of data, will
be potentially accessible to anyone.

for children, the enfranclusing ef-
fects of these benefits could he especial
ly waiting. The educator John lkwe
noted that urban children In the 20th
century can participate onh in the form,
not the content, of most adult activ-
ities; compare the understanding gained
ti) a city girl playing nurse v. ith her
doll to that gained by a OrIcanng for a
live calf on a farm. Computers are al-
ready helping children to participate
In content to some event. How students
from preschool to graduate school use
their computers Ls similar to how com-
puter professionals 111C theirs They in-
teract, simulate, contrast and criticize,
and they create knowledge to share
with others.

When massisely interconnected.
Intimate computers become
commonplace, the relation of

humans to their information carriers
will once again change qualitatively. As
ever more information becomes avail .
able, mut h of it conflicting, the ability
to critically assess the value and validi-
ty of many different points of elen and
to recognize the contexts out of which
they arise will become Increasingly no-
dal. This facility has been extremely
important since books became 'Mic-
h available, but making compansons
has been quite difficult. Non compar-
ing should become easier, if people
take advantage of the posith e %aloes
computers offer.

Computer designers can help as well.
Networked computer media will initial-
ly substitute convenience for verlstmili.
tude, and quantal and speed for expo-
sition and thoughtfulness. let well-de-
signed systems can also retain and
expand on the profound ideas of the
past, making mailable revolutionary
ways to think about the world. As Post-
man has pointed out, what is required
Is a kind of guerilla warfare, not to
stamp out new media (or old) but to
create a parallel consciousness about
media one that gently whispers the
debits and creditS of any representa-
tion and points the tya to the 'food.'

For example, nahe acceptance ol tm .
screen information can be combated
In designs that automaticall) gather
both the requested Information and
Instances in which a displayed "fact'
does not seem to hold.

An on-line libroy that retrieves only
%hat It Is requested produces tunnel
vision and misses the point of libraries;
b) nandoing In the stacks, people in-
evitabh find gems the) did not knon
enough to seek. Software could easily
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pros ide lor brousing anti mho seren
dtpilous smitures.

Today facts are °lien &laced frem
their original context. this fragmen-
tation can be countered In programs
that put separately retnesed ideas into
sequences RIM lead from one thought
to the next. And the temptation to
'dal push," to create things or collect
information 14 trial and error, can be
fought by organizational tools that
help people form goals Inr their
searches. If computer users begin with
a strong image of what they want to ac
I:owlish, they can dnse in a faut
straightfornard nay through their ini-
tial construction and rely on subse-
quent passes to criticize. debug and
change.

If the personally owned book was
one of the main shapers of the Renais
same notion of the individual, then the
pervasis eh networked computer of the
future should shape humans who are
healthy skeptics from an earh age. Any
argument can be tested against the
arguments of others and by appeal to
sitnulation. Philip Morrison, a learned
physicist, has a fine vision .4 a skepti-
cal world: "...genuine trust Implies the
oppurtunity a checking wherever it
may be wanted. 'Chat Is why it is the
evidence, the experience itself and the
argument that gis es it order, that ne
need to share with one another, and
not just the unsupported final

I have no doubt that as pervasisely
networked intimate computers become
common, many ot us will enlarge our
points of view. When enough people
change, modern culture will once again
be transformed, as it was during the
Renaissance. But gh en the current state
of educational %aloes, I fear that, Just
as in the I Mins. great numbers of peo.
pie will not avail themselves ti the op-
portunin for gronth and will be left
behind. Can socien afford to let that
happen again?
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Chairman WALKER. Thank you, Dr. Kay.
Professor Dede?

STATEMENT OF PROFESSOR CHRIS DEDE, INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY AND EDUCATION, GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
EDUCATION, GEORGE MASON UNWERSITY, FAIRFAX, VIR-
GINIA
Professor DEDE. I bring you good news and bad news about the

future.
The good news is that powerful learning technologies from high

performance computing and communications will enable K to 12
schools to move to a new model of education, distributed learning.

Distributed learning is centered on collaborative learning
through doing, orchestrated across classrooms and homes and work
places and community settings.

America's information infrastructures are the crucial develop-
ment that makes distributed learning possible, affordable, and sus-
tainable.

Knowledge webs, virtual communities, shared synthetic environ-
ments, and sensory immersion are four new technological capabili-
ties shaping distributed learning.

Knowledge webs give students access to experts, archives and
shared investigations. AB with the worldwide web on the Internet,
links between chunks of information will help teachers and learn-
ers to interrelate and contextualize ideas.

Virtual communities based on telepresence, the communication of
emotion across barriers of distance and time, will encourage and
motivate learners.

For example, telementoring and teleapprenticeships will provide
both the intellectual and the interpersonal support important in
bridging from school to work.

Shared synthetic environments will extend students' experiences
by enabling learners and educators at different locations to inhabit
and shape a common virtual world.

This offers the possibility of learning through doing in virtual of-
fices, factories, hospitals, and even imaginary environments similar
to those on Star Trek's holodeck.

Video game consoles capable of implementing these virtual expe-
riences will be everywhere, even in poor households.

Advances in artificial reality will place students inside virtual
worlds with intriguing things to see, hear, and touch. Such sensory
immersion is powerful in deepening learners' motivation and their
intuitions about physical phenomena.

My current research centers on assessing the potential value of
virtual worlds designed to teach material as disparate as electro-
magnetic fields and intercultural sensitivities.

sing these and other new capabilities for distributed learning
is crucial to enhancing the creativity, uphisticated thinking skills,
ability to apply ideas, and motivation of K to 12 students.

This is vital for America's future economic well being and for
metilig the challenges of citizenship in a knowledge-based society.

Given all these advances, what's the bad news?
The bad news is that technological advances alone are insuffi-

cient to leverage educational change.
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In 1975, in the early days of microcomputers, accurate forecasts
of the extent and power of today's technology would have seemed
preposterous. Few would have believed that two decades later,
desktop machines, much more powerful than the 1975
supercomputers, would be routinely available in work places,
schools, and many homes.

That by 1995, these powerful available technologies would not
have completely transformed schooling and learning would have
seemed even more incredible. And yet widespread major gains in
learning outcomes or motivation have not occurred, even though
isolated examples of innovation through educational technology
have demonstrated very significant effects.

If all computers and telecommunications were to disappear to-
morrow, education would be the least effected of society's institu-
tions.

Those who do not understand history are doomed to repeat it.
Three reasons that educational technology has made a limited im-
pact to date are:

First, the major focus of educational technology implementation
has been automating marginally effective models of presentational
teaching, rather than innovating via new models of learning
through doing.

Second, education has been seen as something that happens
through teaching students in isolated schooling settings, rather
than through empowering and interrelating learning in classrooms,
homes, communities, work places, and via the media.

And I would disagree somewhat with the prior two speakers.
This is not, these two assumptions are not simply part of the edu-
cation bureaucracy, these are deeply rooted in our culture, and the
educational institutions that have made attempts to go beyond
these two assumptions have often been repressed by the commu-
nities that they serve because parents and taxpayers and citizens
also believe these two limiting things about education.

And third, teachers and school administrators are overwhelmed
by their current responsibilities and they do not currently have the
support systems necessary to reconceptualize their educational
roles.

So in brief, transforming education requires both building a top
down computing and communications infrastructure for our society,
and developing a second, bottom up human infrastructure of wise
designers and educators and parents and citizens.

My written testimony outlines changes in federal policy and fed-
erally sponsored research that would h.elp to make this possible.

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to share my ideas.
[The prepared statement of Professor Dede follows:]
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Testimony to the U.S. Congress, House of Representatives,
Joint Hearing on Educational Technology in the 21st Centhry

Committee on Science and Committee on Economic and Educational Opportunities
October 12, 1995

Professor Chris Dede
Graduate School of Education, George Mason University
Fairfax, VA 22030 4444
(703) 993-2019; cdede@gmu.edu

The development of high performance computing and communications is creating new media, such as
the World Wide Web and virtual realities. In turn, these new media enable new types of messages and
experiences; for example, interpersonal interactions in imrnersive, synthetic environments lead to the
formation of virtual communities. The innovative kinds of pedagogy empowered by these emerging
media, messages, and experiences are driving a transformation of traditional "teaching by telling" to
an alternative instructional paradigm: distributed learning. If the substantial barriers to change
discussed later in this testimony are overcome, within two decades American schooling will shift to
new models of teaching/leaming better suited to developing 21st century workers and citizens for a
knowledge-based society.

Jrnplications of New Media for K-12 Education
What does the evolution of new media mean for precollege educators? A medium is in part a channel
for conveying content; new media such as the Internet mean that one can readily reach wider, more
diverse audiences. Just as important, however, is that a medium is a representational container
enabling new types of messages (e.g., sometimes a picture is worth a thousand words). Since the
process of thinking is based on representations such as language and imagery, the process of learning
is strongly shaped by the types of instructional messages we can exchange with students. Emerging
representational containers, such as multimedia, enable a broader, more powerful repertoire of
pedagogical strategies.

The global marketplace and the communications and entertainment industries are driving the rapid
evolution of high performance computing and communications. Regional, national, and global
information infrastructures are developing that enhance our abilities to sense and act and learn across
barriers of distance and timu; within two decades, the process of building these physical and technical
infrastructures will be complete. How information is created, delivered, and used in business,
government and society is swiftly changing. In the future, to successfully prepare students as
workers and citizens, teachers will incorporate into the school curriculum experiences with creating
arid utilizing new forms of expression, such Ls virtual reality. Information infrastructures will
provide channels for delivering such technology-intensive learning experiences just-in-time, anyplace,
and on-demand, enabling partnerships for effective K-12 education among schools, parents.
businesses, communities, and the media.

Many people are mill reeling from thO first impact of high performance computing and
communications: shilling from the challenge of not getting enough information to the new challenge
of surviving too much information. In a few years, the core slrill for American workplaces will not be
foraging for data, but filtering and synthesiimg a plethora of incoming information. The new type of
literacy students must master will require diving into a sea of information, immersing oneself in data
to harvest patterns of knowledge just as fish extract oxygen from water via their gills. Understanding
how to structure learning experiences to make such immersion possible will be the core of the new
rhetoric. Expanding traditional definitions of literacy and rhetoric into inwnezsion-centered
experiences of interacting with information will be central in schools preparing K-12 students for full
participation in 21st century society.
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Emerging forms of distributed learning are empowering the reconceptualization of K-12 education's
mission, process, and content. This new instructional paradigm is based both on shifts in what
learners need to be prepared for the future and on additional capabilities information technology is
adding to the pedagogical repertoire of teachers. By 2015, at least four new forms of expression will
shape the emergence of distributed learning as American schools' primary pedagogical model:

knowledge webs will complement teachers, texts. libraries, and archives as sources of
information:

interactions in virtual communities will complement face-to-face relationships in classrooms:

experiences in synthetic environments will extend learning-by-doing in real world settings: and

sensory immersion will help learners grasp reality through illusion.

We are just beginning to understand how these representational containers can reshape the content,
process, and delivery of conventional classroom education. Information infrastructures are the lever
for this evolution, just as the steam engine was the driver for the industrial revolution.

Knowledge Webs
In two decades. "knowledge webs" will routinely enable K-12 students distributed access to experts,
archival resources, authentic environments, and shared investigations. Via information
infrastructures, educators and pupils will regularly join distributed conferences that provide an instant
network of contacts with useful skills, a personal brain trust with just-in-time answers toimmediate
questions. In time, these informal sources of expertise will utilize embedded "groupware" tools to
enhance collaboration. Even on today's Internet, on-line archival resotuces are increasingly linked
into the WorldWide Web, accessible through "webcrawlers" such as Mosaicrm and NerscapeTM. In
the future, artificial intelligence-based guides and filters will facilitate learnersnavigating through huge
amounts of stored information.
Virtual exhibits that duplicate real-world settings (e.g., museums) will form the basisof most field
trips: these environments make possible a wide variety of experiences without the necessity of travel
or scheduling. Distributed science projects will enable conducting shared experiments dispersed
across time and space, each team member learning more than would be possible in isolation about the
phenomenon being studied and about scientific investigation.

However, access to data does not automatically expand students' knowledge, nor will the mere
availability of information intrinsically create an internal framework of ideas that learners can apply in
real world settings. While presentational approaches transmit material rapidly from source to student,
often this content evaporates quickly from learners' minds. To be motivated to master concepts and
skills, precollege students need to see the connection of what they are learning to the rest of their lives
and to the mental models they already use. Helping students progmis from access through
assimilation to appropriation requires educational experiences that empower knowledge construction
by unsophisticated learners, aiding them in making sense of massive, incomplete, and inconsistent
information sources. As part of using knowledge webs, to move students beyondassimilating inert
facts into enerating better mental models, teachers will structure laming experiences that highlight
how new ideas can reovide insights in intriguing, challenging situations.

In two decades, a vital farm of literacy that educators will communicate is how to transform archival
information into personal knowledge. Access to knowledge webs on information infrastructures will
provide powerful ways of accomplishing that instructional goal. However, to leverage this access
into better educational outcomes, classrooms will incorporate sophisticated learning-through-doing
strategies so Mat learners can interpret the data they receive.

Virtual Communities
Two decades hence, virtual communities that provide support from others who share common joys
and trials will also enhance distributed learning in American schools. We are accustorrxd to face-to-
face interaction as a means of getting to know people., sharing ideas and experiences, enjoying others'
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humor and fellowship, and finding solace. In the future, distributed learning via information
infrastructures will satisfy many of these needs at any time, any place. Some students (shy,
reflective, comfortable with emotional distance) even find asynchronous, low bandwidth
communication more "authentic" than face-to-face verbal exchange. They take time before replying to
carefully compose a message, as well as to refine the emotional nuances they wish to convey. This
alternative conception of personal authenticity may help us understand how better to tailor instruction
for diverse learning styles.

Within two decades. K-12 educators will use the virtual comMunities information infrastructures
make possible to dramatically improve learning outcomes. Learning is social as well as intellectual;
individual, isolated attempts to make sense of complex data can easily fail unless the learner is
encouraged by some larger group that is constructing shared knowledge. Virtual communities enable
new pedagogical strategies that facilitate such encouragement and motivation. For example, peer
tutoring aids all students involved both intellectually and emotionally, but has been difficult to
implement in traditional classroom settings. In the future, virtual interactions will readily enable such
student-student relationships outside of school, as well as preparing their participana for lrtter use of
distributed problem solving techniques in adult workplace settings. Telementoring and
teleapprenticeships between students and workplace experts will be similar examples of applying
virtual community and "groupware" capabilities to distributed learning.

In addition, educators themselves need emotional and intellectual support from others who have
similar challenges in their lives. In the future, virtual communities will provide a means of helping
teachers find the strength to help schooling keep pace with our rapidly changing and increasingly
diverse society.

Moreover, formal education comprises only a small fraction of how students spend their time. No
matter how well schooling is done, achieving major gains in learning requires that the rest of pupils'
lives be educationally fulfilling as well. This necessitates close cooperation and shared responsibility
for distributed learning among society's educational agents (families, social service agencies,
workplaces. mass media, schools, higher education). By 2015, virtual communities will routinely
enhance this collaboration among stakeholders in quality education. For example, involving families
more deeply in their children's education may be the single most powerful lever for better learning
outcomes. Virtual parent-teacher conferences and less formal social interchanges will make such
involvement more likely for parents who would never come to a PTA meeting or a school-based
event.

This future is prefigured today in many regions across America, as community networks are emerging
that enhance education by enabling distributed discourse among all those concerned with improving
schooling. However, the completely virtual school will never be practical, as face-to-face interactions
will continue to be important in fulfilling schools' educational, socialization, and custodial
responsibilities.

Shared Synthetic Environments that Complement Real World Experiences
Two decades from now, another capability for enhancing distributed learning will be shared synthetic
environments that extend students' experiences beyond what they can encounter in the real world.
Information infrastmcwres are not only channels for transmitting content, but also virtual worlds that
students can enter and explore. Just as single-user simulations allow an individual to interact with a
model of reality (e.g., flying a virtual airplane), distributed simulations enable many people at
different locations to inbit and shape a common synthetic environment. For example, the U.S.
Department of Defense today uses distributed simulation technology to create virwal battlefields on
which learners at remote sites develop collective military skills. Tbe appearance and capabilities of
graphically represented military equipment alter second-by-second as the virtual battle evolves.

In the future, distributed simulation will te a representational container that can empower a broad
range of educational uses (e.g., virtual factories, hospitals, cities). The vignette below depicts a
hypothetical future application that promotes distributed learning outside the classroom through
"edutainment."

,
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EDUTAINMENT IN CYBERSPACE

Roger was unobtrusively sidling across the Bridge of the Starship Enterprise when the
Captain spotted him out of the corner of his eye. "Take the helm, Ensign Pulver," growled
Captain Jean-Luc Picard. "and pilot a course through the corona of that star at lightspeed 0.999.
We have astrophysical samples to collect. You'll have to guard against strange relativistic effects
at that speed, but our shields cannot stand the radiation flux we would experience through
traveling less quickly." Roger had intended to sneak onto the Ecology Deck of the Starship and
put in a little work on his biology class project in controlling closed-system pollution levels, but
no such luck. Worse yet, he suspected that the Vulcan communications officer watching him
while she translated a message in French was in fact the "avatar" (computer-graphics
representation of a person) of a girl he admired who sat three rows behind him in his languages
class. Of course, he could be wrong; she might be someone teleporting into this simulation from
who knows where or could even be a "knowbot" (a machine-based simulated personality used to
simplify the job of instructors directing an instructional simulation).

Buying a little time by summoning up the flight log, Roger glanced curiously around the
bridge to see what new artifacts his fellow students had added since yesterday to this MliD
(Multi-User-Dungeon or Dimension, a current type of adventure game in which participants
mutually evolve an elaborate, shared synthetic environment by continuously modifying its
contents). In one comer, an intriguing creature was sitting in a transparent box, breathing a
bluish-green atmospheremaybe this was the long-awaited alien the anthropology and biology
majors were creating as a mutual project. The 3-D goggles from his Nintendo++ set intensified
the illusion that the lizard-like countenance was staring nght at hint..

"Impulse Engines to full speed. Mister," barked Captain Picard! "This Mage (human expert
guiding the evolution of a virtual environment) seems rather grumpy for a regular teacher,"
thought Roger, "maybe he's a visiting fireman from the new Net-the-Experts program." On his
Console, Roger rapidly selected equations that he hoped would yield the appropriate relativistic
corrections for successfully navigating through the star's corona. He hoped to impress Captain
Picard as a means of improving his chances for promotion. Last week's setback, getting motion
sick while "riding" on a virtual gas molecule that was illusuating Brownian motion, had not

helLed his chances...

This vignette shows how by 2015 education could be situated in a synthetic universe analogous to a
authentic real-world environment, but more intriguing. Moreover, such a distributed learning strategy
would leverage a huge installed hese of sophisticated information technologyhome videogame
consolesas well as the substantial motivation inculcated by the entertainment industry. In the
future, videogame consoles will provide sophisticated platforms for implementing such visually-based
distributed learning technologies and will u;. ubiquitous even in poor and rural households.

Sensory Immersion to Grasp Reality Through Illusion
In addition to distributed simulation, within two decades advances in high performance computing
and communications will also enable learners' sensory immersion in "artificial realities." Via an
immersion interfacc based on computerized clothing and a head-mounted display, the student will feel
"inside" an artificial reality rather than viewing a synthetic environment through a computer monitor's
screen; virtual reality is analogous to diving rather than looking into an aquarium window. Scientific
data visualization reseasch has already established that using sensory immersion to present abstract,
symbolic data in tangible form is a powerful means of attaining insights into real world phenomena.
For example, "visualization" is an emereng type of rhetoric that enhances learning by using the
human visual system to fink patterns in large amounts of information. People have very powerful
pattern recognition capabilities for images; much of our brain is "wetware" dedicated to this purpose.
As a result, when tabular data of numerical variables such as temperature, pressure, and velocity are
transfigured into graphical objects whose shifts, in shape, texture, size, color, and motion convey the
changing values of each variable, increased insights are often attained. For example, graphical data
visualizations that model thunderstorm-relased phenomena (e.g., downbursts, air flows, cloud
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movements) are valuable in helping meteorologists and students understand the dynamics of these
weather systems.

In the future, when information infrastructures routinely allow people to access large databases across
distance, visualization tools witi expand pupils perceptions so that they recognize underlying
relationships that would otherwise be swamped in a sea of numbers. One good way to enhance
creativity is to make the familiar strange and the strange, familiar, adding sonification and even tactile
sensations to visual imagery will make abstract things tangible and vice versa. For example,
expanding human perceptions (e.g. allowing a medical studentlike Supermanto see the human
body througn X-ray vision) is a powerful method for deepening learners motivation and their
intuitions about physical phenomena. My current research centers on assessing the potential value of
sensory immersion and synthetic environments for pre-college students learning material as disparate
as electromagnetic fields and intercultural sensitivities.

The vignette below illustrates tic-od sensory immersion might someday be combined with knowledge
webs, virtual collaboration, and synthetic environments to enable powerful forms of distributed
learning.

COLLABORATIVE TRAINING IN A SHARED SYNTHETIC ENVIRONMENT

Karen sat down at her educatio workstation, currently con iglu as an electronics
diagnosis/repair training device. When sign-in was complete, the workstation acknowledged her
readiness to begin Lesson Twelve: Teamed Correction of Malfunctioning Communications
Sensor. Her "knowbot" (machine-based agent) established a telecommunications link to Phil. her
partner in the exercise, who was sitting at a similar device in his home thirty miles away. "Why

id I have the bad luck to get paired with this clown?" she thought, noting a hung-over expression
on his face in the video window. "He probably spent last night partying instead of preparing fo
the lesson." A favorite saying of the problem solving expert to whom she was apprenticed fli
through her mind, -The effectiveness of computer-supported cooperative work can be severely
limited by the team's weakest member."

"Let's begin," Karen said decisively. "I'll put on the DataAnn to find and remove the faulty
omponent You use the CT (cognitive transducer) to locate the appropriate repair procedure."

Without giving him time to reply, she put on her head-mounted display, brought up an AR
(artificial reality) depicting the interior of a TransStar communications groundstation receiver, and
began strapping on the DataArm. 'The reality-engine's meshing of computer graphics and video
images presented a near-perfect simulation, although too rapid movements could cause objects to
blur slightly. Slowly, she "gaspbd" a microwrench with her "hand" on the screen and began to
loosen the rust fastener on the amplifier's cover. Haptic feedback from the DataAnn to her hand
ompleted the illusion, and she winced as she realized the bolt was rusty and would require care

to remove without breaking.

Meanwhile, Phil called up the CT for Electronics Repair, on the screen, a multicolored.
three-dimensional network of interconnections appeared and began slowly rotating. He groaned;
"ust looking at the knowledge web made his eyes hurt. Since the screen resolution was excellent,
he suspected that last night's football party was the culprit. Phil said slowly,
"Lesson Twelve," and a trail was highlighted in the network. He began to skim through a sea o

stories, harvesting metaphors and analogies, while simultaneously monitoring a small window in
the upper left-hand corner of the screen that was beginning to fill with data from the diagnostic
sensors on Karen's Data.Arm.

Several paragraphs of text were displayed at the bottom of the screen, ignored by Phil.
Since his learning style is predominantly visual and auditory rather than symbolic, he listens to thc
web as it vocalizes this textual material, watching a graphical pointer maneuver over a blueprint.

figurines are gesturing near the top of the display, indicating that they knew related stories.
On the right hand side of the monitor, an interest-based browser shows index entries grouped by
issue, hardware configuration, functional system, diagnostic symptoms, and potential causes.

'Traversing the network at the speed with which Karen was working was difficult, given his
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tiredness, and he made several missteps. "Knowledge Base." Phil said slowly. "infer what the
optical memory chip does to the three-dimensional quantum well superlattice.' The voice of his
knowbot suddenly responded, -You seem to be assuming a sensor flaw when the amplifier may
be the problem." "Shut up!" Phil thought savagely, hitting the cut-off switch. He groaned when
he visualized his knowbot feeding the cognitive audit trail of his actions into the workstations o
his teacher and the communications repair expert serving as his business mentor, he could not
terminate those incriminating records. Phil cringed when he imagined his teacher's "avatar" giving
him another lecture on his shortcomings. Mentally, he began phrasing an elaborate excuse to send
his instructors via video teleconferencing at the termination of this disastrous lesson.

Meanwhile. Karen was exasperatedly watching the window on her AR display in which
Phil's diagnostic responses should have been appearing. "He's hopeless," she thought. Her
knowbot's "consciousness sensor" (a biofeedback link that monitors user attention and mood)
interrupted with a warning: "Your blood pressure is rising rapidly; this could trigger a migraine
headache." "Why," Karen said sadly, "couldn't I have lived in the age when students learn
from textbooks...

Young people like magical alternate realities: and today's entertainment industry profits by providing
amusement parks, videogames, movies, and television programs that build on this fascination. By
2015 educators too will profit, in a different way, through building eerily beautiful environments for
sensory immersion that arouse curiosity and empower shared fantasy, leading to learning via guided
inquiry.
In addition to knowledge webs, virtual communities, synthetic environments, and sensory
immersion, the generation growing up with high performance computing and communications will
invent many uses for sophisticated information technologies, applications difficult for us to imagine
today. Providing these K-12 students the type of schooling that encourages creativity,curiosity, and
the desire to continue learning is vital to America's future economic well-being. Imagining civilization
two decades from now may be as difficult for us today as viseslizing a commodities broker
electronically monitoring soybean options would have keen for eighteenth century farmers
contemplating a steam tractor. America doesn't have much time to understand and shape what is
happening; the Industrial Revolution took more than a century to reach fruition, but global economic
competition and the pace of technological advance will drive the next transformation much more
quickly. Examining how workforce skills are changing today can aid in comprehending why
transforming industrial-age approaches to schooling is vital for our future prosperityas well as
empowering the other important purposes of education beyond preparing learners for employment.

I I I I , V I , yl I I II

In the past, graduates of K-12 schooling were prepared to compete effectively with other Americans
in our domestic economy. However, the evolution of worldwide markets based on high performance
computing and communications means that U.S. employers and employees must be more adept than
their global competitors at meeting the needs of a very diverse range of customers. In this new
economic "ecology," each nation is seeking a range of specialized niches based on its financial,
human, and natural resources. Developed countries, which no longer have easily availablenatural

resources and cheap labor, have difficulty competing with rising-star developing nations in
manufacturing standardized industrial commodities. However, America is utilizing her strengths
(technological expertise, an advanced industrial base, an educated citizenry) to develop an economy
that uses sophisticated people and information tools to produce customized, value-added products.

Two opposite types of information technologies are now reshaping the workplace: smart machines
and intelligent tools. Smart machines take control of the job, telling the worker what to do next: one
example is the automated devices that guide medical technicians through analyzing blood samples. In
contrast, intelligent tools provide workers with powerful capabilities to be udlized as they choose; an
illustration is a graphic artist using a computerized animation program to create a cartoon. One wayof
understanding the impact of these two types of workplace devices on workers' occupational skills is
to contrast how information technology has changed the job roles of thesupermarket checker and the
typist Many supermarkets now have bar code readers: rather than finding the price on each item and
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punching it into the register, the checker needs only to pass the goods over the scanner. Efficiency
and productivity have increased, but the food you buy tastes the same as before, and less skills are
needed to do the job. Smart machines tend to increase efficiency, but also deskill jobs, lower salaries,
and make work more mechanicalthe person becomes the eyes, arms, and personality for a device
that does the recording, storing, "thinking," and decision making.

In contrast, substituting a office automation system for a typewriter requires a secretary to function in
more sophisticated ways. To use the information tool for customizing a mass of data to the individual
needs of recipients. the clerical role must shift from keyboarding to utilizing database, desktop
publishing, and groupwarc applications. The job now demands higher-order cognitive skills to
extract and tailor knowledge from the enormous information capacity of the tool, and the occupational
role shifts to the new profession of information manager. Intelligent tools increase effectiveness
rather than efficiency; new, more skilled roles are created that pay higher salaries.

America's niche in the global economycustomized, value-added productsnecessitates a shift in
work roles away from smart machines manufacturing standardized commodities toward cognitive
partnerships with intelligent tools. As this transformation to a post-industrial economy occurs, an
evolution of job requirements toward higher-order thinking skills is taking place in all types of
occupations, blue-collar as well as white-collar. By 2015, people's creativity and flexibility will be
vital as job skills, because the standardized aspects of probkm solving will be increasingly absorbed
by machines.

American schooling must alter its focus to prepare learners for cognitive partnerships with intelligent
tools. Until the need for these new types of skills is routine in workplace settings, shifting the
emphasis of education is difficult for society to initiatebut by then a generation of our workers will
be ill.prepared to compete in the global economic arena. Tbe core challenge is to prepare today's
students for a future workplace more disparate from present experience than at any time since the
Industrial Revolution. Fortunately, sophisticated information technologies can provide the leverage to
make evolution to a new educational model possible; the same advances that are transforming the
economy can empower new models of teaching/learning. However, for a transfiguration of K-I2
schooling to occur, profound barriers that have nothing to do directly with technology must be
overcome.

QxessamIng.ilardezilaA_TranstarmathuLst_Schaaling
In 1975, in the early days of microcomputers, accurate forecasts of the extent and power of today's
educational technology would have seemed preposterous to the business sector, technologists, and
educators. Few would have believed that two decades lakr desktop machines much more powerful
than sul.-scomputers at that time would be routinely available in worl9laces, schools, and many
homes, with sophisticated applications and high speed networkingheloconanuocations.

Assume that someone had convinced them such a forecast was accurate. That these powerful,
available technologies would not have complekly transformed schooling and learning would have
seemed even more incredible. And yet, widespread major gains in learning outcomes or motivation
have not occurred, even though isolated examples of innovation have demonstrated very significant
effects. If all computers and telecommunications were to disappear tomorrow, education would be
the least affected of society's institutions.

The next two decades will likely see comperable increases in the power and dissemination of
computers and telecommunications. Those who do not understand history are doomed o repeat it.
What lessons can we learn from our experience to prevent a comparable lack of impac: on educational
outcomes from again occurring?

Understanding the Problem
Economic and technical barriers to change while significant, are not the primary problems; by
shifting how current resources are allocated, educational institutions can deploy and utilize powerful
technologies. A lack of evidence on effectiveness is also not the major barrier to transfornung schools
with the help of technology, even though more studies and better methodologies would be useful.
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Research documenting the utility of educational technology has been widely disseminated without
inducing substantial changes in practice.

Five major reasons that educational technology has made a limited impact to date are:

Education has been seen as something that happens through teaching students in isolated

schooling settings, rather than through empowering and interrelating learning in homes,
classrooms, communities, workplaces, and via the media.

The major focus of educational technology implementation so far has been automating marginally
effective models of presentational teaching, rather than innovating by making more effective

models of learning-through-doing affonlable and sustainable.

Psychological, organizational, political, and cultural barriers from every type of stakeholder in

education (students, teachers, administrators, parents. business, universities, accrediting
associations) have impeded implementing educational innovations that undercut traditional models

of pedagogy, content, assessment, and institutional organization.

Cost and productivity calculations for educational technology have largely been framed in the
limited context of a budget for schooling (e.g., dollars divided bystudents), rather than assessed

against the larger economic context of human resource issues in our society (i.e., international
competitiveness, workforce productivity, costs of crime and welfare, more complex
responsibilities for citizens).

Teachers and school administrators are overwhelmed by their current responsibilities and do not

have the support systems necessary to enable mconceptualizing their role to enable learning with

the aid of technology.
This situation is parallel to similar shortfalls in expected outcomes from the initial implementation of

computers in business. However, educational institutions do not face the same types of pressures to

move beyond impediments to innovation that businesses do. As a result, schools are stagnating at a

time when our country urgently needs skilled workers and citizens for a knowledge-based society.

What actions should the U.S. Congress take to create a climate for innovation and experimentation
that undermines these barriers to improving education? What are the roles of educational research and

of federal policy in resolving gridlocks constraining effective usage of educational technology?

Creating a Climate for Innovation and Experimentation
As the five barriers above suggest, the largest impediment to effective use of new technologies for

learning is the outmoded paradigm of education deeply rooted in our culture. Using the stature of the

U.S. Congress as a vehicle to aid people in evolving their mentalmodels of teaching and learning

involves many strategies, including:

helping parents recognize that changes they see in their current workplacenew types of career

paths, shifts in the skills and knowledge most valued byemployershave dramatic implications

for the education of their children;

helping teachers who feel frustrated by the rigid structure of conventional classrooms to envision

alternative form of instruction that enable more fulfilling relationships aith pupils;

helping the corporate sector to see that the employee attitudes most valuable for the knowledge-

based workplace are best inculcated through learning partnerships among parents, communities,

businesses, the media, and schools:

helping groups with sometimes opposing goals (e.g., school administrators, teachers' unions) to

work together toward technology-based educational innovation as a wiWwin situation;

helping taxpayers to mac that, in a knowledge-based economyand democracy, individuals can

reit the American Dream only when all members of our society realize their full capabilities to

contribute to the common good; and
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helping citizens understand that the most dangerous experiment we can conduct with our children
is to keep schooling the same when every other aspect of our society is dramatically changing.

Vital in creating this climate for educational innovation and experimentation is that the federal
government "walk its talk" by exemplifying leading edge goals, curriculum standards, andstrategies
for technology-based reform in the educational programs it manages (e.g., the Job Corps).

Shifting the Emphasis of Educational Research
Educational research can provide vital knowledge for informed, reflective innovation and
experimentation. At least two types of studies on educational technology are currently underfunded:

research on active, collaborative strategies for learning based on real world problems

research on empowering and interrelating learning in multiple settings

Altering the thrust of current federal research initiatives is one means of funding such studies even
during this time of tight fiscal resources. We must shift from analyzing our current, marginally
effective instructional paradigm to synthesizing and evaluating emerging models of new educational
approaches.

Research on active, collaborative, problem-centered strategies for learning (e.g., teleapprenticeships)
is crucial to developing and assessing new types of technology-based applications lor schools. For
example, I and my colleagues are studying how virtual reality can enhance learning in fields as varied
as physics and anthropology. As discussed earlier, a decade from now the largest installed base of
sophisticated information technology available to learners will be home videogames, which will then
have the capabilities of today's high-end engineering workstations and will he ubiquitous even in poor
and rural households. Using this resource external to classrooms as a delivery mechanism for
motivating learning-through-doing experiences could enrich students' lives both inside and outside of
school. However, with recent budgetary cuts, the only sources of funding for these studies and other
research on new models for technology-based learning are the small Applications of Advanced
Technology Program in the National Science Foundation and limitel resources from the U. S.
Department of Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency. This stands in sharp contrast to
relatively large amounts of federal resources provided for other ererging application areas in high
performance computing and communications and for the National Information Infrastructure.

Research on empowering and interrelating learning in multiple settings is also critical and similarly
underfunded. As discussed earlier, the increasing bandwidth of communications networks is
enabling "telepresence," the ability to add an affective dimension to the exchange of information
across barriers of distance and time. As a result, virtual relationships and communities are forming
among people who share ideas and experiences via new media such as the Internet. Virtual
communities are potentially a powerful force for aiding educational restructuring and reform, which
depends on widely scattered stakeholders forming common bonds of commitment and trust
However, only a few small federal programs in the U.S. Departments of Education and Commerce
and in the National Science Foundation are funding the development and evaluation of projects
building virtual bridges among groups that could collaboratively enhance students' learning. In
particular, resoutees are needed for developing sophisticated evaluation methodologies capable of
handling problems of scale and interacting variables inuinsic in this type of educational research.
The important emptasis in these two areas of study is on formative assessments that emphasize
understanding educational problems, developing evolving solution strategies, and relating outcomes
to the nation's overall challenges in human resource development. Such an approach is much more
useful than conducting summative evaluations of educational technology that seek final measures of
cost-effectiveness or productivity only from the narrow t:trspective of a fixed schooling or training
budget. Educational technology is expanding its capabilities too raptd1* y for static measures of mature
innovations to be useful, so federal funding for educational research should alter to emphasis
formative development and evaluation.

One major barrier to educational change is that, despite the rich "lessons learned" in many diverse
school-based technology projects, no systematic mechanism exists for sharing ideas or providing
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information on issues as basic as how to design and implement viable projects, what technology and
financing options are available, and how to overcome common problems and barriers. Because
guidebooks, proven strategies, and resources that could help them find their way are not readily
available, educators who are interested in usin3 technology to improve learning often needlessly feel
like pioneers in the wilderness . For those who are not interested in technology--or who are already
overwhelmed by the challenges of numerous other problems besetting their institutionsthis lack of
information and encouragement prevents technology from being part of the solution. The federal
government should champion establishing a non-profit resource center whose mission is to improve
the quality of schooling and lifelong learning in this country by facilitating the use of National
Information Infrastructure technologies. If formed through combined public/private sector initiatives,
such a center for learning and technology could collect and generate useful information, deliver
innovative support services, and proactively reach out to communities who need assistance.

Reassessing Federal Policies that Implicitly Undercut Educational Innovation
Federal policies that on the surface seem unrelated to educational technology can have a negative effect
en its development. Any federal action or regulation that indirectly constrains educational innovation
via locking out alternative models of teaching/leaming or of school management can severely hamper
educators' abilities to use innovative technologies. Policies that have this impact include those that:

isolate classrooms and schools from other learning settings in society

automate traditional models of schooling with fifty minute periods and separate disciplines

evaluate only educational outcomes readily developed by conventional "tewhing by telling"

omit a technological infrastructure in providing support for school reform

sanction groups that accredit educational institutions by applying only traditional models of
curriculum and instruction

An informal "impact assessment" of all federal policies related to education is needed to identify
actions and regulations that implicitly stifle innovative uses of technology through emphasizing
traditional, marginally effective approaches to schooling. Similarly, federally managed schools, such
as the U.S. Department of Defense Education Activities, should exemplify leading edge approaches to
educational reform through technology. Finally, as vital resources such as access to wireless
bandwidth are distributed by the federal government, allocating sufficient capacity for a twenty-first
century educational system is crucial.

Camilla=
Information technologies are more like clothes than like fire. Fire is a wonderful technology because,
without knowing anything about how it operates, you can get warm just standing close by. People
sometimes find computers, televisions, and telecommunications frustrating because they expect these
devices to radiate knowledge. But all information technologies are more like clothes; to get a benefit,
you must make them 4 part of your personal via, tailored to your needs. New media complement
existing approaches to widen our repertoire of communication; properly designed, they do not
eliminate choices or force us into high tech, low touch situations.

How a medium shapes its users, as well as its message, is a central issue in understanding distributed
learning in K-12 schools. The telephone creates conversationalists; the book develops imaginers,
who can conjure a rich mental image from sparse symbols on a printed page. Some television induces
passive observers; other shows, such as Sesame Street and public affairs programs, can spark users'
enthusiasm and enrich their perspectives. High performance computing and communications are
creating new interntive media capable of great good or ilL Unless we apply innovative policies to
shape the NII's evolution, today's "couch potatoes," vicariously living in the fantasy world of
television, could become tomorrow's "couch funguses," immersed as protagonists in 3-D soap operas
while the real world deteriorates. The most significant influence on education will not be the building
of a ubiquitous, top-down computing and communications infrastructure for our society., but the
development of a second, bottom-up human infrastructure of wise designers, educators, and learners.
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Chairman WALKER. Thank you very much.
Dr. Shaw?

STATEMENT OF DR. DAVID E. SHAW, D.E. SHAW & COMPANY,
NEW YORK, NEW YORK

Dr. SHAw. Thank you.
I'm deeply honored to be here, and also very excited. Honored be-

cause of my chance to address this body, but also very excited be-
cause I sense a confluence of interest in this area which has been
important to us for a long time now, both in the legislative branch
now, and in the executive branch.

And also within the educational community and the educational
research community and educational technology research commu-
nity. And this makes me think that something's actually likely to
happen which is going to be very important for us over the years.

I'm delighted to see Congress' interest. I want to make sure ev-
eryone knows that the White House is also very seriously inter-
ested.

I've had the honor of serving as President 1 of the Panel on Edu-
cational Technology of the President's Committee of Advisors on
Science and Technology, which has first of all brought me in con-
tact with some of the people in the White House and in the Depart-
ment of Education, who are doing some remarkable work in this
area.

But also, and in some ways more important, brought me in con-
tact with a number of the people out there who've been doing re-
search and practicing in this area for a long time. And all of us,
I think, have the sense that with bipartisan support, something im-
portant could happen now.

What that importance actually is, I think, and I'll be echoing
what all three of the speakers have said so far, has probably 20
percent to do with technologies and 80 percent to do with what we
do with those technologies.

Because we haven't said much about that, and I sense that there
. may be some interest in it, let me just sketch the quick future
sketch of what may happen. But I'm going to do it very quickly,
partly because of time limitations, and partly because I think
you've heard this so many times that the words will start to sound
like obviosities.

The first one is computing speed and power and memory capacity
is going to go up dramatically over the next 20 years. We don't
know exactly how fast because there could be unforseen obstacles
and unforseen discoveries. But if I had to guess, I would guess that
we'll have about 100 times the computing speed and memory ca-
pacity for an equivalent price by the year 2015.

On the low end, we can expect to see the computing and memory
resources that you'd find in the most powerful personal computer
or work station, selling for well =der a hundred dollars, where the
domidant cost is likely to be the actual I/0 devices, the display de-
vices, and data entry devices.

I Dr. Shaw's correct title is Chairman of the Panel on Educational Technology of the Presi-
dent's Committee of Advisors on Science and Technology.
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And what that means is that when those costs dominate, we'll
have to look to new technologies like, for example, set-top tv boxes,
or hand-held &vices where we can get the cost down low enough
that we can exploit the very low cost computing power.

We're also going to see dramatically increased communications
bandwidth. The most obvious part of that is the Internet which has
caught the public's attention in the last year.

My hope there is that we'll see Internet access become ubiquitous
or nearly ubiquitous, and I'm particularly concerned with whether
that's going to reach people in rural communities, in the inner
cities, in some of the areas that if we're not carefully looking at,
are likely to fall victim to being part of a bimodal distribution of
information haves and have-nots, and where we could actually ex-
acerbate some of the problems that are besetting our communities
right now rather than help them.

But assuming we do have that, electronic mail is going to become
nearly ubiquitous, at least for anyone with access to a computer.
We'll expect to see that be at least as common as fax machines and
fax numbers, and possibly even approaching telephones, and other
sorts of communications should be made possible by the fact that
we'll now be able to transmit not just short textual messages, but
full motion video and high quality audio.

In short, we'll be able to communicate in all the ways that we're
used to doing, but over large geographical distances.

Now what does this actually mean to us?
Actually, I think what it means as it really comes from an ena-

bling technology and not from being central. If we focus too much
on the raw technologies, even on such important things as connect-
ing people to the Internet, or getting a computer in every home, we
may wind up in a situation where we have technology that's not
being used at all, much less being effectively used.

There are some things that are very important about computer-
based technologies in education. One of the simplest ones, and one
of the ones we learned about even in very early drill-and-practice-
based, systems was that you could individualize instruction.

Students could learn on a self-paced basis so that rather than
having the teacher focus on some hypothetical "typical" student,
and then leave behind some of the students in the class, and have
other ones be profoundly bored and have their attention wander,
the student could basically find his own pace or her own pace and
learn things that wouldn't otherwise be learned.

Different modes of learningvisual learning, verbal learning and
textual learningwhich are idiosyncratic to individual students are
also supported by these technologies. But I think the most impor-
tant kinds of changes that can be supported by these new tech-
nologies really have to do with entirely new modes of learning.

And if I had to summarize those, just based what I've learned in
the past few months on the Panel, I'd say the most imwrtant thing
is that the student would assume a central role as the at. Live archi-
tect of his or her own knowledge and skills, rather than passively
absorbing information that's proffered by a teacher who is sitting
in the front of the classroom.

The second thing would be that basic skills wouldn't be learned
in isolation, but in the course of undertaking various higher world
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tasks and integrating a number of basic skills in the course of solv-
ing these real world problems. Information resources would also be
key, but the importance of that really comes from having the stu-
dent be able to access those when they're really needed to solve
real problems rather than have a forced centralized curriculum.

I'd also expect to see fewer topics covered than is the case with
the traditional sort of paradigm m education, but with those topics
explored in more depth in a very student-directed way.

And finally, greater attention is likely to be given to the acquisi-
tion of higher-order thinking and problem-solving skills, with less
of an emphasis on the assimilation of large body of isolated facts.

And that really represents a transformation in education itself.
The use of technology there is profoundly important, but the role
of the human beings who are participating in this process is also
going to be transformed, in part because of technology, but in part,
they will transform the way technology is used.

Teachers will still be important. And for those of us who are ex-
pecting that we'll have an increase in productivity because aggre-
gate teacher compensation will drop because computers will take
over their jobs, that's not likely to actually happen.

I think what's much more likely is that the teacher will become
a coach, a monitorwalking around the classroom, seeing what the
individual students are doing, helping out in a very different role
than before.

The other thing that I think is going to be important is involving
parents and the community in technology, particularly to the ex-
tent that we have access in the home. If parents can communicate
better with teachers, if teachers can communicate better with each
other, and if the community can be tied together, we're going to see
repercussions not just for the community but for the quality of edu-
cation.

As far as how we get there, I think this group and Congress in
the large is going to have a major influence on whether it happens
and how it happens.

Unfortunately, some part of that has to do with spending. We're
now spending about 1.3 percent of the education budget on tech-
nology. Best estimates are it will take three to five percent, de-
pending on exactly what we do.

And what's more, the federal government now spends a dis-
proportionate share of its education budget on technology. So if
that's cut down, what we're going to see is much less technology
in the schools.

Even more important is research and evaluation. And that's liar-
ticularly important because, first of all, we don't know what kinds
of educational technologies work, and secondly, there's an economic
externality. There's a good theoretical reason to believe that if this
sort of research is not funded at the federal level, it won't be done.

The reason is that if a private company does it, it won't be able
to appropriate the full returns from its investment.

7 3



If you develop a software product for education and it works,
your competitors copy it, and your investment winds up dissipated
among all of your competitors.

We could do it at the state and local levels, but we'd have a simi-
lar free-rider problem.

In short, there's much that we have to do. Much of it has to be
done at the federal level, and I hope we do that.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Shaw followsl
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Technology and the Future of Education

Testimony Prepared for the
Joint Hearing of the House Committee on Science and the

House Committee on Economic and Educational Opportunities on
"Educational Technology in the 21st Century"

by
David E. Shaw, Ph.D.

My wife and I are expecting our first child eleven days from today. If all goes
according to plan, we will be providing her with siblings over the next few years to
keep her company, and one or more of them will probably be attending high
school in the year 2015. It is important to us. as it is to many Americans, that our

children obtain the education they will need to play a meaningful roie within what
will then be a more tightly integrated global community and a more highly com-

petitive world economy. The question of how American education will be trans-
formed by technology over the next twenty years is thus of interest to me not only
as a computer scientist, former professor, and high-tech investor, but as a prospec-

tive parent and concerned citizen as well.

The value of my testimony will necessarily be limited in important respects both
by my lack of formal training and actual experience in the teaching of primary and
secondary school students and by the intdnsic difficulty of projecting two decades
hence on the basis of current knowledge and current technologies. In the context
of my current responsibilities as chairman of the Panel on Educational Technology
of the President's Committee of Advisors on Science and Technology, however, I

have recently had the privilege of consulting with many of our nation's leading

educators, educational technology researchers, and educational software vendors.
and have begun to identify certain recurrent themes that have served to comple-
ment (and in certain respects, to alter) my own thoughts on this subject.
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In the first part of my testimony. I will speculate on some of the advances that

might be achievable over the next twenty years in the development and application

of various computer-based educational technologies, with special emphasis on

grades K through 12. While there is already substantial evidence that such tech-

nologies can have a significant positive impact on educational outcomes, my

remarks will not be organized as a review of this evidence, but rather as a qualita-

tive discussion of some of the most salient features of these technologies from an

educational perspective, and of the potential they may offer for significant ad-

vancs.s in educational efficacy over the next twenty years. Because the realization

of this potential will depend in part on actions taken within this Congress, I will

then briefly consider what will have to be done in order to make such advances

possible.

Underlying Technologies

It is extraordinarily d tfficult to predict with any certainty the exact nature of the

hardware that will be available for use in educational applications in the year

2015. Over the course of two decades, both unanticipated breakthroughs and

unexpected obstacles will have ample opportunity to render laughable any overly

detailed projections one might make today. It seems safe to predict, however, that

the computer systems available twenty years from now will be dramatically more

powerful than those available today at a comparable cost.

If forced to guess, I might project an increase of as much as a factor of 100 in both

computing speed and memory capacity by the year 2015, allowing the power of a

contemporary supercomputer to be purchased for less (and perhaps even far less)

than a thousand inflation-adjusted dollars in a package smaller than today's laptop

computers. Both display and printing technologies are likely to evolve to support

significantly higher resolutions and better color quality at a given price, and even

inexpensive systems will have the image processing and audio signal processing

capabilities necessary to support full-motion video, the realistic rendering of

computer-generated moving images (including those produced by computationally-

demanding simulation algorithms), and high-quality music and sound processing.
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At the low end of the technology spectrum, the processing and memory resources
of a computer far more powerful than today's fastest PCs should cost well under a

hundred inflation-adjusted dollars by 2015, allowing the embedding of formidable
(at least in present-day terms) computational power within telephones, television

set-top boxes, and hand-held portable units as well as conventional standalone
computers. Such alternative devices would avoid the cost of standard computer
display and data entry devices (which are likely to decrease in cost more slowly

than integrated circuit components), maldng at least some forms of computing
more widely accessible than is now the case.

The information-carrying capacity of both local and geographically dispersed data
communication networks is also likely to increase dramatically over the next
twenty years, supporting the inexpensive real-time transmission of (among other

things) high-quality audio signals and both still and moving full-size images on a

telephone-like, point-to-point basis. A progessively larger portion of the world's
population is likely to be interconnected by the year 2015 through the global
Internet, which could conceivably become virtually ubiquitous within the United
States, depending in part on policy decisions made by state and federal legislators

with respect to the provision of affordable connectivity to rural and economically
disadvantaged individuals. Among other things, these changes could obviate the
need to physically transport such media as records, videotapes, floppy disks and
CD-ROMs under many, if not most, circumstances. Electronic mail is likely to

become at least as common as fax communication is today, and mien well ap-
proach the degree of acceptance now enjoyed by the telephone. E-mail, telephone,
voicemail, and facsimile communication are likely to be tightly integrated, and

powerful workgroup software may be widely used to support collaborative and'
coordinative activities.

I am personally doubtful that the field of artificial intelligence will have advanced
to the point where computers are able to "understand" written English in a fully

human-like way by the year 2015. At the same time, I would predict that so-called
"weak" methods in natural language processing will by then be used to extract

sufficient meaning from text to be of considerable practical utility in a number of
education-related applications. In particular, such methods might be used to
design powerful, mcaning-based (as opposed to solely keyword-based) informa-
tion retrieval tools suitable for sifting through what will then be a rather massive
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repository of textual data available on the Internet, to find material that might be
relevant to a given user. Significant progress will probably also be made over the

next two decades in computer speech recognition and image understanding, driven

in part by the availability of vastly greater computational power and in part by

improvements in our ability to represent and manipulate "real world" knowledge.

As in the case of natural language processing, however. I am skeptical about the

prospects for human-like proficiency in the interpretation of continuous speech (as

opposed to isolated words) or complex images by the year 2015.

Individualized Instruction

From the perspective of these hearings, the advances in raw technology that I have

just discussed are probably less significant than the ways in which such technol-

ogy will be used to support powerful new modes of learning for K-12 students

within the classroom, the home, and the community. While it would be presump-

tuous of me to attempt to predict all of the innovative approaches that researchers

and educators will doubtless discover over the next twenty years in the course of
their efforts to advance the state of the art in educational technology, I believe it is

already possible to identify some important ways in which such technology may

help to fundamentally alter the nature of the primary and secondary education.

Among the most important potential advantages of educational technology is its

ability to individualize the educational process to accommodate the needs, inter-
ests, proclivities, and current knowledge and skills of each particular student.

Even the earliest drill-and-practice-based computer-aided instruction systems, in
which the student was exposed to a successive blocks of instructional text and

answ-red a series of numerical or multiple-choice questions posed by the com-

puter, typically offered the advantages of self-paced instruction. Among other
things, self-pacing avoids the need for teachers to target their presentations to

some hypothetical "typical" pupil, leaving part of the class behind while other

students become bored, restless and inattentive.

Drill-and-practice-based computer-aided instruction systems also frequently

support "branched" structures, in which the student's performance on one question

determines the sequence of questions to follow. Additional time can then be spent
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on material with which the student is having difficulty, while avoiding needless
repetition of subject matter he or she has already mastered. Future, more

"intelligent" systems may be capable of inferring a more detailed picture of the
what the student does and does not yet understand, and of actively helping to

"debug" the student's misapprehensions and erroneous conceptual models. If a
student is having difficulty learning to subtract, for example, the computer may

recognize that he is systematically failing to "carry a one," making it possible to
offer specific coaching rather than a simple repetition of the original instructional
material.

Another aspect of the computer's potential for individualization of the educational
process is the ability to adapt to alternative learning styles. Research has shown,
for example, that certain individuals learn most effectively when educational

content is presented in visual form, while others make better use of written or

verbally presented material. Computer-based learning systems admit the possibil-
ity not only of varying the form of presentation to match the student's preferred
mode, but of ascertaining which modes actually prove most effective for a given
student.

New Modes of Learning

Notwithstanding the attractive features outlin-.d shove, many researchers in the
field of educational technology now believe that drill-and-practice-based com-

puter-aided instruction systems fail to capture much of the educational potential of
contemporary computer and networking technologies. Some of these researchers

go so far as to argue that the principal use of computers in schools has thus far has
been to automate what amount to minor variations on 19th-century teaching

methods, and believe that the truly important tr.?,s of technology in education will
require a fundamental rethinking of the pedagogical models underlying our tradi-

tional approach to the educational enterprise. In my view, available scientific

evidence does not justify the offhand dismissal of earlier approaches to computer-
aided instruction; many researchers and practitioners in fact suspect that some of

these techniques will ultimately prove quite useful under certain circumstances.
Any discussion of the long-term impact of technology on education, however,
would be incomplete without an examination of some of the emerging themes
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within the field of education itself that inform much of what I personally believe to

be the most promising ongoing research on educational technology.

I do not purport to have assembled a definitive list of these recurrent themes;

indeed, were such a list to be compiled, other witnesses testifying at these hearings

would clearly be better qualified to do so. If pressed to identify a few of the most

salient characteristics of this emerging paradigm which I have thus far been able to

discern, however, I would include the following:

The student assumes a central role as the active architect of her own

knowledge and skills, rather than passively absorbing information prof-

fered by the teacher.

Basic skills are learned not in isolation, but in the course of undertaking

higher-level "real world" tasks whose execution requires the integration

of a number of such skills.

Information resources are made available to be accessed by the student

at that point in time when they actually become useful in executing the

particular task at hand.

Fewer topics are covered than is the case within the typical traditional

curriculum, but these topics are often explored in greater depth.

Greater attention is given to the acquisition of higher-order thinking and

problem-solving skills, with less emphasis on the assimilation of a large

body of isolated facts.

Within this paradigm, the computer is not used to orchestrate the instructional

process in a "top-down" :nanner. but rather serves largely as a tool (albeit a

uniquely flexible and powerful one) for student-initiated inquiries, explorations,

projects, and problem-solving activities. By way of example (and without any

attempt at comprehensiveness), this tool might be used as:

an information retrieval . or database search engine capable of extracting

information from a single system or from sites distributed across the

global Internet

a tool for the symbolic manipulation or graphical display of mathemati-

cal functions, equations, and proofs
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a facility for the examination and analysis of statistical data (which
might be used in connection with any of a wide range of experimental or
survey applications)

a general or application-specific numerical spreadsheet

a vehicle for various forms of interactive exhibits and demonstrations

a framework for the simulation of any of a wide range of devices and
machines, physical systems, human and animal populations, work envi-
ronments, etc.

a word processing, document preparation, or outlining system

a ditjtal workbench for the creation of musical, artistic, and other crea-
tive works

a user-friendly environment for the acquisition of basic programming
and system design skills

a computer-aided engineering workstation supporting the design of me-
chanical or electrical devices, architectural projects, or even organic
molecules

an interactive hypertext encyclopedia incorporating various forms of

multi-media illustrations, and supporting the rapid traversal of cross-
reference links

a medium for communication with other students, both locally and over
great distances, and for the organization and coordination of group proj-
ects

Much of thc spirit of the new paradigm whose general flavor I have attempted to

convey here is captured by Plutarch's contention that "the mind is not a vessel to
be filled, but a fire to be kindled." Within the educational world of 2015, I would

expect the computer to function not as a larger-diameter fire hose, hut as a more
powerful inccndiary device.
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The Human Element

If computers are destined to play an increasingly important role in education over

the next 20 years, it is natural to ask what roles will be played by human beings.

Although it seems clear that the expanded use of technology in education will have

significant implications for teachers, students, parents, and community members.

is my belief that interpersonal interactions among all these groups will be at least

as important to the educational process of2015 as they are in 1995. Indeed, the

changing nature of these interactions is probably as central to the promise of new

educational technologies as the hardware, software, and curricular elements I have

outlined above.

For better or worse, I see little evidence at present to support the expectation that

the advent of new educational technologies will be accompanied by a reduction in

the need for human teachers. While this may be a comfort to fearful parents and

teachers, it may also be a disappointment to those who have looked to technology

for a reduction in our aggregate expenditures on teacher compensation. Although

educational productivity is likely to rise as technology is effectively integrated into

the educational enterprise, this will likely be mediated largely by increased learn-

ing (according to some metric) per snident hour (and to a lesser extent, by adminis-

trative cost reductions), and not by a reduction in aggregate teacher compensation

expense per student hour.

The nature of the teacher's responsibilities, on the other hand, may be signifi-

cantly changed by the introduction of technology, particularly when accompanied

by the sorts of paradigmatic changm I discussed earlier. When a high school

student using the Internet to complete a self-directed project is able to quickly gain

greater familiarity with the particular subject area in question than her teacher, for

example, the teacher's traditional role as a font of knowledge may become less

relevant. Because different students may be conducting different inquiries at any

given point in time, however, this traditional role may be supplanted by one in

which the teacher spends a considerable amount of time monitoring the activities

of individual students (typically by wandering around the classroom and looking at

their computer screens) and providing encouragement, direction and assistance as

needed. Indeed, recent research suggests that as class size increases, the produc-

tivity gains associated with technology-intensive classrooms tend to drop in magni-

r
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tudean apparent consequence of the teacher's diminished ability to monitor and
coach students on a one-on-one or small-group basis.

And what about the students? Will their increasing use of educational technolo-
gies deprive them of the opportunity to develop important interpersonal and social

skills? The evidence to which I have been exposed suggests that this should

probably not be a source of concern. First, it seems unlikely at this point that in

the classrooms of 2015, students will spend the most of their time sitting in front
of their computers. When one research group provided essentially unlimited
computer access to each student in a number of experimental classrooms, for
example, it found that students spent an average of approximately 30% of their
time at the computer.

Moreover, these researchers noted a significant increase in the degree of interper-
sonal interaction when technology was introduced into the classroom, reporting

that the computers typically served as the focal point for extensive collaborative

activities, and that students frequently called each other over to show off what they

had done and explain how they had done it. Software can also be specifically
designed to teach collaborative and cooperative skills, and to support group proj-
ects and learning exercises. In short, any fcars we might have that the increasing

use of computers in education will produce a generation of isolated nerds would
seem to be unsupported by currently available evidence.

In considering the human side of educational technology, it is also worth noting

that K-12 education takes place within a context that includes not only the student
and teacher, but also Me parents and other members of the surrounding commu-
nity. Substantial evidence now exists suggesting that parental and community

irvolvement in the educational process has a significant positive effect on educa-
tional outcomes. If at least basic computing resources (perhaps based on television
set-top boxes) and Internet connectivity are available within most households by
the year 2015, parents sl:ould be able to receive school announcements from

teachers and administrators, to communicate easily and frequently with teachers,
and more generally, to involve themselves more actively in the education of their
children. The cultivation of such parental involvement may be particularly impor-
tant for those students whose economic or envirortrn-mtal circumstances would

otherwise place them at increased risk of educati,, I failure.
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There is also a growing consensus that technology should be applied in such a way

as to foster broader community-wide involvement in the educational process. The

linking of primary and secondary schools with research universities, public librar-
ies, and priv&ze companies, for example, could make valuable educational re-

sources available to both students and teachers while simultaneously building

awareness withir each community of the needs of its local schools. "Real-world"

projects initiated by outside organizations often generate considerable enthusiasm
among students, and frequently prove unusually effective from an educational
perspective. Some educators have even discussed the possibility of instituting
"tele-apprenticeship" or "tele-mentoring" programs involving brief, but relatively

frequent interactions between students and other community members that would

be impractical in the absence of networking technologies dut to travel time con-
siderations. Conversely, high-tech schools could serve the broader community by

making their computing and networking facilities available to local residents

outside of school hours, or by offering state-of-the-art job training or lifelong
learning programs tailored to community members, thus amortizing infrastructure
costs over a larger effective user base while helping to foster intrinsically valuable

community integration.

How Do We Get There?

The vision I have sketched of the future of educational technology and its potential

impact on K-12 education is by no means a historical inevitability. On the con-
trary, the realization of this vision will require significant advances in several

dimensions. First, the necessary computational and communications infrastructure
will have to be made widely availableat least to students and teachers, and
ideally, to parents and other community members as well. While it might seem
that some technology is better than none at all, attention must be given to ques-

tions of equity if we are to avoid becoming a nation of "information haves and
have-nots," which could have serious economic and social implications for our

country.

Unfortunately, the actual cost of providing computer access to some 50 million

American students will be considerably higher than might be immediately appar-
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ent. While the price of a basic personal computer system has already dropped to
little more than $1,000, studies have shown that hardware expenditures represent

only about 25% of the total life-cycle cost of such a computer; the remainder is
accounted for by such other eApenses as installation, maintenance, training, and

systems administration. While the development of novel system architectures and

support schemes designed explicitly to minimize these hidden costs could help to
mitigate this problem in the future, the operating costs of computer hardware
remain a significant obstacle for many schools. Rapid obsolescence is also a
significant factor in the economics of educational computing; a large percentage of

the computers now installed in our nation's schools, for example, are already so
outdated that little educational software is still being written for them. In view of
these economic realities, our schools should not regard computer equipment as a
non-recurring capital outlay to be financed with a one-time bond issue in the
manner of a school building, but as an ongoing expense that must be provided for
as a regular part of its operating budget.

The provision of universal Internet connectivity to schools is likewise fraught with
non-obvious difficulties. The vast majority of all American schoolrooms are not

even wired for telephones, much less local area networks, and some have inade-
quate electrical wiring as well. To make matters worse, many schools have asbes-

tos within their classroom walls, making an already challenging wiring and cable-

routing task even more expensive. Outside of the classroom walls, the principal
challenge will be to foster a competitive telecommunications environmentnot
only within the long distance market, but among alternative local carriers as
welland to adapt federal and state telecommunications policy to make special
provisions for affordable Internet access to all schools (and in the long run, to all
homes), in both urban centers and remote rural areas.

Overall, about 1.3% of our country's educational expenditures are currently
allocated to technology. Recent studies have estimated that this figure will have to

increase to between 3% and 5% on an ongoing basis in order to provide the sort of
computing and networking infrastructure that will be required to support many of

the educational applications I described earlier. While this would still represent a
relatively modest percentage of combined federal, state, and local education
spending, it is perhaps worth noting that a disproportionate share of this funding
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now comes from federal programs whose future will depend on currently pending

budgetary decisions.

Although the provision of educational computing and networking infrastructure

will present nontrivial challenges, the two areas I believe should currently be of

most concern to members of Congress are research and evaluation, on the one

hand, and professional development for educators, on the other. The magnitude of

the first problem is illustrated by a (somewhat oversimplified) comparison between

the American education system and the American pharmaceutical industry. This

year, the United States will spend about $70 billion on prescription and non-

prescription medications, and will invest about 23% of this amount to develop and

test new drugs. By way of contrast, our nation spent about $285 billion on K-12

education in 1993, but invested only a fraction of 1% of that amount to determine

what educational techniques actually work, and to find ways to improve them. Of

the Department of Education's total budget of about $30 billion, a relatively

insignificant portionon the order of $50 millionhas thus far been allocated to

educational research.

To continue this comparison along a different dimension, although . nme hundreds

of thousands of Americans have been enrolled in FDA-approved trials designed to

gather data on the safety and efficacy of new drugs, we have never undertaken an

even remotely comparable effort tosystematically collect the sort of data that

might help us to evaluate the effectiveness of the educational techniques we are

currently using to teach America's 51 million K-12 students. With suitable ethical

controls (which might, in fact, be modeled after those employed in FDA trials) to

insure that students are never subjected to experimental approaches believed to be

inferior to current best practice, a wealth of scientific data could be collected on

the efficacy of alternative educational technologies by conducting trials within a

relatively large, reasonably representative set of actual classrooms throughout the

country. Even a small fraction of our country's student population would be

sufficient to conduct numerous experiments with sufficient stat': powcr to

tease out all but the smallest effects. By failing to conduct such experiments, we

are in effect wasting an immensely valuable source of data, and foregoing an

irreplaceable opportunity to improve our educational system materially over time.
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It should be emphasized that, from an educational viewpoint, the greatest need is

for research not on the underlying technologies, but on alternative approaches to
the educational process itself, and on the manner in which various technologies

might most effectively be used to support these approaches. In order to maximize

the likelihood of discovering intellectually divergent, but highly effective ap-
proachas within the limitations imposed by current budgetary constraints, support
should be provided at a relatively limited funding level for a subs, mtial number of

independent, investigator-initiated, early-stage research projects based on a wide
range of alternative approaches. Ultimately, however, larger-scale funding will

become necessary for rigorously controlled randomized prospective trials, involv-
ing a substantial population of students, on the actual effects on educational
outcomes of different approaches to the utilization of specific educational tech-
nologies.

One rather complex (and currently rather contentious) issue that is central to the
design of such experiments relaYis to the manner in which 'favorable" educational

outcomes should be defined and measured for purposes of evaluating the efficacy
of alternative approaches to the use of technology in education. Conventional
standardized tests offer the advantages of widespread availability, straightforward

administration and scoring, and familiarity to and credibility with the public at
large. Such tests, however, tend to place more emphasis on the accumulation of

factual knowledge, and less on the acquisition of higher-order thinking and prob-
lem-solving skills, than would be desirable for the measurement of those forms of

educational attainment that many members of the educational community have
come to regard as most important.

Since both researchers and teachers can be expected to develop pedagogical
techniques that optimize performance with respect to whatever criteria are em-

ployed to measure educational success, optimal progress within the field of educa-
tional technology will depend critically on the development of metrics whose
validity and reliability are generally accepted by researchers, educators, parents,

and legislators. Unfortunately, no firm consensus has yet emerged on the best
choice of such a metric. For the present, the best approach may involve funding
further research in the area of evaluation, but without waiting for the results of this
research before initiating serious efforts to evaluate (using one or more currently
available metrics) alternative approaches to the use of educational technologies.
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While the development of underlying technologies is likely to be driven largely

from within the private sector, there are both theoretical and empirical reasons to

believe that only the federal government can be expected to provide an appropriate

level of funding for lesearch and evaluation in the field of educational technology.

This situation arises from a particular form of economic externality related to the

lack of appropriability of certain forms of intellectual property. Suppose, for

example, that a particular private company, which I will refer to as Company A,

were to expend significant resources on research aimed at the discovery of power-

ful new techniques for the application of technology to education. While Com-

pany A might well find it possible to commercially exploit any successful results

that might be discovered in the course of its researchthrough the sale of a pro-

prietary software product to schools, for exampleit would generally not be able

to prevent other companies from analyzing this product and using the benefits of

this analysis to design a competing product, thus appropriating for itself a portion

of the returns accruing from the results of Company A's research, and reducing

Company A's profitability.

Anticipating its inability to capture th? full benefit of its investment in research,

Company A (and all of its competitors, since each would be faced with the same

problem) may be expected to systematically invest less (and in many realistic

cases, dramatically less) on research and development than would be optimal from

the economic viewpoint of the Company A and its competitors in the aggregate,

and from the viewpoint of students, schools, and society as a whole. Such "free-

rider" problems are classically resolved through the use of pooled funding at the

highest possible level of taxing authorityin this case, through investment at the

federal level. (State or local funding would result in another free-rider problem,

with each state or locality having an incentive to systematically underinvest in

research funding in order to "ride in the tailwind" of the others.)

The other area I believe merits special attention from those responsible for formu-

lating educational policy is professional development for teachers, school adminis-

trators, curriculum planners, school librarians, media specialists, technical support

staff, and the faculty of schools of education. In the case of educators, I believe

that expertise related to the underlying technologies (sometimes referred to under

the banner of "computer literacy") is not nearly so important in this regard as an
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understanding of the manner in which these wchnologies can be applied the

process of education. In this regard, it might be worth noting that some 50% of all
teachers are now estimated to have computers in their own homes. A much

smaller number, however, have access to the information and educational materials
that would be required to make optimal use of similar technologies within their

respective schools. In addition to pre-service and in-service professional education
programs dealing with the ways in which various technologies might be utilized
within the classroom, it is important that teachers be provided with access (which
might ultimately be provided through the Internet) to a wide range of educational
materials (including software packages developed by other educators), case stud-
ies, lesson plans, and sample projects, and with ample opportunities (some of
which might again by provided on an online basis) for ongoing discussion with
other members of the educational community.

Conclusion

America's offices and factories have been transformed in recent years by the use
of new technologies. But the workplace of our children is the classroom, and most
of our nation's classrooms do not even have telephones. If we are serious about
preparing our children for 21st-century jobs, we should not expect this process to
take place within 19th-century school:. New technologies offer the potential for
dramatic improvements in educational outcomes over the next twenty years, but
much of this potential is likely to remain unrealized in the absence of at least

modestly increased federal investments, particularly in the areas of research,
evaluation, and professional development. While such investments may be ex-
pected to earn unusually high economic and social returns relative to most alterna-
tive expendivires, both microeconomic theory and historical precedent suggest that
neither the private sector nor state or local governments will have the appropriate
incentives to invest at an economically optimal level.

While mindful of the difficult budget choices with which this Congress is currently
faced, I am grateful for the opportunity to alert the members of the Committee on
Science and the Committee on Economic and Educational Opportunities to the
very real dangersnot only to our children's intellectual well-being, but also to

S
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their long-term economic securitythat might be posed by an effort, however

well-intentioned, to economize on these particularly important investments.

9
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Chairman WALKER. Thank you very much. We appreciate all of
your testimony.

What we want to do is go to questions of members. We're going
to enforce a five-minute rule. We have lots of members here and
lots of people on panels, so I'm going to try to have us live within
a five-minute rule for questioning.

Let me begin with just a couple of questions here.
Professor Papert, you said something to the effect that in the fu-

ture, that there's going to be a place where children learn but it
won't look like today's classroom.

Would you give us an idea what you think it will look like?
Professor PAPERT. Maybe it'll look like a research lab. Maybe it'll

look like an active, creative architect's office. I think it'll look like
a place where people are engaged, young people of mixed ages. It
was absurd that we should deprive eight-year-olds of contact with
anyone except people at their own level of incompetence.

[Laughter.]
Professor PAPERT. Where people of mixed ages will be engaged in

projects that are rich in knowledge and using the technology to re-
search, get knowledge that they need in order to conduct long-term
projects.

Chairman WALKER. Doesn t that begin to look a little like the old
one-room school?

Professor PAPERT. I think the one-room school's a better Model
than the big, massive high school building, yes.

Chairman WALKER. That's interesting.
And would you agree with the point that Dr. Shaw made, that

the teacher in that kind of setting becomes a kind of coach, an in-
formation manager type of individual, rather than somebody who
is imparting information as their primary function?

Professor PAPERT. I agree with those words, but I'm afraid Mr.
Shaw doesn't get it. I think his phrase that the teacher, quote, will
be a coach walking around the classroom, seeing what the students
are doing, is a typical translation of a new concept into the old
framework.

There won't be a classroom, the teacher won't be walking around
seeing what the kids are doing, the teacher might be part of this
constructive project.

Dr. SHAW. To be fair, most researchers now to whom I've spoken
do not agree with Professor Papert on this point.

Professor PAPERT. I did preface my remarks, I think there's an
education establishment that has its head wedged in a culture that
grew up over a century during which there was the most lethargic
progress in education of all fields of human activity, and they con-
tinue to suffer from being part of that culture.

I think Congress ought to find some ways of planting seeds
where there can be real radical change, real radical experiments,
which are not subject to the consensus of the researchers and other
members of the education establishment.

In my written testimony, I suggest that you could use the Job
Corps, for example, that belongs to the federal government, as a
place where real innovation could be made without many of the dif-
ficulties that attend trying to introduce it into the classrooms. It
wouldn't even cost anything. All you'd have to do is to free the bid-
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ders for Job Corps Centers from the micromanagement of a scle-
rotic bureaucracy, and let people who want to innovate there, inno-
vate.

Chairman WALKER. I promised you a lively discussion.
[Laughter.]
Chairman WALKER. Let me go to the point that Dr. Shaw raised

in terms of the specific terminology, but I think I heard it through-
out all of your testimony, and I just want to make certain I did.

Do I hear each of you saying in some form that what technology
promises to be able to give us is the ability to individualize instruc-
tional programs, and that it will be based then on the students' tal-
ents, the students' abilities, the students' intelligence, what the
student brings?

And I assume that this would be in consultation with parents
and so on as that instructional program be designed?

Professor PAPERT. No, no, no. We've got to give up the idea that
learning is instruction. Instruction is a small part of learning. The
important part of learning is doing. And I think the big change is
that we will move from an emphasis in instructionist thinking to
constructionist thinking.

Chairman WALKER. Is there an individualized curriculum?
Professor PAPERT. I think there'll be individualized activities

which will be of such a nature that each individual will be able to
draw on personal

Chairman WALKER. And each student will not be learning the
same thing as every other student?

Professor PAPERT. Absolutely, that's right.
Chairman WALKER. Okay, so it's individualized.
Dr. Kay, would you agree that that's a
Dr. KAY. Yes. I think if you look at six-year-olds, they are the

greatest mathematicians they'll probably ever be in their life.
They're the greatest scientists they'll probably ever be in their life.
They're really great in general.

And if math and science and so forth were easy, we could just
let them invent it, but we know that it took thousands and thou-
sands of years to actually make real progress there.

So the balance I think is that the students are inventive and cre-
ative, and when an adult is involved, what an adult can do is to
have some sense of where things might be going. So the adults
have some sense that the math might wind up in calculus some
years down the road, and that could have something to do with the
kinds of things that the kids are encouraged to look at.

But the kids have to invent it for themselves and the computer
there can be a tremendous factor.

I think nobody has been able to show yet a computer curriculum
of any kind, all by itself, that when coupled with children, will
have the same effects as children in an atmosphere where adults
really understand them and understand how to set up an environ-
ment in which all of their energies can be directed at learning, but
where the outcomes are likely to be fruitful.

Chairman WALKER. I'm going to try to stick by my own rules,
and the buzzer has sounded for my time.

So I'm going to go to Mr. Good ling.
Chairman GOODLING. One comment and one question.

9
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Like Chairman Walker indicated, an awful lot did sound like the
one-room school that I attended where Miss Yost planted the seed,and then she wandered around the room to see what we were doing
to cultivate it.

There were all ages together, and a teacher today of course, a
good teacher could have them all the same age in the classroom,
but the good teacher will have them at six, eight different levels,
whether they're at a reading level in first grade or fifth grade and
they're still in first grade, it is still the same idea, but not a dif-
ference in age.

But it does sound like the one-room school.
But my question is, everything I've seen in education, we come

along with new ideas and innovative technologies and so on, we
generally institute them, and then we talk about training and pre-
paring the teachers for the job.

I haven't seen anything change, and perhaps Professor Papert
and Professor Dede could respond, maybe all of you could respond.
Is anything changing in teacher education?

I haven't seen anything and I'm just wondering if we make all
the changes, is there anything g ling to happen as far as preparing
the teacher or the observer or whatever we're going to call the per-
son in the future to handle the situation, beyond all the other re-
sponsibilities they've had put upon them?

Professor DEDE. There are some changes taking place in teacher
education, not as rapid as they need to be. And some of the answer
for that is that the faculty of schools of education need to catch up
to the 20th century.

And some of the answer for that is our mechanisms of accredita-
tion and what parents and communities expect of teachers often
force teachers back into older models of teaching.

In a sense, we say, yes, we want a teacher that's innovative but
I also kind of want a teacher that was like the one that I learned
so much from, that helped me to be successful in life.

And I think that until we evolve in the minds of parents and tax-
payers and community members, a broader sense of what it means
to do teaching and learning and a shared responsibility for that, so
that it's not a matter of drycleaning, where you drop off a student
on the step in the morning, and they come back brainwashed in the
afternoon.

When we get to a different and a more powerful model of that,then I think we'll see the pressures for changes in teacher edu-
cation increase

Dr. KAY. One of the things I mentioned was the piano as a meta-
phor, but I could also say, 150 years ago, the response was let's put
books in every classroom, and they are in every classroom, but in
fact most teaching is done from textbooks and is in accord with
textbooks.

Books are all about diversity of opinion, and about learning at
your own rate, and about learning as deeply as you want. They're
all about individualized learning. l3ut textbooks are about lock-step
learning.

So this is a perfect example of a great educational technology
stalting some 400 and 600 years ago, that has actually been co-
opte i into much more of a party line from what it could be.
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And I believe that's exactly what's going to happen to computers,
is what's happening to computers in classrooms right now.

Professor PAPERT. I think as far as the schools of education go,
they're as sclerotic as the rest of the system, and are not doing any-
thing significant.

However, I think that there are wonderful people in the profes-
sion of teachers, and I've seen some incredibly good learning con-
ducted by individual teachers on their own time with their own ef-
fort, and that's where I see the seed of real change.

And some of the most interesting actions are the creation by
teachers, who are allowed in some school districts, to start alter-
native schools where they can really pursue their own, a group of
like-minded teachers can pursue a different philosophy of education
and really carry it out.

I think some of the wonderful things are happening in those
areas.

And one thing that could be done at a national level would be
to foster that sort of allowing the teacher who puts the energy in
to learn something new to be able to carry that into practice.

Too often, sadly, I've had teachers really work incredibly hard for
a whole summer in a workshop that we've run, and then go back
to find that their excitement and they're going to carry this out in
the classrooms is frustrated by the system into which they have to
go back. That's one of the most heartbreaking things I've seen.

And I think if you can find a way to get around that by empower-
ing those teachers, you will really plant some real seeds.

Chairman GOODUNG. I was going to suggest that unfortunately,
often times the creative or innovative teacher is restricted. And
just one quick example. Supervising student teachers in Pittsburgh
when the so-called missile crisis was happening in Cuba, the head-
lines in the Pittsburgh paper said missiles could hit Pittsburgh.
And I couldn't wait to get there to see all my student teachers talk-
ing about this possibility and for the first time turning these kids
on.

Not one mentioned the headlines during the entire day. And that
night, when I took them to task, they said, oh, we were told that
we must stick strictly to the curriculum. We can't deviate.

Chairman WALKER. Mr. Brown.
Mr. BROWN. Gentlemen, in the 1960s, there was a great upsurge

of interest in radical ways of education and much of it I'm sureyou
are familiar with. Classrooms without walls, getting involved in the
community, that sort of thing.

I had the pleasure of being associated with a radical teacher by
the name of Ivan Illich who, 25 years ago, invited me to participate
in a school he was conducting in Mexico where he had originally
started out training Catholic priests for the service in Latin Amer-
ica, and he decided, and part of the decision cost him his priest-
hood, that they had too many priests in Latin America and they
didn't need to send more down there. And he changed his school
into one that taught not only language, but how to reform society.

And this strikes me as being somewhat close to the message that
may be coming from you, that it's not the technology so much but
how we can change the society and involve the students as a part
of that society.
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I'd just ask you to comment on that and see if I'm anywhere close
to being right?

Professor PAPERT. Yes. Well, I think it's both sides of that.
The technocentric people who think that technology will solve it

are totally wrong.
But a little parable for the other side. Leonardo da Vinci in-

vented the helicopter but there was no way in which you could ac-
tually make one because you would have needed a whole lot of
other infrastructure; materials, science and all sorts of stuff that
wasn't there.

I think that there've been generations of really deep thinkers
about education including Illich, including my own Professor
Piaget, who really saw dead on. They knew what to do but there
wasn't thz infrastructure to be able to carry it out on a mass scale.

So the ideas were there, the technology wasn't. Now we've got
the technology and too often it's divorced from the ideas.

I think we can put these together.
In my last book, "The Children's Machine," I spelled this out

somewhat that in a sense, the technology gives us today the infra-
structure to put into practice ideas like learning by doing, learning
by experience, coaching. All these are old ideas, but I think that
for the same reason that da Vinci simply couldn't have made a heli-
copter, however smart he was, these people could not put into prac-
tice.

Our own American John Dewey, almost 100 years ago, said al-
most everything about education that we can say today, but it
couldn't take effect because we didn't have the technological infra-
structure.

Professor DEDE. And if I could build on that. I think one vital
difference from the sixties is that the parents and citizens see their
workplace changing dramatically in a way that wasn't true then.
And as a result, there's a growing consensus that the kinds of skills
that are important in today's workplace are also important in to-
day's classrooms.

Dr. KAY. Just one small sentence. M..-,ny of the writers of the
Constitution thought that a new constitAion should be written
every 20 or 30 years by each generation. This is Jefferson's view.
It was also the view of Tom Paine.

That's a little radical, I think. But a slightly less radical way of
thinking about it is, what they really wanted was each generation
of Americans to reinvest themselves in their democracy by thinking
that they had a strong part of reframing it.

So I don't thinkthat's even a radical idea today, but I think it's
actually very much in tune with what America has been about.

Mr. BROWN. That's what the Republicans are trying to do today.
Dr. KAY. Is that right?
[Laughter.)
Dr. KAY. I'll have to study closer.
Mr. BROWN. Illich's book was called "Deschooling Society," and

basically he took the whole system apart, not just the classroom,
but the whole system.

Do you have any comments, Dr. Shaw?
Dr. SHAW. Yes. One minor one.

13 5
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I think that connections between the claik7oom, and education in
general, and the rest of society is actually quite important to the
educational process.

One of the things that we actually have some evidence about now
is that students who are involved in real world projects, and espe-
cially projects in which people in the outside world aiv depending
on th.em for something, tend to be highly motivated. They tend to
learn tremendous amounts, sometimes about only the very specific
things they're working on, but they learn higher-order thinking
skills that are extremely important.

And one thing that I think that this means is that we have to
have involvement in the educational process not just on the part
of educators and education schools.

And if I can just use this as an excuse to interject this, I have
to disagree very strenuously with what Seymour said about the
education schools, that there's nothing interesting going on there.
It's just an appalling remark.

These are people who've given their lives, some very smart peo-
ple, to studying some of these problems, and my Ph.D. advisor al-
ways said, whenever you see a 'body of people, even if you disagree
with what they're doing, who are very smart and who are writing
a lot of things, usually there's something there and you should try
and understand what it is.

I suspect that part of the problem is that it doesn't agree with
Seymour's own particular model.

But the fact is I think we have to involve them. We ilso have
to involve companies and that's a key thing.

While I've said that the federal government must do a lot, the
fact is that the companies in our society now are going to have to
pick up a big part of the burden. That's one of the reasons that the
President just had a meeting two days ago with the CEOs of a
number of the top American companies.

George Lucas was there, Michael Eisner, Gerald Levine, Ted
Turner, and the President, the Vice President, the Secretaries of
Education and Commerce. The representation of Ron Brown there
was an interesting one because it ties in education to society in two
directions.

One ia to help education. The other direction, though, is that this
administration is committed to education partly because if we're
really going to have students who evolve to be able to hold 21st
century jobs, high-wage, high-skill jobs in the next century, it's not
going to happen if they don't aoquire those skills.

So I think that there are a lot of reasons for having some very
close ties between industry, educators, and the students themselves
and their parents.

Mr. BROWN. Thank you.
It's a sign of my age, but I tend to think of previous explorations

of this topic. And I'm reminded that Buckminster Fuller delivered
a long lecture, translated into a book later called "Education Auto-
mation," which in my opinion was exactly the wrong way to go
about changing education, but it was his effort to show how mod-
ern technology would affect education.

And I'm sure this was 30 years ago that he delivered this lecture
at Southern Illinois University.
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Chairman WALKER. Mr. Clay?
Mr. CLAY. Thank you.
Some of your technological proposals are quite revolutionary, butI guess the most radical idea that I'm hearing from each of youtoday is that there's still a role for the federal government in edu-cation.
Let me ask you, Professor Dede, when we talk about the futureof education here, are they doing the same thing in Europe andJapan. And if so, can you tell us some of their relative weaknesses

and strengths? .

Professor DEDE. I think that all countries across the world arestill somewhat mired in the idea that mastery of facts is somehowthe fundamental goal of education.
And if we look across the world at different systems, there is adisproportionate emphasis on standardized tests as the true metricfor determining whether or not students are coming out prepared

to succeed in life.
And unfortunately, there's a lot of research that shows that th3se

are a relatively poor indicator of how well people actually do tenyears later as parents, as citizens, as workers.What we are starting to see in Europe and Japan and countries
across the world is a shift from the just-like-me curriculum whereprofessors and teachers try to create students who are reallybrought up just the way that they were, to sort of a just-in-timelearning while doing curriculum that relies on more sophisticated
measures, similar to those that David Shaw was talking about interms of authentic experiences with problem-solving, and then peo-ple from different roles judging how well students are doing interms of that kind of problem solving.

What we're beginning to see across the world is moving awayfrom teaching what we know and how we know it to what to dowhen you don't know, and how you solve problems when you don'thave all the facts at your disposal immediately.
And as you know from your own experiences, we live in a worldthat's like that now. By the time we understand a situation, it's al-ready changed before it's possible to act in full understanding of

what's going on.
So I think that there are ideas out of Europe and Japan that arevaluable. But we have, in many ways, a unique culture and aunique economic niche in the world, and our challenge is to evolvea truly American response that relies on the fact that our schoolsare local, rather thar driven by a national educational system.
Mr. CLAY. Dr. Shaw, you were talking about 15 years or so fromnow about the ,.ost of making sure we can reduce the cost of thistechnology.
How cost effective is it now? Is there any idea what this wouldcost us if we implemented some of these ideas?
Dr. SHAW. Yes. The answer to that question is a complicated one.First of all, in terms of cost-effectiveness, there is some data, butmuch of it is with older styles of pedagogical models, older stylesof the use of educational technology.
To answer that straightforwardly, we know that if what youwant to do is teach a bunch of basic skills in isolation, you can doit faster and less expensively this way.
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I don't think that's actually what we want to do.
In terms of what's likely to happen in the future, I think the best

prediction, if we handle things correctly, would be that we're not
going to sir,nificantly reduce the overall cost of education directly
through the kinds of important things we're talking about.

What we're going to be able to do is educate much better, and
give people much better ability to, as Professor Dede was saying,
to solve the real problems they'll face later on in life when they
don't know all of the answers.

On the other hand, there are some things that technology is
going to do pretty much automatically in terms of productivity. If
we can get a handle on the organization within schools, some ad-
ministrative costs are going to be reduced.

There are certain areas where I think that that will have an ef-
fect. But I think we have to be prepared for the fact that histori-
cally, major changes in paradigm, even when they save a lot of
money in the long run, in the short term actually result in a de-
crease in productivity.

We're going to have to be prepared to spend some money to make
that transition.

So in the long run, I think that we're going to see a great deal
of cost-effectiveness, especially if you're interested in the outcomes
and not just the total cost. But in the short term, I think it's mis-
leading to have the simple productivity model where we'll bring in
computers, we'll automate a process in some way, and everything
will become less expensive.

But in some sense, we have no alternative. If the alternative
really is that we train people to be competitive with textile workers
in developing countries, then in the long run, that's not cost-effec-
tive either.

And if we look at this on an investment basis, as opposed to an
expenditure basis, even just looking at tax revenues alone, we
should be able to get extraordinarily high rates of return from
every dP1lar we spend at the federal level, because it's the highest
level ul taxing authority and it deals with the problem of economic
externalities.

That's the right level to do it, and we would expect to get many
dollars back in the long run, not just through savings in education,
but through increased productivity, through basically positioning
ourselves in a way such that our country can be economically com-
petitive and can retain the standard of living that we've all become
accustomed to.

This isn't strictly an economic problem. You know, we have to be
prepared for the fact that if we don't educate, up until now, even
though Pverybody talks about increased foreign trade, the fact is,
most of what happens, happens just here locally in the country.

That's going to change. We are going to have a truly inter-
national economy. Trade barriers are going to be lower, and I think
that's a good thing over time. But it also means that if we don't
have the skills to compete for the kinds of jobs that are going to
be at the top end, rather than the bottom end of the pile, that we're
going to have to be comfortable having the same sort of standard
of living, at least for a large part uf our population, that is char-
acteristic of many less-developed countries.
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And we don't have any experience, as a democracy, living in a
society where perhaps 75 or 80 percent of the people earn what
might be the equivalent of 30 or 40 or 50 cents an hour. That has
never happened here. And it raises some important social aud po-
litical issues.

So we really have to look at costs in a very broad context. When
my daughter, who will be born in eleven days if all goes well, is
20 years old, we have no guarantee that she'll be in the environ-
ment that we're in now.

And the decisions you're making here about what our educational
system will actually look like are going to make a huge differeace
in that.

Mr. CLAY. Thank you.
Chairman WALKER. Mr. Fawell?
Mr. FAWELL. The picture that I'm getting from you folks, and

there seems to be a clifference insofar as Dr. Papert is concerned
and the rest of you, is, if I construe what you're saying correctly,
I think there was testimony that 20 percent of the problem is tech-
nology, but I should say 80 percent is what to do with that tech-
nology and the effective use of it, etcetera.

And Dr. Papert, is that the correct pronunciation?
Professor PAPERT. Papert.
Mr. FAWELL. Papert. You seem to be saying that insofar as hav-

ing the technology in the classroom, it won't be like that piano that
I think Dr. Shaw referred to where the kids might learn chopsticks,
but perhaps not go too far beyond that.

You seem to be saying, you know, stand back, get out of the way,
we don't need stand.ards, we don't need curriculum, let the ideas
and the technology spontaneously come together, and you're going
to have some really creative education taking place.

And I have, I would like to believe that. I have trouble seeing
it taking place. We haven't used much of the technology that has
come forth so far in the classroom. It's been very difficult to do that
even.

But I'm not quite, I don't, what we really have to find out, it
seems to me, is how, how do we get that technology, first of all,
into the classroom. Is it cost, etcetera.

And then what do we do about enabling children, especially in
the inner city, let us say, and rural areas, etcetera, in a position,
first of all, to be able to begin handle that technology in order to
be able to have the access to all that the informational systems will
give to us.

Can you clarify my thinking a bit on that?
Professor PAPERT. Yes, I can.
First of all, I did not mean to say that simply putting the tech-

nology there would result in any spontaneously or automatically
producing good changes. Certainly not.

I don't think the problem is getting the technology there, cer-
tainly not in economic terms.

In my written testimony, I do some arithmetic that shows that
giving every child in the country a computer would raise the cost
of education only by two or three percent, and that I don't think
anybody questions that it would produce more than two or three
percent in increased benefits.

9 9
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Mr. FAWELL. I found that to be very interesting.
Professor PAPERT. It only appears to be expensive to schools be-

cause accountants have played tricks and technology, computers
are on the same budget as pencils and so they appear to be enor-
mously expensive. But if you consider that many school districts,
the one where Iin Cambridge is exceptional maybe, but they're
bpencLng $10,000 a year per child, and even in poor districts,
they're spending $6,000 or $7,000 per year per child. And you could
buy a computer with a life time of five years would be for $1,000
or $500, if we really pushed the industry to do it, and that's $100
a year, and it's a negligible

And I know Mr. Shaw is getting angry with me.
Dr. SHAW. No, no, I'm not angry, but this is just not correct. Ac-

tually 75 to 80 percent of the cost, the life cycle cost of a education
isn't the hardware, so that analysis

Professor PAPERT. But is the what?
Dr. SHAW. It's maintenance. I agree with your point, I just don't

believe in unrealistic
Professor PAPERT. I'm sorry, but it's exactly the problem is that

you're thinking in terms of injecting the technology into the school
system as it is.

We have done experiments actually starting in colonial, in third
world countries, where there wasn't anybody you could pay to
maintain them.

The kids can learn to maintain the computers. If we only
changed what they learned so that they could maintain those com-
puters, that would not be part of the cost.

And the fact that you quote that, and it's quoted all over the
place, shows how people are interpreting the new ideas in terms
of an old framework, and so come to misleading conclusions.

And that's my whole thesis that I'm trying to push here, that you
need systemic thinidng. You need to understand that all these
questions such as how the thing gets maintained, what the kids
learn, how the school is structured, all these have to be taken to-
gether as a whole.

So I mean, I think the kids could possibly even make the comput-
ers or assemble them. There are all sorts of ways

Dr. SHAW. I don't think that's a very good idea, Seymour.
Professor PAPERT. We could really changebut it needs to be ex-

plored, and if you look in the literature
Dr. SHAW. No, it actually doesn't. That's not a very good idea.
Now I agree with your main point, and I think we have to look

at systemic changes, but representing to Congress that for $100 a
year, we can put computers in the school is not doing them service.

I actually think it's a very good idea, the idea of getting students
involved in maintaining the computers and doing systems adminis-
tration, actually not in the low level manual labor, but in many of
those tasks, and I think it's a good idea not largely for economic
reasons, but because there's considerable evidence that that's actu-
ally a valuable educational experience.

But we're kidding ourselves if we think thatone of the prob-
lems actually in the real world right now is that states are evaluat-
ing the purchase of computers as if they were capital expenditures,

1
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the same way they do when they buy a building and they issue a
bond issue, and they project a useful life.

The useful life of a computer, first of all, isn't 5 years right now,
it's 18 months in industry. Thus, projections are it would be 2 to
3 years in the schools.

And we can probably involve the students in some aspects
Professor PAPERT. Sorry. I know schools
Chairman GOODLING. Mr. Chairman, they're sounding like mem-

bers of Congress.
[Laughter.]
Mr. FAWELL. Will the record show that Dr. Papert figuratively

was pulling hairs out of his head.
[Laughter.]
Chairman WALKER. Perhaps we can continue the debate with the

next questioner, Mr. Sawyer.
Mr. SAWYER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It was a wonderful debate", and I don't really want to change the

subject because it was going so well.
[Laughter.]
Mr. SAWYER. But I am interested in a topic that Mr. Goodling

touched on, and that our answers touched on, but that didn't really
get much beyond that point. That's the question of what we mean
by who we assign whatever the equivalent role of teacher is.

We talked about teacher credentialing, and teacher p_apuration,
but it seems to me that if we're looking at that role, it is a role
that is changing in itself. We're continuing to talk about credentials
which, issued at the beginning of career, are sufficient for a 30-year
duration, at a time when change is a fundamental characteristic of
the age that we're in.

And where we're really not talking about applying the same kind
of seminal thinking to the development of those skills that we
bring to whatever is the equivalent of classroom that we are to the
application of the technology in learning itself.

And so what I really want to ask you about is what we seek to
prepare teachers to do and how we make that preparation a more
continuous process throughout a career. The whole business of the
kind of model that we useis it a socratic model? Is it a matter
of posing questions and framing problems?

What becomes the purpose for which we are preparing people to
function as teachers?

Professor DEDE. As somebody who works in a teacher prepara-
tion institution, let me try to answer that q. .estion.

Historically, some of what we've done with teachers, as we said,
you need to know your subject, and you need to know something
about instruction, and much of what you're hearing from the panel
is that yes, it's important to know something about your subject,
but the subjects now are blurring across a whole range of things
that apply to authentic problems, and that knowing something
about instruction is perhaps less important than knowing some-
thing about learning and being able to think like a learner and
being able to facilitate learning.
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In business, often what we see now in effective organizations is
a community of knowledge in which employees don't know every-
thing that they need to when :some novel problem comes along, but
they work as a team, they -Leach outside of the organization. The
really effective employees, the workers and the managers, are good
at learning how to learn and organizing people to work in teams.

And I think that some of that is the new role of the teacher.
But what's different between the workplace and the classroom or

the learning setting is that the children are not adults, and that
often the teacher has to be able to think like a child as well, and
to recognize developmental stages and to recognize how to phrase
something in a way that's appropriate for the child, rather than ap-
propriate for a peer.

So I would characterize the kind of shift that's taking place in
teaching as partly the spreading out of subject matter to not nar-
rowly specialize. Partly understanding how to organize and create
a community of knowledge that may reach outside of the classroom,
and partly understanding learning in a deep way as it's appro-
priate developmentally for the students that you're working with.

Dr. KAY. I'd like to disagree in a fundamental way, first with
your supposition. I went to school 50 years ago, went to first grade
50 years ago, and I think somewhere around second grade, I real-
ized that my teachers actually didn't know very much about mathe-
matics.

I was getting interested in it. My father was a scientist. And at
some point, I realized, gee, my teacher doesn't actually know. I
know more than my teaches: does right now. And the problem was
that the teachers didn't know that they didn't know.

Will Rogers said the problem is not what we think we don't know
but what we think we'do know.

And science has made its way by being very careful about what
it doesn't know, and very, very careful about what it thinks it
knows.

And I think that the real change in teachers that should happen
is that teachers shouldn't think that they know their subjects be-
cause nobody can, and it hasn't been true for hundreds of years.

The biggest problem is that teachers knowing a little bit think
they actually know enough to teach it.

Mr. SAWYER. That's precisely the point behind asking the ques-
tion in tel ills of giving a credential at the beginning of the year,and

Dr. KAY. Yes. And what I'm saying is that it's always been true
I think, or at least it was true 50 years ago. And so the critical
thing for teachers is not so much to be trained in their subjects,
but to be trained in what they don't know, is to have a good
sensefor instance, every scientist that I know of is pretty d.arn
humble about what they think they know in their own field, be-
cause they've learned enough to realize their ignorance is abysmal
and in fact our ability to characterize the world is not nearly the
way it's portrayed on television.

And so what you need is an opposite kind of person. You need
a parson who is constantly saying, well, I don't know, but let's see
how this turns out, rather than a person that says, well, I do know,
and this is the party line.
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I think that is the critical change. And once a person takes that
attitude, then they're actually much better at their subject than
they ever were before, simply because they're open to touching
more areas of it.

Professor PAPERT. I've said the same theme, and it's a nice
phrase, I think. Schools are really bad places for children to learn
because they are bad places for teachers to learn.

And if we can change the school into a place where what they're
dealing with isn't the multiplication tables but exciting subject
matter, the teachers would be learning, as well as the students, in
the same process. And that's the only answer.

And if there's any credential we would like teachers to have, it's
to be good learners.

And. I think the trouble is, you can take a lot of courses about
how to be a good teacher, instructional theory and the pedagogy.
We don't even have a word in English for the art of being a good
learner, as we have, you know, what is to learning as pedagogy or
instructional science is to teaching.

I think if teachers were, if they're going to be credited for any-
thing, it's for being good learners so that they can participate in
the learning process, model the learning process, set the example.

I don't think they need to know about learning. They need to be
good at it.

Chairman GOODLING. I think the observation goes back to teach-
er training again. The elementary teacher expected to teach all
subjects, very little if any math in high school, and no math in col-
lege, and all of a sudden they're out there.

F6ut at any rate, Mr. Roemer?
Mr. ROEMER. Do you want to go back to your
Chairman GOODLING. No, you're next.
[Lau_ghter.]
Mr. ROEMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We'll try to get back to that healthy debate that was one of the

most entertaining parts of this whole hearing between Dr. Papert
and Dr. Shaw.

Dr. SHAW. I hate to say it, but I agreed with that last point.
[Laughter.)
Mr. ROEMER. You haven't said anything for awhile. We'll try to

get you back into the debate here.
Let me say, first of all, in prefacing my remarks, that I believe

that we don't need to tinker with the schools either. That we need
some basic transformation in our schools.

We have .nany problems there. Technology certainly is not going
to be the panacea for all our problei;.

Let me, as Dr. Papert did, tell two parables, and one of them will
be a question, and th.en get into the other one.

The first one is bragging about my son a little bit. I have a two-
year-old that can get onto the oniputer, can turn it on, turn on the
software and get into the CD H OM of Playschool. He loves it. It
helps him count and play games and learn so much. It's incredible
technology.

To what degree are we putting so much emphasis on even these
two-year-olds and twelve-year-olds being entertained and having
this learning academic technology.
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To what degree are we overestimating it?
And let me say that when we said that we thought television

would be such a great tool in our schools and Channel 1 and all
these things were going to be the latest innovation to help us
transform teaching and learning, it has not transpired.

Now certainly as Dr. Papert or Dr. Kay might say, we need to
transform the infrastructure out there, not just the school and
teacher.

How can we get this technology, whether it be Broder-Bond or
Edmark, whether it be different computers, whether it be the hard-
ware or the software, to go the route to help us achieve this dream
that -we're talking about this morning, and not go the route that
so nuch commercial television has, where they categorize the
Jetsons and the Flintstones as educational television.

I think on tv, PBS and maybe Nickelodeon are the only tv sta-
tions that are doing much to challenge our children.

Dr. Shaw, where do we go to make sure that the private sector
and the commercial end of this fulfills this dream that we're see-
ing?

Dr. SHAW. Well, I've asked exactly that question over the last
month or so of at least half of the CEOs of the large educational
software companies in our briefings. And the answers differed in
some respects, but there were a few things that were brought up
that were in common.

First of all, just to understand the basic situation, the reason
that the vast majority of the software development effort has gone
toward the home market, as opposed to the school market, has
been in part that it's very difficult to sell to the, for various rea-
sons, very difficult to sell to the school markets, and much easier
to sell to the home markets.

One problem is fragmentation. Right now, many different states
and different regions have different standards for adopting soft-
ware, some of them very stringent.

For the home market, you just produce a product and if you ad-
vertise it and it's a good product and it gets good reviews and so
forth, people buy it.

It's much more complicated within the school systems.
The exact solution I'm not sure of, but that is one of the problems

that they face.
Another one of the issues that they're facing now is just the

availability of hardware. About 40 percent of all of the machines
in the schools right now are Apple 2Es, I believe, I know early
Apple machines, for which essentially no software is still being
written, because it's too expensive to write for many platforms.

This is not a criticism of Apple, which is doing wonderful things
in education, it's a reflection of some of the economic problems in-
volved in getting modern computer equipment into the school and
maintaining them.

Many of the computers that we do have, even contemporary ones
in the schools, are not being used, partly because of teachers not
understanding them, but partly because they don't have the re-
sources to keep them maintained.

And in fact one of the things the President just announced was
something called the Tech Corps, which is going to be focusing on
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having private sector volunteers provide assistance to the schools
to solve some of those problems.

It remains to be seen how much of the problem that solves, but
at least it's one issue that where I think bipartisan support would
be very useful.

The other thing is research. In terms of understanding what's
popular and what's fun to play with at home, there are some fairly
easy ways to do that.

You use focus groups, you try selling things on a sample basis,
and you see what sells.

In terms of achieving specific educational outcomes, we have to
have a better sense for what the right criteria are. Standardized
test scores are fine if what you want to do is raise standardized
test scores. If you want to develop other kinds of thinking skills,
you need to be able to specify what those objectives are.

Once we have those, they'll be a target for the software compa-
nies to shoot for and that will be very helpful.

I don't think there should be one target. We need experimen-
tation. We need, you know, thousands of flowers blooming to see
what the free market does, to see what teachers want to adopt, to
see what works in the classroom.

But I think there's a real role for the government in stimulating
that without subsidizing it. The software companies don't want
money. They'd like some other things that will help them produce
for those markets.

Professor PAPERT. I want to say something directly on the ques-
tion you asked about whether the kind of software that's accessible
to your two-year-old child doesn't over value certain adult skills
like learning numbers and so on.I think

Mr. ROEMER. Are you saying, doctor, that my two-year-old is
smarter than I am already? Is that what you're saying?

[Laughter.]
Professor PAPERT. Well, I think
[Pause.]
[Laughter.]
Professor PAPERT. Well, I've often said that one of the troubles

with our education system is that we're trying to hurry along chil-
dren to think like adults, whereas we'd do much better if we got
more adults to think like children, and have a kind of creativity
and intellectual honesty that we could all try to emulate.

But that aside, I think there's an important point here. That is,
I think it's wonderful to see these kids doing that sort of thing. But
something that concerns me is that there's a kind of emphasis on
factual skills on learning these numbers, skills on getting the right
answers, which the children enjoy. But I think that it's got some
of the defects that have been identified with video games where
you shootgames to kill. Games to drill are often just as bad.

And what I would like to see, and I think it's a bit long to say
why this isn't happening, but what I think will happen, what
should happen is a kind of' software environment where parents
and children can engage together in common constructionist cre-
ative activities.
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And my model isn't that the home computer which most of the
software does, will take over the job of the teacher drilling the kid
in how to add numbers, which I think is extremely unimportant for
kids of that age to learn.

I think a better model is in the old days when fathers, sup-
posedly used to buy these train s4s so that they could really enjoy
them, and that the model of the trent, the father and the child
really working together on making a railroad layout, so they're
really working together on a common thing.

I think this is the image that I would put forward. And I think
this has to do with creating family solidarity around learning. I
think part of this talk about generation gap, the answer to that is
to say to parents, get in there with your kids. And respect them
as teachers.

Chairman GOODLING. Mr. Ehlers?
Mr. ROEMER. If I could just conclude, Mr. Chairman, just to be

fair to the software program that I quoted on Broder-Bond, they
have about 12 different programs. About six of the programs are
not numbers and alphabet, they are creativity. There isn't a right
answer to give.

And out of those six, about two or three of them are games that
you can play with your child, that I can get on the computer at the
same time he can and we can play together, not at looking for one
answer, but building things and using your creativity.

So already some of those things
Professor PAPERT. Of course. I didn't want to say things are bad,

but I think that's the direction where we need a lot more emphasis.
Chairman GOODLING. We, unfortunately, for the two panels who

will be coming later, they'll be looking up here and wondering
where everybody is, where everybody is, yeah, where everybody
went.

And this getting the families together is wonderful. I'm all for it.
I keep reminding everyone that there's a large percentage of dys-
functional families.

Mr. Ehlers?
Mr. EHLERS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I apologize. I was gone for a little over a half hour. I had to give

a speech elsewhere, and I would like to reserve my time at this
time, until I get back into the sync of what has been said and what
some of the questions are.

Chairman GOODLING. Mr. Cunningham?
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I'm very proud. I've got a nephew that just graduated last year

from MIT with a scholarship in computer science. And I know the
advantages of the programs they have.

Let me speak to the members of the panel as to the problems in
California.

We have almost one in eight Americans lives in our State, and
we've got acruss the nation less than 12 percent of the classrooms
have a single phone jack to hook up.

I talked to AT&T, Bell, Corning, to see what it would cost to put
fiber into different programs. And the problem is is that you can
hook up every single school but AT&T I believe has got about 75
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percent fiber, but the Baby Bells are limited, so right now, even if
you hooked up all the schools, you could only talk school to school.

And there's a monumental problem in the things that we haveto face.
What I would like to take a look at in the look site of the--chip,

and 486s are now obsolete, why we have no invested in those sys-
tems. Why are we having regular school programs cancelled?

And again, I'd like to look at kind of a perspective of what our
problem is in the State of California.

And I'm not saying this to inflame anybody in any group but to
show why the revenue soarces, in my opinion, are not there.

We talked about the scl Lool lunch program. I've got about 400,000
illegals kindergarten through twelve. There's actually about
800,000. I use the term 400 so they can't hit me on the figures.

But take the school meals program at $1.90, take just two meals
instead of three, because they are 185 percent below poverty level,
that's $1.2 million a day just on illegals in the school system.

Then I look, it takes $4,000 to $5,000 to educate a child a year.
Take that times 400,000 and you're looking at $2 billion.

We've got 18,000 illegal felons in our prison system. Then you
look at the children being born in the hospitals and the cost of in-
crease in all the health care and stuff. That's one area.

The defense cuts, the $177 billion in defense cuts, base closures,
have cost California over a million jobs in both military and de-
fense-related. Ninety-three percent of education is funded through
state tax dollars, so that's a million people there that are not fund-
ed.

Then we have the spotted owl for the timber industry. We've got
the gnat catcher for construction. We've got the water and the
salmon for the farmers. And all of these are jobs that are not pay-
ing into our education system to finance the things that we want
to do.

And the end result is, with all the job losses, what do you have
to do in the state? You have to raise taxes on the remaining busi-
nesses, and it's driving jobs out of California because of all of these
different things.

Then we've got our own share of natural disasters.
And so what I'm saying is that we, especially in California, have

got a monumental problem.
And the remaining seven percent of the federal, the question was

asked, does the federal government have a role. Yes, but we only
fund seven percent of ed.ucation. But with that, comes 50 percent
of the rules and regulations on the states that keep them from
doing the things that we want to, and over 75 percent of the paper-
work, which causes you to hire people and take dollars away from
what we're trying to do.

I truly believe that on a bipartisan measure that we can elimi-
nate a lot of these barriers, and work toward the things that we
want to do.

I have a high tech fair. The tech is there. We hooked up comput-
ers with Paris, France, and the kids and the parents and the teach-
ers dialed in and got the technology and talked in English and it
was transposed over to French, and vice versa. And it doesn't have
to be expensive.
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I think some of my democratic colleagues have had a game called
Challenge 24 in their districts. I mean, it's not high tech, but it's
real innovative.

And I disagree with the gentleman that it's not teaching, it's just
doing.

We just had the teachers' awards, our teacher of the year award,
and I'll tell you what. There's some very innovative teachers out
there in good school systems, from the highest tech schools on
down the line.

But I know that the President just went through and conducted
a PSPR swing through California. Thrt's a "political speech and
press release" swing.

And when they asked himbecause he said he was going to put
the computers and the technology into it, we asked him how, he
didn't know.

But I would say to the gentlemen that we can. We can take off
some of the controls that the federal government has, do away with
the bureaucracy, solve some of the problems that I forementioned,
and we'll have the dollars to invest.

We need industry. We need the AT&T and the Bells to invest.
A profit is not a dirty word to this side of the aisle, and we need
your help to coordinate that with science.

Thank you.
Chairman WALKER. Ms. Woolsey?
Ms. WOOLSEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Everybody who knows me on this Committee, knows that I be-

lieve education has to be the number one priority in this nation.
And I also believe that we won't be able to achieve that unless we
get technology in the classroom.

Fortunately, I represent an area, Marin and Sonoma County, just
north of the Golden Gate Bridge, where Broderbund is established,
Autodesk, George Lucas, Hewlett-Packard and many others on the
cutting edge of technology development. So I'm very fortunate that
I get to pick the brains of some very knowledgeable people on an
on-going basis.

Just last week, I held a meeting in my district with 55 educators,
users of technology, innovators, and technology manufacturers in
my district. We sat down and we talked about the joint hearing
today. W talked about what should be the vision in the year 2000
for technulogy in the classroom, and how long is it going to take
to get there, and what we need to be doing.

We broke our discussion down into four parts: equipment and
materials; training educators; infrastructure; and uses of tech-
nology. And in two and a half hours in the morning, I guess it was
because it was morning, we really go going, we accomplished a lot.

And one of the things I want to ask you, and I'll start with you,
Dr. Shaw, you're going to have this little baby girl in 11 days, are
you assuming that she's going to be computer-able?

Are we going to assume that every child is going to be able to
use a computer if we provide?

If the answer is yes, should we assume that?
Dr. SHAW. Well, I think we certainly assume that personally. My

wife and I both use computers as a tool all the time. My Ph.D. is
in computer science. But what I actually use the computer for is
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probably what many of the people in this room use it for, as a word
processor and for electronic mail, those are the main things.

Ms. WOOLSEY. So it's a part of your life.
But, I mean, we're assuming this child and every child is able

to use a computer. One of the participants in my workshop last
week was a student, a senior in high school, who has his own com-
puter companytalk about a bright kid, he should be here too
and he said that every student isn't computer able and we're kind
of making a mistake by azsuming that.

But my next question would be, if we can assume that most stu-
dents are going to be computer able, how are we going to start to
ensure that every student has access, every student, not just those
born to smart people like Tim Roemer here, whose kid's already
smarter than he is.

We are so privileged here, but how about the less privileged?
How are we going to make sure that every child, and this is one
of George Lucas' visions, every child has a computer, not just in
their classroom, but at home, like a book, has access, has the infra-
structure, can stay current?

How ara we going to do that?
Dr. HAY. Well, I think we can do that, but I don't think that's

even really the point because we already have free public libraries
all over this country, full of most of the content of our civilization,
and most of the content of our civilization 4 years from now, in the
year 2000, is still going to be in those libraries. It's not going to
be on the Internet.

And I believe that we have a country that is very, very far from
being reasonably literate.

Ms. WOOLSEY. Well, does anybody else want to answer to that?
Dr. KAY. Do you understand what I'm saying?
MS. WOOLSEY. Yes.
Dr. KAY. I'm saying the access, we can make computers all over

the place. We can make them cheap. We can hook kids up so every-
body has universal access, but what I'm saying is they already
have universal access to the stores of our civilization, and our edu-
cational system is supposedly set up to teach them how to make
that connection, and it's failing at that.

So the calls of universal access to computers kind
Ms. WOOLSEY. Well, I don't agree with you on that at all. That's

an assumption that we start all over from scratch. Of course, we
need to rethink a lot of things, but I want to move forward here
today.

Dr. KAY. You want to talk about the new stuff instead of what
we haven't been able to do with the old stuff?

Ms. WOOLSEY. Right. That's what we're here to do today.
Dr. KAY. And don't you think the same thing's going to happen?
Ms. WOOLSEY. I hope not.
Dr. KAY. You hope not.
MS. WOOLSEY. That's what we're looking at. What's the best way

to go further with this?
Dr. KAY. Well, okay.
MS. WOOLSEY. One thing which concerns me is, do you believe

that teachers should have to teach themselves? I mean, somebody
said that, that teachers can teach themselves.
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Dr. KAY. Yes, that's the only way you can learn.
Ms. WOOLSEY. Then we expect every teacher, without any sup-

port from the rest of us, to leave their classroom, go home, leave
their kids, and go teach themselves?

I mean, don't we need to get our cuii are going in a direction that
this would be part of their job, and that we provide them with sup-
port and assistance?

Professor PAPERT. I was the one who said about teachers teach-
ingI didn't say that they ought to. I said that they do, and that
that minority of teachers, a substantial minority are doing a great
job of learning.

Ms. WOOLSEY. Right, but how do we expand that?
Professor PAPERT. I think the problem is not to expand it. I think

that the problem is to create some very compelling models that can
set an example and change people's thinldng. Unless you can
change the whole public's thinking about what constitutes learning
and what constitutes school, you are not going to get real change.

So I think the point is to make models and I don't know where.
I gave one example that break out of this K to 12 and use your

own Job Corps that belongs to the federal government as a model
where we can set up really innovative, different technology-based,
technology-fluent learning. And that's just one example.

I think that we could change public opinion very quickly, not
very quickly, it would take a few years, but of course that's the
time that it needs to see effects but as long as we're tinkering with
the system and trying to see how can you get whole school districts
or whole states to do something, you can only do a common denom-
inator that's pretty close to zero.

And it's all likeone more parableit's like someone invented
the refrigerator but only could afford one that would reduce the
temperature by half a degree, and so everybody decided refrig-
erators are pretty useless things, and this is what we do generally
in our experiments in education.

And it's not going to convince anybody.
Ms. WOOLSEY. We have a public school system
Professor PAPERT. You have a condition where you could make

some models. Well
Chairman WALKER. The time of the gentlelady has expired.
Mr. Fattah?
Mr. FATTAH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, I really want to thank the panel for sharing their

input. And I hope that the Congress will take much more of an in-
terest in this matter.

The vast mAjority of our spending on education at the federal
level has nothing to do with advancing the use of technology in
education. Only a very small percentage of those dollars.

So if in fact, we've heard much of what you've said and what is
in the literature today, maybe we'll do more about that.

It seems that in the near term future, though, we're going in the
reverse direction. That is that the Congress is going to be taking
action in this year's budget to actually be cutting some of the tech-
nology programs.

I'm thankful that yesterday we were able to announce a $5 mil-
lion grant to the Philadelphia School District, my school district, to
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move technology hopefully forward. But I'm fearful that that won't
be the case in many other districts around the country.

I do want to say a couple of things and ask a question that I
think that the ranking member, Congressman Clay, asked that
really wasn't responded to.

We're not playing football against ourselves. We're not shadow
boxing here. We are in a global competition which you talked
about.

And in terms of our economic competitors, the response to his
question in terms of a comparative analysis of our educational sys-
tems, especially as it related to technology, but in general, it was
kind of like, well, we have a local model and they have a national
model, and that was it. As if therefore there was no need to really
make a comment about whether they are ahead of us, behind us,
you know, achieving more or will be in the future.

And I think that we really deserve a response from such an en-
lightened panel on such an important question.

And I know that we've heard a lot today about a range of issues
including dysfunctional families. We have a President and a Speak-
er who come from broken homes. They've managed to make it.
Hopefully, we can help other children in our country, notwithstand-
ing whatever position they start out in, to end up living up to their
potential.

So I'd be interested in hearing about this comparative analysis
with some of our economic competitors.

Thank you.
Dr. SHAW. If I could just say a little bit about that?
One of the things that's very well documented of course is that

our country recently has not been doing so well, according to the
measures that are usually applied. Those measures are very ques-
tionable, but I think it's fairly clear that it's not just for reasons
of spending; our educational system hasn't been delivering what
we'd. hoped.

We spend something on the order of $6,500 per student, which
is actually relatively high compared to many industrialized nations,
and that places us fairly low in the rankings.

So there is an issue of why we're not getting more for our money.
One thing to look at is the whole question of how much of that is
going for research.

Just to compare this to the pharmaceutical industry, for example,
America spends about $70 billion a year on prescription and non-
prescription drugs, and about 23 percent of that amount is spent
on research to find out which drugs are efficacious and safe to use.

Comparing that to education, at the state and federal and local
levels, we spend a total of about $285 billion, an enormous amount,
on education. Far less than one percent of that is spent figuring out
what actually works in education.

And in fact within the Department of Education, because of the
way the money has been allocated, they have a $30 billion budget,
of which only about $50 million, a trivially small percentage, is
used figuring out what actually works.

So part of what I think we have to do is to not just blindly spend
more money, but to look very carefully at what we want to do in
our schools and how we can do that cost-effectively.
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And to make sure, as several of the members mentioned, that
that happens on a universal basis. There are very serious equity
issues. If we're not careful, we could exacerbate the differences be-
tween those people in our society who are most advantaged and
those who are most disadvantaged. If we are careful about it, we
may tend to close that gap.

Mr. FATrAH. I appreciate that, but my ques.'on is not about the
comparative nature of our spending, or thewaat I'm looking for
is, in terms of the use of technology in advancing education, are the
Japanese, are the Germans, are others doing better than we're
doing? Are they about at the same place in this competition, if you
will, in terms of developing the next generation of geniuses? Where
are we at in this playing field?

Dr. SHAW'. Yes. My understanding is that some other countries
are spending more2 to investigate some of these areas, but I think
some of the other panel members may know more about some of
what's going on there.

Mr. FArrA.H. Please.
Professor DEDE. I've traveled to nine different countries for the

U.S. Information Agency, looking at what they're doing with edu-
cational technology. And there are some very sophisticated pro-
grams in language learning that other countries have developed be-
cause they tend to be multilingual societies, that we could learn
much from, and that would be important in terms of our global eco-
nomic competitiveness.

But once you look outside of that area, by and large, they have
been much more interested in the educational technology and the
software that we've been developing than they have had things
that they could share with us.

By and large, the world's software market is driven by American
innovations.

Chairman WALKER. I would say to the members that we have a
continuing long list of members and we do have several more pan-
els. I have a list of people, as they've come in. We would still have
four or five members to question this panel, and I will go in order.

I guess what I would ask is whether or not there are people who
could defer from this panel to others, if possibly you can do that,
we'd like to be able to get all of our witnesses on.

That's right. What we will do is in the next panels, we will go
and take you in order, and so you will be first and anybody who
reserves, as I understand Mr. Ehlers did earlier.

The next person on my list is Mr. Gutknecht.
Mr. GUTKNECHT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I will try to be brief.
We've heard a lot about, aild my background, I served in the

state legislature for 12 years, and we had a lot of debate about, you
know, computers in the classroom, and how much we should be
spending per student and student to teacher class ratios and all of
those things. And that's all interesting, and I think that all does
have some impact.

'This sentence should read: "My understanding is that some other countries are spending
more on a per capita basis. . ."
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But franldy, and I think in the last discussion, Dr. Shaw talked
about approximately $6500 per pupil unit is what we're spending
nationwide.

But one issue that does not get talked about much, and it did
come up, I think Professor Dede used the term a couple of times
in his presentation to begin, the term "motivation." And I thinkthat that's an area that we seem to sort of dance around.

But my observation has been that there are some kids out there
who are just overachievers and literally, if you teach them how toread and maybe to use a computer keyboard, and turned them
loose for 12 years, they would be fine.

But there's another group of students out there that somehow
we're just not reaching, and it seems to be worse in some schools
than others.

And perhaps any of you would want to comment on how do we,
how do we tackle that problem? How big is that problem? And how
do we tackle it, and what role can technology ultimately really play
in getting to some of these kids.

And what I'm really talking about too, in part, is because I serve
on the Washington, D.C. Oversight Subcommittee, and I'm con-
cerned and alarmed about the schools here in this city.

And some might argue that we're not spending enough money,
but based on some of the information we've seen, we're spending
an awful lot of money on the schools here in Washington, D.C.

And yet, and I don't know how accurate this is either, but we're
told that about half of the kids that begin in kindergarten will not
graduate from the D.C. schools, and of those who do graduate, less
than half of them will be able to read at an eight grade level.

So it's not money, and maybe they need more computers, but
somehow I think somewhere along the Una, we're losing that moti-
vation link.

And I wonder if you would want to comment on that.
Dr. KAY. John Holt said that it would be so much easier to teach

mathematics if we made it illegal.
[Laughter.)
Dr. KAY. So one of the ideas is that there's a kid's culture, and

there's also an adult culture. Ar d generally, children are very in-
terested in learning things that important in both of those cul-
tures.

Sometimes people have advanced the idea that learning mathe-
matics is hard, or learning science is hard, and that's why some
kids don't do it, but shooting baskets is hard and there's a lot of
failure in it. Hitting a baseball is really hard, and you fail most of
the time. And most kids will almost turn themselves inside out to
learn things that they think are important, even though there's an
unbelievable amount of failure involved in these difficult things.

So many years ago, Maria Montessori, when she set up her
schools, set them up in such a way as to let the children's own nat-
ural interest in what was around them, drive most of the processeb.
And then her job, she felt, was to design the environment so that
the kids' collision with that environment driving on their own natu-
ral motivations caused the kinds of learning that she hoped would
happen.
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So you ceuld say that the kids had wants and Maria Montessori
had needs. And she was trying to collide those two together, so that

the kids' wants provided the motivation and her needs were ex-
pressed in the apparatus that she built for the kids.

The MacIntosh user interface used Montessori's ideas so that as
people try to do things, they also learn about many more things

than they might have gotten out of a manual.
So this is an old idea that is a very, very good one. I think the

hardest thing in schools is to make most of the things that schools

try to teach be part of any kind of a society that children can recog-

nize.
And sometimes the ones who seem to have the greatest learning

problems are the ones who have figured out that it's a fake, the
best.

Herb Kohle wrote an excellent little book called "1 Won!t Learn

Prom 'You," and it was when he discovered that some of his stu-

dents actually could read quite well, but they wouldn't show him

that they could because there was much more going on than just

a learning situation.
And so I think the motivation part really, the strongest thing we

can do is to set up, as Seymour has pointed out, environment.

When a child sees a teacher actually learning, rather than just
teaching, or an adult, their parents learning about something,
that's something they want to do. The children do want to do what

the adults do.
But when they see teachers not wanting to learn, why should

they themselves, unless they have that special spark that you were

mentioning.
Professor PAPERT. I'd like to add a concrete example to that, and

it's on the theme that everybody is motivated to do what they want

to do. And a lot of kids think that video games are wonderful

things.
Now there's a cheating way of using that by building into the

video game that it's going to teach you the multiplication, but kids

aren't dupes, and they don't fall for that.
Another way is to give kids the opportunity of making their own

video games, by giving them enough access to computers and the

knowledge and there's a lot of stuff. There's programming, there's

how to organize a complex project, there's the geometry of move-

ment.
We have seen, in a city, kids go ape about that opportunity to

be able to make a video game. They are highly motivated and they

learn an incredible lot of other stuff.
Only in order to do that, you've got to give up the idea that the

way to learn is to fit into the school compartmentalization of

knowledge because if you're making this game and you need some

geometry in order to make something happen on that screen, you

need it now when you've got the problem there, and not when it
says in the curriculum that this is the day to learn that particular

thing.
So this involves a radically deep restructuring of our thinking

about what school is about and how we do things there.
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I think that those kids you're talking about, it's not that schoolhas failed to motivate them, school has demotivated them becausewhat you do in school is fundamentally boring.And it matches some people's intellectual style to do that, andthose kids do well.
The others are profoundly discriminated against and I guess it'sonly a matter of time before somebody will see this as a constitu-tional issue that school is, in itself, a profound discriminationagainst everybody whose intellectual style doesn't happen to fitthat very systematic, subordinating way of learning.
Professor DEDE. Another piece of this is social. There are kidswho are not going to be very interested in objects, but to the extentthe technology can become a social medium for them, it can providea focus for collaborative learning, it can provide a focus for reach-ing across distance into a virtual community, and that's a very im-portant part of motivation.
Chairman WALKER. The time of the gentleman has expired.We were just talking up here. We think that maybe there's al-ready a term in education out there for it. It's called "attention dis-order."
[Laughter.]
Chairman WALKER. For the civil right that you're describing,Professor.
The next person is Tim Petri.
Mr. PETRI. I want to thank you very much.And going through my mind, as I listen to the testimony and thequestioning is, what the federal government can do at the end ofthe day that is helpful and what it should avoid doing that is coun-terproductive or actually harmful.
And in that connection, I'd appreciate your comments on that be-cause it's been my impression, serving on this Education Commit-tee for some years now, that we have a lot of very good intentionsand we come up with a lot of very good programs, but at the endof the day, they are run through a bureaucracy which, whateverthe premise or purpose of the issue is, has the net effect of divert-ing people's attention, empowering people who don't really under-stand what that good intention is, but do understand filling out apiece of paper or hiring more people to regulate the flow of money,and we've just built a big, bureaucratic machine, with best of inten-tions which may in fact be part of the problem.And so I don't want to see us, unless you guys think it's a goodidea, to use the rationale that we need to have more modern tech-nology, we need this new thing in the education system, so let's setup a big program and hire some more people who probably will dono better than we've done with three or four other major nationalpushes in this area.

Could you comment on that?
We want to be helpful, the federal government, but we do havesome clear problems in education and whether doing it top down,beyond the pulpit, is really constructive or not, is something I'd liketo know.
Dr. KAY. Well, I understand future in this town means two years.[Laughter.]



Dr. KAY. But it's going to take a little bit, so a short-term kind
of thing that might help would be something like the following.

The successful, widespread of powerful ideas in some school dis-
tricts I've seen, for instance, the Pasadena School District has one
of the best elementary science programs that was done by a couple
of scientists at Cal Tech, kind of in their spare time, and it got big-
ger and bigger and better and better, and. more organized and it's
m the whole school district for the last five or six years, and it's
really excellent. And they had to do it without being able to turn
any of the elementary school teachers into scientists.

l3ut what they did is they, and this is, you'll find I think if you
go around the country, you'll find very similar structures and other
successful areas.

What they did was they came up with a combination of what the
elementary school teachers do in the classroom, combined with dis-
trict circuit riders who were scientists, who really had a sense of
this, and basically what they wanted to do was to have daily activi-
ties that were bolstered by two-time-a-week visits by somebody who
could assess the quality of what was going on.

And I was involved in one of these with music that I put in one
of my written documents, where the entire school district had to
become musicians because it was a small high school and they
wanted a full band and an orchestra and a chorus. And so they just
taught everybody to be musicians regardless of talent, and the
school teachers had the same mixture of talent as anybody else did.
But they had an excellent music coordinator. And the whole thing
worked very well.

And this used to be a popular way of doing things like art and
music and science and so forth 40 and 50 years ago. Many states
have cut the people for those people, those curriculum experts who
traveled around and helped the teachers.

I think that would be something that would not cost a lot, that
would make an enormous difference in the short term.

I think in the longer term, you really have to think about re-
structuring the whole nature of school and what we think of as
schooling in this country.

Professor PAPERT. Well, I've got one suggestion and that is that
you get somebody on your staff to really get involved with a lot of
time and discussion about, on the long term, about how things,
what real radical change might look like. There's not enough time
to do it here.

Alan Kay and I were talking, before this meeting, about creating
a forum for this in cyberspace. Say that. And just as a start, on
my written testimony, there's an address in on the web which I
think we might be able to use as a starting point for that, so call
in and get somebody on your staff to devote a serious amount of
time to trying to get engaged in a discussion about how

Mr. PETRI. What is that address again for anyone who might be
w atching?

Professor PAPERT. What?
Mr. PETRI. What is that address again?
Dr. KAY. It's right above, you don't want us to say it to you.
Professor PAPERT. Right. You all get this, don't you?
Dr. KAY. Ws right above where it says "recommendations."
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Chairman WALKER. Why dcn't we read it?
Dr. KAY. URL:http://el.www.media.mit.edu/groups/el/projects/

school
Professor PAPERT. You've got a techie on your staff who'll under-

stand that.
Dr. KAY. You'll only have to type it once.
Dr. SHAW. If I just have a minute to add something to that? Or

do we have the time?
I think that's a wonderful idea. I think the idea of having a pres-

ence on the Internet would be a terrific idea for many reasons, both
for people involved with public policy and for teachers and stu-
dents.

And as Professor Papert said, I think that that's something that's
likely to be inexpensive and immensely valuable. I think that's agreat idea.

In terms of the longer-term funding issues, the last thing that I
personally would like to see is a maSsive federal program where
money is thrown at the problem without thinking of things that we
actually have evidence will work.

I actually think that the vast driving force here should be the
private sector, for the development of the underlying technologies,
which are bound to happen in most cases anyway. There are other
commercial drivers. And in the case of educational software, I
think there are relatively limited areas, though there's tremendous
opportunity for the federal government to leverage those areas.

One of the main ones is in research. And in order to make sure
that we don't have a top down solution that generates worthless
stuff, I think one of the best things to do would be to have a series
of small, relatively low-funded, but a reasonably large number of
investigator-initiated early stage research projects, so that the free
market of ideas could help to find which solutions actually take.

I think in the long run, realistically, we're going to need some
large-scale trials. It's very easy for scientists to fool themselves and
think they have a result, especially when there's an emerging new
paradigm that everybody believes in.

And so we're going to need some of that. That will cost some-
thing, but we don't need to do all of that immediately.

I think in the long run, we really want to rely very heavily on
the private sector, and on volunteerism as well, and then leverage
it very carefully with federal support.

Chairman WALKER. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. Foley?
Mr. FOLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
And I just want to state that this is probably the best panel I've

heard since I came to the 104th Congress.
Honestly. Because the key to the problems we face in our society

are being answered by the panelists. The problems we face, the
crime, the illiteracy, the abuse at home can all be solved if we
would take some of the great input we've had today.

Professor Dede mentioned about parents dropping kids off as if
it's laundry. That's happening in our schools today. They assume
there's no responsibility after 8:00. It's the teachers' problem.
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I talk to teachers in the school system. They describe themselves
as babysitters, counselors, police officers. I mean, that's not edu-
cators, that's being guardians or custodians of problems of children.

The exposure to technology we've talked about. If you. go to a
Head Start program and watch children, two and three-year-old
children playing with computers and working on stereo equipment,
it's phenomenal their grasp of these technologies that my father,
when I show him a new VCR, he says, how do you start it, what
do you do, how do you set the time. Put a four year old, and the
kid will dial it up because theve been exposed to something.

Dr. Shaw had highlighted your comments on the percentage
spent on discovering new$50 million for the Department of Edu-
cation's $30 billion budget allocated to research. Clearly we're not
going anywhere because we're not spending the money in the right
areas.

Pratt Whitney, a company in my district, has 20 students from
disadvantaged homes working in their plant on high tech projects,
learning, focusing on responsibility, and coming away with a
knowledge and, more than anything else, a responsibility. They
have a day time opportunity to show up at 8:00 o'clock and leave
at 4:00 and get paid for it, but learn something about the high tech
world in which we live.

The School of the Arts in Palm Beach County teaching children
much like those operating the C-SPAN cameras today, how to work
in the technology broadcasting, broadcast journalism, dancing, the-
ater. I mean, these aren't traditional school programs by and large,
by academicians, but let me tell you there's zero incidence of crime
in those schools against teachers, against children, against prop-
erty, because they're doing something God gave them a talent to
do. They're exploring the new world in which we live.

Professor Papert mentioned things. Let's shake this place up.
We are sitting in a time and place where teachers report to work,

there's union rules, the students are told to sit down and shut up,
you know, and our answer sometimes, well, if we take a minute to
pray, then the society's going to get better.

[Laughter.]
Mr. FOLEY. What we need to do is shake up the system. And we

have got to push every button we cau. And I'm glad Mr. Walker,
Chairman Walker brought the Education Committee together, be-
cause I think science is the fundamental reason.

People say, Mark, you shouldn't spend money on Space Station.
That's our learning environment. That's our future. That's our na-
tion's opportunity to get kids out of the gutter and into opportuni-
ties for their future.

So all I can tell you is I am thrilled, I'm thrilled about all of
these suggestions. But I pray that we don't just shut the lights off
and go back to our jobs and say well, that was nice. Because if we
don't rock the foundation of education, we keep spending more and
more money to do the same old, same old thing.

And I agree that one classroom concept. Why keep a kid in sec-
ond grade when they have the aptitude of a fifth grader? Put them
together and then they'll learn to be an eighth grader within the
sixth grade.

l'b
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And pretty soon you now have students leading students. It
shouldn't be the teacher standing up, follow me, do as I do and as
I say. It should be the students saying, come explore with me thisopportunity of education.

I just, I have so much hope and promise for this nation, but if
we don't direct the resources to research, to improving educationand making our kids able to focus outside the box that they're put
in, then our society will stay static and our crime rates will in-
crease, and violence against women will continue because theydon't know anybody.

And I'm just, you know, I can't say enough about this panelist
group, because I think we should take verbatim their transcriptand send it to every member of Congress, every principal in every
school system in America, and say, folks, wake up. When the bell
rings, it doesn't mean act like a robot, it means act like a person
that can instill in the children of our country the opportunity to
learn.

God bless you.
Professor PAPERT. Come join our forum.
Chairman WALKER. Thank you, Mr. Foley.
What I'm going to do here is, we have members that continue to

come in and out of the room, and that extends. I'm going to go to
two people who've been here thriughout the time, that came in
early and so on, and then dismiss this first panel.

Mr. Weldon was here earlier. I'm going to go to him, and I'm
going to go to Mrs. Johnson, and then I'm going to shut it off for
this panel and go onto the other one.

So I recognize next Mr. Weldon, and then Ms. Johnson.
Oh, okay. Mr. Baker was here as well. All right.
Okay. Well, Mr. Weldon first.
Mr. DAVE WELDON. I thank the Chairman.
I have a lot of interest in some of the things you've all been talk-

ing about, particularly in regard to some of the things my colleague
from Florida was just saying, chalicmged the whole structure ofeducation.

I educate my eight-year-old daughter at home. I discovered many
years ago that children in home education do actually quite well,and their social skills are actually superior. And that was actually
one of the things that interested me in home education.

When I was in the Army, I got to be good friends with two offi-
cers who had children that they home-educated, and I noticed that
there were some peculiar things about their children. They didn't
dress in a bizarre fashion, they didn't wear their hair in a strange
way, and when you looked at them, they actually looked at you in
the face, and if you said hello to them they actually said hello back,
and they didn't look up it the ceiling and walk away. And they
were fairly well-behaved and seemed to be well-adjusted.

And to me, just from my perspective, the whole concept of taking
a bunch of seventh graders and sticking them all together, and a
bunch of eighth grad.ers and sticking them all together, may actu-ally be a faulty concept.

As I understand it, there are some research studies that have
shown that students in those old-fashioned schools where they
were all mixed in in all the grades actually academically do better.
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And do we really need to fundamentally rethink how we do edu-

cation?
I know for my wife and I, we're using a lot of high tech stuff.

We're using vid.eos, we're using computers. Though I will say, I
think it would be inappropriate for us to oversell this stuff.

One of the things I've noticed with my daughter is she really
loves those math programs when I sit down next to her, when she's
doing the math programs, and parental involvement. You know,
they say in real estate, it's location, location, location.

I think in education, it's parental involvement, parental involve-
ment, parental involvement, and we could talk about all the new-
fangled stuff, but if you don't have parental involvement, forget it.

You can have the best programs and all the best computers and,
so any comments?

Dr. KAY. Well, I think the simple line is, all schooling is home
schooling. When a child goes away to scht.A, you could think of the
school as the research center, where they find out about things,
that things exist that they don't know about at home.

But I think most of the learning that children actually do is done
at home, whether they go to school or they're home-schooled. That's
where they do it.

And all of the successful systems of education that I know about
have had a strong notion ofparental responsibility.

Also, I happen to think home schooling is a good idea in general.
It's more efficient, the kids have more of a chance to do projects.
There are lots of good reasons for it. But to me, the motivation that
you mentioned why your daughter wants to do those programs is
the main motivation for why kids want to do most things. They
want to be like adults. And they need to have adults that they
want to be like.

Mr. DAVE WELDON. Well, I'll yield back the balance of my tirae
for the sake of efficiency, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman WALKER. Thank you, Mr. Weldon.
Ms. Johnson?
Ms. JOHNSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I just have brief comments.
It is no secret that, you know, education is the real foundation

for the future of this country. And I wonder, I'm sorry I didn't hear
all of your testimony. I was detained in another meeting, but when
and how can we make sure that every teacher becomes comfortable
with the available technology, rather than computers just being in
the computer classes.

That seems to be a problem in my general area. I don't know
whether it's a problem other places, that the teachers don't want
to deal with the available technology.

Professor DEDE. When I work with teachers who are not inter-
ested in technology, I get good results by talking to them about
their love of children and their love of their subject, because there
are many teachers now who enter teaching because they love chil-
dren, but who feel cut off from their students by the structure of

the traditional school.
Or who entered education because they fell in love with their

subject, but now are cut off from that by the structure of standard-
ized testing.
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And to show them that there are new models of learning that arepossible that may take technology to implement, but that reestab-lish that kind of relationship with learner and with subject andwith resources outside of the school, gets those teachers very ex-cited, not about the technology, but about the new model of learn-ing.
And I think that that's the key to involving teachers. Teachersare very interested in learning.
Ms. JOHNSON. Thank you.
I've found that teachers are very interested in learning, but alsovery intimidated by some of the technology.In terms of educational opportunity, it has been my experiencethat when teachers do show that interest, notwithstanding whatthe student looks like, the student is in an environment that theyhave an opportunity to learn better.
Now, but students do have to see the value of education. Whenthey see that their parents go through college and high school anddon't have opportunities, I have been challenged in saying, whyshould I do it?
I see my father suffering through this everyday. How do we ap-proach that type of problem?
Dr. KAY. Well, that's kind of your job, isn't it?
Ms. JOHNSON. I try, but I'm in the minority.
Dr. KAY. No, I think it's just reallyI was talking about Con-gressI think it's a really hard problem
Ms. JOHNSON. I was too.
Dr. KAY. And I can't really
[Laughter.]
Dr. KAY. Oh, okay. I thought you were asking us a question thatwe're supposed to
Ms. JOHNSON. I thought you might make us some suggestions infront of God and everybody.
Dr. KAY. I think the problem of having somebody go through col-lege and not being able to get a job is a question I can't give ananswer to. But I think to the question
Ms. JOHNSON. But how do you convince students, the children ofthese parents who are having these problems, that education isworth it?
Dr. KAY. I don't know, but maybe Seymo,rr does.
Professor PAPERT. I just started to say something about a way inwhich that question is badly formulated because when we say edu-cation is worthwhile, aren't we saying to this little kid, do this be-cause in 12 years' time, you're going to get a job. And the kid isn'ta dupe. The kid knows that's BS.
On the other hand, every kid is interested in something, is des-perately, deeply, passionately interested in something, and thereisn't any content that couldn't be used as a means of coming intoof getting at powerful ideas, getting at deep skills of how to runprojects, how to do things.
The trouble with school is that it calls itself education and pre-tends that anybody can be, quote, motivated by what's going tohappen in 12 years time. They're not.
We can restructure the learning environment so that people canlearn from what they're interested in.
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Now this doesn't mean they can do whatever they like. It doesn't
mean we don't have standard.s. It doesn't mean we don't insist that
they work hard, but it does mean that we apply intellectual effort
to identifying the it.:nd of powerful ideas that can be accessed
through these activities.

And apropos of that, I'd like to add to David Shaw's criticism of
the small amount of research that's done in education. As he said,
research in education often means finding out whether it works or
not, but if you compared that with what happens to drug compa-
nies, only a small amount is finding out whether it works or not;
most of it is finding the stuff that works.

Dr. SHAW. Yes, that's right.
Professor PAPERT. And in education, it is almost impossible to get

funding for finding out new things, as opposed to well, here, we've
got this model and we're going to do a controlled experiment to find
out if it works.

We need to create new forms of knowledge.
Ms. JOHNSON. Thank you. My time's expired.
Chairman WALKER. The time of the gentlelady has expired.
Mr. Baker.
Mr. BAKER. I'd like to follow up on Mr. Foley's comment, and you

can never come to a hearing where you don't learn something, and
I was very amused by the Professor's comment regarding the re-
frigerator.

We only have to look on the wall here where in Proverbs, it says,
where there's no vision, people perish.

You said if you invented a refrigerator, but tell people it's only
going to lower the temperature one degree, who would buy it?

And we're in education, we've been in education now for 50
years, and we say if you just give us ten more bucks, we'll make
it all better.

Same broken system, just pile more money on top.
So here's what we have. We have a group in Milwaukee working

among the poorest students in the world, financially poor. Poten-
tially they're rich, but they're poor students. They don't have a
background of education, they don't have two parents with Ph.D.'s.
And they want to have charter schools. They want to try something
new.

Well, after the unions get through with them, the court system
steps in, and they'll be 120 years old before they can try an experi-
mental school.

And so when you say we need a new refrigerator that does more
than lower it one degree, are you right. We've got to experiment,
we've got to have vision. We're the only nation in the world that
teaches one language poorly.

(Laughter.]
Mr. BAKER. And we say, just give us more money.
Nationwide, as someone mentioned, we're spending $6500. That's

only $180,000 a classroom. That's bureaucracy. The teacher doesn't
make a $180,000, the kids don't get paid to be there. Where's that
money going?

And can we hire three nuns with three rulers and say, build us
a better system? Yes, we can. And we're not allowed to do it.

e-1 (.1
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This is a static, this is the most static world in e world is edu-
cation world, and it should be the freest.

Would you like to comment on that crazy idea?
Dr. KAY. Well, I'm not sure the three nuns with the three rulers

is quite the waSr you want to go.
(Laughter.]
Mr. BAKER. It's the way I want to go right now, but I'd like toturn them on Congress.
Any other questions?
I'm ping to yield 30 seconds to Duke when you're through, Pro-fessor.
Professor PAPERT. What you say is absolutely right, that we can't

go throwing more money at people who are going to make minor
changes to the same system, and that's been the moral rightthrough.

We've got to find a way of fostering very different innovation,
and those people, you need to fmd some way not to send three nuns
out, but to enable your people in Milwaukee to be able to do their
experiment, and surely that can't be beyond the Congress of the
United States of America.

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Just a quick one, and I would make a com-
ment to Ms. Johnson.

One of the most difficult things I had to do in a squadron was
to get senior chief petty officers and master chief petty officers to
use a computer after doing it with a pencil for 25 years.

My master chief was computer illiterate. We mandated that
every me of the chiefs went to National University to become com-
puter literate, and you saw it take off from there, the petty officers,
and it went right on down the line.

So recommendation. Get someone that's fired up about it to show
them how it saves time and I think it'll help.

Mr. BAKER. I yield back.
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Thank you, Mr. Baker. I appreciate it.
Chairman WALKER. With that, we will thank the first panel. It

was an excellent panel, very lively discussion, and I'm delightedwith what we got. We thank you very much for participating and
invite the second panel to join us at the table.

What I'm going to do to try to make time work a little bit better
here, what I propose to do is to take the names of members that
are in the room as this panel is testifying, as they come into the
room, and anybody who's in the room while the panel is actually
giving their testimony will then be called upon for questions.

People who come into the room later on and so on, we will save
for the next panel. So we will try to make certain that the people
who asked the questions are the people who were here for the testi-
mony.

We welcome each of you here and thank you for coming.
I'm going to again go by my chart. It kind of goes the other waythis time.
We'll start with Mr. McCracken and Mr. Wright, Mr.

Mendenhall, and finish up with Mr. Joseph.
Mr. McCracken, we would invite you to give your testimony. We

thank you for being here. I understand that you could be traveling
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other places today, and decided instead that this was important
enough for you to do, and we thank you very much for being here.

STATEMENT OF MR. ED MCCRACKEN, CHAIRMAN AND CEO,
SILICON GRAPHICS, MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIFORNIA

Mr. MCCRACKEN. Thank you. It's a pleasure to be here.
I'd like to ask for permission to stibmit my prepared statement

for the record.
Chairman WALKER. Without objection.
Mr. MCCRACKEN. And I have five points I'd really like to talk

about today.
First is we must prepare our children for the information age.

We're somewhat overwhelmed today by what's happening with
technology and how rapid the change is, but by the year 2007, and
12 years from now, when children entering our school system,
grad.uate from high school, there will be a one thousand times
change in what can be done with computer systems in terms of
price and performance.

That means that systems that cost a million dollars today will
cost a thousand dollars in the year 2007. There'll be an equivalent
change in the speed of communication, which means that instead
of just having voice communication, we'll have inexpensive pic-
tures, video, interactive games, virtual reality over the network.

And what that means is that we'll have the capability that the
designers of Jurassic Park and Forest Gump and Pocohontas, we'll
have those capabilities. We'll have the capabilities the designers of
the Ford Taurus and, the Boeing 777 had available to us for just
a few hundred dollars, typically under five hundred dollars in those
days.

Our country's economic competitiveness will be determined by
our mastery of these tools.

There's a term that the Yankee Group in Boston uses to describe
children, a certain type of children, they call it Tafies. It's used to
describe children of "technically advantaged families."

I know my kids are that way. I have an art student daughter
who uses computers to do her art. She pas,ses that around over the
net. She also does her banking on the net and keeps track of 20
to 50 friends continuously over the net. Those are tafies, children
of technically advantaged families.

I believe that schools are the only way to give all Americans a
chance in the information society and equal opportunity in the in-
formation age.

An example of that is in Silicon Valley where I come from.
Today, an increasingly high percentage of all job postings occur on
the network. If you're not wired, if you're not part of the informa-
tion society, you )ust don't know about the new jobs.

The second point I'd like to talk about is that we need a national
initiative. I've had the opportunity, over the last two years, to co-
chair the President's Advisory Council on the National Information
Infrastructure. This 37-member council has had the opportunity to
conduct hearings around the country. We've deliberated many is-
sues.

But we've determined that the best way to kickstart the country
into the information age is to ensure that every child in America
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has access to the data super highway in their classrooms and li-
braries by the year 2000.

We've learned of course that you not only have to master the in-
formation tools, but these same tools can be used to master mathe-
matics, reading, and they have a tremendous impact on simple
things like school attendance and the excitement about learning, as
we heard in the last panel.

The third point I'd like to make is that these technologies are af-
fordable. One year ago, the council commissioned McKinsey, the
consulting firm, to study the costs associated with schools and the
information superhighway.

In a soon-to-be-released report, they indicate that schools can be
outfitted with one classroom with computers, complete range of
computers, for about two percent of the total educational budget,and that every classroom can be outfitted with computers con-
nected to the Internet for about four percent of total educational
spending on an on-going basis.

This includes the cost of technology, the cost of support, and also
teacher education.

This brings up part four, which is teacher retraining. The most
significant cost in this study is not hardware, it's not network capa-
bility, but it's teacher reeducation. It's the most significant issue.

The Pcit cational system today offers little incentive to encourage
teacher:, to acquire and apply technology skills. And state
credentialing requirements in most states do not require it.

Teacher/college training programs do not require it for gradua-
tion. And in-service training programs need to be revamped to de-
velop and reward technical skills.

Today's teachers have little computer experience. Quite often,
they've opted to go into teaching to avoid technical education, and
we need to make a substantial change in this area.

Finally, we learned that there was a significant commonality be-
tween all of the projects we saw in this area that were successful,
and that was inspired local community leadership.

As we traveled around the country visiting schools using comput-
ers, we found one common factor: individual initiative and local
leadership from parents, teachers, administrators, business peopleand others.

And an example of that is in Silicon Valley where local business
leaders have contributed $20 million to be spent over the next
three years to improve the education in Silicon Valley schools using
technology.

I urge each of you and your colleagues to help kickstart this ef-
fort in your own districts. You and your constituents have an op-
portunity to accomplish something that will benefit all of our chil-
dren and prepare us for this information age in the 21st century.

I actually bring a message of hope. I believe we can do this.
[The prepared statement of Mr. McCracken follows:[
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Statement By

Edward R. McCracken
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

Silken Graphics, Inc.

Before a Joint Rearing of the Committees on
Science and Economic and Educational Opportunities

US. Rome or Representatives

October 12, 199$

Mr Chairmen and Members of the Committees:

Thvk you for inviting me to participate in this hearing about the impact of technology on educa-

tion in America over the next 20 years.

Let me start by sharing with you an example of how technology can fundamentally transform an

organization's culture and way of working. At Silicon Graphics, we are using the World Wide

Web to change how we communicate
with each other and with customers and suppliers. It alters

how we access data, train our workforce, collaborate with partners, and communicate with our

offices around the world.

Education has not yet realized how it can benefit from the fundamental impact of technology, as

many other institutions have. This is no one's fault, but it's everyone's responsibility to see that our

educational system has what it needs to prepareworld-class students.

When this happens, students will have access to more information, a broader selection of teachers

and more communication within
their communities and with other students around the world.

Teachers will have more resources to
educate their students and will be able to tailor their teech-

tng to each student's needs more effectively.

Many people are skeptical about whether technology can improve learning. But research studies

and anecdotal evidence from pioneering schools show dramatic advances in learning with proper

use of technology.

Connecting students to the expandingworld of on-line Information helps students to master tech-

nical and vocational skills and to achieve significant improvements in academic performance.

For example, one review of 130 recent academic studies found better student outcomes in lan-

guage arts, math, social studies,science, foreign languages and other subjects.

Another review, of 254 controlled studies, concluded that appropriate use of computers in class,

rooms reduces the time needed to master certain types of knowledge as much as 30%. In three
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years, students with computes- assisted
instruction can learn almost a full year's more materialthan students who do not have access to technology.

Many schools have experienced
significant improvements in student performance after introduc-ing computer- assisted instruction. For example. the Carrollton City School District in Georgiareduced the failure rate in 9th grade algebra from 38% to 3% after establishing a computer lab,among other changes.

In New Jersey, the Christopher Columbus Middle School found that student performance rosefrom well below to above state
averages on standardized tests in reading, language arts, and mathafter the school implemented reforms

that included extensive use of networked computers.

Furthermore, case studies suggest that when the technology is integrated into the curriculum. itcan suppott new teaching methods that
emphasize critical thinking and investigative skills.

For example, California's HuenemeSchool District found that their student's average criticalthinking abilities increased from the fortieth percentile to the eightieth percentile over the 12years that the district has been integrating
educational technology into its classrooms.

Just as importantly, electronic mail,
video conferencing, and voice mail enable students to com-municate with teachers at other schools and colleges, with experts in museums and research insti-tutes, and with other students around the world.

Parents and other community members
can become more involved in the educational process, aswell, by dialing into the local school network from home computers. Or they can use equipmentin local libraries, community centers and the school itself,

At a minimum, using the wide arrzy of available technology promotes
computer literacy and net-working/information skills that are required 1.;:r an increasing number of jobs. By the year 2000.60 percent of American jobs may require technology skills.

As a businessman. I can't overstate how critical it is for our nation to ensure that our children,today and in the future. are prepared to take these high-skilled jobsso that America remains glo-bally competitive.

But to reap these learning benefits from technology, we will need a number of components. allworking together and reinforcingone another. "1\vo of these. I believe, are not hard to ensure:appropriate and affordable technology: and children ready and willing to learn.

As chairman of Silicon Graphics, the leading visual-computer company. I have seen technologyprices decline and technology
performance improve more than 100-fold just in the past sevenyears.

As a technologist. I can assure you that this pace of innovation will continue. I foresee a time inthe near future when $500 multimedia
computers will be available for schools wanting to get onthe information superhighway. And I believe that good and affordable technology will be readily
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available.

Likewise, children are already willing and excited to learn with new technology. As most of you
know from your experience with children and grandchildren, children adapt more easily and
enthusiastically to technology than most adults. In every classroom I have visited. I have seen stu-
dents excited and engaged when they use technology.

What a difference that can make! For instance, at one school in Georgia. dropout rates fell from
19% to 5% after tbe introduction of technology in the curriculum.

Why not increase this natural motivation by offering every child in America the chance to drive
on the information superhighway? I envision granting each child a driver's license for the super-
highway, as a reward, as soon as they are able to:

access an on-fine service;
collaborate with students in other countries on their favorite subject;
connect with a scientist on a real-world research project;
work with a team to complete a math project and share answers with students across the coun-
try:
visit the great museums and libraries of the world electronically; and
research the flow of a bill as it goes through Congress.

With this incentive and recognition, students would be enthusiastic drivers on our information
superhighway.

So. technology and students are not holding us back.

Yet few public schools have assembled the required elements of technology to improve learning.
While, on average, there are 14 multimedia-capable computers per K-12 school, distribution of
these computers is highly uneven across schools.

Although up to 50% of schools have already installed local-area networks, less than 10% of these
networks connect computers in classrooms. Most just connect administrative computers. And
while almost all schools have telephone lines, fewer than 3% of classrooms have a phone line.

Why aren't we moving quickly to take Nil advantage of technology in education? I think there are
three challenges we need to address so that we can move faster

funding
teacher training
COUrsewire

The first challenge is funding. McKinsey & Co., management consultants, have developed some
valuable information about technology and education. Depending on how much technology is
deployed, and how quickly, the cost of equipping public K-12 schools could range from 1.5% to
3.9% of the total K-12 budget nationwide during the peak year of expenditures.
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By comparison. 1.3% of the public K-12 budget isspent on similar technology today. Keep in
mind that is an average. Some districts are spending far less, others more.

It should, nonetheless, be possible to meet the funding challenge through a combination of cost
reduction, re- programming existing funds, and additional initiatives from the public and private
sectors.

In the area of cost reduction, for examp'e, steps such as bulk purchasing taken at the state or
national level, could get lower prices than a typical district could get by itself.

In addition certain categories of the school budgetbear some relation to spending on technology
infrastructure and thus might be re-programmed to support connection to the information super-
highway. For instance, a portion of the textbook budget might be shifted to acquiring on-line
instructional materials.

Finally, innovative schools across the country havesecured funding through partnerships with
corporations and community organizations.

The second challenge is to provide incentives, training and support for teachers to use technology
effectively in the classroom. Teachers play the pivotal role in integrating technology into the cur-
riculum and facilitating its day-to-day use. But nearly SO% of today's teachers have little or no
computer experience, much less the training and confidence they need to fully integrate net-
worked computers into their classroom teaching.

The educational system offers little incentive to encourage teachers to acquire and apply technol-
ogy skills. Incentives will need to he created. And state credentialing requirements, teacher-col-
lege curricula, and in-service training programs need to be revamped to develop and reward
technology skills.

Further, teachers have not received appropriate levels of training and support in using technology.
Few universities offer significant training or experience in the use of technology in the classroom
as part of their education curricula.

Most in-service training is too brief and has no follow-up in the class room. And teachers are
given too little time to work together on developing new approaches using the technology and to
support and learn from each other.

The final challenge is removing the disincentives that are slowing the development of educational
software or "courseware." Meeting the diverse curriculum needsof all public K-I2 schools will
require a very broad assortment of high-quality courseware.

Currently, production of such courseware is limited, because the educational market for such
products is still relatively small. One can compare the $290 million market for courseware to the
roughly $1.5 billion market for "edutainment software" for the home. Software developers are
quite pragmatically putting the vast majority of theirresources on the home market.
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This decision is reinforced by software companies experience with the bureaucratic and costly
purchasing process in most school systems versus the efficient, retail distribution system for home
software.

Widespread commitment to integrating technology in K-I 2 schools would spur growth of this
market, which in turn would speed up production of high-quality courseware. In addition, public
school budgeting and procurement processes could be streamlined to accelerate adoption of new
courseware. This would also make it easier for courseware developers, especially smaller, innova-
tive companies, to enter the public-school market.

We need to change all of these elements in concert if we want to change teachers' behavior and
performance in the classroom.

These three challenges can be met if we marshal leadership. It will require sustained efforts and
contributions of leaders at all levels -- school, district, community, state and federal. In each
school and district, it will be necessary for local leaders to communicate a compelling vision, set
clear goals, and generate enthusiasm for connectivity.

Change can be difficult and unsettling. Sustained, visible, committed and caring leadership is
essential to give people direction and confidence to proceed.

In addition to the work that your distinguished committees and others can do at the federal level m
provide leadership and support. I believe that it is crucial to kickstart leadership at the community
level.

The National Information Infrastructure Advisory Council, which I co-chair, will soon release its
KickStart report. This broad-based, diverse group of 37 business, government, education, labor
and other community leaders will issue a call to action and provide a guide for every community
in America.

Then, we will need to encourage local leaders to take the initiative to put this revolution in learn-
ing technology to work in school, libraries, and community centers across America.

Strong leadership has been a key success factor in every case study we examined. Local leaders at
innovative schools like the Ralph Bundle School in New York City. the Carrollton City School
District in Georgia. and the schools in California's Hueneme District, just to name a few, havepio-

neered the way. Students in these schools are already profiting from the educational benefits of
technology.

Actively encouraging experiments and initiatives such as these in many more schools and districts
around the country could result in widespread and significant improvement in American educa-
tion - a true revolution.

I urge each one of you and your colleagues to help kickstart these kinds of efforts in your districts.
You and your constituents have an opportunity to accomplish something that will benefit all of our

A .1
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children,

The technology is available. Pioneering schools and teachers have proven that it works. The
funding, even in this difficult budgetary time. is within reach. The know-how is available to help
teachers develop new teaching approaches and to build the needed software. The scarce commod-
ity is leadership. We owe it to our children to provide that.

Thank you.
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Chairman WALKER. Thank you very much. Appreciate it.
Mr. Wright?

STATEMENT OF MR. PAT WRIGHT, VICE PRESIDENT, TCI EDU-
CATIONAL TECHNOLOGIES, INC., ENGLEWOOD, COLORADO

Mr. WRIGHT. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, and members of the
Committees.

My name is Pat Wright. I'm Vice President of Educational Tech-
nologies for Telecommunications Incorporated, TCI.

Our nation's elementary and secondary schools are facing enor-
mously difficult challenges. Bringing about lasting change for the
better will be a complicated process requiring difficult choices in
the public and in the private sector.

Technology can and will make an important positive contribu-
tion

Technology's transforming all our nation's institutions. This
transformation's being driven by the convergence of three critical
developments.

First, fiber optics, which has become the most cost effective
broadband communications infrastructure.

Second, high speed microprocessing, which allows all kinds of
digital processing at very low cost.

And third, operating systems software that links personal com-
puters via high capacity digital networks.

When coupled with the digitization of print, audio, and video,
this technological convergence makes multimedia and interactive
media more than just buzzwords.

TCI's committed to making education one of the first direct bene-
ficiaries of this technological transformation.

Technological advances are beginning to transform our edu-
cational system from an industrial based model to an information-
based model.

The new information-based model eliminates the barriers of time
and location.

In today.:, education system, students must be ready to learn
when teachers are ready to teach. And they are limited to the
classroom environment.

Technology unbinds the educational experience. Learning will
take on a whole new look and feel.

What we are likely to see is real time presentation, on-line con-
ferencing, and artificial intelligence that will allow students to ac-
cess high quality, interactive multimedia resources where and
when they are needed.

This is the 21st century version of the old Zen proverb, when the
mind is ready, a teacher will appear.

Equally important, technology will allow students to draw exper-
tise from many sources simultaneously. Courses of the future will
combine the expertise of many teachers and other experts electroni-
cally.

Teachers will be transformed from dispensers of knowledge to
facilitators of learning.

This fact in itself represents one of the most dramatic paradigm
shifts ever imagined in terms of the curriculum of the future.
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In order to ensure that the transformation of our education sys-
tem occurs efficiently, we need strong, cooperative partnerships be-
tween educators and industry.

In particular, I want to stress our company's view that educators,
in collaboration with parents and other stakeholders, must deter-
mine the shape, focus, and functionality of the classroom of the fu-
ture.

Industry can create a group of educational tools. But educators
and parents must determine how to adapt these tools to their par-
ticular local curriculum needs.

Of course, industry must play an important role in helping edu-
cators make informed decisions about how to use technology.

There are a host of new skills that educators will need if they're
going to be effective in applying the new technologies in their class-
room.

That's why TCI's created the J.C. Sparkman Center for Edu-
cational Technology. The Sparkman Center is a technologically ad-
vanced facility that provides hands-on training to help educators
find solutions for the new learning environment, and it features a
variety of technologies, both existing and emerging.

Educators who attend the center return to their communities
with a better understanding of how they can integrate the tools
more effectively.

Moreover, because the transformation to an information-based
education system is complicated, we've developed a five point turn-
key solution that we believe deserves some consideration.

This approach provides schools with a complete package of hard-
ware, software, broadband network connections, teacher training,
maintenance and support, on a leased basis for a fixed-cost per stu-
dent per year.

This one-stop- shopping approach will simplify educators' efforts
to retool schools with new technology.

If properly used, even over a short period of time, these new
technology tools can produce dramatic results. One concrete exam-
ple is provided by TCI's Showcase Schools Projects located across
the nation.

In these projects, we've collaborated directly with faculty, parents
and other stakeholders to design model programs. These schools
operate as laboratories for educators across the country.

In Carrollton, Georgia, for example, TCI has established a fiber
optic ring connecting all classrooms and homes, as well as the juve-
nile court system and all the social service agencies.

Six multimedia computers and extensive video networks were in-
stalled in every classroom.

Over the past four years, the results have been encouraging.
Dropout rates in that school district have been reduced from 28
percent to five percent. Failure rates have been reduced dramati-
cally.

As a result, the school has saved nearly a million dollars a year
without raising an additional dollar in taxes.

Carrollton has substantial funds now that can be used to hire
new teachers, upgrade special education classes, repaint class-
rooms, or use for a variety of other purposes.
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The point is not always to raise new funds, but to redirect exist-
ing funds more efficiently.

TCI has constructed showcase schools in Oregon, Colorado,
Texas, Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, Georgia, here in Washington,
D.C. and Louisiana.

While technologies will do wonders to transform our education
system, we must honestly acknowledge that this transformation is
financially daunting.

No company or industry can do it for free. It's been estimated
that $41.5 billion is required for the hardware, software, and infra-
structure to transform our public schools to the information-based
inodel.

Notwithstanding these costs, I believe industry and certainly the
cable industry is committed to undertaking the transformation in
a way that recognizes our obligations to the communities in which
we live.

Educators have told us that they face three major obstacles in
taking advantages of the new technology.

First, the initial capital cost to install the technology and the
supportive networks is prohibitively high.

Second, technologies tended to become obsolete in relatively short
period of time.

And third, technology expenditures tended to be unpredictable
and therefore difficult to budget for.

As I mentioned, TCI's turnkey approach allows schools to lease
a bundled package. Lease arrangements for an eight-year period at
a fixed rate, and we address the hardware needs at certain inter-
vals throughout the process.

In addition to these things, we would consider the networking
portion of the school of the future, or the wide area network of the
school of the future to be a connection to homes, as well.

And to that end, we're very willing and are encouraged to enter
into revenue-sharing types of situations between schools and homes
to further offset costs.

Finally, I want to address another complex issue. Ensuring that
low income in rural areas share fully in the benefits of the new
technologies.

We simply must find ways to apply educational technology in an
egalitarian fashion, and we're committed to this goal.

We recognize that we don't have all the answers. That's why our
showcase projects are operating around the country, but we're be-
ginning to generate some real life experiences, and hopefully solu-
tions will follow.

I hope my testimony today has been helpful.
We all have to work harder and more collaboratively in this area.

However, we're very optimistic about the future, given the current
state of technology.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Pat Wright follows:I
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TESTIMONY OF

Pat Wright, Vice President
Educational Technologies
Tele-Communications, Inc.

Before the House Committees on Science and Economic and
Educational Opportunities

October 12, 1995

Good morning, Mt. Chairmen and members of the Committees.
My name is Pat Wright. I am Vice President of Educational
Technologies for Tele-Communications, Inc. ("TCI"). As the name
suggests, TCI is a diverse

telecommunications company with

interests in cable television,
telephony, programming, and

technology.

TCI is also a company committed to working closely with
educators to breathe new life into our nation's education system
through advanced communications technology and innovative

approaches to learning. Our nation's elementary and secondary
schools are facing enormously difficult challenges. Bringing
about lasting change for the better will be a complicated process

requiring difficult choices in the public and private sectors.
But technology can and will make an important positive

contribution.

Technology is evolving rapidly, with fundamental

consequences for virtually all our nation's institutions, from

business to medicine to education.
This transformation is being
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driven by the convergence of three critical developments; first,

fiber optics, which has become the most cost-effective

interactive broadband communications infrastructure; pecond,

high-speed microprocessing, which allows virtually all kinds of

digital processing at a very low cost; and third, operating

system software that has evolved sufficiently to link distributed

personal computers via high-capacity digital networks.

When coupled with the digitization of print, audio, and

video, this technological convergence makes multimedia and

interactive media more than just buzzwords. As a result,

education, like every other business, is being transformed, and a

new edu-ation paradigm is emerging.

TCI is committed to making education one of the first direct

beneficiaries of this technological transformation.

TCI's interest in education actually began in 1989 when it

took a leadership role in creating "Cable in the Classroom."

Today, "Ceole in the Classroom" provides 525 hours of educational

programming per month free to 12 million students, 650,000

teachers, and 24,000 schools in TCI service areas.

Over the years, we heard frequent requests from educators

for training in new communications technologies, help with

installation and maintenance of networks, connectivity between

2
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schools and broader communications systems, access to online

services and databases, and access to advanced multimedia

curricula.

We responded with high quality educational programming

delivered through cable television lines to public and private

schools located in TCI service areas throughout the country. For

example, TCI has made available to a majority of the 65,000

schools and 60 million homes that currently have cable service an

innovative 21st century learning tool called "What on Earth."

"What on Earth" delivers selected news stories from around the

world in a captivating multimedia presentation featuring

photographs, text, video, sound, and graphics. The recipient of

this year's EdNet "Rookie of the Year" Award, "What on Earth" is

the first and only multimedia product delivered via digital

cable-to-computer technology.

we have invested millions of dollars to bring cable to more

than 90% of the school's located within our service areas. We

built a unique and sophisticated training center to teach the

teachers about state-of-the-art technologies and the many

instructional applications that are available through the use of

these new tools. We created model schools which will serve as

national research and development centers in which educators,

administrators, parents, and students can analyze the most

effective applications of new technology in various curricular

1 3
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areas. I will describe some of these initiatives in more detail

in a few minutes.

In short, TCT believes that industry's commitment to

education must go beyond providing more of today's programming or

a simple hook-up to an existing distribution network. Such an

approach is too simplistic. We must recognize that technological

advances are beginning to transform our educational system from

an industrial-based model to an information-based model.

The new, information-based model eliminates the barriers of

time and location. In today's education system, students must be

ready to learn when teachers are ready to teach. And they are

limited to the classroom environment.

Technology unbinds the educational experience. Learning

will take on a whole new look and feel. What we are likely to

see is real-time presentation, on-line conferencing, and

artificial intelligence that will allow students to access high

quality, interactive multimedia resources on demand. Technology

will allow students to access the expert when he or she is needed

and work through virtually any course at their own speed. This

is the 21st century version of the old Zen proverb, "When the

mind is ready, a teacher appears."

4
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Equally important, the technology will allow students to

draw expertise from many sources simultaneously. Courses of the

future will not be orchestrated by a single teacher or professor

representing a single institution. Instead, they will combine

the expertise of many teachers and other experts electronically.

Teachers will be transformed from dispensers of knowledge to

facilitators of learnini This fact in itself represents one of

the most dramatic paradigm shifts ever imagined in terms of the

curriculum of the future.

These are some of my ideas about the classroom of tomorrow.

I will provide further amplification of the role of technology in

just a minute. But before doing that, I want to underscore

something critical about the convergence of education and

technology. In order to ensure that the transformation of our

education system occurs efficiently, we need strong, cooperative

partnerships between educators and industry.

In particular, I want to stress TCI's view that educators

must determine the shape, focus, and functionality of the

classroom of the future. Technology should not drive the

education model. Technology is the enabler. Industry can create

a group of educational "tools," but educators will have to

determine how to adapt the tools to the particular curriculum

needs of their local communities and educational institutions.
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Of course, industry must play an important role in helping

educators make informed decisions about how to use technology.

There are a host of new skills educators will need to acquire if

they are going to be effective in applying technology in their

classrooms. Before teachers can clearly see a vision of how

their classrooms will be affected, they have to understand what

technology is available. It's difficult to do that when you are

in a classroom that doesn't even have a telephone.

that is why TCI created the J.C. Sparkman Center for

Educational Technology. The Sparkman Center is a technologically

advanced facility that provides hands-on training to help

educators find solutions for the new learning environment. The

Center features cable-delivered resources and other technologies,

including computer ,knd CD-ROM applications, multimedia

development, desktop video conferencing, video disc technology,

and broadband connectivity to online data services and the

Internet. Teacher training seminars typically last three days.

In addition to providing an overview of the numerous forms of

technology available for use in classrooms today, the Center

provides all participants with a value-added package of software,

manuals, and other teaching and reference materials. Educators

who attend a seminar at the Center return to their communities

with a better understanding of how they can integrate educational

technologies into their daily teaching environments.
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TCI is analyzing how to provide additional teacher training

and support directly into local communities. We now make some

Sparkman Center training services available via satellite to

cable systems. We are exploring other ways to use our broadband

networks to enhance teacher training. For example, we are

considering using the networks to connect local schools with

teacher colleges. The idea is to maximize our resources to

provide learning when and where teachers need it.

Moreover, because the transformation to an information-based

education system will be complicated. TCI has developed a 5-point

"Educational Turnkey" solution. This approach provides school

districts with a complete package of hardware, software,

broadband network connections, teacher training, and maintenance

support on a leased basia and for a fixed cost per student per

year. We believe this "one-stop shopping" model will simplify

educators' efforts to re-tool schools with new technology. Let

me touch briefly on the five elements of TCI's turnkey education

package:

1. Local Area Networks. TCI will create local area

networks within each school building in a district to

provide voice, video, and data connectivity within the

school.

7
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2. Wide Area Networks. Wide area networks will provide

broadband connectivity throughout the school district,

among the schools, homes, administrative offices,

social services organizations, libraries, colleges, and

other resources, such as the Internet.

3. Hardware and Software. TCI will provide state-of-the-

art hardware and software appropriate for multimedia

research and teaching. At least 4 to 6 computers can

be installed per classroom.

4. Teacher Training and Support. In order to make the

transformation from dispencers of knowledge to

facilitators of learning, teachers will need to acquire

a new skill set. TCI has made staff development a

major component of its turnkey solution. AB I

mentioned earlier, TCI's Sparkman Center, as well as

TCI's plans to use its broadband networks to provide

teacher training directly into local communities, will

offer instruction on how to effectively integrate

technology into teaching, management, and

administration.

S. Network Maintenance. On a national basis, TCI will

support the installed turnkey networks from a central

command location, using local support personnel where

8
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appropriate. Using sophisticated software tools, TCI

will be able to monitor the system down to the

student's PC and to quickly correct any software and

hardware problems.

TCI's turnkey approach is not simply a pilot project or

marketing trial. It is a full-fledged commitment to a long-term

partnership with educators.

Most importantly, by offering schools a packaged technology

solution w:,.th a fixed-cost lease arrangement, TCI makes the

transformation to the new education paradigm more affordable.

will address the issue of affordability in more detail below.

TCI's experience has demonstrated that if properly used,

even over a short period of time, these new technology tools in

turnkey school districts and elsewhere can produce dramatic

positive resulCs. One concrete example is provided by TCI's

"Showcase Schools Project."

In this project, TCI collaborates with the principal and

faculty to design model schools. These schools operate as

laboratories for educators across the country to gain a greater

awareness of how to use the new technology to enhance the

learning process and to equip students with the skills needed to

be productive in our competitive, global economy.
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TCI's showcase schools include elementary, middle/junior

high, and secondary schools located in the following rural,

suburban, and inner-city areas:

1. West Linn, OR 6. Evansville, IN

2. Pueblo, CO 7. Carrollton, GA

3. Dallas, TX 8. Washington, DC

4. Columbia, MO 9. Baton Rouge, LA

5. Chicago, IL

In Carrollton, GA, for example, TCI established a fiber-

optic ring around the entire school district connecting all

classrooms and homes, the juvenile justice system, and the social

service agencies. TCI also served as systems integrator in

networking six multimedia computers and extensive video networks

in every classroom. Further, TCI initiated the."Parenting

Channel," which provides information to parents about various

aspects of their children's development, including such things as

nutrition guidelines and immunization requirements.

The results have been very encouraging. In Carrollton, GA,

for example, the dropout rate decreased from 28 percent to 5

percent. Failure rates dropped significantly. Educators in

Carrollton estimate that the reduced dropout and failure rates

result in a savings of nearly $1 million per year. Without

raising an additional dollar, Carrollton has substantial funds
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that it can use to hire new teachers, upgrade special education

classes, or repaint classrooms. The point is not always to raise

new funds, but to redirect existing funds more efficiently.

Up until this point, I have focused on the tools educators

and school systems may use to enhance the learning process. But

the scope of the new education paradigm transcends the

traditional classroom. It creates new opportunities and venues

for individuals to use technology as an educational tool. A

primary extension of the traditional classroom will be to the

home. Soon, we will no longer ask the everyday question, "What's

on television tonight?" Instead, the question will be "What do

you want to be on television?" And the answer will be "Anything

you want. Anytime you want it."

In survey after survey, TCI has found that education is at

the top of consumers' lists of what they want in the next

generation of television services.

Fortunately, TCI and the cable industry are uniquely suited

to meet this need. Cable passes over 90% of American homes, and

over 63% of American families subscribe to basic cable. TCI

continues to work on the next step which is introducing

interactivity and multimedia education applications into this

well-penetrated broadband environment.
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Interactive services in which customers alter the content of

what they see on the screen are now being introduced in a number

of cable systems. TCI is currently testing video conferencing

technology over PCs using cable plant to extend computer networks

from schools to children and parents in their homes.

These two-way connections between the home and the school

have proven beneficial for teachers, students, and their families

alike. They increase the flexibility of teachers' hours by

allowing them to gain access from home, provide parents greater

access to their children's teachers and schoolbooks, and enable

students to learn at home when school is closed.

A key component to these and other home-based educational

efforts will be the digital set-top box. This piece of

equipment, located in the consumer's home, will contain

sufficient power and memory to deliver multimedia educational

services directly to consumers' TV sets. TCI has already ordered

over one million digital set-top boxes which we expect to begin

deploying in subscriber homes by next year.

Cable operators are also cur. 'tly undertaking extensive

trials with cable modem technology hich, among other things,

will afford consumers access to the Internet and other on-line

resources at speeds up to 1,000 times faster than what is

possible using current dial-up telephone technology. I wish to
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stress, however, that access to the Internet is not a panacea.

The Internet is only one of the "tools" that may be used to

create an effective education-system. Moreover, educators, as

well as parents, have expressed concerns about content on the

Internet and have told us they do not necessarily want students

to have unbridled access. It is not my purpose to resolve those

issues here. I only point out that the issue is more complicated

than simply hooking homes or schools up to the Internet.

The key is to provide educators with a smorgasbord of

technology tools. In cooperation with industry, educators can

select from this variety of tools to meet the unique educational

goals of their local communities.

While the technology tools I have been discussing will do

wonders to transform our education system, we must be honest in

acknowledging that this transformation is a financially daunting

prospect. No company or industry can do it for free. Rather,

all participants must be creative in designing solutions to make

this transformation affordable.

A recent survey of all 50 chief state school officers

indicated that $31.5 billion is required for the hardware and

software to transform our public schools to the information-based

education model. Add another $10 billion for the

147
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telecommunications infrastructure portion and the total cost to

retool America's public schools is approximately $41.5 billion.

Notwithstanding these imposing costs. I believe industry,

and certainly the cable industry, is committed to undertaking the

transformation in a way that recognizes our obligations to the

communities in which we live. We are prepared to be creative and

to work hard to do this in a way that is affordable for schools.

Government must do the same.

Educators have told.us that they face three major financial

hurdles in taking advantage of the new technology.

First, the initial capital cost to install the new

technology tools and the supporting'networks has been

prohibitive in many cases.

$econd, technology has tended to become obsolete over a

relatively short period of time.

Third, technology expenditures have tended to be

unpredictable and therefore difficult to budget for.

For example, many current.infrastructure offerings are

based on "metered use which results in higher charges

for greater use.
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TCI has designed various approaches that

these issues. As I mentioned earlier, TCI's "

allows schools to enter into a lease with TCI

education solution. The lease arrangement is

address each of

turnkey" solution

for a bundled

for an eight-year

period at a fixed dollar amount per student per year. TC1 will

replace critical hardware and software every three to five years.

This approach answers each of the educators' primary

concerns. The lease

capital costs of the

cost component makes

allows schools to avoid the large up-front

network and associated equipment. The fixed

it easier for school districts to manage

their budgets because they will know up front how much the system

will cost. And the periodic replacement of critical hardware and

software accommodates the rapid change of technology.

In short, by providing a bundled offering to schools at a

fixed lease price, TCI's turnkey solution drives

educational technology down and the quality up.

noted that it makes the wide-scale deployment of

affordable.

the price of

Educators have

technology more

Although it is too early to tell, I believe TCI's

turnkey approach could reduce the overall price for school

districts by as much as 20 percent.

TCI is convinced that metered access to these broadband

networks makes no sense. Nor does it make sense to float a 20-

1 4 j
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year bond issue to pay for something that has a practical

lifespan of four to seven years.

TCI has devised other mechanisms to offset the costs for

schools to make this technological transformation. The first one

is our equipment giveaway program. In a turnkey school, when new

equipment replaces the old leased equipment, TCI transfers

ownership of the replaced equipment to the school at no

additional cost.

In addition, TCI has explored potential revenue-sharing

arrangements with schools. For example, TCI is considering

sharing with schools a portion of the revenue it receives from

sales of educational services directly into the home. These

arrangements would create additional revenue streams for schools

that could further offset the costs incurred to create broldbased

educational networks. At a time when property taxes

traditionally used to fund education are tapped out, such

potential new revenue streams are particularly important. Again,

public-private partnership is the key.

Of course, other mechanisms may exist to make this

technology transformation affordable for all. For example, it

may be appropriate to defray the subscription costs of

interactive education as an element of job retraining programs.

Also, it might make sense for government to provide incentives
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for profit-making entities to engage in community infrastructure

development, including education-related development. The main

point is that we all need to think creatively about existing and

new ways to fund the transformation to this new education model.

Finally, the affordability of this transformation, as well

as the t.,ming, will be impacted directly by the economics that

exist in the industries that undertake the transformation. If

the economics are favorable, the broadband networks and

associated technology will be more affordable and available more

quickly. If the economics are unfavorable, the transformation

will be more costly and will be delayed. In this regard, it is

critical that Congress pass and the President sign the pending

telecommunications legislation. The legislation will create

strong incentives for industry to step up investment in the

infrastructure and equipment necessary to make educational reform

a reality.

Before closing, I want to address another particularly

complex issue that arises in connection with the convergence of

technology and education -- ensuring that low-income and rural

schools share fully in the benefits of the new technology. We

simply must find ways to apply educational technology in an

egalitarian fashion. TCI is firmly committed to this goal.
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We recognize that we don't yet have all the answers. That's

why TCI's Showcase School Project, which I described earlier,

includes schools in rural and inner-city areas. We are beginning

to generate some real-life experiences and, hopefully, solutions

will follow.

There are reasons to be encouraged. Low-income and rural

schools present an economic issue. How can we make technological

transformation affordable in those areas? I discussed

affordability.earlier and offered several ideas for reducing the

economic burden on rural and low-income school districts.

Moreover, our studies indicate that in low-income areas,

cable television achieves very high penetration rates. So the

vast majority of residents in these areas already have access to

the broadband network, a critical element of the overall

technology mix. Of course, residents in these areas will need

certain equipment in their homes if they are to fully enjoy the

.new education paradigm. TCI's "turnkey" approach, which I

described earlier, provides at least a partial solution. Under

this approach, TCI will give the title of leased equipment to

schools after four years with the understanding that the schools

will migrate the equipment to homes in the community. I

understand that other creative approaches are necessary, but we

are making progress.

18
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In considering rural areas, it is important that we not lock

ourselves into any particular technological configuration.

Communities and their school districts are not mnolithic. We

must be flexible enough to utilize all the technology tools that

are available to us. For example, in rural areas, distribution

of educational material directly by satellite, rather than cable,

may be a more efficient solution. TC1 believes that Primestar, a

satellite distribution company owned by a consortium of cable

operators, has great promise to upgrade the educational

capabilities of rural schools.

As I have said, we all have more work to do in this area.

However, if we can continue to have an honest, open dialogue, I

am convinced that we can realize our common goals.

Finally, I want to note that, in terms of communications

technology development, America is several years ahead of the

rest of the world. This competitive business advantage can

translate into an advantage in education as well. That, in turn,

will sustain America's global leadership role for generations to

come. If industry and educators continue to work in a creative

and cooperative partnership, and if the government refrains from

imposing restrictive economic regulations, I am convinced that we

can achieve this worthy goal.

92340740
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Section I-TCI Educational Turnkey Solutions

Introduction

TCI Educational Technologies, Inc. *as created to take advanta.e of the
existing broadband cable network that exists in communities around tne
country that consists of schools, district offices, and the homes of school
children. This broadband network is currently in place and able to be
expanded to provide a network of video, ,.oice, and data communications
within Ole school system community. This network, combined with the
educational experience that TCI has gained through the various educational
projects defined in the previous section, places TCI in the unique position of
being able to assist Educators with their technology plans.

TCI feels strongly that the need in this area goes well beyond the
communications networks that will be established that will tie the schools
and district offices together with their students, parents, and the outside
world. The need extends to the hardware required to make the networks
operate and to the vital element of staff development to ensure that all user
have the knowledge to effectively use the network systems. It also includes
the support required to keep the hardware and networks up and running.
This combination of services provides the fitments of the "turnkey"
solution that TCI is proposing. Specifically, the Ta Educational Turnkey
Technology Solution consists of the following:

Wide Area Networks

Local Area Networks
SchoolfHome Connection
Hardware (Computers, TVs, VCRs, Set-Top Box)

Staff Development
Hardware and Network Support
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School Districts have general!, ,der.ed tnree reasons wov it has been
difficult for them to implement :Ws rpe teconviogy plan on their own in
the past.

I The initial capital cost to install this magnitude of a system has been
prcaibiti%e in many cases. The solution for this element that is parr of this
proposal is for the turnkey solution to be paid for oer an eight year period
at a fixed dollar amount per student per year.

2 Technology has tended to become obsolete over a relanNe short period of
time. The solution to this problem is to plan for that obsolescence in
athance. The plan in this proposal is to replace the computer hardware after
the fourth year.

3. Technology expenditures have tended to be unpredictable into the future
and therefore difficult to budget for. This proposal will show a rued cost per
student over the eight year period of the contract.

The remainder of this section will go into the elements of the turnkey
solution in more detail.
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Wide -irea .Vetworks

The primary building block of the Educational technology plan is the wide

area network. It will support both the administrative and instructional
applications within the district. V,ithout this piece, it would be difficult, if

not impossible. to have centralized systems such as student records or

district wide video staff development. ith the wide area network in place.

the other elements of the turnkey solution will have a foundation from

..hich to build upon. The wide area network will provide broadband

connectivity throughout the school district, to the homes, to community

services such as public libraries and higher education, and will access

multiple resources such as the Internet.

The wide area network can be broken down into three components
depending on the rype of transmission on the network. These 2re:

Data
Voice

Video

Data Networks
As the name implies, the data networks will handle the data transmission

on the wide area network The applications that characterize this type of
data movement the best on the wide area network will be the administrative

system applications such as student information that is needed at the

district level, but is input at the school level. It also includes such'
applications as the business areas of e-mail, and document sharing using a

word processor. The connections to the school library and to all the

libraries in the district as well as the public libraries will be predominately
data communications. Looking at theseapplications would suggest that a

high speed, broadband connection would not be required with data
communications and that would only be required with video delivery. That

is certainty not the case with some of the newer applications that have been

emerging in education using data networks. Examples are the proliferation

of multi-media (grapaica and scundl applications that will be using the data
networks when accessing the Internet or using desktop video conferencing.

These applications, while showing video. are actually data networking

applications that need the broadband capacity that the cable structure can

provide.
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Voice Networks
The voice nerworks are the most farnihar to us as the are charactertzed Os
the plain old telephone system ,e hase all grown up ,itn. t.ome interestimi
applications are starting to emerge in education using this soice network. it
starts with putting a telephone in every classroom and by gising each
teacher 3 s oice mailbox. The teacher can now begin to do such things as 15k
questions during a video staff training session that is being shown in the
classroom during a planning period or responding to a distance learnino.
class that is one way video and rwo way audio. The teacher will also has e
better access to the home. In addition. since the voice is part of ;he wide
area network. opportunities exist for more telephone lines and such thing)
3S four digit dialing within the district.

Video Networks
Perhaps tbe most exciting piece of the wide area network is what the video
component brings to the educational process. This will include such
applications as distance learning, course sharing within the district, staff
dv.elopment. use of the programming that make up the Cable In The
Classroom, a local area access channel which can deliver video content to
the homes, security, and on and on. This CID be set up as One way or two
way video depending on the use. Using the wide arm-network, the video can
originate anywhere in the district or beyond and be shown to any school in
the district. When we discuss the local area network piece next, it will be
obvious that video can originate in any classroom in the district and be
shown in any other classroom or classrooms in the district.
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Local Area Nerworks

L.cal area networks will be created within :he school butidings to provide
similar capabilities that the wide area networks have provided between
buildings. That is. the local area networks will provide connectivity within
:he school. This will allow ail computers within the building to be tied to
each other and then through the wide area network to be tied to all
computers within the district. In addition to computers. ;se local area
network will provide for other end devices such as TVs and telephones
because, like the wide area nerwork, data, voice, and video capabilin will be
networked throughout the buildings. Some of the applications that the local
area nerwork.s will make possible are:

Access to all computer applications in the building co all computers.
This will include library catalogs as well as electronic reference
materials. It will also eliminate, to a large degree, the use of floppy
disks 2S the programs can be stored on a central file server.

Student grades, attendance, and record keeping will be streamlined
because the data will be capturel at the source and networked to the
appropriate computer file.
The various video applications Can originate in any classroom or be
shown in any classroom using the local area network wiring. By using
the wide area network, this same video can be shown in any district
location, homes, and when connected to the cable network, can be shown
anywhere in the world.
E-mail will be possible within the building and within the district and
beyond.
Broadband access to the Internet will be available to all computers on the
local area networks.

Both the wide and local area networks form the basis of any educational
technolou plan because they provide the foundation of connectivity within
the district that 311 applications cao build upon. They are key for both the
instructional aud administrative applications. On the instructional side,
they bring the distance learning e o as well as the high speed access to the
sarious resource information wahin the library and the Internet On the
administrative side. they allow the data to be captured once at the source
such as attendance and used by the entire district. The net-worts also
provide for significant efficiencies within the district. Examples are the
reduction of redundant operations as well as the elimination of both teacher
and student movement in such areas as staff development and libran access

21-035 - 96 - 6
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School/Home Connection

Research has shown that there are three important questions that parent!.
continuall,.. ask and seldom get answers to

1. What did my child do tn school today'
2. 1.Vhat are the homework assignments?
3. How can 1 help'

The answers to these questions and many more can be provided through a

number of ways. First, the telephone can be used by utilizing voice mail.
There must be enough lines and access to telephones in the schools to make
this a reality. Neat, the home computer can be used with such applications
as e-mail. Finally, the TV can be used in the home with the addition of a
more powerful set-top box.

The future of educational technology suggests that these applications will
only be the beginning of the important school/home connection. The next
several years will bring the need for high speed, broadband connectiviry to
the home for such applications as access to multi-media reference material,
courseware for classes missed, and independent study for extra classes and
credit. TCI is ideally positioned for this new wave of high speed connection
between the school and home. The existing cable structure passes 90+
percent of all homes and currently 63 percent of all homes subscribe to basic
cable. The basic level of service between the home and school will be the
telephone with the TV and computer taking on an expanding role as the
applications begin to tie the home closer to the school. Video takes on a
larger role as the ability to tomtallniCate directly from any point in the
district to 111 homes in the district becomes feasible using the school
networks tied to the existing cable network.
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Hardware

The hardware devices in the TCI Educational Turnkey Solution will t
items ucn as computers, cameras, telephones, TVs, VCRs, and set-top no:e.:
for the home. The reason that hardware is part of the turnkey solution
because of the need to closely match the hardware to the applications that
will run on the networks. In addition, the turnkey philosophy is that
hardware should be leased and not owned and that replacement should ty
planned into the solution which will create a predictable pricing model ,er
a number of years. Other key issues relative to hardware include:

Critical \lass Of Hardware It is important when designing the nerworl-
that there is enough hardware in all locations so that the applications
work effectively. An example of this not being the case is when trying to
implement an e-mail system when teachers or administration do not have
access to computers or there is not enough outside line capacity. It just
doesn't work. The first step is to thoroughly understand the applications
desired before defining hardware.

Plan For Replacement - Hardware technolov is changing rapidly. With the
current move toward multi-media applications in education, it is easy to see
why it is important to stay up with and hopefully ahead of the technology
curve. But you can't always stay up with the curve. Therefore, the turnkey
solution provides for periodic replacement of critical hardware. This
suggests that the hardware is leased with replacement every three to five
years depending on the application. The replaced hardware will then be
owned by the district and can be used in less advanced applications. This
plan for replacement is built into the turnkey solution and is priced on a
fixed amount per student per year.

Hardware Preference Is District Choice - The networks will be designed in
most Cases to support both Apple and PC based systems. It is not the
intention of the turnkey solution to dictate hardware, but rather propose the
appropriate hardware power requirements for each application. The
proposal will contain a -Good", "Better", and "Best" configuration and the
applications where each may be appropriate. The following chart shows
(hest different configurations:
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Computer Conti2urarions

GOOD BETTER BEST
APPLE

Make/Mociel

Processor

Mac n:csr Mac 52C/75 LC

.5 MHz Powe' ;',C 603

V zc.,e Mac

SC

PC
Processor 486 DX2:66 Mhz Pentium 60 MHz Pentium 100 1,11-.:

APPLE & PC
RAM 8 ME 8 MB 16 MB

Hard Drive 500 v8 500 Ma 750 MB

CDROM No Yes Yes

Video In/Out No ves Yes

Ethernet Card Yes Yes Yes

Sound Card No Yes Yes

Speakers No Yes Yes

18'
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Staff Development

Staff development is critical to the successful implementation of any
technology plan, particularly the TCI Turnkey Solution. A major
component of the Turnkey Solution is staff development, which provides the
knowledge to effectively integrate technology into instruction,
management. and administration.

The role of the Sparkman Center is to provide support and enhance staff
development. The unique technological capabilities of the Center allow it
to deliver staff development without the traditional boundaries of time,
distance and location. The staff of the Sparkman Center includes educators
whose combined experience totals over eight decades of training experience.
The center will assist in creating and providing solutions for the new
learning environment.

The Sparkman Center philosophy for staff development is based on the
following beliefs:

Staff development is based on developmental !calming stages designed to
meet the needs of the novice to the proficient user.
Training should focus on the integration of educational technoloav into the
curriculum which will optimize the teacher/student ratio.
Technology is an evolutionary process. It is a continuous and exciting
journey.
Staff development empowers teachers to take responsiblity for their own
education
Development supports must be both practical and pedagogical.

Schools
Parents

Teachers

Transition

:0
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The following limitations eust for effective staff deN,elopment: The
industrial age model school still shapes our current teaching practices: 2.
Since teachers are the gatekeepers. students use of technology is limited bs
their teachers lack of staff development; (3) Staff development needs to
address our cultural beliefs about what are -real schools."

Staff development is a high priority of the "turnkey solution" and helps to
address many of these limitations. 5,s a resuit of on-going staff de% elopm ent
through TCI's Turnkey Solution, teachers will be able to meet the needs
and demands of the 2Ist Century classroom.
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The support aspect of the TCI Turnkey Solution refers to the support of the
networks and the hardware. kith the sophistication of today's technolog-y,
it would be difficult for 3 school district to assume full support responsibility
for ihe elements of this turnkey solution. This support can range on the
front end of the project from opening the computer box. setting up the
computer. and testing it on the network. On an ongoing basis, the support
will be the maintenance of both the hardware and network to assure the
aailability of each.

On 3 national basis. TCI Educational Technologies. Inc. will be in a position
to support the installed networks and hardware from a central command
location similar to the current TCI network that is supported from Denver.
This network, consisting of over 500 locations from Puerto Rico to Hawaii, is
monitored around the clock and if a problem develops, the people in Denver
can actually take control of a specific computer on the network and
determine what the problem is, whether they can fix it, and if not, call for
local support.

The turnkey solution is intended to provide this full support. For each
individual district, some of this support effort may be performed by the
district if they are in a position to do so. Each proposal will contain the
results of this type of discussion with the district and a custom approach
defined if the district wants to take on some of this role.
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TCI Educational Technologies, Inc.
CREATING SOLUTIONS FOR THE NEW LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

Educational Turnkey Technology
Solutions

1 6 9

Wide Area Networks

Local Area Networks

School/Home Connection

Broadband Internet Connection

Hardware (Computers, TVs, VCRs)

/ Staff Development

Hardware and Network Support

For additional Information. contact
Pat Wright. Vice President

To Educational Technologies. Inc
i303) 207.4753
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TCI Educational Technorlogies, Inc.
CREATING SOLUTIONS FOR THE NEW LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
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TCI Educational Technologies, Inc.
CREATING SOLUTIONS FOR THE NEW LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

Classroom Solutions
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TCI Educational Technologies, Inc.
CREATING SOLUTIONS FOR THE NEW LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

Carrollton, Georgia

Carr011t On
Middle School

803 VI.KientS

021377.

Aerl
X-

HOmeS,-
eoco HOrtft

Broadband
Internet

7.97;;;;IE
l'dBrae

I E

Carrollton. District
Offices

Carrollton
High SGhOOC'

1150Studemsi

Voice, Video & Data
Throughout District

1 Computer for every 3 students
Telephone in every classroom

TWVCR in every classroom
video infout every classroom

- _

Support
Services
Cuniculum
special Ed

ESL
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EBB
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TCI Showcase/Laboratory Projects

The TCI Showcase/Laboratory School program was initiated in the fall of 1990,
barely one year after the TC1 Education Project was launched in 1989. The primary
objective of a showcase school is to develop a working laboratoty. This allows for
experimentation and analysis of the high-quality cable prcgramming and data services
offered through the TC1 Education Project.

Through this program, TCI works in collaboration with the principal and faculty in
the design A' a showcase school. The first step in the process is to provide a thorough
overview of all resources available to a school. Following this initial awareness training,
each teacher has the opportunity for input as to how the resources can best be applied
in his/her classroom for a 21st century learning environment Because of input from
these educators, each TCI showcase school is unique in addressing the particular
educational needs of its community and student body.

Through this design process, each classroom is appropriately equipped with the tools
necessary to effectively integrate the programming and data services into the delivery
system for instruction. Some of these items are permanently installed in each classroom,
others are made available through computer access from at a central location within the
school. This central location could be the media center or library.

Resources that are part of various ShowcaselLaborasory sites:

* Television monitors * Laser disc technology
o Video cassette recorders o Multi-media 1,--dware and
o Personal ccsnputers software

(IBM or Macintosh) Video distribution systems
* Closed circuit video o CD-ROM technology

channels

As stated, the primary objective of a showcase site is to facilitate experimentation
and dialogue among the faculty in an attempt to discover effective cross-curricular
applications of the resources provided.
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During this process, it is important to work closely with educators in addressing
issues that may arise, such as: the level of support required by teachers to effectively
use the tools and resources supplied, how best tc organize for instruction, how the role
of the teacher is affected by new classroom tools, student participation in the learning
process, and the types and amount of staff development required.

A second objective is to share with others the products and process involved in
developing a showcase site. By allowing fellow educators to visit these schools while
they are in session, greater awareness is gained of what can be done to equip students
with the skills necessary to be productive in a competitive, global economy. Educators
can also observe first hand how the school functions differently as a result of this
initiative. Since educators are the architects of the project, a high level of credibility
exists for replication of the strategies which are found to be most effective.

r- Eight showcase projects have been or are being developed,
at the following sites:

0 Carrollton High School in Carrollton, Georgia
West Linn High School in West Linn, Oregon

o W. Bruce Evans Junior High School in Washington, D.C.
o Bryan Adams High School in Dallas, Teas
o Stephen K. Hayt Elementary School in Chicago, IL
o The Evansville Signature High School in Evansville, Di"
o Cedar Ridge Elementary School in Columbia, MO
o National Teacher Training Facility in Denver, CO

TCI's commitment in the showcase school project is to develop sites in a variety of
communities (rural, small-town, suburban, urban and inner city) across the country and

at each level of education (elementary, middle/junior high, and secondary). This allows
for a true cross-section of America to be included in this effort

Currently 14,000 schools ate participating in the TCI Education Project. TCI believes

that what is learned in the pioneering efforts of these showcase/laboratory sites will help
educators everywhere improve the overall quality of American education.
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N

TCI Showcase/Laboratory Projects

These sites zvill serve as national research and development
centers in which educators, administrators, parents and students

will decide the most effective applications of cable resources
in the various curricular areas.

For more information. see back page.

,.IIEN TC I -Were Tatung Teiernom Into Tomorrow
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TCI Showcase/Laboratory Projects
Locations & Contacts

Carrollton High School
212 Tro Ian Dnve
Carrollton. GA 30117

Contact Rohe.: l-fendrki,
Director 1"..chnoloctt
-4041..434 1.4r6

West Linn High School
94O4 West A Street
West Linn. OR 97068

Contact Clark Irwin
Principal

r56-26l8

W Brut e Evans tumor High School
'4,00 East Capitol Street, NE
1Na.hington. DC 20019

Zory Z Kenon. II
Principal
.202)724-4727

n Adams High 5chool
210 \1111rn,r Drive

T \ 7'5228

I 01.1.2 I ;arct!
ialiq

214, ;14 i(I40

Stephen K Havt Elementart N.hool
1518 West Grant ilk Asenus
Chicago. IL nOna)

Conta,t Donald
Print ind
,i12..)34.2040

The Evansville Signature High School
cio Evansville/ Vanderburgh School Corporation
Administration Building, One S.E. 9th Street
Evansvale. IN 47708

Contact: Dr Phillip Schoffstall
Superintendent
Mike Russ
Director of Technology
(812) 4(25-8546

Cedar Ridge Elementary School
1100 Roseta Avenue
.7.olumbia. MO 65201

Contact Donn. Dodge
Pinonal
.31418110-2324

National Teacher Training Facility
clo Tele-Communications. Inc.
P.M Office Bo \ 5030
Denver, CO 80217

Contact Pat Wright
Din', tor

2o.- 4t t,
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Chairman WALKER. Thank you, Mr. Wright.
Mr. Mendenhall.

STATEMENT OF MR. NA:BERT W. MENDENHALL, GENERAL
MANAGER, li-12 EDUCATION, INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MA-
CHINES CORPORATION
Mr. MENDENHALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I was happy to hear, as we began this morning, that this Com-

mittee is not only about technology but about education because I
think we need to focus on education as opposed to the technology.

I've been involved in educational technology for 20 years, and
currently oversee IBM's K-12 education business, and yet I have to
say that we are in general wasting the money in our schools that
we're spending on technology.

And the reason for that is that it is not a matter of infrastruc-
ture, and our focus has been on technology infrastructure. We
spend on computers and wiring and hooking things up, and then
there are three more studies written that say computers are in
classrooms and don't make a difference, because we're going about
it the wrong way.

Most technolou plans in our country focus on getting one com-
puter for every five or six cnildren, or on getting wired, as opposed
to focusing on the outcomes, the results that we hope to achieve
from the technology.

At the same time we set aside 25 or 30 percent of the technology
money to train teachers, but that training is more focused on mak-
ing them computer experts than it is on making them better teach-
ers through the use of technology.

There's an idea by some, as we look into the future, that talks
about access for all, computers for everyone, all content available,
incidentally for free on the network, and somehow this revolution
in technology will sweep away schools and provide for learning any
time, anywhere.

My view is that that's an unrealistic vision of the future, not be-
cause the technology won't be there or allow us to do it, but for a
couple of other significant reasons.

First of all, the technology won't be everywhere, at least for 20
years.

It will not be in the homes of the very poor in our country and
that's the population that's growing.

If it is in those homes, it won t be used because of what Mr.
Goodling said earlier about dysfunctional families. Those kids don't
go home except to sleep and sometimes not even to sleep.

They don't have parents to work with them on computer applica-
tions, and schools become therefore our last resort for access and
for equity, for a larger and larger percentage of our children.

Even with access, a lot of the best content won't be free. And as
we focus on getting access for everyone, we have to recognize that
the best content will be created by private enterprise and will be
created with a profit in mind.

The real problem is that this great infrastructure will be created
largely into homes by the entertainment industry, just as tv was.
And I think we face the same challenge in entertainment versus
education on the new network.



As Dr. Kay said earlier, the content exists today in books, in li-
braries, even educational tv, but our children are not availing
themselves, I mean, they do not choose to watch educational tv.
Those are not in the top ten programs. They are not accessing in-
formation in books, and yet we somehow believe that by putting it
on line, they will all desire to do that, as opposed to play games
or chat across the network.

We do need radical reform, but we still need schools. In fact, I
think we have no choice but to improve our nation's schools.

And I will also say that I think technology is the only option for
real change in education.

The reason we have to change is the amount of information in
the world will double four times by the time my daughter in kin-
dergarten graduates from high school. So the old model of a teacher
standing in front of a classroom delivering content, the knowledge
that you're supposed to know, is outdated.

Education has to change to teach our children how to access in-
formation, how to find information, how to acquire it, apply it, use
it.

And in order to do that, we're going to have to retrain the work
force, which are the teachers in this country. And it will require
a substantial investment to do that.

By the way, computers are cost-effective in the classroom. You
need approximately a computer for 20 percent of the kids in the
classroom. You need equal funding, however, for applicatinns and
training. That amounts to three to five percent of the school budget
on an on-going basis. Technology is not a one-time event.

But for that, we have proven time and time again that we can
get 20 percent learning improvement. I'll say that again, 20 percent
learning improvement for three to four percent of the school budg-
et.

Now that's on standardized tests because that's our best measure
today, but perhaps we have even more learning improvement if we
had better tests.

Therefore, my recommendations are the following. Number one,
we need to direct more funding to technology. Even as we cut edu-
cational funding, we can nevertheless direct more of it to tech-
nology as opposed to using it to support the status quo in our
schools.

Number two, for that which we spend on technology for every
dollar spent on infrastructure, we should match it with a dollar
spent on the applications and the training to make that infrastruc-
ture meaningful in our schools.

Number three, we must tie the funding to actual outcomes, to
the results we expect in improved learning, to keep it from being
wasted.

And number four, we do need affordable access in schools and li-
braries across this country because that is where the lower portion
of our population in particular will get their access and get their
education.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Robert W. Mendenhall follows:[
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Good morning, Mr. Chairman -- Mr. Walker and Mr.Goodling, and members of

the Committees. There is no subject more important to the the health of

our nation -- than the education of our children.

I am Robert W. Mendenhall, and I have been involved in educational

technology, in various companies, for almost 20 years. Today I am here

to speak with you as General Manage7: of IBM's K-12 Education business.

My company provides hardware, softwan: and services for both administra-

tive and instructional solutions for
schools. We're proud to be leaders

in developing the technology that has the potential to reshape education

in this country, as well as around the world, with changes more profound

in the next two decades than we have seen in the past century.

Speaking for the IBM Corporation, I appreciate this opportunity to

speak with yen today and express our thoughts on the world of educational

technology in the next twenty years.

Lou Gerstner, the Chairman and CEO of IBM, and author of Reinventing

Education, has been a vocal and ardent supporter of K- 12 throughout his

career. In fact, Lou and Governor Thompson of Wisconsin "re working to-

gether right now on an educational technology conference for governors,

chief state school officers, and business execu ives, that will be hosted

at our IBM customer executive conference centel in Palisades, New York

in late March. Lou tells a story that I have borrowed on many occasions

If a CPA fell asleep 50 years ago and awoke today, that CPA wouldn't

be able to function in a modern
office, because the tools have changed

so radically. And the same would be true for a doctor, an engineer, a CEO

-- even a politician. But if a teacher took that same 50-year nap, the

teacher would wake up in a classroom that looks remarkably like the one

he or she fell asleep in.

Frightening -- but true.

I am here to inject a sense of realism into alI the excitement of

technological change in schools. It's not happening! And unless we make

dramatic changes -- nothing will happen 20 years fru. now.

The simple fact is that our schools are not changing in step with

the rest of society. Despite technology spending of $3.4 billion annually

in K-12 education, technology
has not had a significant impact on the

majority of teachers and students in this country.

Lot me give you an example: Years ago we had typewriters in our

school offices. Today, we have computers. But what are they being used

for? Typing. Except, now we call it word processing. In most cases, we're

still typing labels for manila folders and envelopes for mailing. In other

words, we have a new tool being used in old ways. We're not doing elec-

tronic filing or E-mail, or using the additional power of the computer

for spread sheets, data bases and communications.
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The same is true in the classroom. While we now have on average, one
computer for every nine children in K-12 education, these computers are
either:

A) Used as presentation devices in group presentations, in
place of the overhead projector or filmstrip

B) Placed in labs down the hall and used for word processing
or teaching computer literacy, or

C) They are sitting in the corner of the classroom and are
used for supplemental or remedial purposes at recess,
lunch, and other non-teaching times.

Technology has not changed the basic classroom of 50 years ago --
we still educate our children with a teacher in front of the class pre-
senting information.

If we are to compete and maintain our position as a world leader well
into the next century, we must restructure the way we deliver education
in this country and create a community of enthusiastic learners by:

o Exploiting technology to reshape the classroom,
including the role of teachers, students and parents

o Applying this technology to a long-term plan --
technology, not for technology sake, but to produce
specific learning outcomes

o Setting standards for achievement that align with the
needs of business today and in the future

o Establishing and monitoring accountability for
achieving these standards with measurable results

o Financing change appropriately-- as part of a long-term
overall commitment for educational reform

o Linking spending to results.

Setting goals for education is one thing. Reaching them is an-
other. I do believe that our schools today are better than they have ever
been, but our progress oa the road to education reform in this country
is moving at a snail's pace, compared to what we must accomplish to attain
measurable results for the National Goals by the year 2000 -- which is
right around the corner -- or to prepare today's students to face the
world 20 years frim you'. Why?

Advances in technology have made many of our public schools low-tech
institutions in a high-tech society. The requirements and needs of edu-
cation in our society are'growing faster than schools are improving, and
so a performance gap is growing. Our schools are falling behind because
what we expect of then is increasing faster than their ability to deliver.
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Consider some of the reasons driving these increased expectations.

Changes in the workforce are a major factor. In 1950, 60 percent of the

U S. workforce consisted of "unskilled" labor versus 40 percent skilled,

professional or managerial. By the end of last year, those numbers were

more than reversed, with 67 percent being skilled, professional or mana-

gerial -- leaving a pool of only 33 percent of "unskilled" labor.

The equation has also changed due to advances in the body of human

knowledge. For example, prior to the 1800's, an accomplished scientist

was pretty much the master of all current scientific knowledge. Today,

even with specialization, few can claim mastery of even a single field.

As the physicist J. Robert Oppenheimer said,'"Tbese days, we know too much

for one person to know much." In fact, the class of 2000 will be exposed

to more informattnt in just a single year than their grandparents en-

countered in their entire lives.

Given these facts, the requirement for higher-skilled workers, and

the rapidly-expanding universe of knowledge, our thinking about education

has to change.

The same technology that has brought cataclysmic change and greatly

increased productivity to every facet of business, can improve the way

we teach students and teachers. And it can also improve the efficiency

and effectiveness of how we run our schools. In fact, technology is our

only option to fundamentally change and improve America's educational

system.

Let me share with you what technology can do and is doing in some

of our schools, and what it should be doing in all of our schools.

Technology can change the role of teachers and students, and help

to involve parents in ways not possible before. Teachers can provide

one-on-one instruction, create team learning environments, and provide

vehicles for students to learn how to think and access information through

current technology; they can assume the role of coach, mentor, and in-

structional manager, while the student takes an active role in his or her

learning experience. Parents and teachers can communicate electronically,

bringing the parents closer to the classroom and the student's progress

-- in real time.

TeCanoIogy can reshape the very nature of the classroom. Students

work together in teams. They don't necessarily sit in neat rows of desks

facing the front of a traditional classroom. They learn collaborative

skills, along with investigation, inquiry, observation and communications

-- all the skills that businesses have been clamoring for, as identified

by the Secretary of Labor's Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills

(SCANS) report from the Department of Labor.

We can restructure education through the addicion of technology and

compelling courseware. But you can't have one without the other. An ex-

ample is a current software product that allows students to go on their

own field trip to the Great Smokey Mountains National Park, or to the St.
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Johns National Park in the Virgin Islands. In this virtual reality set-
ting, children are able to see and experience new things "first hand".
It's the way students are doing research today in leading-edge situations.
Online -- in full motion -- sound, pictures, moving images. In the short
term, there is almost an "edutainment" aspect to preparing papers and
studying for exams; in the long-term, students will learn and retain more
information because of the delivery method. For example, viewing a world
leader making an important address -- Martin Luther King delivering his
"I had a dream" speech -- complete with the emotion of the moment and his
commanding presence -- will have a far more lasting impact on a student
than memorizing a few paragraphs from a traditional encyclopedia.

Computers will become vital teaching aids -- when they're integrated
into the classroom and used to truly transform the ,ay we teach. For ex-
ample, a traditional class can be divided into three groups with one-third
of the class working on computers. For a class of 30, that works out to
be ten kids for five computers, with two students per computer. A second
third of the class works on independent projects. The last third works
with the teacher. We've now just changed the size of the class for that
teacher from 30 down to ten students. This is a respectable productivity
boost. The session begins with a whole-group discussion or activity,
which includes demonstrations or video presentations on the computer.
After this introduction, students work at the learning centers independ-
ently, with a partner, or in small groups. The activities they complete
at the centers support and extend the concepts presented during the
whole-group introductiL. Each session ends with the class again coming
together to share projects and review what they've learned. Students gain
not only from indepemlent study Ss they progress through interrelated
activities, but they also benefit from cooperative learning. And, teach-
ers are freed for small-group instruction. Flexible schedules permit time
on tasks to be varied to suit individual needs, and shifts some of the
responsibility for learning to the student -- discovery learning.

We are having success -nith this type of classroom today. At a school
in Crowley, Louisiana, for example, students in an IBM Teaching and
Learning with Computers (TLC) classroom performed as much as 23 percent
higher on the California Achievement Test, than students in a traditional
classroom. The TLC teacher reported a decline in discipline cases, im-
provement in student motivation and an increase in self-confidence and
responsibility on the part of these students. Based on results, TLC was
implemented throughout the school district the following year.

Similarly, in a s-aburb of Indianapolis, students scored in the top
quartile and achieved gains of up to 22 percent in reading, language arts
and math on the I:TEP Standardized Test after implementing TLC.

These examples are real; they are being done in innovative schools
today, and meeting with excellent results. But unfortunately, these ex-
amples are the exception and not the norm in American schools -- they're
isolated visions of what could be. And they leave untouched 90 percent
of the teachers and students in America. The fact is, that after 15 years
of putting computers in classrooms, nothing has really changed.
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Why is this? It is not an exaggeration to say that most of the money
spent on technology in this country is wasted. We spend about $3.4 billion
annually on school technology, which is a little more than one percent
of total spending on U.S. K-12 education. This is expected to more than
double -- to $7.8 billion -- in the next ten years.

The problem is, that the focus of this spending is on technology
infrastructure, not technology use. Most technology plans focus on get-
ting computers for every five or six children, or on getting schools
"wired". The related teacher training is focused on training teachers on
computers versus training teachers on teaching with computers. As a re-
sult, there are numerous studies indicating that computers in the class-
room don't "work" -- that is, they do not change educational outcomes.
What these studies miss is that the technology was never planned Co change
outcomes. The technology plan was to have technology; there was no thought
about what to do with it.

As I indiceed previously, those schools that started with a focus
on outcomes and chose applications accordingly, are getting extremely
significant learning results from their technology implementations. If
we are to be successful in the 21st century and make schools more effec-
tive, this order must not be reversed. As new technologies enhance the
market, we cannot take our eyes off the outcomes expected and the learning
results achieved.

No business today would purchase computers without having a specific
application in mind for their use -- but schools are doing this every day.
No business would rewire their offices for broadband communications
without defining the return on investment expected -- but schools do this
every day. No business would spend millions of dollars teaching their
workforce new skills, without relating those skills to specific job per-
formance expected -- but schools are doing just that with their teacher
technology training.

Our public policy is encouraging these trends. Government views its
role as providing the infrastructure, leaving the applications and use
to private entorprise and the localities. Funding is provided for tech-
nology, and so technology is installed. Often, there is not money left
over -- and generally there is no focus on the applications to be used
with this technology or the educational results expected from it. Public
policy must change to focus first on educational outcomes -- as the im-
provements we expect in educational performance -- and then focus tech-
nology spending on achieving those results.

In other words, technology in and of itself cannot alter education.
It is a means to the end, not the end itself. Our schools will not change
in the next 20 ye4rs just because technology is available. They will only
change if we focus on and fund the purchase of applications for technology
that will improve learning.

The second key to effective use of educational technology -- beyond
focusing on outcomes and the applications that drive those outcomes --
is that we must retrain the workforce, our teachers. We are talking about
fundamentally changing the structure of the classroom and the role of the
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teacher; no business would alter its entire business model without a

significant focus on retraining its workforce. This is not about making

teachers experts on technology -- but rather expert in using technology

to change the way they teach. This is not about using new tools in old

ways, but rather it's about using new tools in new ways.

Therefore, my mcommendations are these:

First:

Any government funding should focus aggressively on technology.

Less than five percent of federal dollars in education is spent on tech-

nology. All of the other spending is supporting the status quo -- busi-

ness as usual -- and will create little meaningful change in learning

results. If we believe technology can and should change education -- if

you believe, as I do, that it is the only option to create an order of
magnitude change in education -- then government should be supporting it

more vigorously.

Second:

Government te-Ihnology spending must not focus simply on technology

infrastructure. Classroom applications drive results in the classroom

and are a key part of technology purchasing. Another key compent is is

staff development -- not generic computer training for teachers -- but

specific training on how to integrate technology applications into

classroom teaching.

Think about an earlier time, and a new high technology tool that
would revolutionize education. It had full motion video ... enabled in-

stant sharing of information ... brought the world to life ... had a sense

of realism -- virtual reali,:y. Funding for this technology was a govern-

ment priority. Sound familiar?

Well, I'm not talking about a computer; this was 30 years ago, And

the revolutionary new technology was TV in the classroom. Today, IV's

lie unused in schools and when broken are often not even repaired.

We've had computers in classrooms for nearly 15 years now; we've

increased their number from 15 thousand in 1981 to 5.8 million today. Yet

we've seen no changes, measured no successes, because we've slso have no

long-term plans or goals other than increasing the number of computers

in our classrooms. To break this cycle, we must allocate funding for

specific purposes, i.e., to improve math and reading in grades K-4, or

high school science instruction, and we must tie appropriations -- espe-

cially continued funding -- to tangible results.

When we do this, our focus should be on applications and their ef-

fective use in the classroom. For every dollar spent on infrastructure,

we need to spend another dollar on applications and related staff devel-

opment. If we spend all of our money on infrastructure, we'll never move
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from where we are today -- all we'll have is more expensive bells and

whistles. Courseware is what gives life to the infrastructure; a retrained

workforce of teachers who teach new things, in new and innovative ways,

is what gives life to the courseware.
Neither element can stand on its

own. It's a package deal!

School reform is not a partisan issue -- we're talking about the

future of our children, and therefore the future of this country.

Again ...

o Technology is the key to reshaping the waY we ',Inver education

o We must never lose .sight of a long-term plan that focuses on

measurable results; we've been looking it technology, but not

outcomes for too long!

o We must set high standards for achievement -- standards that also

align with the skills and knowledge that businesses are looking

for to create the leadership of tomorrow

o And of course, we must finance all of these efforts at

sufficient levels -- and by that I mean enough to make a real

difference in results; appropriations must be based on

achievement of expected results

o Funding must support more than just an infrastructure; equal

emphasis must be placed on classroom applications and staff

development.

We want to make sure that if any of our teachers fall asleep today

in a classroom and wake up in 20 years, they'll have no idea where they

are -- and not a clue as to what they're supposed to do.

Technology provides us with new opportunity. A great opportunity for

real change. But with it, comes great responsibility. We have a big

challenge ahead of us. We've got to make a difference. Together. Our

children need it. Our society requires it. And our country demands it.
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Chairman WALKER. Thank you, Mr. Mendenhall.
The Committee is now in a dilemma. We have a vote on on the

floor. This is a vote to recommit the bill, which is obviously going
to lose from the initial vote count, and then we are going to have
a vote on final passage.

At that point, this Committee, meaning the Science Committee,
has its bill on the floor.

So what I've asked to be done here is I've asked Mr. Ehlers to
come back as Vice Chairman of the Science Committee, and begin
chairing the Committee.

Mr. Joseph, I think what we will do is wait and take your testi-
mony right after the vote is over. I apologize to the panel for this,
and to the next panel for it, but we will ta.ke a break now.

We stand in recess to go vote, and then we'll come back and re-
sume the session.

Well, as soon as the second vote is over, we intend to resume.
[Recess.]
Mr. EHLERS. [Presiding]. I'd ask my colleagues to take their

places, and we will resume the hearing.
We apologize once again to the panel that we were interrupted

by a vote, and particularly apologize to Mr. Joseph. Unfortunately,
that's a fact of life in th:s particular part of the world.

Once again, we thank you for coming and appreciate the com-
ments we've heard thus far, and we'll turn now to Mr. Joseph, from
the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, and look forward to your testi-
mony.

STATEMENT OF MR. JEFF JOSEPH, VICE PRESIDENT DOMES-
TIC POLICY, U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, WASHINGTON,
D.C.

Mr. JOSEPH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I appreciate the op-
portunity to be here actually all morning, and now into the after-
noon. It's been a very fascinating discussion. Obviously this is a
topic of great interest to virtually every American and Congress
must wrestle with what role, if any, should have in trying to accel-
erate this.

We appreciate you accepting our full statement into the record.
In that full statement, wo attempt to try and address all the fun-
damental issues you have in your background papers, so I'm not
going to go into those in detail now.

But I would like to say that just listening for the last three hours
sort of forced the last 25 years of my life to fly up before my eyes,
to 25 years ago when I was an inner city classroom teacher in Bal-
timore, experiencing firsthand some of the problems with public
education, to 1979, when I started teaching in graduate schools
here in the DC area and started seeing firsthand why business peo-
ple were saying that the product of education wasn't quite what
they thought it once was.

To sitting with Ted Bell in 1983 when the Reagan Administra-
tion came out with the Nation At Risk document, and agreeing
with him that chambers all around the country would hold meet-
ings, so that he could be on the stump, and from the top down, tell
people about why we needed to raise teacher salaries and adopt
schools and support public/private partnerships and do all these
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wonderful things, that we were going to try and put American edu-
cation back on track.

To 1990 when President Bush and the governors went off to
Charlottesville because the Nation At Risk warnings and the addi-
tional trillion dollars we spent as a nation on public education
made no real impression in terms of outcomes.

To working with the Bush Administration to try and set up the
New American Schools Development Corporation as the Bell
weather leader that would show us how to bring in a new genera-
tion of schools so that we would have learners that can compete on
the world scale.

To even being back here as a witness in the 1991 hearings that
were originally held by the Science Committee on the importance
and significance of educational technology.

And the reason I was here in '91 was because the business com-
munity has been at the forefront in understanding the significance
of injecting technology into the school process, because the work
place, as we all understand it, is much more sophisticated and it
needs to be to be competitive in the global marketplace.

And when we surveyed 3,000 chambers back in 1990 about how
we could most effectively represent them in Washington with re-
gard to education and training reform, 2,000 responded that their
highest priority we could do for them would be to get the Congress
to understand that we had to get more technology into schools.

That was the number one recommendation from 2,000 chambers
fiv3 years ago.

Now what we have, over the last decade, I mean, 10, 15 years
ago when computers first came out into schools, the answer was,
if we had one computer in a school, that would fix and start the
restructuring process.

Then it became, well we needed one per classroom. Then we
needed a full learning lab. Now we need to have access to the
Intern et.

Well, as far as I understand, the D.C. Public School System has
access to the Internet and that Bell Atlantic wires outside the
building can all get you there.

But 50 percent of the schools in D.C. inside the building have ro-
tary phone lines, that won't allow them to talk to anyone.

And of all the other half of the schools that do have digital lines,
only four in fact have modems that have them connected to the
Internet.

But euphemistically, we can say all D.C. schools have access to
the Internet, but the reality is that very few students and very few
teachers here in D.C. even have a clue what the Internet is.

That's not to say that there aren't phenomenal things going on
everywhere, and we've had a number of examples cited this morn-
ing. We've had them cited in articles and publications and tv docu-
mentaries over the last 10 and 15 years.

But the bottom line is, in terms of the totality of this country,
how do we go to scale? How do we get technology into the class-
room everywhei e so it benefits all Americans?

And I don't want to make it sound like that technology is the an-
swer, that there aren't these other issues that Chairman Goodling
mentioned, like the dysfunctional family and other social problems
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that are very much part of the equation with regard to the state
of education today.

But it's not that complicated. The original, I think diagnosis goes
back to Ben Franklin who said: "Tell me, I'll probably forget over
time. Teach me, hopefully I'll remember, but involve me and I will
learn."

And it's the technology coming into the learning process that al-
lows for the involvement of young people tsday.

Young people go to school and don't fmd school is a very relevant
place compared to the rest of their lives. The rest of their lives are
spent in the fast pace MTV, video game, high tech world, and then
by and large, they go to classrooms that haven't changed for 40, 50,
or 60 years.

The notion of redesigning schools is a wonderful idea, but there
are too many communities in this country with hundred year old
school buildings that they can't even restructure because they have
too much asbestos in the ceiling, and so they have the dilemma of
we better leave it alone, rather than trying even to take it out.

We also have the dilemma of the communities trying to figure
out where they fmd the money to do everything because the public
at large has grown somewl at queasy abut being willing to put
more and more money into local school systems, because we've
been talking about fixing education in this country for 15 years
with no real discernable results.

And so the issue is how do we go to scale, both financially and
technologically. How do we get each of the classrooms in America
to have that optimum ratio of one computer for every three stu-
dents, and how do we make sure that each of the two and a half
million teachers in this country are trained and understand how to
best maximize what their role is in the classroom, how to bring in-
structional material in line with the curriculum in the preordained
tests that are presumed to be the diagnosis of what we know in
this country, and how do we do that in anyone's life time?

Because, as I sit here, and I said as I listened, I saw the last 25
years of my life in terms of involvement with education sort of go
through, we're only 50 months away from the year 2000.

President Clinton is challenging industry leaders to wire up
every classroom by the year 2000. That means we have to do
50,000 classrooms a month between now and the year 2000, 50,000
a month, just straight mathematics.

Obviously, we're not doing 50,000 a month.
Now if we were to decide we could only do 10,000 classrooms a

year and train 10,000 teachers a year to maximize this potential
we're giving them, which would be a huge challenge, at the rate of
10,000 classrooms and 10,000 teachers a year, it takes you 250
years to get to all 2.5 million classrooms and all 2.5 million teach-
ers.

So the issue I think before Congress is reflective of the broader
debate that's going on here in this town, which deals with the real
relationship between the federal government and the state and
local governments, and where power resides and who's going to be
responsible for what programs.

And of course we know that most money in education is not fed-
eral.
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But conversely, the states are going to be asked to do more and
more in different areas, and they're going to be wondering where
they're going to be doing it, and from what sums.

Yet, we have a general consensus in this country that adding
educational technology to the learning process would be good for
our children. It's essential in terms of retraining adult workers. It's
essential for retraining senior citizens who want to go back to the
work force.

It is the state of the art in terms of the kinds of curricular mate-
rials that are being developed in this country. And it begs the
issue, why can't we collaboratively, federal, state and local, come
up with one plan that everyone buys into that says, not unlike a
hundred years ago, that that one-room school house was the center
of the community, where all the students went.

That the schools become the center of' the learning universe in
every community and collaboratively government and the private
sector think through their education and training needs and make
sure they channel those resources into those school buildings so
that every community suddenly finds the resources, and the cus-
tomers, if you will, who will pay for the expansion and development
of the kinds of learning technologies that are so dramatically need-
ed.

Now, if we can't figure out how to pay for it, how is the rest of
the world going to figure out how to pay for it? Because the reality
is in the global marketplace, if you don't have world class workers,
you're not going to survive.

And yet, lesser developed countries already have proposals before
the World Bank and other international lending agencies for them
to fund the kinds of systems I'm talking about, where government
themselves become a user of these technologi platforms, because
they've got to figure out something to do with their people anyway,
and a better way to deliver government services.

So if they can get private sector investment to set these tech-
nology learning centers up and commit to use them over a period
of time, the funds will flow to do this. And this is an idea, as I said,
that there are proposals in the World Bank right now.

So the rest of the world is moving in this direction. In some in-
stances, it's going to be easier for some countries to do this because
they have dictatorial, autocratic systems. They'll say, as they're
doing in China, let's do this, and they'll do it.

We have 15,300 local school districts that each have to come to
agreement on what they want to do.

And I've seen, as I said, for the last 15 years, there's never con-
sensus on the part of each of the 15,300 school districts. They all
are trying to do the right thing. They all are doing positive things,
but they all aren't doing things that synergistically bring you a na-
tional plan that works for the whole country.

And so, you know, what I'd like to draw to your attention and
to the .nembers of the Committees, especially because both Mr.
Good ling and Mr. Walker are from Pennsylvania, an interesting
project going on in Pennsylvania and four contiguous states, West
Virginia, Virginia, Maryland and D.C., where the state govern-
ments are working in conjunction with the National Guard.
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The National Guard has a need for high tech training in all the
communities for the Weekend Warriors. The National Guard can't
afford to build the same technology platforms over and over again,
with technology continuing to change, but they can afford to make
use of them, or rent their time on the system.

National Guard also has historic commitments within the State
of providing a lot of civic services, and doing other things that cor-
respond with their existing series of missions.

And so in Pennsylvania, for example, a new coalition, the Penn-
sylvania Information Highway Consortium, has come together with
the leaders of the Pennsylvania Chamber of Commerce and the
State Telephone Association and the State Cable Association, State
Public Utility Association, the State Rural Electric Coop Associa-
tion, and the major educational institutions like Penn State, and
they sire collaboratively thinking through how do we have our
members make use of the sites that DoD also wants to make use
of, and there are ten locations already identified in Pennsylvania
where they are collaboratively working.

And I also append to the back of the testimony, an interesting
series of articles from Huntington, West Virginia, because West
Virginia is one of these pilot states also, where, in a week's period
of time, this was the only thing in the newspaper, where the local
chamber has a meeting and people come together and they start
thinking this thing through and suddenly the whole town's talking
about how do we collaboratively come together and figure out the
economics and make this thing work.

So what I'm suggesting to the Congress and to policymakers is
that we have to think about going to scale in someone's life time
which is going to require bigger models than one company and one
school district or one state; it's got to be multi-state, it's got to be
national, and has to fit into the international framework of global
competition.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Joseph follows:1
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STATEMENT
on

EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY IN THE 2IST CENTURY
before the

HOUSE COMMIs me, ON SCIENCE, SPACE AND TECHNOLOGY
and the

HOUSE COMM]. ivIEE ON ECONOMIC AND EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
for the

US. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
by

Jeffrey H. Joseph
October 12, 1995

I am Jeff Joseph, Vice President for Domestic Policy at the U.S. Chamber of

Commerce. I also serve as Executive Vice President of the U.S. Chamber's education and

trainit g affiliate, the Center for Workforce Preparation.

The U.S. Chamber of Commerce commends the House Conunittee on Science, Space

and Technolog and the House Committee on Economic and Educational Opportunities for

recognizing the relevance of educational technology to America's economic vitality and

competitive strength. The U.S. Chamber also appreciates this opportunity to present the

business community's views on this critical issue.

The intense interest of business in education and training issues is motivated by

survival. The difficulty of finding qualified employees to perform in today's sophisticated

high technology workplace is a recurring nightmare for more and more businesses, large and

small, in every part of the country. A significant number of recent graduates of both

secondary schools and postsecondary iustitutious are not able to assume productive places

in business and industry.
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Even as many corporations are conducting expensive nationwide searches for

qualified employees, thousands of job applicants are being turned away from corporate

personnel departments because they lack the basic skills required to function in the

workplace. By and large, these disappointed job seekers are individuals who, in an industrial

era economy, would have been able to acquire and keep well-paying jobs in business and

industry.

There is a conspicuous skills gap among our working population today that is

extremely distressing to both business and workers and which presents a major challenge

to our social stability and economic vigor. Political pundits and so:jai commentators

have noted the stagnant middle class and rising frustration among blue collar workers

unable to keep pace with inflation or hope for a better future. Those on the political

left blame business, foreign competition and a lack of union influence. Those on the

political right blame declining social values and an eroding work ethic. While there may

be some merit to any or all of these claims, none of them addresses the core issue.

The world is immersed in a rare and unprecedented era of technological

transformation that is rapidly remaking virtually every aspect of the way we work and

live. The computer chip was an unprecedented breakthrough greater in its implications

than the internal combustion engine, the telephone and the radio. While the machines

of the industrial age magnified the power of tbe human muscle, the computer chip

magnifies the power of the human mind. The impact is awesome because intellect is the

greatest power of all.
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The influence r, die chip is growing exponentially. Twenty years ago there were

only 50,000 primitive computers in existence and a like number of people who could

handle them. Today, 50,000 computers are sold every ten hours, an explosive

marketplace driven by a growing throng of eager enthusiasts constantly seeking out new

applications for the extraordinary power placed at their disposal.

Thus, the computer chip is wafting back and forth through our economy wreaking

creative destruction in its wake, as millions of people daily discover fresh ways to use it

to achieve ever higher levels of efficiency, quality and productivity. Within that context,

everything is chanfing and nothing is sacred.

The job skills which yesterday seemed timeless are today rendered obsolete

overnight. Workers no longer operate the machines of heavy industry; they monitor and

program the computers that operate the machines. A handful of workers produce more

than thousands could ten years ago. In this rapid-paced high tech modern workplace the

workers must be highly literate and computer friendly and able to relearn their basic

skills constantly.

This situation evolved seemingly overnight and caught much of American business

and industiy off guard and unprepared. In the modern world, complacency is a

guaranteed one-way ticket to bankruptcy. To remain competitive in the world

marketplace, business must stay ahead of the technological curve and bc committed to

constant innovation and improvement. To do that, it must have a highly trained,

educated and motivated work force.

21-035 96 7
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Within that context, we as a nation have a serious problem. Our scLools simply

are not producing graduates capable of functioning in the modern high-tech workplace.

Indeed, an incredible number of students at two-year technical community colleges are

university graduates with four-year degrees who have gone back to school seeking

practical skills which they can market to employers. The problem is not necessarily that

our schools have deterioratcd, but that the standards of yesterdayare no longer sufficient

for the needs of today. We must find a way to inject modern educational technology

tools into the lifelong learning needs of all citizens.

All across the country, tens of thousands of business people arc working through

the chamber of commerce federation to help their local schools improve the quality of

education and synchronize their curricula with current business needs. To help

coordinate this movement in 1990, the U.S. Chamber created the Center for Workforce

Preparation. At that time, the Center surveyed 3,000 state and local chambers of

commerce to determine their specific interests in education and training.

More than 60 percent of the chambers responded, reflecting broad interest in

education and commitment to change. Their top priority was gearing education to

accommodate the new business reliance on sophisticated technology.

These survey results, taken five years ago, in combination with growing national

recognition of the academic and economic benefits of computer-based instruction,

prompted the U.S. Chamber and Center to take an early role in promoting the

installation and use of educational technology in schools throughout the nation.
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In June 1991, I shared information on our plans to promote community-wide

urderstanding of, and use of technology to create a nation of intelligent, informed and

thizens with the Subcommittee on Technology and Competitiveness of the

House Committee on Science, Space and Technology. Since then, the U.S. Chamber

and Center have pursued this deep commitment to improving education and workforce

quality through advances iu teaching and instruction made possible by computer,

software, and telecommunications technology.

Let me emphasize that technology, by itself, is not the answer to anything,

especially education's many Problems. But it is a powerful catalyst which will help force

the restructuring necessary to align our educational system with the 21st Century's

knowledge requirements and workplace opportunities.

EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY:
A CATALYST FOR ECONOMIC AND COMPETITIVE STRENGTH

Current trends indicate we are far from producing the world-classworkers needed

in today's high performance work environments. In August 1995, the Chamber surveyed

the readers of our magazine, Nation's Business, about their education and training needs

and priorities. A full 93 percent reported that new employees lacked adequate job skills

and preparation. A whopping 97 percent reported that skill levels had either deciined or

remained the same in the past five years. Thus, efforts to upgrade the skills of American

workers will continue to be At the forefront of the business community's agenda for the
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foreseeable future.

There is a growing body of evidence from research, schools and workplaces in a

variety of settings around the country that sophisticated communications technologies

offer the promise of quantum advances in education and learning through more

individualized instruction. In part, this is simply because modern students aud workers

are much more acclimated to using advanced technology than earlier generations were,

and commensurately less receptive to the old, pedagogical teaching technique. In part,

the very act of collaborative learning via a mix of classroom ins..iction and interactive

programming serves to familiarize today's students with the technology and the teamwork

skills they will need in the workplace, and which they will need to use to acquire further

education in the years ahead.

The advantages of applying high technology to education and training only begins

there. Properly used, the high tech classroom cau accommodate all students at their

individual speeds and needs. Thus, teachers will no longer be required to seek out a

middle ground of progress, leaving slow students behind and boring brighter ones. By

merging interactive technologies with otber teaching tecbniques, instructors can

accommodate each student's abilities and interests.

But the greatest advantage of technology-assisted education is the intrinsic ability

of the technology to access a vast raw of learning materials at the touch of a button,

including special education software and instruction modules for students with

disabilities. Every desk can become a power learning center where a student front the

poorest, most limited circumstances will have instant access to virtually the entire realm
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of human knowledge. Young people, regw.dless of social and economic background, will

be able to peruse the racks of the Library of Congress, stroll'.the halls of our great

museums or monitor lectures by the world's great scholars.

For many years now, practical experiments have confirmed the potential of this

visionary perception of the possibilities of technology. Almost five years ago, a

Congressionally mandated comparison of multimedia instruction with traditional

approaches to education found time savings of 30 percent, improved achievement, cost

savings of up to 40 percent, and a direct, positive link between the amount of

interactivity provided and instructional effectiveness (Machine Mediated Learning, 1991).

Research in militaty training conducted by the Institute for Defense Analyses

(Alexandria, Virginia) has found that students reach desired levels of achievement in 30

percent less time than students engaging in more standard approaches to training. A

comparison of four instructional approaches: peer and adult tutoring; reducing class size;

increasing the length of the school day; n.nd computer-based instruction, has found

educational technology to be the least expensive and most effective instructional

approach for raising mathematics scores (American Educational Research Journal, 1990).

PROGRESS IN IMPLEMENTING EDUCATIONAL
TECHNOLOGY IN THE NATION'S SCHOOLS

In recognition of the academic and social benefits that can be derived from

educational technologyand in an attempt to make that teCuaology more affordable--
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government leaders at the state and federal levels have launched a variety of initiatives

to install computers and needed forms of telecommunications linkages in our schools and

learning establishments.

Since the outset of the decade, much fanfare has been made about progrcss to

implement educational technology in our nation's K-12 school system. According to

Quality Education Data, since 1991, the percent of schools with local area networks has

increased from three to 22 dercent at the elementary level, aud from 10 to 48 percent at

the senior high level. During this same time period, the percent of schools with a

satellite dish has grown from one to seventeen.

Although they appear promising on the surface, these figures also indicate that

most computer technology introduced into public schools involves individual, low-power

computers which lack the ability to be centrally networked. While such devices possess

some rudimentary uses, they are but the harbingers of the real electronic power by which

each workstation can reach when it is patched into appropriate learning channels.

Thus, while modest progress has been made, it remains painfully clear that our

nation still has a monumental way to go. The slow growth of computer-based technology

in the schools is due to a number of complicated factors. Resistance on the part of

educators has recently begun to thaw. A recent edition of the magazine Cuniculum

Administrator, reports that only 36 percent of teachers indicate a newly-found willingness

to change what they do and incorporate technology into their daily lesson plans.

Even if teachers were clamoring for these advances, school systems have t:cen

frustrated by the failure of instructional materials to easily align with text and approved
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curricula, not to mention the problems of aligning incompatible hardware and software.

To be pervasive, educational technology must be in every classroom, not just in

isolated learning laboratories; educational software must cover all grade levels and be

applicable across state lines. Then, there is the issue of the appropriate ratio of

computers to students. Educators and scholars believe an optimum ratio is three

students to each computer. Achieving this end could require an investment of more than

$50 billion, assuming that 10 work stations are installed in each of the nation's more than

2.5 million classrooms, at an approximate cost of $2,000 per station. Regrettably, this

estimate does not account for the costs incurred for networking, software installation,

teacher training, software purchases, increase in use of electricity, connection of phone

lines, or the upgrading of school buildings.

This implies it will take a while, probably a decade at best, as communities seek to

phase these costs in while realigning other expenses. This exercise already has begun. A

number of school districts have undertaken the exercise of assessing their current

spending patterns through another initiative by tbe Center for Workforce Preparation, in

conjunction with the national accounting firm, Coopers & Lybrand. School districts

undertake a sophisticated accounting exercise to better understand how they spend the

substantial sums they currently manage. Software will soon be made available to all

school districts to inexpensively, and quickly, determine how to effectively target scarce

resources. A preferred outcome is that school redeploy funds to purchase educational

technologies.
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This process is an important step as communities begin to think about how to

affordably realign their educational systems to satisfy 21st Century needs. All long

journeys begin with a single step, and the road to finding the funds to bring educational

technology to every learner's desk is perhaps one of the most challenging effortsever

faced by a community.

Simply put, the numbers involved, and go:ag to "scale" is a much bigger challenge

than we understand. The public keeps hearing of exciting new demonstration projects to

bring technology to classrooms. The Clinton administration announced several earlier

this week. Other efforts will be discussed today. But let us put the numbers into

perspective.

How do we affordably replicate initiatives, once the original federal grants or

corporate largess dry up? Historically, federally-funded grant efforts are best sustained by

obtaining additional foundation support and other grants. And corporate efforts last as

long as individual corporations can afford to undertake them. Today's economy and

levels of government funding suggest this traditional approach is no longer viable. A way

must be found to make this country's need for lifelong learning pay for itself.

How big is the challenge? Bigger than the public has been led to expect. Earlier

this week, it was reported that 874 schools in the United States have developed their

own Web pages on the Internet. While this sounds impressive, what percentage of

schools does this include? The answer, is less than one percent.

The facts are straightforward. There are approximately 50 million children in

grades K-12. There are 2.5 million teachers. There are approximately 100,000 school
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buildings (public and private). If as a nation, we agreed that we were going to proceed at

a pace of witing-up 10,000 classrooms a year, and providing quality instruction to 10,000

teachers per year (to learn to optimize their new roles 3 "guides on the side" instead of

the century's old model of being a "sage on the stage), it would still take 250 years to

reach all classrooms and teachers throughout this nation.

The challenge, of course, is how to accelerate this vision so it takes place as soon

as possible. The amount of money involved in a potential market this size captures the

interest of many players, but also raises a variety of c:omplex legal questions regarding

the technologies to sustain the information networks and the proprietary rights of the

industries which provide competing technologies.

The issues are not small because everyone recognizes that this is where the future

lies and with it either fortune or penury for the competing interests which seek to

participate. For obvious reasons, educators are determined to assure minimal costs for

the operations of such a system, while the private sector needs to realistically price their

services to recapture costs plus an appropriate profit, if they are to remain viable as

economic enterprises. The riddle is how to assure evolution of an equitable and cost

effective system within the context of the free market which assures integrity and

efficiency.
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A WORLDWIDE PHENOMENON--
SEIZING THE POTENTIAL OF EDUCATION TECHNOLOGY

Our awareness of the vast potential of modern communications technology to help

resolve many basic challenges, incl,.ding the most critical one of promoting educational

excellence, is far from unique.

Recently, vorld leaders from most nations convened under the auspices of the

United Nations Social Summit in Copenhagen. Denmark, for a full scale exploration of

how the ancient social challenges such as meeting mankind's basic needs for shelter,

food, medical care, and literacy can be most effectively addressed. A major subtheme

which emerged, and will be the subject of followup activities by the Summit's organizers,

is designing community-based public-private partnerships to use the power of digital

technologies for learning, training and information dissemination.

Wbile many question the UN's historical contributions to social and economic

progress, based upon often meager achievements, it is clear that the leaders of many

influential nations understand the utility of quickly deploying these technologies for the

education and training of their people.

For example, the Chinese have been buying personal computers as fast as they

can. China's Ministry of Agriculture is now setting up tens of thousands of local

Township Enterprises which are basically co-operatives in which local businesses work

with government leaders and educators to focus on making their products more viable in

the export marketplace. They recognize a critical need to develop a world class work
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force which is on the cutting edge of emerging technologies, and efficient, cost-effective

uses of modem communication and educational technology to greao; facilitate this

development

In South Africa, major banks, corporations and software industries are working

within a public-private partnership to structure digital community-based learning hubs

where the impoverished black major ty will have access to world class education and

training opportunities.

In Japan the government has committed vast resources to creation of a

nationwide information grid that will soon be available to every citizen. While the

Japanese model for education may be too inflexible to accommodate the rapidly

changing demands of modern technology, Japan nevertheless will have in place the

technological basis for more creative applications as they are recognized and embraced.

In Great Britain, Training and Enterprise Councils (TECs) provide a bridge

between the puhlic and private sectors in 82 locations throughout the nation. They

involve both public and private sector funding and have close working relationships with

local education institutions as they seek to address local issues of employment

generation, small business development, and training for industry and community

mobilization. Plans are now underway to expand the educational technology component

of these efforts.

The European Union as a whole (DG XIII ) is developing a plan to expand

distance leer, ig and other educational technology applications across the multi-lingual

European landscape. While it looks to the United States as a source of expertise in
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designing and perfecting these technologies, it aspires to surpass us in terms of rapid

deployment.

These discussions and related efforts already underway are forcing the World

Bank and related organizations such as the Inter.Arne-ican Development Bank to rethink

their role and conceptual approach to promoting educational and training opportunities

In the developing world. Most international funding agencies are independently

supporting technology based initiatives iu their respective fields. Very few of these are

financially sustainable. A growing number of participants are beginning to realize that

the key to full development of such systems is a broadly-based user community which

achieves full use of the systems, hence providing the political support and income stream

required to sustain and expand their use.

To some extent, foreign nations have an advantage over the United States in

building new, technology-based education and training systems because they have

relatively primitive educational and information bases to build upon, aud hence they

encounter less resistance to change and innovation from entrenched bureaucracies aud

other powerful interests. Likewise, many other nations can rely upon relatively efficient

top-down administrative structures to impose dramatic restructuring across the board

with minimal opposition.

Such is clearly not the case in the UnitA States where we have in place a fairly

refined educational apparatus in 15,300 local school districts, each supported by a

powerful bureaucratic infrastructure with strong ties to local, state and national polizical

organizations. We must also contend with powerful labor unions which resist many
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attempts to impose higher levels of accountability among their rank and file members.

In such an environment, any degree of real change is r ard to achieve.

This is not to imply Chamber support for a top-down educational system.

America's strengths are at the grassroots level, and individual states and communities are

the appropriate adrnListrators of their educational systems. The challenge in the

information age is how to bring technical interoperability to an educational technologe

system in schools and communities that flows across different brands of hardwale,

software and different modes of telecommunications linkages.

Perhaps most intimidating of all is our recent history of ill-fated reform programs .

that have cost tax payers vast sums without commensurate improvement in educational

performance. Our citizens are quite understandably skeptical of new reform schemes and

our taxpayers are increasingly hostile to new initiatives that require ever greater infusions

of their dollars but which offer little if any return on the investment.

Thus the challenge of realizing the potential of modern technology is most

intimidating both in terms of the resources required and also in terms of overcoming

bureaucratic resistance and persuading millions of educators, administrators, parents and

students to embrace unfamiliar technology.

However, while the educational establishment has to some extent squandered its

credibility with the voters and taxpayers, the U.S. military was moving on a parallel track

toward the same basic objective wbieh is fuller use of modern education technology and

development of a larger population of individuals qualified to operate the sophisticated

systems they need that already exist, and which will become even more sophisticated in
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the new century.

The military's primary, concern is making certain that the citizen soldiers who

comprise the backbone of our nafional defense apparatus, the National Guard and

Reserves, regularly have access to the most modern training techniques that are currently

available only to active duty personnel. The military quickly saw the use of a myriad of

educational technologies as a major part of the solution. In looking for a practical, cost-

effective way to link up to 5,000 existing sites where National Guard and Reserve units

convene, the Department of Defense (DOD) concluded that such a system would be

infinitely more useful and affordable if its range of potential applications were greatly

expanded to serve other legitimate community groups whose needs coincide with

appropriate existing missions. This is fully consistent with the National Guard's

traditional role as a base for a variety of positive community social and economic

activities.

In 1992, under Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney, the Reserve Forces Policy

Board formally proposed that such a community-based learning system be supported. As

a result, the Applied Research Projects Agency (ARPA) funded engineering studies in

search of a framework through which existing digital learning technologies, often

deemed incompatible with each other, could be made functional within the context of

one coherent system. A major concern is the issue of technical interoperability,

considering the potential broad range of users and their needs.

Under the guidance of DOD, leaders from business, education, technology and

the military worked with ARPA to develop a plan for this concept that would
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simultaneously address the needs and requirements of each. The result was creation of a

not-for-profit entity, the Community and Learning Information Network (CLIN), which

was envisioned as a catalyst to enable community groups to come tIgether within the

context of private sector networks. It was and remains a guiding conviction of the CLIN

vision that the private sector should provide the basic information tools and technologies

for the new system. Once the full plan was operational nationwide. CLIN would be

disolved.

Indeed, by accelerating the use of educational technologies, CLIN's goal is to

forge a viable consumer-driven marketplace for educational technology. A vital

component of this approachand one whose significance I cannot stress enough--is tbe

concept of shared usage by which a variety of community users will assure an

uninterrupted stream of revenue to sustain the system and render it rapidly expandable.

Hence we have before us a model now being deployed as a DOD distance

learning pilot program in five jurisdictions, which will demonstrate how communities can

address this challenge cooperatively. The jurisdictions are Pennsylvania, Wcst Virginia,

Maryland, Virginia and the District of Columbia--the house states of many esteemed

members of these committees, including the chairmen of both. The commitment on the

part of the broader uscr community to assure full development and financial support for

the system is being developed by the National Guard in conjunction with CLIN and its

state partners.

In these five jurisdictions, this system is becoming the catalyst for community

participation it was designed to be. State aud local governments and industry are all
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moving to contribute resources to the plan. For example, attached to this statement are

copies of several articles from The Herald Dispatch, the newspaper of Huntington, West

Virginia, describing activities by local community groups working with each other to

develop a CLIN site in accord with that community's particular learning needs and

available facilities. Coordination of activities within the state of West Virginia are being

managed by Software Valley, Inc., a ten-year old statewide not-for-profit entity which has

almost 3,000 members.

In Pennsylvania, while the first 10 sites will likely be in military-related facilities,

the governor has begun to consider how these sites can be used forother state training

needs. The newly awointed state Chief Information Officer has been mandated to create

a State Information Enterprise Plan, and it is anticipated that the shared usage

capabilities of these sites will become an integral part of this plan. The Pennsylvania

effort is being directed by a newly established Pennsylvania Information Highway

Consortium, supported by that state's major institutions. Examples of those institutions

include the Pennsylvania State University, Pennsylvania Chamber of Commerce, and the

state's Cable Television Association, Public Utility Commission, Telephone Association,

and Rural Electric Association.

These are only a few random examples. As this distance learning pilot program

develops over the next few months, we will acquire a greater range of experience and

begin to develop a track record establishing 'be viability of the shared usage concept to

sustain and expand the system. The U.S. Chamber's Center for Workforce Preparation

will be monitoring progress to determino its viability as a model that local and state
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chambers of commerce in more than 3,000 communities may wish to adopt.

Attached are Appendix A, which responds to the cpecific issues and questions

posed by the committees in their background papers, and Appendix D, which includes

news reports from Huntington, West Virginia, regarding the work of community groups

to establish learning centers as part of DOD's new five-state demonstration project.
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ATTACHMENT

ISSUES FOR THE FUTURE:
U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE RESPONSE

School Structure

Will we still have the existing K-12 grade structure twenty years front now?

Educational technology does warrant a different type of classroom. However,
and unfortunately, at the rate the nation is proceeding, the K-12 structure as we
know it today will undoubtably still exist in many communities in the year
2015. America has been attempting to "reform" education since 1983 when A
Nation at Risk was released. The nation was again mobilized to improve
education in 1990, when the National Education Goals were adopted by then-
President Bush and the nation's Governors.

Today, we are in the midst of an era when rapidly evolving multimedia
technology and telecommunications are finding their way into American
classrooms. 'While the physical structure of many, if not most, public schools
will still be in existence twenty years from now, technology promises that what
goes on in the classrooms could be radically different. Students probably will
still be grouped by age for social interaction reasons, but, with the help of
multimedia learning materials that reside at the school and provide access to
materials worldwide via telecommunications, students could learn at their own
pace in the mode most appropriate for them.

In addition, the role of the teacher could change from a dispenser of facts to a
facilitator of information gathering andior as a guide for synthesizing and
applying that information. The classroom of twenty years from now could take
advantage of research showing that interactive, involved learning is the method
that gets the best results. Thus, a report from Curriculum Administrator which
currently states that only 36 percent of America's teachers are presently
enthusiastic about computer technology could become ancient history.

Will Increased networking cause traditional geographical aud Jurisdictional boundariesto blur?

Yes, increased networking will cause traditional boundaries to blur. This is
especially true for students who move frequently, such as the children of
migratory workers. However, the effects of networking will not be limited to
special student populations.
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With effective educational technology, students throughout the nation (and even
the world) with special interests and/or aptitudes will be able to accelerate at
their own pace. All students will be able to access courses and instructors that
suit their nee& and interests no matter where their school is located or what it
offers on campus.

How will educational technology impact education in the schools?

The impact could be very positive. Because educational technology makes it
possible to individualize instruction, all students with access to computers will
eventually be able to work at their own pace using a learning style that best
suits their needs. In addition, students will theoretically, at least, have
unlimited access to the most effective and appropriate multimedia instructional
programs, as well as growing amounts of excellent instructional materials on
the Internet.

But to be pervasive, computer hardware must be in every classroom, not just in
isolated learning laboratories; educational software must cover all grade levels
and be applicable across state lines. Achieving this end could require an
investment of more than $50 billion (assuming that 10 work stations are
installed in each of the nation's 2.5 million classrooms at an approximate cost
of $2,000 per station). This estimate does not account for the costs incurred
for networking, software installation, teacher training, software purchases,
increase in use of electricity, connection of phone lines, or the upgrading of
school buildings. In Fairfax County, Virginia, a school district relatively well
able to afford computer installation, only 10 of 184 schools are networked.

Will the easy availability of quality instructional material to anyone with a computer
terminal tend to fragment the traditional school structure?

If charter and/or magnet schools continue to be the prime beneficiary of
computers, then the traditional school structure could become fragmented.
However, if a more rapid installation of computers in the schools can occur,
then educational technology can soon serve as a synergistic healer, and the
traditional school structure will be enhanced. That will occur when pilot
schools are established, and the pilot is duplicated throughout the region.

Will the schools have a role in lifelong learning and remedial learning?

Absolutely. In the most effective scenario, students will be errosed to multi-
media learning by day; adults will benefit from their use in the evening. All
learners, irrespective of age, will be able to access these and other instructional
materials from remote sites, including their homes. This scenario is reflective
of the 'shared usage conceit in the newly intitiated five-state distance learning
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project of the Department of Defense.

Bow important is it to have assured, affordable access for all schools to the broadband
international communications network?

It is essential. Without it, the gaps between the information 'haves" and "have-
nots" will become even greater, and our nation will become even more
polarized. But the key in this question is 'affordability." Computer hardware
and software are here to stay; affordability is a challenge we need to overcome.

The telecomxnuncations reform bills (S. 652 and H.R. 1555) heading to
conference do not "ensure affordable access to broadband communications
services for all schools" as otherwise suggested. Both pieces of legislation use
the broad rhetoric of access, yet simply rely on the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) to find the solution. And, the tools available to the FCC,
regulatory sticks and carrots, will not do the job.

Asking whether schools should have assured access to advanced broadband
communications begs the questions of affordability and who pays. Hooking up
a school to broadband services involves more than plugging a cable into a
school. The cost of retrofitting an entire school to accept the technology, never
mind software and hardware expenses, is daunting to all but the richest school
districts.

S. 652 and H.R. 1555 also assume that the telecommunications industry will
soon have the infrastructure in place to actually hook up every school in the
country. Clurently, old copper lines run through almost every community in
the country. Inadequate for handling the large data transmission requirements
of broadband service, they will have to be replaced with fiber optic cable.
Eventually this system may be surpassed by wireless teehnology. The
l-...gislation simply requires the FCC to ensure schools access to advanced
communications services if a common carrier establishes those services. This
is little assurance if the infrastructure does not materialize.

Bow will we manage the cost of this new technology?

The federal government spends substantial amounts of money on research and
development for educational technology with too little coordination. An effort
must be made to come to consensus on a plan for deployment that is replicable
both technologically and financially.

For example, government at all levels--federal, state and localhas its own
internal training needs. Fulfilling these needs at local sites through the shared
usage concept, where students use computers for learning by day and adults
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pay for use of the technology during the evening and on weekends, will greatly
accelerate the process by reducing the amount of funding required.

Will the teacher teach technology?

To leach" technology, educators must learn how to integrate technology into
the required curriculum. The problem is that higher education institutions
continue to lack the technology needed to train teachers. Therefore, to have
access to computers and understand their pedagogical value, teachers colleges
must also become equipped with educatin Lai technology.

In addition, practicing teachers must learn to be comfortable with technology
and how to integrate technology into the learning process. To some extent, this
represents a paradigm shift for teachers. It will not happen automatically.
Therefore, the availability of technology must be associated with a systematic
in-service teacher education program.

The Teacher's Role

Will the role of the teacher change as a result of bringing technology into the classroom

and home?

Yes, the teacher's role will change from the usage on the stage" to the "guide
on the side. However, this change will take place only if pre-service and in-
service teacher education programs are changed to include the application of
technology.

Are we approaching the age of Socratic one-on-one teaching?

If incorporated properly, multimedia computer-based technology provides an
ideal mechanism for individualized instruction that goes beyond teaching basic
subject matter. With appropriate software, students can acquire team building
skills and the attitudes needed to be effective in the workplace. Motivation for
peer competition need not be lost; students can compete and cooperate with
others across the nation and even around the world through computer
technology. Competition also can be intrinsically motivated, where students
compete one-on-one with themselves.

Will we see an increase In team learning?

As indicated above, there is an opportunity for computer-based learning to help
students develop the skills needed to be effective team workers -- a quality
emphasized by businesses as essential for success in the workplace.
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Technology supports and enhances every type of instructional approach, from
large groups, to collaborative small teams, to individuals working at their own
speed and with materials that support their personal learning styles.

The Industry Role

What is the predicted size of the educational technology market over the next twenty
years?

Without a dlubt, the size of the educational technology market is huge., and
will continue to grow. When viewed as a lifelong learning tool, the sales of
hardware, software and systems could realistically surpass those of the
entertainment industry in the next twenty years.

According to the Office of Technology Assessment, the ratio of computers to
students in today's schools is 1:12. Unfortunately, over half of the computers
reflected in this ratio are very antiquated, and cannot even be networked.
Ideally, America needs to have at least one computer per every three students
for educational technology to reach its fullest potential.

Who should have the principle responsibility for evaluating computer-based instructional
material?

At the state and local level, all stakeholders -- including business, education,
parental and government leaders should have responsibility for reviewing
computer based instructional matetial. The beauty of technology is that
inclusion or exclusion decisions, based on local values and wishes, can be
almost automatically initiated.

How can industry and schools work more cooperatively to ensure graduates are
'workplace literate?'

With or without educational technology, there a need for students to have
meaningful exposure to the workplace before graivating. Efforts to establish
school-to-work transition programs are escalating at the state and local level
throughout the country many developed througlitlocal chambers of
commerce. School-to-work initiatives can be complemented by applying the
shared usage concept -- where business persons utilize the sante computer
technology as students do during the day and/or evening.
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Will industry be able to transfer the outstanding training technology it has developed to
the traditional education community?

The question is misleading, and targeted to larger corporations that possess the
financial and human resources needed to make meaningful investments in
computer technology in the workplace and in local schools. The role (and
corresponding needs) of small business cannot be overlooked. Providing all
adults and youths equal access to educational technology can best be achieved
by applying the community-based, shared usage approach.

What elements of industry are likely to be major players in educational technology?

Obviously, the traditional hardware, software, systems, and communications
providers (including telephone, satellite, and cable pro will continue to
make the biggest contribution. Other players, such as electric utility
companies, are emerging as major players.

The Long Term Government Sole

Should the Federal Government have a role in centralized Tt&D or in setting up pilot
schools?

The federal government should focus mostly on basic research. There are not
enough federal funds to set up enough pilot schools to really make a difference.
What is needed is a coordinated strategy which channels federal training funds
into community learning sites around the country which proliferate the concept
in a market driven environment.

Standards and Certification.

Educational software should be oriented toward equipping students with the
academic and occupational skills needed in the modem workplace. Thcse skills
also are needed to mold informed. involved, and thinking citizens. The DOEd
asserts that over 44 states are in the process of developing academic standards;
the U.S. Departments of Labor and Education are helping with over 20 projects
to establish industry-specific skill standards.

While computer software should leach to- academic and skill standards, it
need not be a responsibility of the federal government to certify and police
those standards. Traditionally, not-for-profit entities at the national level insure
that products that need a certain amount of uniformity, such as fonns of
educational technology, v.flept today's academic and skill needs. And

2
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businesses must be centrally involved in all aspects of developing standards
and related assessments and certifications.

Affordable access.

As mentioned, the telecommuncations reform bills are not likely to ensure
affordable access to broadband communications services for all schools. In
determining how to make educational technology affordable, all approach to
consider is that of the shared usage concept.

Can we achieve better focus for the educational techuology work currently being done
by the Federal Government?

Federal efforts in educational technology need to be better focused, and there is
a great deal that can be done through civilian transfer of military education and
training a real "peace dividend." But the potential involvement and
contributions of the private sector cannot be overlooked, particularly when it
comes to installing computers in the public schools. Ultimately, a nationwide
private-public Initiative, on a gigantic scale, would be required to assure that
each of our nation's 15,300 school districts affordably and rapidly convert to
21st century learning requirements.
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lvir. EHLERS. Thank you very much, Mr. Joseph.
And thank you again to the panel.
We'll now proceed with questions from the members present.
I happen to be first, simply because I reserved my time in the

first round and I will just, I have one comment relating to the dis-
cussion we had in the first round, and actually I'd love to ask all
these questions of everyone in all the panels. But you're the inter-
mediate panel, and you're going to get the question.

But first I want to simply respond to a comment made during the
previous one that the tune horizons in Congress are two years.
That is certainly not true.

Many of us have very long-range planning horizons. Supposedly
Newt Gingrich's are half a millennium into the future. And many
of us also engage in a great deal of futuristic thinking.

The two year planning horizon of course is an insult to the Con-
gress because that implies we only look to the next election, and
obviously we do politically but not in terms of policy.

It's unfortunately a myth perpetuated by the news media based
upon campaign rhetoric, and I just wanted to set the record
straight on that.

As far as .questions are concerned, I've spent a good share of my
life in education. I spent 22 years in the college classroom teaching
physics. I also voluntarily, much to the surprise of my colleagues,
elected to choose a course on science for future elementary school
teachers. My colleagues regard that as the greatest self-punish-
ment anyone could inflict upon themselves, and in some cases they
were right.

But I was convinced the only way we could break the cycle of sci-
entific illiteracy in this nation is to change the information base
and the teaching techniques of the elementary school classroom
teachers.

That was a great experience for me. I learned a great deal and
I think my students did also.

But throughout that process, I became very, very impressed. I
think there are two issues that are of fundamental importance to
the success of any educational program.

One is the full-fledged interest and involvement of the parents,
which I believe is the number one requirement for successful edu-
cation.

And secondly, teachers who are given adequate materials and
proper training to use the materials.

And when I think back on what used to be called "new math,"
and its limited success, I think in both points it failed, teachers,
in any case, who were not adequately trained, and even worse,
when the students went home with their homework and asked
their parents to help them, the parents just sort of threw up their
hands and said, this is stupid, I've never seen anything like this
before. What is set-theory all about and what does that have to do
with adding two plus two.

And at that point, the students immediately felt, well, of what
value is this new math?

I'm very concerned about both of those aspects as it relates to our
topic of today. I find many parents who just sit in wonderment and
amazement at their children using computers and the standard re-
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sponse is, "I'll never learn how to operate that, sc that's the next
generation, and we'll let them do it."

That's going to be very detrimental to the sort of things we're
using, because what we're talking about here is much more than
simply learning how to use the computer. We're talking about al-tering the way the instructional process works. We're talking about
the emphasis on teaching children to think, teaching children howto learn.

And without proper involvement of the parents, that's not goingto succeed very well.
As Mr. Joseph pointed out, we also have a tremendous teacher

training problem. I am not, frankly, I'm not worried at all aboutwiring the classrooms. That's a technical problem, the industry's
capable of doing it when the money is there, and that can be han-
dled quite readily.

But training the teachers, giving them the background they need
not just to handle a computer, but to deal with a totally new ap-
proach to learning, is a monumental task.

The Federal Government has a very limited role in this but it
does have a role. And I would be interested in the responses of
each of you as you take a look at what the Federal Government can
do, but also just share your knowledge with the nation as to what
you believe the elementary and secondary schools can do in terms
of dealing with the training of parents and the training of teachers
viz a viz the new educational approaches that are coming down thepike.

One other quick side comment. One of the problems of the
schools 'ss of course that society keeps giving schools tasks that are
not educational in nature but are social programs of one sort or an-other.

I don't know the answer to that, but if you care, if you answer
the first questions about parent training and teacher training and
have time left over, feel free to address the broader question.

Mr. McCracken?
Mr. MCCRACKEN. Teacher education in this area is very impor-

tant. I think somewhere between ten and 20 of the states have
something in their credentialing associated with technology.

About 50 percent of all teachers ever have used a computer of
any kind and even that is very minor usage.

And the thing that bothers me the most is that current grad-
uates of graduate schools of education throughout the country also
immediately need to be retrained to prepare themselves for this en-
vironment.

There are just a couple of teacher credentialing agencies for the
graduate schools of education in the country, and I think pressure
can be applied there at a national level.

I think a national vision is appropriate, but I'm convinced that
the answer is in the community. But there are inspired community
leaders in every community in America that can put together the
programs necessary to train parents, to train teachers, to get in-
volved, to get business involved, local business involved.

And I agree that we're only talking about a very small percent-
age of educational spending. I believe the resources can be found
blcally to solve this problem.
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But I think we need to give, at a national level, almost permis-
sion for these inspired leaders to put programs together.

So I think there is a national role in terms of vision.
I agree with the parents' issue when you have parents that can

get involvedin fact, experiments have shown, places like Union
City, New Jersey, that have put right up front a computer at home,
the computer in teachers' homes, and then computers in the class-
room, all networked together, that you get tremendous impact on
the educational system.

In fact, in Union City, New Jersey, teacher absenteeism went
from 17 percent to zero.

[Laughter.]
Mr. MCCRACKEN. So you can make a difference.
Mr. EHLERS. Thank you.
Mr. WRIGHT. Mr. Chairman, you raise a very critical point, and

I think to address it, I think we have to again rethink the tools
we're using in addressing the training dilemma that we're facing.

We've done several experiments along these lines in terms of how
school districts go about this training issue today. And usually it's
relocating professionals off-site, hiring substitute teachers to come
in and so forth, which is an added expense to the organization to
do the training.

In thinking about the tools and where they're located and the
types of tools, I think we can rethink the way we deliver training
and how it's delivered and how it's designed and organized.

And I think the same thing's true for parents.
We found that there generally are three questions that are asked

in most American homes across the country when children come
home from school in the evening.

What happened in class today?
What's tonight's homework?
And how can I help?
And it's very difficult to get good answers to those questions on

a regular basis.
The good news is we're seeing a convergence of technology. It's

becoming more and more difficult to discern our computer from
your telephone, and as we move forward, your computer from your
television set.

Access from home to that information at school in a seamless
manner is certainly something we can look forward to in the not-
too -distant future.

Assuming that those tools and the infrastructure to support that
type of seamless conductivity can be brought into place, I think we
are at a better position to address this huge issue of training. It
is not only training, it is also support and maintenance.

Who is going to monitor these networks? Who is going to repair
these machines if they are not functioning properly? That becomes
more and more a critical issue as we think in terms of a critical
mass of the appropriate tools at the classroom level and in the
home.

So we have to think creatively along those lines.
But I think when we think about technology and the tools and

type of infrastructure we are foreseeing, we are optimistic that
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what appears to be a daunting problem in terms of training is per-
haps less so if we could rethink the way we go about it.

Mr. EHLERS. Thank you, Mr. Wright.
Mr. Mendenhall.
Mr. MENDENHALL. Thank you.
I said earlier in my testimony that I think technology is the only

option for real change in education.
One of the reasons I said that is that we all generally agree on

elements of education reform. Namely: that teachers ought to be-
come more instructional mentors and coaches; that students need
to become more active learners; and that parents need to be more
involved.

We have found the implementation of technology in the school
enables those things to happen because it changes the basic struc-
ture of the teacher standing in front of the classroom of 30 students
and addressing content, communicating content.

The minute you put five computers in the classroom, that teacher
has a decision to make. Either they sit in the corner unused, which
unfortunately is the decision in a lot of classrooms today, while the
teacher delivers the lecture, or we restructure the classroom.

When we restructure the classroom, we typically will go put
about ten students on five computers and they are working in pairs
which are developing a lot of important other kinds of skills like
teamwork, and collaboration, and team teaching.

A third of the group typically will be involved in independent
kinds of study activities, hopefully structured.

And thirdly, the teacher will then be able to work with a third
of the students in a smaller setting. We have just effectively re-
duced the class size, for example, from 30 to 10.

That does not happen automatically. It does not happen simply.
The concept that we just put technology into the classroom and
train teachers on technology and somehow they will figure out how
to use it, how to change the classroom, how to restructure what
they do, has proven over the last 15 years not to be true.

Most of the teacher in-service we have done for the last 15 years
has focused on getting teachers comfortable with technology. We
teach them DOS and WINDOWS and hard drives and floppy drives
and RAM and ROM. In other words, we make them expert in com-
puters.

The reason we talk a lot about teacher resistance is, no one ever
relates it to what am I supposed to do with it to be a better teach-
er?

I think +-he training that we need to focus on for our teachers is.
This is a tool that will make you a better teacher; that will enable
you to do different things.

We find teachers that use the tool effectively in that way will
never go back to the old way of teaching because they are now able
to individualize and really help Johnny and Julie and really do
what they entered the teaching profession to do.

I think the whole idea of teachers resisting technology is a myth.
What they resist is being asked to learn a new profession, or a new
technology that does not relate meaningfully to what it is they are
trying to do.
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Interestingly enough, in that restructured classroom there is now
a meaningful role for the first time for a parent because, as you
have a third of the students doing independent study in a class-

room, we find parental volunteers almost always with those groups
of individual students working with them, answering questions,

mentoring them.
So parents are involved in the classroom.
I volunteer at my children's school. Volunteering at a school

today means you drive on, field trips, or bring do-nuts on the first
day. That is not a meaningful environment. That does not encour-
age parental involvement.

Being able to come and be an aid in the classroom and interact
with students doing projects and meaningful work, and being able

to help them brings parents back and makes them interested in the
process in schools.

Finally, you are absolutely right that parental involvement is the

most important factor identified in educational success. Unfortu-

nately, a number of our students in schools come from dysfunc-
tional families, do not have parental support at home, sometimes
through no fault of the parent who has to hold two jobs in order
to support a family.

But our school structure has to compensate for that weakness as
opposed to simply let those kids drop through the crack because we

don't have the parental support which we need.
I don't think it's essential that parents learn how to use comput-

ers in order to provide that support. We find across the country
that parents actually support computers overwhelmingly because
they believe, perhaps more than any of us, that it is the one thing
that can make a difference in schools.

So we've seen school districts where the last four bonds have
been turned down unanimously, pass a bond for technology seven

to one, because the parents feel that we're not just going to throw
more money at the old system, technology can make a difference
in schools.

So the children have the support. Parents are going out who can
barely afford it and buying PCs and educational programs to give

their children head start in schools.
They frankly do not have to know how to run it, they don't have

to necessarily work it with their child. Their support is dem-
onstrated by their financial commitment and by their working with
the children at home to encourage them to do that.

So I'm very encouraged that parents will support it, are support-
ing it today. The key I think it that we train teachers properly to
integrate it into their teaching, and again quite focusing on, gee,
if we put computers out there, somehow they'll magically figure out

how to transform education and students will magically want to
learn, as opposed to playing nintendo games. Because there's no
evidence that that will happen.

Mr. EHLERS. Thank you very much.
Mr. Joseph?
Mr. JOSEPH. I'd like to associate myself with Mr. Mendenhall's

remarks. I agree with all of them.
But I think that a couple other points are relevant.
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What I find absolutely amazing is a statistic in the August '95issue of Curriculum Administrator Magazine, which is what profes-sional K through 12 curriculum administrators read.And as they survey their own peers, they discover that 36 per-cent of teachers are enthusiastic about using technology in theclassroom.
Now on the one hand, you say, well, that means two-thirds of theteachers aren't, but I'm saying if a third of them are already enthu-siastic and most of them have old Apple IN, you know, what doesthat portend for the future.
Now the good news is that about six percent of teachers retireevery year, so that other 60 percent who are predominantly olderwho don't want to change their ways, who have no incentive, whoare tied to union contracts that tell them that they're only goingto get a raise if the SAT scores go ap, so there's no justification fordoing anything but teaching SAT preparation, that six percent ayear will roll over over the next ten years, and that's about the pe-riod of time it's going to take to really bring all these platforms intothe schools in an affordable way.
Mr. EHLERS. Thank you very much. I appreciate those comments.I believe Mr. Sawyer is next on the list.
Mr. SAWYER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I'm going to be able largely to pass. The question that I hadplanned to ask of our panel is precisely the question that youbrought to them.
Let me just make a couple of observations before I have to leave.And that is that we talk a great deal about learning being asmuch a part of the work place as production or service itself in theimmediate future. And yet the one place where we do less of thatthan any place else is among teachers themselves.We talk about teacher training but we don't talk about the con-tinuous professional development needed during a time of change.I think that's enormously important.Mr. Joseph touched on a phenomenon that has been more or lesssmooth, that six percent turnover per year, but we are reaching apoint right now where there is going to be a demographic phenome-non that parallels the baby boomthe retirement of teachers.And that will mean two things. Number one, there'll be largenumbers of people coming in right now and for the remainder ofthis century, and we will also rapidly lose the people needed tomentor them in conventional forms of teaching and learning inorder to make an adaptation.

The whole question of modeling learning is perhaps the singlemost critical lesson that I took away from the last panel. I'm notsure that it does a lot of good to suggest that we ought to askschool boards to go out and hire teachers who think like children,however important that may be.
But rather that we build curricula and teacher training systemsthat teach teachers how to model learning.
And that's a more complex +ask. I'm not sure it's something thatwe do very well yet, but it is really part of the challenge of the fu-ture.
If anybody would like to comment on that, I'd be willing to hearit.
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But I thank you, Mr. Chairman, and yield back.
Mr. EHLERS. Thank you. Very much appreciate that. Are there

any comments?
Mr. Mendenhall?
Mr. MENDENHALL. I'd like to comment on that. This concept of

modeling learning in the broadest, freest concept is simply, you
know, there is technology in the classroom, they're working on
projects, teachers are working on this. We find that unless that's
structured in a meaningful way, I mean, the great teachers will do
it and will model it and they'll do it whether or not there's tech-
nology in the classroom.

All of the other teachers need some structure around them, and
I think the reformed classroom of technology is the classroom that
focuses not on the teacher delivering content like some predeter-
mined body of knowledge which everyone must know, but rather
teaching the students to go acquire information, to use information,
where to find information.

In the process of doing that, they're modeling the process of ac-
quiring, using, finding information because the information you
find this year is different than the ini.brmation you found last year
with your class. The textbook is no longer static, the content is no
longer static. You're finding infixmation and applying it to new sit-
uations.

And while it's challenging for teachers, that's exactly the chal-
lenge that makes their job more invigorating and more interesting
to them, as opposed to the frustration that many of them have with
the traditional job that they've had as teachers.

Mr. EHLERS. Thank you for that comment.
Dr. Bartlett?
Mr. BARTLETT. Thank you very much.
I've been very interested in the testimony.
I was privileged to spend 24 years of my life in the classroom,

and so I've been sitting here thinking of all of those experiences
and the role of technology.

The technology that you've been talking about of course is indis-
pensable in the business world. If it's indispensable there, it needs
to be indispensable in the classroom.

The technology is moving into the classroom, certainly not rap-
idly enough and not in enough classrooms, but it's there in a num-
ber of classrooms.

This technology ought to make learning easier. The students
ought to know more. They ought to learn faster as a result of it.

But as you look at the achievement scores year by year, and I
don't know if they've bottomed out yet, I've not been watching them
this closely the last couple of years as previously, but for what, 30
years roughly, every year we gave quantitative tests to assess how
we were doing in ed.ucation.

In spite of spending more money on education, the scores of stu-
dents were lower each year pretty much than they were the year
before.

Clearly throwing money at education did not improve the scores.
Technology ought to improve the scores, and I heard one of you say
that there is study after study that shows that just moving comput-
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ers into the classroom has not improved the scores of students who
are in those classrooms.

Certainly we need to move this technology in because it's what
they're going to be dealing with when they get out of the classroom
and into the workplace.

But if the technology is not helping to improve the scores, and
I heard, you know, we're using two words, training and education,
it's training to know how to use this equipment. Hopefully, having
been trained to use the equipment, you then can use it to educate.

What's happening in education that the increased money that
we've been throwing at education, that the movement of technology
into the classroom and it's not moving fast enough, but there is a
meaningful amount of it there, why haven't educational achieve-
ment scores gone up, and what else do we need to do?

Mr. JOSEPH. I'll take a crack.
First, I believe SAT scores peaked in 1969 and went down con-

secutively every year until maybe the last one or two years, they've
blipped up maybe a little bit.

Concurrently, in the same period of time, and I'm not saying this
in a negative way, but the quality of people who have gone into
teaching has continued to come from the bottom 20 percent of those
who graduate from college.

Now this statistic was actuallyand I shook my head when I
first heard itbecause I mentioned I testified here in '91, and it
was Al Schenker who was sitting next to me at the time, who made
the case that we need to get more technology in the classroom, be-
cause he had just seen the statistics of those students who just
graduated high school in 1991, saying five years from now, froiti
those who graduate college, from the bottom 20 percent of those
graduates, we'll be putting our next math and science teachers into
the classroom.

So we need the technology to supplement what they don't know.
And so that's been a very big part of the equation too. Coupled
with the fact that young people more and more find school not a
very relevant place in the kind of world that they live in.

And in the previous panel, people used words like boredom, you
know, whatever, but to go in and be told that what you're here for
is basically to sit quietly for the next 12 years, while we prepare
to you to take a standardized test that may or may not have any-
thing to do with the future of your life is something they figure out
early enough, that I don't know why I'm doing this, it makes no
sense to me.

Mr. BARTLETT. Anyone else wish to comment?
Mr. MCCRACKEN. I just wanted to say that I've seen study after

study that has shown where teachers have been trained and that
technology is used intensively in the classroom, test scores do go
up. I think the remark was when teacher training doesn't happen,
then nothing happ_ens.

Mr. BARTLETT. Thank you.
Mr. MENDENHALL. If I could just amplify a little bit on that.

You've hit sort of my pet peeve or project. The fact of the matter
is that in most cases, and by the way, we do have a lot of tech-
nology in schools. I think we are now with one computer for every
nine children, and I suspect when we get to one for every five chil-
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dren, we'll be at about the right level in terms of making meaning-
ful impact in the classroom.

The difficulty is that most of those computers went in on tech-
nology plans that said, we want to get a computer for every five
children, not we want to improve learning or we want to improve
scores, or we're going to try to improve math in first grade, or read-
ing in third grade, and they got what the planned. They got exactly
what they expected, which was a computer for every five children.

Similarly, you know, we want to train our teachers to be com-
fortable with computers, not we want to train them to use them ef-
fectively in the classroom.

Most of the computers today are either being used in front of the
classroom as a presentation device in place of an overhead projector
or film strip, or they're down the hall in a lab being used either
for computer literacy to teach kids about computers, as opposed to
using computers to teach other things, or they're in the corner of
the classroom being used largely for games at recess and lunch
time and before and after school, either as a reward for being good
or as remedial instruction for those who need additional help.

They have not, by and large, been integrated into the classroom,
changed teaching, nor have they been focused on the applications
which would make a fundamental difference in learning.

But as Mr. McCracken said, where they have been, and I've been
selling technology to schools for 20 years, where it's been imple-
mented by a school whose focus was, we're going to use technology
to impact scores, we have gotten, as I said earlier, about a 20 to
30 percent improvement for three to four percent of the school
budget.

Now that's on standardized test scores, and they are not a per-
fect measure of learning, but they're the best measure we have
today.

I suspect if we had better measures, we might find greater in-
creases in learning as opposed to smaller increases in learning.

So we know it does work. We also know it's not working in most
cases. And I think we propagate that by talking and funding infra-
structure. By talking about computer ratios in schools, by talking
about wiring buildings, as opposed to talking about money for cur-
riculum software, money for applications in the classroom, and
money for teacher training.

Where we do that, we get good results.
Mr. EHLERS. Thank you all.
Mr. BARTLETT. Mr. Joseph mentioned that
Mr. EHLERS. I'M sorry, Mr. Bartlett. The time has expired.
Mr. BARTLETT. Okay, thank you very much.
And I need to apologize that I can't stay longer.
Thank you very much.
Mr. EHLERS. With the previous panel, Chairman Walker an-

nounced that he would cut it off at a certain point, but those who
hadn't asked questions would have preference during the remain-
ing time.

The last person on that list is Ms. Morella, if you have any ques-
tions. And I think that

Mrs. MORELLA. I shall be mercifully brief, Mr. Chairman.
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I very much appreciate the kind of expertise that you've given
from the industry point of view with regard to the need for educat-
ing teachers, I think the next panel is going to be shedding some
light on that too, as being critical.

I've also noted some newspaper articles. I represent Montgomery
County, Maryland, which is pretty advanced in terms ofI think
terms of use of technology, and some of the articles have been fo-
cusing on the fact that the students have taken it within their own
hands to do more, because they know more sometimes than the au-
thorities in the schools. And they're impatient with regard to wait-
ing.

And it points up sort of what you said that they recognize that
it isn't so much money that's going ta make the difference as it is
moving ahead.

So they have self- help programs where they help each other. In
one instance in one of the schools, they even did some wiring to fa-
cilitate getting on line.

So I think it's a whole new phenomenon where kids are faster
than parents are, despite the fact that the parents are very well-
educated, very successful and all, and I think it's a phenomenon
that means that we've got to work harder with regard to teaching,
including with parents.

One of the elementary schools in my community has a program
where they trainthe parents, the kids, the little kids in elemen-
tary school, it's almost like an even start, it's not called even start,
but it's like an even start programwhere the parents will come
in and the children will teach them about not only what they're
learning but teach them some new things with regard to the tech-
nology.

So that being said, if you want to comment on that.
But frankly what I'm going to ask you is what do you think can

be done in terms of forging the appropriate partnerships between
business and industry and the educational system, maybe other or-
ganizations too? What would you recommend be done in commu-
nities to facilitate technology as an educator?

Mr. EHLERS. Does someone wish to respond?
Mr. McCracken?
Mr. MCCRACKEN. I'd like to just talk about one example that I've

been involved in for the last two years with an organization I co-
chair called Joint Venture Silicon Valley.

Our group on education is made up of about ten business execu-
tives and about ten superintendents of schools and others involved
in the educational process, including two school teachers, one at
the high school level and one at the elementary level.

This is the $20 million that came out of business is funding this
group, which is then funding projects in education.

We found in surveying business in silicon valley that business
felt that the educational system in silicon valley was the nuinber
one detriment to the economic future of the valley, more so than
transportation and a lot of the other issues that we face from day
to day.

So it's actually been quite easy to attract business interests.
What we found out of the educational institutions was a sense

of apathy that things can't be changed. Just by doing this together,
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I think we've already started to turn the apathy around and start-
ed to develop some hope for the future.

So again I think it's community action, I think it's bringing peo-
ple together at the community level from both groups:It took us
about a year just to learn the same words and that the same
words, develop an environment where the same words had the
same meaning.

So we actually waited about a year to develop a good communica-
tions ability between ourselves before we started funding the pro-
gram.

Mrs. MORELLA. Well, who instigated it, Mr. McCracken?
Mr. MCCRACKEN. Well, it was instigated by open community

hearings about what the priorities were in the valley.
Mr. EHLERS. Thank you very much.
Mrs. MORELLA. Could we hear from each of the others quickly?

I mean, just
Mr. WRIGHT. I would just echo Mr. McCracken's statement there.

I think in most communities, you'll find that the business commu-
nity is, when they are regarded as a stakeholder in the process, is
more than willing to participate. And I think coming to the table
of the education community, the business community, parents and
so forth on a common agenda is absolutely critically important. In
the research sites we are working with we are finding that the
business district as well as the school district, when a common
agenda is established, is more than willing to collaborate.

Mr. EHLERS. Any other quick responses?
Mr. Mendenhall?
Mr. MENDENHALL. I think the single most important thing busi-

ness can do to support change in schools is to insist on results; to
set standards; to insist on achievement; to insist on some measur-
able change.

Too often when a school district talks about buying computers,
the questions are.

What is the price?
How much will it cost?
Not, what d, you expect to accomplish with these machines? If

business will be clear about their requirements and hold schools to
high standards and insist on improving results for money spent, as
we insist on in our own businesses on a return on investment, then
we will be able to bring about real change by focusing on the key
issue, which is changing learning outcomes.

Mr. EHLERS. Mr. Joseph?
Mr. JOSEPH. Quickly, I agree with the accountability standards,

too. But also, as I mentioned earlier, now that Chairman Goodling
is here, we have to ramp up the level of the involvement. We have
to, instead of picking on developingwhile you have community-
by-community programs, it has to be in the context of your game
plan, as in the Pennsylvania example I gave of Penn State working
with the State Chamber, working with all the State major players
and laying out the framework that works statewide, and that puts
the other groups in place and then you can accelerate a combined,
unified vision that works for everyone in terms of bringing tech-
nology into the learning process.

Mr. EHLERS. Thank you, very much. The lady's time has expired.
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The remaining names, just to clarify the list, we have Ms. John-
son next, followed by Mr. Cunningham, Ms. Woolsey, and Mr. Fa-
well.

Again, since in fairness we want to allow time for the next panel,
we would encourage everyone to keep their questions and re-
sponses brief, but I certainly do not want to cut anyone off.

Ms. Johnson, do you have any questions?
Ms. JOHNSON. Just a brief comment.
I want to express the appreciation to the private industry for the

support that education has received.
Being from Dallas, Texas, where we have a variety of tech-

nologies, they have been very, very supportive and we would con-
tinue to encourage that. Sometimes that is the only way we get in-
troduced to the various technologies is through our private industry
who is willing to furnish technology for a limited period of time, or
whatever, and that is appreciated. It really shows a real partner-
ship from private industry to our public and private schools.

I hope we will continue. I am attempting also to try to encourage
our teachers and our leadership in our schools to embrace that
even more.

So, thank you.
Mr. EHLERS. Thank you, very much.
Mr. Cunningham?
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I talked to Del Corning and asked him, what kind of an invest-

ment can we really make into the systems? They told meand I
got these figures secondhand, so I do not know if they are accurate
or not, but they said about 3 percent of copper wire becomes obso-
lescent each year. So we can invest in new fiber optics.

He said we have about a 3 percent increase in new facilities, in
schools and libraries. So there is about a 6 percent investment, I
truly believe that we can make, on a federal, state, and private
level.

My real concernand you addressed it a little bit in your talk,
is what we call the "consummables." We talked a little bit about
it during the break, that I can buy a computer today but in six
months I may not be able to talk to the same company's computer
either with software or the new systems from a 486 to a new sys-
tem, or whatever.

Then when we have different school districts, some use an IBM,
some use an Apple, some use the others. How do we tie that to-
gether to be able to talk?

I think, first of all, is it our problem, as we get only 7 percent
of education dollars out of the Federal Government? 93 percent
comes from the state.

I think until we change the entire role of what government looks
to as education, in this Member's opinion, we need to change the
whole way that this Committee views its responsibility to edu-
cation. I think we can take 7 percent of the dollars, but we can get
more than 23 cents out of each dollar down into the classroom by
the research and the development and the high tech investment. I
think we do more that way than we do with the social engineering
that we try and do in this committee as it is today.
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But at the same time, if we do that too fast with education being
forward-funded, I eventually want to take most of education back
to the states. But I can't do that right now because I have got for-
ward-funding and I am going to hurt the very things that you are
trying to correct.

I agree with my democratic colleagues. I think in the Republican
Party we are doing it too fast. The real question is. How do we
solve, other than just leasing the equipment for a school system to
invest in computers and software, how do we get that regenerating
cost? Because the school system does not make any money from it.

Mr. EHLERS. Any volunteers to respond?
Mr. MCCRACKEN. I have two quick responses.
One is, the technologieswe are the right time, from a tech-

nology standpoint. The idea of the Internet and the World Wide
Web that we already about allows essentially all computers to work
together, to talk together, and access information that is available
over the Net.

That may not be true of computers that were produced five or
ten years ago, but certainly it is true today and into the future.

I think that is one of the things that is causing an explosion and
interest at the present time.

On the consummable side, the McKinsey Report I referred to ear-
lier that is coming out in about a month, developed a cost model,
including teacher education, of about 4 percent maximum on an on-
going basis-4 percent of the total budget over the year.

Assume that the
Mr. EHLERS. Is that stat2 and Federal?
Mr. MCCRACKEN. That is total education spendingcommunity

state, federal. About 4 percent of that would be the maximum ever
needed, and that included a replenishing of the systems, replacing
the systems with new technology on a periodic basis, generally in
less than five years.

Mr. EHLERS. I might just interject that that is considerably less
than the health care costs. The school systems pay.

Mr. Wright, did you wish to comment?
Mr. WRIGHT. I would follow up on Mr. McCracken's comment and

really emphasize that our own independent studies would tend to
agree with the McKenzie report that about 4 to 5 percent is what
is required, if in fact all of the components are delivered simulta-
neouslythe right tools with the right training with the right sup-
port, and so forth.

The idea of redirecting existing dollars becomes more and more
reality. With the extensive video networks throughout a school dis-
trict, fewer bus rolls are needed to participate in event-sharing.

With access to electronic data bases and so forth, schools are
going to be less willing to spend $40 per child on a textbook that
is delivered brand new with information that is seven years out of
date.

So we are seeing with the right tools, the right access, and with
a continuing improvement in the software and the electronic infor-
mation that is available, for the first time ever being on the verge
of redirecting substantial dollars.

Mr. EHLERS. Mr. Mendenhall?
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Mr. MENDENHALL. First of all, we would agree with the general
percent that about 4 percent of the school budget does allow for the
implementation of technology and the applications and the training
to make it effective in school. That assumes a turnover about every
five years of computers.

Too much is made of this computer obsolescence. Again, because
the focus is on the hardware as opposed to the application. If in
fact you buy something that teaches math well, frankly the math
we have taught has not changed in the last 50 years, and it will
teach math well five years from now.

It will no longer be the fastest, fanciest computer, but it will be
perfectly adequate for the application for which you bought it.

In terms of Federal funding, while it is only 7 percent, first of
all today a disproportionate amount of it compared to the general
amotmt is spent on technology. That is, overall we spend about 1.3
percent of the education budget in this country on technology.

Four to five percent of Federal funding today is spent on tech-
noloey.

ere the Federal Government I think can help is to focus even
more of its 7 percent on technology. I think the rest of it fundamen-
tally is supporting the status quo, the existing system that we have
poured money into for 20 years without gettmg additional results.

Secondly, the Federal Government can take a leadership role in
focusing that money not just on infrastructure but in making
money available for applications and training as well to point the
way for other spendin_g in states and in localities.

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Would you agree that if we just eliminated the
bureaucracy, instead of the 23 cents we could more than double
that investment into technology?

Mr. EHLERS. Mr. Joseph, did you wish to respond?
Ms. JOSEPH. Just quickly to the original 'question.
The interoperability problem is sornethmg that can be solved

with the right kind of add-ons to computers if they are at ieast
386s, and that we can network them together into something that
will work in a relatively efficient fashion.

However, I think we have to keep in sight of what we are really
thinking about.

The question is not "How does every school district afford to keep
up with it?" Because digital information is the fuel for the 21st
Century, and we would not have sat around 100 years ago saying
how will every school system afford to have its own electric power
plant?

Or, how does every school system afford to have its own phone
company?

Or, City Hall thinking about how do we set up our own power
plant and our own phone company, and so on and so forth, which
goes to the broader plan community-wide of setting up community
digital utilities, if you will, that share in continuously upgrading
the technology platform they all share from.

This is the id.ea that the World Bank is looking to fund in var-
ious parts of the world because they have to start with a system
that everyone shares in, because they just do not have the infra-
structure that allows everyone to have the luxury of their own
thing.
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Mr. EHLERS. Thank you very much.
The gentleman's time has expired.
Ms. Woolsey?
Ms. WOOLSEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and Chairman Good ling, I have a recommenda-

tionthank you for these great hearings today.
I think we should start a bipartisan joint committee task force

now to start working on technology in education. We should not
have the Democrats going in one direction and the Republicans
going in another. We don't want to come up with good ideas and
find that we are both suspect of each other. Let us start working
on this together.

We have to get into the information age, and we have to do it
in a bipartisan fashion. So I recommend a joint task force.

I was pleased to hear that good parents do not have to be com-
puter literate. I hope ts means that good Members of Congress
do not have to be particularly computer literate, because this is a
really low-tech place.

I hope you know that, when we are sitting here making all these
decisions.

My daughLer actually, speaking of getting wired, works for Wired
Magazine. So of course my office is on the Internet, and we are
soon to be on the WEB, but our computer system is generations be-
hind what it could beand it was most-current at the time that.
I bought it.

It is almost impossible to afford to update it. So that is who you
are working with. I mean, you are working with a low-tech Con-
gress making high-tech decisions.

So I am going to tell you what I think I do not think we should
be the ones that are leading this charge. I trulyand you are the
industrial panel hereI believe that business and industry ought
to be leading this debate, and I think you ought to be carrying a
large part of the responsibility and the burden.

I think the Federal Government should provide incentives, byt
you are the stakeholders, you have to have a work force for in-
formation age. You have to have new workers. You have to have
retrained workers. You have more at stake than any other interest
group in this country, except that the Nation in general should care
a lot about the whole issue.

So I think that it is going to be up to youand you can respond
to thisto educate the rest of the public and lead the communica-
tions about how important technology is to the future of this coun-
try; how certain it is that we are all going to be relying on tech-
nology all the time.

The taxpayers do not understand this. It is going to have to come
from the people who work with you, the people who work for you,
and the people you are hiring.

I challenge you. We have got equipment. We have got infrastruc-
ture. We have got installation and maintenance. We have got train-
ing for the teachers and for the kids. And then we have to have
employment when it is all over with.

I think it really rests a lot on industry.
So, if you would like to respond to that, I will listen.
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Mr. EHLERS. For responses why don't we start from the other
end, for a change.

Mr. Joseph, you have the first word this time.
Mr. JOSEPH. The local Chambers of Commer:e are sort of in an

interesting situation these days. We took a number of the key
chamber people from around the country who wi?.re at the cutting
edge of working with their communities to really advance education
and training.

One of the people from an unnamed city &aid, you know, ten
years ago companies wanted to maybe come to our part of the
country.

We would just lie to them. We would say, oh, it is great. We've
got great schools. We've got great churches. We've got great com-
munities. It is wonderful. Come on down. This is a fabulous place
whether we had the facts on our side or not.

He says, we cannot do that any more, he says, because industry.
knows exactly what our schools are producing before they even
show up here.

It is a global world, and literally this person went through the
scenario of a major company said we are either going to go to your
community or we are going to go to Mexico.

Now in Mexico we know the labor is going to be a whole bunch
less. But we prefer being here if you guys can show us that you
have got the community-wide commitment to put in place the
school systems so that we know after we build this $40 million fac-
tory that it is going to take us 20 or 30 years to amortize, that the
people who come through your school systems for the next 20 or
30 years are going to be qualified to work there; and that you will
also rejigger a community college system so that we can have re-
training opportunitieg as we adapt with what we are doing.

That community did that, and they won out over Mexico. That
is the model we are showing Chambers all around the country that
you guys at the local Chamber community level have to be in the
forefront of doing these things, of leading the charge; otherwise,
that community is not going to be there. There is not going to be
an industry.

Mr. EHLERS. Does anyone else wish to respond?
Mr. Mendenhall?
Mr. MENDENHALL. I think the suppert for change in our schools,

and reform in schools, and specifically reforms through technology,
needs to come from all levels and sectors of society, from federal
government, and state government, and localities, and certainly
from businesses.

First of all, we do not need, in my opinion, from the Federal Gov-
ernment development of applications, nor do we need research par-
ticularly on what works.

There is ample evidence of what works. There are good applica-
tions available. And if there is a focus on results, and if there is
funding for applications and results, then private industry will rise
to doing the development and creating the applications and provid-
ing the teacher training in order to generate those resultsif the
results are valued and if funding is available for those results.

We are, as IBM, you may know our Chairman, Lou Gershner and
Thompson of Wisconsin are hosting a Governors' Conference in
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March for all of the Governors, a one-day conference on technology
in education specifically, because we think the states have a big
role to play in technology.

We spend millions of dollars each year on developing applications
for schools, specifically to improve performance in schools.

We have given away this year over $20 million in individual
grants to schools fa- innovative projects using technology to reform
educational institutions.

I think business can and will step up and play a bigger and big-
ger role because it is essential to our work force. But we need sup-
port from the Federal Government, the state government, from lo-
calities, from parents, from all sectors of society that education is
a priority and that technology is the key to implementing that pri-
ority.

Mr. EHLERS. Thank you.
Mr. Wright?
Mr. WRIGHT. Yes. I would echo those comments.
I would add to that that, just from a practical matter, the figures

that have been shared today about the cost to do what we are talk-
ing about doing are daunting. Simply from a practical matter,
schools cannot do it alone.

We are going to have to think creatively about how business and
the private sector work together, and we are going to think about
how best to bring that about, whether incentives to do that are
more appropriate in some cases than mandates both from the busi-
ness side as well as on the public school side.

But you are right. The agenda for all parties is too great to ig-
nore. I am optimistic that that collaboration will continue.

Mr. EHLERS. Mr. McCracken, do you wish to add anything?
Mr. MCCRACKEN. Two quick comments.
Relative to an educated work force, I was walking through our

manufacturing area in Silicon Valley recently and it struck me
thatand I have since studied itthat about a third of our very
high-paid manufacturing workers are first-generation Americans.

I suspect that one of the reasons for that is that their K through
12 education was a lot better and they can handle the statistics
and understanding of our manufacturing activity.

We do manufacture in the U.S., but the first-generation Ameri-
cans are having a tremendous impact on that.

We accept the challenge, but we would like you with us both at
the national level and within your own districts where I think you
can also make a major difference.

Ms. WOOLSEY. Thank you.
Mr. EHLERS. Thank you very much.
The lady's time has expired.
I would just make one comment. As Chair of the Computer and

Information Resources Working Group of the House Oversight
Committee, we hope yeu will have a high-tech Congress very, very
shortly, within a year or two, and a very well-trained Congress, as
well.

Last, butwell, not necessarily "last." Mr. Fawell, do you have
any questions?

Mr. FAWELL. Mr. Chairman, I am going to save my questions for
the next panel.
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Mr. EHLERS. Pardon?
Mr. FAWELL. I am going to save my questions for the next panel.
Mr. EHLERS. Fine. Mr. Fawell reserves his time.
Mr. Good ling?
Chairman GOODLING. I have nothing.
Mr. EHLERS. Mr. Good ling has no questions for this panel. Thank

you again for your attendance here and your words of wisdom. We
really appreciate them, and the record of course will encapsulate
all your comments, as well.

I would like to call for the next panel to come forward, and also
mention that Mr. Good ng, who is Chair of the Economic and Edu-
cational Opportunities Committee, which is co-sponsoring this, will
assume the Chair at this point. I think it is entirely appropriate
that he be the one chairing the section on the educational panel.

The panel will consist of Dr. Deborah McGriff, Senior Vice Presi-
dent, the Edison Project, New York; Ms. Cheryl Lemke, Associate
Superintendent, Illinois State Board of Education; and Dr. Alan
Brown, Superintendent of Waukegan Public Schools in Illinois.

We will start with you, Ms. McGriff, and I will turn the Chair
over to Mr. Goodling.

STATEMENT OF DR.. DEBORAH McGRIFF, SENIOR VICE PRESI-
DENT PUBLIC SCHOOL PARTNERSHIP, EDISON PROJECT,
NEW YORK, NEW YORK
Dr. MCGRIFF. Mr. Chairman, Committee Members:
I am Deborah McGriff, Senior Vice President of the Edison

Project, a private company that partners with public school dis-
tricts and charter schools to provide world-class education for all
students.

I want to thank you for the opportunity to talk to you this after-
noon about education in the 21st Century.

I would like to begin by describing our vision of education in the
year 2015, and then describe how we get to that 21st Century vi-
sion.

I would like each of you to picture an invention that we would
call "PAL." PAL is personalized technology that students, teachers,
and adult learners carry with them everywhere.

Learners use their PAL to plug into the information highway
that runs through their community. They are connected to muse-
ums, libraries, community, industry, and government archives.

This connection has a tremendous impact on learning.
How might learners use their PAL?
A teacher is at home in Boston planning for her students. She

could use her PAL to access a national database of exemplary les-
sons and resources.

A youngster learning about the Constitution could use his or her
PAL's filtering mechanism to access a database for only those re-
sources that teachers, parents, and the community deem appro-
priate for his or her developmental level.

College students in that community could use the same tool to
take on Hamilton and Madison on their own terms using the imag-
ing and historical retrieval potential of technology.

P'AL makes lifelong learning an affordable reality any place, any
time, anywhere. No longer would learners rely on what educators
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call "pull-out programs" where learning occurs in isolated class-
rooms, workshops, or seminars, whether the learner is a teacher,
or a student, or a professional in industry, or an adult seeking a
GED, just-in-time learning would be the norm.

New models of teaching would develop. We would move beyond
what everyone has described today as the teaching by telling
model, and the learning by listening model of education, so that we
would be able to reach different students, teach different skills, and
achieve multiple goals.

Now how would we accomplish this vision by 2015?
We need at least four basic principles to proceed.
One, we must develop ubiquitous infrastructure.
Two, there must be an availability of rich content and resources.
Three, there must be the ability to personalize access or, what

marketing people like to call, mass customerization.
And finally, equality of access to the infrastructure and re-

sources.
Let's talk a little bit about the first cornerstone. I agree with

many of the previous speakers that this is the easiest to establish,
but in many communities they will require additional supportes-
pecially from the Federal Governmentso that communities and
school districts and charter schools whose per-pupil allocation is
currently below the national average will have the ability to access
these resources.

If that is done, we have the ability to narrow the gap between
the haves- and the have-nots.

While laying the wires and cables is the easiest step to take, in
the end it is the least important aspect of reforming learning
through technology. Far more important than investing in infra-
structure is making sure that something different and meaningful
happens with that capital investment.

The question that we must continuously ask ourselves is what,
after all, is the purpose of all of this technology?

We must look beyond the technology infrastructure to the edu-
cational goals and the human and organizational issues involved in
developing new models of teaching and learning.

We have spent considerable time today talking about the need
for additional teacher-professional development, and I would like to
speak a little about that, as well.

Every teacher education program must require new te-chers to
master not basic technical literacy but rather the methodologies of
teaching with technology.

We must end the practice of computer teaching teachers and en-
courage instead computer using teachers who use diverse tech-
nologies to support their practice.

Ongoing re-education h.as also been emphasized today. That is
why in the Edison Project teachers are given two hours every day
to plan and assess their professional activities.

There also was expressed a need to have some structure to this
re-education and professional development. In our schools it is our
expectations that during the first year teachers become comfortable
with the technology. During the second year they develop a level
of confidence. And by the third year they move to a level of creativ-
ity.
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But equally critical as the task of preparing teachers is the task
of preparing communities. Communities must redefine their edu-
cational goals and place technology within that context.

The Challenge Technology Grants we consider an excellent exam-
ple of communities working together to implement technology.

My final recommendation relates to another feature of Edison
Schools. That is, providing a computer for every student's home
that is linked through local and wide-area networks to the schools
and their teachers.

We believe that homes, computers, and home learning are an-
other critical element of equity and believe that that must be in-
cluded in any transformation of technology and learning in the 21st
Century.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. McGriff follows:]
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rnhank you for the invitation to talk about education in the 21sE Century. I'll begin by paint-
ing a vision of the future. Then I'll describe how wc get to the 21st Century vision

Picture an invention that well call PAL. PAL is a personalized technology that students, teachers.
and adult learners carry everywhere: home, school and work. Learners usc their PAL to "plug in"
to thc information highway that runs through thcir community. The wealth of resources available
to learners is extraordinary: museum, library, community, industry, and government archives of
unimaginable richness. Thc educational results are amazing.

A teacher at home in Boston, planning for her students, could use the PAL to access a national
database of exemplary lessons and resources in any subject.

Similarly, a young child learning about the Constitution, unready to confront the rigor of the
Federalist papers or other primary sources, could benefit from PAL's filtering mechanisms (0
search the database for only those resources that teachers, parents and the community deem appro.-.
priate for his or hcr developmental level. College students could use thc same tool to take on
Hamilton and Madison on their own terms, using the imaging and historical retrieval potential of
the technology

With tools such as PAL. life-long learning would bc an affordable reality anyplace, anytime. any-
where No longer would learners rely on what we edueators call "pull-out" programs. where learn-
ing occurs in isolated classrooms, workshops. or seminars. Whether the learner is a teacher or a
student, a professional in industry, or an adult seeking a GED, just-in-time learning would be the
norm

This availability of and personalized access to resources allow new models of teaching to develop.
Team work, protects. interdisciplinary explorations, alternative means of assessment: all of these
approaches are alternatives so the traditional model of direct Instruction in separate subjects.
Moving beyond the teaching-by-telling and the learning-by-listening model of education enables us
to reach different students, teach different skills, achieve multiple goals. Without technology, these
alternative pedagogical models are, if not impossible, at best extremely difficult for any but the
MOSE gifted and energetic teachers to implement.

I've lust given you a vision of education in thc 21st Century Let's step back now and evaluate
what we need to do to achieve this vision by the year 2015.

First. we need to agree that four cornerstones support this vision of learning: ubiquitous infra-
structure; availability of rich content and resources; the ability to personalize access, or what mar-
keting people like to call "mass customization"; and finally, equality of acccss to the infrastructure
and resources.

Thc first cornerstone will be laying the wires, establishing broad band communications services,
and digitizing our rich national archives. Schools, libraries, and community centers, as the educa-
tional foci of their communities, require access to these services. Yet many of our institutions need

EdISOn how I
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assistance with both capital and operational costs. Thc federal government should take the lead in

providing funding to communities, including school districts and charter schools whose per-pupil

allocation is far below the national average. to enable them to contract with educational service

providers such as The Edison Project. Through universal service wc can narrow thc gap between

the haves 2nd the have-nots of our nation.

Laying these cornerstones, with proper federal and state support, will form the foundation for a

ncw vision of learning. But laying the wires and cables to connect our educational institutions to

the information superhighway. while the easiest to grasp. IS in the cnd the least important aspect of

reforming learning through technology.

Far more important than investing in infrastructure is making sure that something different and

meaningful happens with that capital investment. The question we mustask ourselves is what,

after all, is me purpose of all this technology? We must look beyond the technology infrastructure

to thc educational goals and the human and organizational issues involved in developing new mod-

els of teaching and learning. Let's begin by tackling the issuc of teacher training, particularly in

colleges of education.

Every teacher credential program should require ncw teachers to master not basic technical literacy

but rather the methodologies of teaching with technology, regardless of discipline. We must cnd

the practice of computer teaching teachers, and encourage instead computer using teachers who

use diverse technologies to support their curricula.

Equally critical as the task of preparing teachers is the task of preparing our communities for these

new technologies and these ncw visions of education. Communities must redefine their education-

al goals, and place technology within the context of that redefinition.

Much like the Challenge technology grants which urge consortiums to work together to implement

techni:logy, the Edison model of public-private partnership relies on integrating all the rcsourccs of

a community. I: creates an empowered group of parents, teachers. siudents, and community lead-

ers all using the school as the focal point for their access to thc immense resources that technology

will make available to them

Thus at Edison we provide a computer for every students' home, linked through local- and wide-

area networks to the school and to the teachers awl administrators. Using our exclusive telecom-

munications network. teachers, students, and parents can interact on a daily basis, if necessary. with

the ease of e-mail This allows families te he morc intimately involved in their children's educa-

tion

In these days of family values, we at Edison believe that technology should reinforce these values.

The wires and cables that bind the Information Age together willalso bind families and communi-

ties together as people talk, argue. collaborate, and create in an effort to bring the best out of out

young minds, and to create the workers and citizenry capable of bringing a strong America into the

21st Century.
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Chairman GOODLING. Thank you.
Ms. Lemke?

STATEMENT OF MS. CHERYL LEMKE, ASSOCIATE SUPER-
INTENDENT, LEARNING TECHNOLOGIES, ILLINOIS STATE
BOARD OF EDUCATION, SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS
Ms. LEMKE. Thank you.
It is a distinct honor to come before you and talk about this very

important issue which is really a basis for the economic growth and
health of this Nation.

We have heard some speakers in the past talk about the future,
and I would like to share my views on that.

One of the things I think we are seeing is that there is a recogni-
tion that there is a significant change in the society at whole; that
indeed we are looking at a global telecommunications network that
links the world. We are looking at a global economy. We are look-
ing at alliances that are very different, and we see that in every-
thing from the changes in the industry like IBM, et cetera, and we
see an empowerment of the individual, where people really do have
that empowermentwhether you see it in Talk Radio, or you see
it on people who are actually on the Net interacting in ways that
have never been possible before.

There is true empowerment of the individual.
What that means for education is that we need a very different

kind of system, and very different goals, if you will, in the system.
That is kind of what we are working through in that transition at
this point in time.

So what does that system look like?
One is that it has to be very student-centered. The whole idea

that for so long our system has been very adult-oriented, and it's
time for us to get away from that and focus on the individual chil-
dren that we're dealing with.

And that means that we connect kids with community; that
when we have learning activities that they're real activities that
impact real laeople.

Let me give you an example from the state that I've recently
moved from, Washington State. We decided that the way that so-
cial studies teachers were teaching state government was not doing
a very good job. It's a very dry, boring subject in most schools.

So what we did was we connected classrooms with state legisla-
tors across Internet. We connected kids to electric access to bill up-
dates on a daily basis during session. We had hearings such as this
across interactive video conferencing where kids across the state
could study that, could poll their communities and get impact. They
influenced public policy. It was real. And that is the kind of activity
that we are really looking for.

We feel like the multi-age approach is good.
We think the empowerment of the individual to live anywhere

will make a real difference. Right now we have 11 million people
in the United States who are telecommuting. That is a tremendous
number, and it is, growing.

That means people can pick up their computers and FAX
modems and phones and go literally anywhere in the country. This
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could be an opportunity for economic development in our rural and
remote areas, and our education system has to be up today.

We need affordable access for citizens and for students. We not
only need the access, but we also need for those people to have the
knowledge ond understanding to be able to use that access. Be-
cause it is one thing to get access to information; it is quite another
to turn it into knewledge and understanding and wisdom.

We need the telecommunications infrastructure everywhere. We
have an opportunity right now with the telecommunications' regu-
latory issues that are before you and the rewrite of the Tele-
communications Act of 1934. It really is an opportunity for us to
take a look at what is going on to make sure that education and
health facilities and libraries have access, affordable access.

This is a window of opportunity. We are building the base for
economic viability for many of those companies for years to come.
It is time to look at some trade-offs to make sure that they help
us build that base.

We need extensive training, and we need education as we go
through this whole issue. We need seamless digital libraries so kids
really do have access to primary source data. So instead of just
looking at things and saying, oh, this is somebody's interpretation,
these children and these youth can go directly to the source, to
source information, and be able to analyze, hypothesize, synthesize,
and then turn that back so that the World Wide Web is indeed a
way that they can publish for the world.

An example of what we are trying to do in Illinois is we are con-
necting with museums where children across the State of Illinois
will actually work with the museums in Chicago and other areas
to digitize imagery, do research behind the artifacts, and put a
kid's spin to those artifacts and put them on the World Wide Web
and make those artifacts available to everybody in the world.

It is a powerful kind of approach, and kids really are engaged in
doing this. That is what we are doing. we are turning those kids
on and getting that glazed look off their faces.

[Laughter.]
Ms. LEMKE. I think it is a real criti I one, and one that we need

to continue.
This means that we have new roles for students and new roles

for teachers. For so longsomeone told a joke the other day that
said that if aliens came down and looked at the system in many
classrooms today, what they would say is it is a place where little
people come to watch big people work.

I think we need to change that. We have a system where we can
empower these children to be a part of the system, where we can
engage them in real projects, and we really need to go forth with
that whole issue.

I do have some recommendations for you.
One is that our public does not understand this issue. We need

a public awareness campaign so that visibility comes up because
frankly what we are seeing in a lot of places is that support and
dollars follow vision.

Let me give you an example:
One of the communities I have been working with is a little com-

munity called Onalaska in southwest Washington, a logging corn-
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munity. They are very economically depressed. Many of those peo-
ple are out of jobs. And yet that system has fiber access to every
building, every child, and every youth; has an Internet access ac-
count; parents can, if they want. All teachers are using technology
very effectively.

When you ask the superintendent. How did this happen in this
community that is so economically depressed? His response is that
these people understand firsthand what it is not to have 21st Cen-
tury skills, and they do not want that to happen to their children.

So they are willing to put their dollars into making that happen.
I think a theme that is happened throughout toolay is that we

cannot do this alone; it has to be through communities, through a
cooperative venture; and I think all of our communities are up to
it.

I think the challenge grant that went out from the U.S. Depart-
ment of Ed was exemplary in this form. They insisted that partner-
ships happen. Applicants could not apply unless they had a variety
of partners in this.

I think that is a real positive move, and I would encourage Con-
gress to continue with that.

A second one is the whole community focus and the idea that you
have got a lot of disparate kinds of grant opportunities that you
could bring together so that communities can really look at this
from a comprehensive point of view; that they are not only building
the infrastructure, but they are also moving in directions where we
have a trained and sustainable work force to bring this about.

We need flexibility.
I really frankly was appalled at some of the things the first panel

member said about the current education system. I believe in many
of the things they talked about. that we need student-centered ap-
proaches; we need kids who are engaged; but I think we can do
that from within the system.

Frankly, if you look around the Nation, you will see extraor-
dinary things happening within the existing system. What we need
to do is to make sure that people such as yourselves go back into
your particular communities, find those pioneers, and honor them
because they deserve it, and use them as models to move forward
and provide the flexibility for those schools systems so we can real-
ly do that in a variety of places.

My personal understanding of how change happens is that it
does not happen through mandate. It happens through incentives.
It happens through system building and system capacity building.
And it happens by empowering individuals.

If you go into a school building, and instead of just saying thou
shalt, that you actually bring them together in a systemic strategic
planning process so that we are all moving toward the same vision.

You give them the facilities and resources to do that, and you do
the staff development in new ways. So instead of saying you are
going to travel over here to the next county on Friday night and
Saturday and learn some new things that have nothing to do with
your kids, what you should be doing is bringing that staff develop-
ment into that school that is very appropriate for their kids, their
curriculum, their instruction, their machine, their software and
hardware.
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If you do that, then you have got something that is involving
children as they go along so they see the impact of what they are
trying to do, and they are interacting with kids.

The last one that I would like to talk about is infrastructure. I
think that is a real critical one. It is probably the easiest one, but
at this point in time it is a real barrier for many schools.

Let me give you an example of the State of Illinois. We have
school buildirgs who actually spend as little as $3000 per chil-
drenper child, rather, and we have schools that actually spend as
much as $14,000.

There is great inequities in the state, and I think we are not
alone.

That presents great barriers when we are trying to build an in-
frastructure where we have equitable universal access to this for
all children.

I believe that the panelists before us were really right that we
need a comprehensive approach to that. We need every school
wired, and every child having access to this information.

So I would like to end by defining "education," if you will, or ac-
tually defining "learning" based on a defmition from one of my
friends in British Columbia.

She calls "learning" the history of significant moments in the
child's life.

I think it is the charge to educators and communities and busi-
ness and industry to make sure that those significant moments
happen in children's lives and IA e go forward with that.

So thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Lemke follows:I
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Testimony for the Joint Hearing between
the Science Committee and the

Economic and Educational Opportunities Committee

Educational Technology in the 21st Century
October 12, 1995 Testimony

by Cheryl Lemke, Associate Superintendent
Illinois State Board of Education

Chairmen Walker, Chairman Goodling, Members of the Science Committee and Members
of the Economic and Education Opportunities Committee, it is a distinct honor to come
before you to testify on the topic of Educational Technology in the 21st Century. On
behalf of the Illinois State Board of Education, State Superintendent Joseph Spagnolo and
education practitioners across the nation, I applaud your recognition of the critical
importance of this issue to the future of this nation.

Background:
John Naisbitt, in his book, Global Paradox, states, "In the global economic network of the
21st century, information technology will drive change just as surely as manufacturing
drove change in the industrial age." And that change includes education, for just as
yesterday's schools were based on an industrial model, tom:rrow's must be based on an
information and communication model.

Naisbitt goes on to say, "Information is power, but unlike earlier times, concentrating
information in the hands of a few is no longer possible. That makes life, commerce, and
economics even more complex than most of us can possibly imagine."

Examples of this phenomenon abound. Whether it is Tiananamen Square, the Berlin Wall
coming down or the atrocities in Bosnia, information is being shared across the globe by
everyday citizens who have access to these new communication tools... and the world is
listening and reacting. With desktop publishing, personal computers with modems, the
internet, and talk radio, a citizen today has all the tools necessary to personally impact
public policy in ways never before imagined. Technology and telecommunications systems
have empowered the individual to think locally, but act globally.

Today educators and policyrnakers across the country are asking what it means to be a
learner in this age of communication and technology. Eric Hoffer shares his insight, "In
times of change, learners inherit the earth, while the learned find themselves beautifully
equipped to del I with a world that no longer cdsts."
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The students of today need 21st century tools if they are to successfully live, learn and
work in this global, technological society. To bring relevancy, motivation and quality to
the learning environment, those 21st century tools must be the infarastnicture upon which a
sound education is built. Never before have the challenges and opportunities in education
been greater or more pivotal to the health and growth of this nation.

There is a critical need to realign K-12 education to the realities of the 90's and beyond, to
realize the opportunity to use the tools of the 90's to dramatically improve the system for
all children and youth.

A Redefinition of a Quality Education
The invitation to testify here today referenced an interest in considering the future of K-12
education twenty years hence. Given today's trends of an emerging seamless network
of telecommunications global systems, the formation of alliances of telecommunications
enterprises due to the digitization of data, and the resulting empowerment of the
individual, it is reasonable to assume a need to rea/ign K-12 education to the realities of
the 90's and beyond.

Inherent in this redefinition of education is a careful consideration of what a "quality
education" means for this new era_ Given the end of communism, the single market world
economy, the spread of democracy in the world today and the revolution in
telecommunications, a quality education means an empowerment of the individual to live,
learn and work as a functioning member of both local and global communities, maintaining
the integrity and distinctiveness of the local, while effectively interacting with, competing
in and contributing to the global.

Given these trends, it is clear that the gap between the have's and the have-not's will
widen considerably unless this reshaping is inherently based on equity with respect to
information and communication. The term "equity" must not only be defined to Wean
universal access to information and technology, but it must include the opportunity for all
to gain the knowledge and skills necessary to access information when it is needed, to
translate that information into useful knowledge, to problem-solve and effectively
communicate results using these new tools.

At the heart of this evolution into a new educational system is community, and inherent in
the success of this new education n system is the need for that community to be informed
and to make intelligent decisions.

Learning Structures -

With equity as the basis of this new public education system, current structures must
evolve, change and transform to empower the individual as a functioning member of the
local and global communities. This ttans/ate4 into an education system which is very
client-oriented and which includes agreement on learning goals and the alignment of all
teaching, learning approaches and asiesament/evaluation measures toward the
achievement of those goals.
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Schools must evolve to become learning centers for local and global communities. In an
era where the only constant is accelerating change, learning centers must be client-
oriented, focusing on empowering the learner to gain social, academic and applied
knowledge and skills which serve as a strong basis for learning throughout life. The
current trend toward national goals and standards recognizes this balance between the
need for local autonomy and the fact that students are members of a global economy. This
means keeping an "eye on the prize" and encouraging creativity and flexibility in the
definition of what "school" means in terms of time, space, staffing, facilities and
instruction.

The role of tecnnology and telecommunications in such a system is multi-faceted. A
critical component of every learning center must be the empowerment of each learner to
effectively use the technology to achieve their learning goals. This means putting the
technology in the hands of children and youth, enabling them to gain the knowledge, skills
and self-confidence to use these tools in relevant ways, toward products and processes
that are meaningful to them. It also means the investment of significant time and
resources in muting that educators model the use of technology to improve efficiency of
the management and administrative side of the system, as well as the creative, learning
side.

And it means using the unique features of the technology and telecommunications to bring
new dimensions to learning. For example, the armed forces as well as business and
industry have developed learning modules which actually train students by engaging them
in simulations. If the technology can enable Boeing to design, build and test the 777 using
nothing but computer-generated models, it can simulate learning experiences for children
and youth. The challenge is the technology transfer of these business and/or military
models through research and development into effective, affordable learning modules for
K-12 education. Again, this will not be possible without public policy support.

Within a public education structure which ensures equity and achievement of national
learning goals and standards, learning centers should be given the autonomy and flexibility
to be creative and innovative in bringing the optimum learning opportunities to each
student. Technology and telecommunications open doors in this arena, bringing
irterfaces, productivity tools, information access, creativity tools, open-ended curriculum,
an,± communication tools to the system to meet individual needs, individual learning styles
and individual interests. This could translate into "schools within schools," remote access
to learning opportunities via telecommunications, creation of "virtual schools" based on
interests rather than geography, neighborhood centers, home schooling and combinations
thereof.

The role of the teacher and learner changes significantly in such a system. It is critical that
the teacher, student and parent collectively understand and agree to a learning plan which
meets national and state standards but at the same time empowers the student to make
decisions within that framework under the guidance and direction of the educator, the
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parent and/or a community advocate. One of the beauties of the technology is the
electronic communication that could connect students to advocates, mentors, experts,
teachers and peers. To date these resources exist (e.g., expertise of senior citizens, of
citizenry, of the business and industry community, of peers) but remains largely untapped.
This electronic access could also enable learners to tap into "informal education" facilities
such as zoos, museums and sdence centers which are today largely placebound, expecting
audiences to &civilly travel to the site rather than being able to electronically visit.

This concept will be extremely important as communities bring the concept of internships
to the "education to career" models and begin to realize that students are not in the same
geagraphic locations as the businesses with whom they want to intern. One of the
potential solutions is virtual workgroups, connecting students and mentor businesses in
on-line interactions which enable students to intern without being physically at the site on
a daily basis. Currently over 11 million Americans are telecomznuting,working on-line
from homes and satellite offices, saving their employers overhead costs, themselves
transportation costs and fizne, to say nothing of the positive environmental impacts.

The acquisition of data and information does not have to happen on-site at learning
centers, but the processing of that data and information through thoughtfid, interactive
dialog, discussion, debate and product development can be accomplished very effectively
at learning centers, facilitated by educators.

Infrastructure and Information Access
At the core of these community learning centers is an information/communication
infrastructure that provides universal, equitable access to information and technology for
all learners of all ages. This will require national standards and protocols, and strong
public policy to enure partnerships are formed nationally and locally among education,
community, business and industry which collectively support the deployment, operation
and sustainability of such an infrastnwtore. With such strong public and private
investment must come access and learning resources for all citizens.

Libraries must evolve to provide seamless access to text, voice, video and data on demand
in a variety of print, non-print and digital forms. Lemmas will continue to need everts
such as librarians to design and guide "just in time" acceu. The whole concept of
education in the information age is predicated on students' access to primary source data
at affordable rates. It is critical that, as this happens, the broadcast, entertainment,
education, government and telecommunications entitigs collaborate to ensure affordable,
high quality access to core services, experts and information for all citizens. Public policy
must support and incent such collaboration.

Support for Evolution into New Structures
The real evolution in K-12 education will happen when learning centers become
community learning centers, drawing in and leveraging business and industry as well as
community resources and opening up the K-12 suucture to provide learning benefits to all

ages.
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That evolution is also predicated on:
public recognition of the need for significant change in the education system toward
learning goals which are in sync with an information/communication era;
significant investment in systemic change which engages communities in designing,
implementing, and assessing shifts toward a new model, with time and resources to
support educational professionals, communities and learners in the transition;
redefinition of learning involvement to include museums, libraries, zoos, business and
industry, communication centers, etc.;
the assurance of equitable universal access to information, the knowledge and skills to
use technology and access of affordable on-line informatiom
regulatory fladbility for school districts which will encourage and incent creativity and
innovation in the design of learning environments which are student-centered,
information/technology-enriched and community-based;
the modernization of learning sites to include technology equipment and access to
robust telecommunications avenues. The rewrite of the Communications Act of 1934,
currently before Congress, should include industry support for "universal service" to
subsidize telecommunications accas for schools;
the transition of public and school libraries to seamless systems through which experts
and expertly designed search engines assist learners in accessing any where, any place,
any time;
new models for teacher and administrator certification, credentialling and education
which acknowledge the importance of knowledge and skills in the use of technology
and telecommunications for teaching, learning, administration, and managemait;
the rethinking and redesign of auessment/evaluation systems such as standardized
tests and college entrance exams to ensure alignment with agreed upon goals and new
itweing structures;
the investment of resources and/or incentives for technology transfer and new research
and development which supports the design of sound K-12 technology applications;
a strong connection with business and industry and community groups through
partnerships, joint research and development, internships, facilities, shared personnel
and shared infrastructure.

These strategies support the belief that significant systemic change can and must happen at
the local level, but onl, through simultaneous federal and state leadership, alliances among
all stakeholders, local empowerment, adequate resources, commitment through ongoing
staff development, strategic planning and incremental implementation guided through
continuous assessment and updating of a dynamic national agenda.

5
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Thank you for the opportunity to share these perspectives and insights with your

committees today.

For Rather information contact Cheryl Lemke, Associate Superintendent for Learning

Technologies at 217r/82-5596 or clemke@isbe.statelus on the Internet

6
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Chairman GOODLING. Dr. Brown?

STATEMENT OF DR. ALAN S. BROWN, SUPERINTENDENT OF
WAUKEGAN PUBLIC SCHOOLS DISTRICT 60, WAUKEGAN, IL-
LINOIS
Dr. ALAN BROWN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to note that Waukegan District resides in Congress-

man Porter's District, a good friend and a good friend of education.
On Friday, March the 10th, 1995, Secretary of Education Richard

Riley visited Waukegan to view our K-12 Technology Program.
He had the opportunity to visit with both students and teachers

who are using technology integrated into their daily curriculum to
enhance learning.

At the press conference to assess w hat he had seen, he stated,
and I quote from the Waukegan News Sun:

"What we have seen here today I think represents the future of
education."

I am going to repeat that. "What we have seen here today I think
represents the future of education."

There are many school districts in this country that are doing
many good things regarding technology and learning. In the com-
plete written text which I have submitted for your consideration,
I illustrated what I believe would be the classroom of 2015. It is
a little vignette and I hope you have had a chance to read it in
terms of what two teachers in our district would be doing 20 years
from now.

In Waukegan, which is both an Illinois State Board of Education
Model Demonstration Site for Technology, and a U.S. Department
of Education Challenge Grant District, we believe that integrating
technology into the curriculum and the classroom to reform schools
can be done and is being done in classrooms across America.

Our classrooms without desks and classrooms without walls pro-
gram has provided teachers and students in Waukegan the tools to
move to a higher plane of learning.

Past innovations from the pencil to the VCR are and have been
hailed as the next panacea for education, but these new tools in the
hands of teachers continued to keep students in the role of passive
learner, and the teacher in the role of primary provider of the
learning.

The use of computers and other forms of communication tech-
nology can have a significant impact on a classroom environment
if used properly.

Now Waukegan is a district of approximately 13,000 students
We are 70 percent minority. We are approximately 50 percent His-
panic. Our school, our community is a wonderful community. It is
a working class community.

We are on about the national averagr, in terms of expenditures
per pupil.

We are not a rich district. People say, well, you are along the
North Shore. Well, we do not share in some of that wealth.

Our expenditure per pupil is about $5400. We have neighbors
who spend that $14,000 that Cheryl was alluding to.

It is a school district that is very concerned about its students.
That is illustrated by our Challenge Grant.
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We leveraged with the money we got from our Challenge Grant
an additional $6.1 million from our 16 partners to provide services,
technical assistance, and dollars over the next five years to more
thanto double the amount of money that we got from the Chal-
lenge Grant.

That incentive from the Challenge Grant energized our commu-
nity, and it has put us in a position where we can take this tech-
nology to more and more students in our school system.

I will talk a little bit later about what some of the results have
been on our pilots, butwell, this is probably as good a time as any
to mention it.

The pilot classrooms we've had, where I've illustrated here, we
have seen an increase in our test scores in these kids.

Where they have had the opportunity to use the technology in
the manner that has been described by all the panels, we have
seen some very positive results initially. NCREL, the North
Central Regional Educational Laboratory, will be doing extensive
study on Waukegan over the next five years as we spend this
money.

But I am confident that we are on the right track in terms of
what we are doing in the classroom.

I see three major factors that will bring about this significant
paradigm shift, and it is really important that we focus on these
things. Now a little later I will have some recommendations as to
how I think we can get there.

First is the technology itself. It is interactive and two-way. It is
generative and creative and prescriptive for kids.

What does this mean?
It means that the student use is not limited to just learning in

the classroom; that the student will be able to use multiple sources
of information; that the technology will be assistive in helping the
student create multi-media presentations in the classroom; and en-
abling students and teachers to become active, engaged learners.

Next is the school structure. I know this is something that is
hotly debated is what is going to be the school structure and what
are we going to do to change?

I really believe that the classroom will be more collaborative
than it is now. You know, we talk about home schooling, and we
talk about, you know, kids being out on their own learning, but be-
lieve me die teacher role will be even greater in this collaborative
because the technology will pull them together.

They may not always be physically in the same place, but they
will be working together in a collaborative venture to learn to-
gether.

Well, I am not going to comment on the first panel because I
have cooled off somewhat since then, so I am going to move on.

But it will feature expanded educational resource markets; that
there will be a greater emphasis on family learning and greater
student mobility for learning. Laptops, for instance, which will be
one of our next phases, where our students will receive Laptops to
take home, to take to museums, to take on field trips, to actually
have their programs with them to where they can actually start
putting their presentations together before they get back to the
classroom.
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In order to accomplish this, I think there will be less grading. I
do not mean the kind of grading of A, B, C, D, I mean less grading.
I see more age grouping. I think that will happen, so that kids can
learn from each other.

Older kids can teach younger kids. I think teachers will appre-
ciate this happening, because they will not be able to get around
to everyone.

I think there will be less age grouping in the future. I think that
more electronic sources of information available to home and school
will connect the two electronically; that you will see more commu-
nication between families and homes and school electronically;
maybe even a transfer of homework; electronic hotlines; grades
being transferred electronically; and so on.

What will bethe third factor is. What will be the role of edu-
cators in this?

The pervasive style of teaching will be learning by doing. I am
convinced that we will see that happening, as we are in Waukegan
now, where process is emphasized more than content.

I want to say that again for effect. Where the process is empha-
sized more than content.

The first panel did talk about the fact that how we learn and
how we can research and how we can continue to use data and
manage data in the work place will be more important than some
of the things that we would learn in pencil-paper activities.

Assessment will be more performance-based with student port-
folios maintained on each student by the teacher, both electronic
and paper.

In addition, the curriculum will be somewhat student-driven. If
the students want to do a poll to learn math, to learn interactive
activities, to be involved in interpersonal communications, they
could pick their topic, for instance, as to what they might want to
poll people about.

What this means is the teacher also will team with multi-age
students to participate in collaborative problem-based learning
projects which promote more of a Socratarian model of instruction.

Assessments will be product- oriented, and students will be able,
to some degree, to guide their own learning.

Now what I would like to talk about now are howor I think
your next logical question is. Well, how are we going to get to this
in public schools with strictly a district like Waukegan, which I
think represents more districts than the two-tiered systemtwo-
tiered cast system that some of the people in the first panel advo-
cated where everyone can be home-schooled by loving parents.

I can tell you, I have a homeless coordinator. I have a homeless
coordinator that makes sure that the kids that go home to live in
cars and shelters have books, have clothes, and have food.

They are not worried about whether they are going to be able to
go home and get on the Internet and work with their parents and
answer any questions about how was school today. They are wor-
ried about where their next meal is coming from.

The first thing I would recommend is that we create a national
technical advisory council, NTAC, if you will, to recommend objec-
tives for districts and educators to follow. This council would de-
velop technology guidelines, implement implementation procedures,
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and instructional strategies in conjunction with CDAR, the Depart-
ment of Education, businesses, universities, state boards of edu-
cation, and local school districts.

NTAC, or this national advisory council, would not determine
what schools teach, such as the content, but would provide an effec-
tive tool for instruction.

In what Cheryl alluded to, small rural districts, where I had an
opportunity to keynote five counties in southern Illinois last week,
they are just getting started.

They do not have the resources, the manpower, the technical as-
sistance they need to put this kind of program together that we
may have in Waukegan.

So it is important that they be provided with these opportunities
and, at the same time, the guidance that they need.

Again I want to say, we are not looking for another mandate. We
are just looking for guidance and incentives. That is number two.

The role of the Federal Government would be to stimulate imple-
mentation by funding a collaborative effort of Federal, state, and
local school districts along with businesses.

I would propose that, of the 44 million students, that the Federal
Government at least put $10 behind each student, which would be
matchedthis would be a matchby the states and local school
districts, thereby putting $30 behind each student for technology.

We have 13,000 students, so that would be approximately
$500,000 that we would have available from those sources. I want
to go back to our Challenge Grant.

Our community will more than match anything you put into this.
I guarantee that. Any community that has the opportunity to say,
if you give us a dollar, we will match it with a dollar, and we will
find a dollar from another source. I do not think there is any ques-
tion that you can bring a community together to do that, if you pro-
vide that kind of incentive.

Third, provide pilot programs. Pilot model demonstration sites
such as Waukegan in each state of the Union would act as labora-
tories and observation sites for school districts designed to imple-
ment an effective technology program.

We are all over the place, and industry would certainly like to
sell us all kinds of things. I am talking about the communications
industry. There are all kinds of remedies out there that they would
love to sell us.

You could, in some cases, refer to them as snake oil.
I have had people come to me in my office and say. If you buy

this million dollar package, we guarantee you will raise your test
scores, but you've got to throw out your entire curriculum and do
what 1.-a do.

And there are some school districts that will fall for that. It is
important that school districts maintain their curricular integrity,
but at the same time have the guidance and have the opportunity
to see what is working in the world.

This research is really important. Our North Central Lab has
been a great assistance to us. We would not be where we are today
if it were not for NCRL.
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Number four would be to monitor. I do not expect you to do these
things for us, get us moving and then just abandon us, or not con-
tinue to try to understand where we are going in this country.

I would recommend that you monitor implementation annually
through the National Advisory Council and report back to you an-
nually to this committee or to Congress.

NTAC would report progress on both the recommended quali-
tative and quantitative aspects of the program, and recommend
needed course corrections and possible future funding needs.

A national inventory could be conducted that would indicate the
current status of technology in the classroom and where it is head-
ed as the years go by.

I am confident that, much like our goal in the 1960s to go to the
Moon, if we come together to implement this program in a united
effort on behalf of our students, we can and will be successful in
reforming education in the United States.

Thank you for giving me this opportunity to speak to you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Brown follows:]
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TESTIMONY BEFORE THE JOINT HEARING

BETWEEN THE

SCIENCE COMMITTEE

AND THE

ECONOMIC AND EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

COMMITTEE

OCTOBER 12, 1995

DR. ALAN S. BROWN

SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS

WAUKEGAN COMMUNITY UNIT DISTRICT NO. 60

WAUKEGAN, ILLINOIS
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Oct. 12, 1995

The school year was off to a good start in 2015 in Waukegan. Annette and
Mary were particularly excited this morning. As an instructional team for
students ranging in age from 10 to 13, they had taught their students over the
past several weeks how to use the new Super Power Point multimedia
presentation program. The project they assigned was due today. The
assignment consisted of the students and their families visiting the Smithsonian
Institute via the Internet to research the impact of the Civil War on the
development of literature in the areas of science, math and social studies. The
students were placed in collaborative teams to work together in each of the
disciplines. The purpose of the assignment was to develop a consensus on the
impact of the Civil War on our society today. In addition, they shared with the
students a new high-speed electronic file-sharing program that would allow each
to work together without leaving their homes, as well as some new equipment
they received, Mach I modems.

The students were due in class at any time since this was one of their
attendance days. Mary and Annette were very interested in seeing how the kids
have improved their synthesis and evaluation skills since the beginning of the
school year. The products of their assignment so far have been just a few short
team projects designed to enhance the students technology andinformation-
gathering management skills. This assignment on the Civil War was their first
major project designed to challenge their ability to analyze and evaluate their
findings. Interestingly enough, this was a topic the students chose because of a
visit from a Civil War re-enactment troop who performed at an assembly for the
whole school. Annette did have some concerns about the assignment, however,
because a couple of her students still could not afford some of the new technology
in their homes, and she was concerned about the compatibility and speed of data
transfer. She made a mental note to contact the district's Director of Technology
to see if there were any funds still available to provide one of the new Mach I
modems for them. These two students still had one of the old 576 baud modems
which haven't been in use since 2008.

I.
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Mary and Annette had also assigned a class project in conjunction with
the director of the school's multimedia development center. The Civil War re-
enactors had been taped on the new one inch diskettes, and the students were
constructing a virtual reality program where they could actually participate in
the re-enactment of the Battle of Gettysburg. By inserting themselves into the
various discussions about how the attack was going to take place, they could
interact with the batae plans. In this particular staff meeting that the students
developed, the students convinced General Lee that Picket's charge would be
futile, and instead they should attack the Union flanks and turn them inward,
which would result in the ultimate defeat of the Union Army.

While a classroom of this nature does not exist today, there are
classrooms that are developing the concepts such as Waukegan, a Challenge
Grant district for the Department of Education. Teachers are using technology to
allow students to develop higher order thinking skills, become high-engaged
learners and use technology to manage data, conduct research and produce
original documents. This high-engaged instructional strategy can be the
gateway to significant educational reform in America today. Few educational
tools have had the impact on the classroom that technology has had and is still
having. Since the creation of the pencil, each new wave has been hailed as the
new answer for student achievement and performance in America's schools.
The failure of some prior innovations such as television and video is that the
teacher was still the primary purveyor of information and knowledge to the
student. The role of the student was still to act as an information sponge, soaking
up information from the teacher. The teacher was the sole source of information
and any participation on the part of the student was considered to be something
only for gifted students. The technology was used in a low-engaged and low-tech

way.

These new technologies hold a promise of transforming not'only the
student, but the teacher as well, into co-learners, co-developers and partners in
the learning process. Teachers, instead of being the "Sage on the Stage", become
the "Guide on the Side." They become the facilitator, mentor, and coach to
students and the role of the student becomes that of worker rather than of passive
learner. As active learners, their involvement in their learning processes

2.
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provides for a better understanding and retention of the knowledge they are
gaining. Building on the basics that they have learned, they move higher on
Blooms Taxonomy into the role of synthesizer and evaluator of information.

Futurists tell us that students will not only have multiple jobs in the 21st
Century but at least 3 =gra. In order to transcend from one career to another,
students will need to be life-long learners, able to enter and re-enter the work force
by improving their workplace skills based on their ability to learn new concepts.

If we accept the fact that educational technology will impact how students
learn in the classroom and will transform both teacher and student into
collaborative learners, then how can we reach this goal as quickly and efficiently
as possible? In Chart I, K-12 Education in Year 2015, you will find that the three
major factors creating the kind of educational setting illustrated above are
changes in technology, school structure, and educators. While the ever-changing
world of technology stays far ahead of the classroom, improvements in the school
structure and how educators teach will go a long way in catching us up with
changes in technology, society and the real world. It is critical that educators
reduce the amount of "lag time" between societal changes and classroom impact.
If the various roles defined in column 2 are implemented for each factor in
column 1, I am convinced that we will see a significant change in the
performance of students in American saiools.

Chart II illustrates the pathways where I think this ideal learning
environment can be achieved. My comments focus almost entirely on the role of
the federal government since this is the forum under which I have been asked to
comment. I feel the role of the federal government is critical in creating a
cooperative and positive atmosphere necessary for everyone involved to help in the
development of this program. The following are a series of recommendations:

No.`1: Creation of a national tecnnology advisory council called NTAC.
The purpose of this committee would be to bring together representatives from
universities, business communities, state Boards of Education, local school
districts and experts in the field to create a model implementation program for
school districts to follow. This implementation program would devek p electronic
specifications necessary for all districts to be in sync on their technology
initiatives. The committee would also develop implementation procedures to help

23.
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school districts apply these specifications to the proper instructional processes.

The subject matter, content and emphasis of the curriculum would still be a local

school decision. The technical specifications and implementation procedures

would merely be used by the local schools as a tool to place technology in the

hands of its students and teachers.
No. 2: That the federal government stimulate implementation of NTAC's

technology procedures by providing seed money of $10 per student to local school

districts. In order for districts to receive this money, the states would have to

match at a minimum the $10, and, in addition,.the local school district would also

have to provide a minimum match of $10. This initially would provide
$1,260,000,000 for the implementation of these technologies in the first year. In

addition, business, through NTAC, could establish a national technology trust

fund to help match at the local level.
No. 3: That the federal government promote the implementation of these

strategies by setting up model demonstration sites or pilot sites in each state in the

Union. These demonstration sites would be implemented thrcagh the U.S.

Department of Education and evaluated through CEDAR (Council for Educational

Development and Research). These technology sites could be used as laboratories

for experimentation as well as observation for districts in the process of

implementing their own programs.
No. 4: That the Congress and Department of Education monitor

implementation of the NTAC recommendations through annual reports by

NTAC, the Department of Education and CEDAR. These reports would be both

qualitative and quantitative, giving Congress the opportunity to measure the

impact of its dollars on the number of computers, modems, scanners, etc. in the

classrooms and schools as well as reports on the progress students are making

towards becoming life-long learners.
Please note, however, that this type of assessment is in conflict with the

simplistic and over-used pencil and paper quantitative assessment known as

either norm-referenced or standardized tests. While these instruments will have

a place in assessing student progress, we must move toward a broader, more

comprehensive and more wholistic student assessment program.

4.
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Chairman GOODLING. I would apologize to this panel. I have al-
ways indicated to my group this year t at we probably should have
one panel, because we all get a dozen other commitments that we
have.

Second, I had hoped also that some of you folks might have been
on that first panel, because

Dr. ALAN BROWN. Believe me, so do we.
Chairman GOODLING. [continuing] to bring the real world that

you are faced with into the hearing. That is why I kept mentioning
on several occasions during the first panel. What about the dys-
functional families? I did not get any response.

Nevertheless, I will turn to Mr. Fawell at this time.
Mr. FAWELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I agree with your comments. They were esteemed members of

academia, but they were perhaps a wee bit up there in the ivory
tower.

I am very interested in your comments, Dr. Brown, that has indi-
cated that the local communities and the school districts are not
just sitting there not doing anything.

One question I would put to you. Supposing we in Congress did
nothing? In your opinion, what would be the implementation of the
technological revolution let us say in Illinoisand Ms. Lemke you
can chime in here, and also Dr. ML:Griff.

Dr. ALAN BROWN. I think you will see a shotgun effect.
Mr. FAWELL. The local people are not unaware of this. School dis-

tricts are not una ware of this. If there is anything that should ex-
cite people in education, it is the potential of the technological revo-
lution.

Oftentimes I fmd the people are way ahead of Congress. We are
usually there with our finger in the air saying, oh, I think the wind
is blowing from this direction now, and that comes from the fact
that people are doing things.

Dr. ALAN BROWN. I agree. I think we would get a scattergun ef-
fect to the improvements that you are seeing. You will not see that
concerted effort.

Now Illinois I think is moving in the right direction much be-
cause of Cheryl's efforts. We are so fortunate to have Cheryl in Illi-
nois.

But again, we do not have the unified goals that we need to move
us all in the same direction. I think in the three panels there was
I think a consensus that we need to move forward in terms of en-
gaged learning, using high-tech equipment, and again using just
high-tech equipment to do Math Blaster, which is a rote math
game, is the same as giving the kid a worksheet and making him
stay in from PE. That is a misuse of the technology.

So we need to move people to that plane. Unless we have, I
think, some standards that people can follow to implement this
technologyand certainly industry can help therethat is why I
think there needs to be a concerted effort to, you know, bring peo-
ple together in terms of what is the most effective use.

And there is some real good research out there that, if it is used
properly, we can raise test scores. I am convinced that we can.

Mr. FAWELL. I happen to believe that there is a role for the Fed-
eral Government to play-
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Dr. ALAN BROWN. Yes.
Mr. FAWELL. but let me ask this question, Ms. Lemke. What

is the State Board of Education indeed doing to incite and to give
incentives in the legislature to the Illinois communities. Of course
I am from Illinois, and I think much of the State, and I know peo-
ple are out there doing things.

I always cringe a bitI just add thiswhen I hear the criticisms
of public education today as if it is just an abysmal abject failure.

I happen to have raised three children. They went to the public
schools. I think they got a fairly adequate education, I believe, a
very fine education. I know they are not perfect.

So I do appreciate every once in awhile some stalwart saying,
well, just a minute; good solid criticism we need, but just don't drag
us around like an old dog all the time; we are not dead, and we
are aware.

So what is the State Board of Education doing, and the State
Legislature, to bring incentive to the local communities to recognize
the potential here?

Ms. LEMKE. Well, we are certainly making a good beginning on
that.

The State Legislature has allocated some dollars during the up-
coming school year, and we are doing three major things.

One, we are actually establishing a state infrastructure that will
allow school districts to connect to Internet at a more affordable
rate.

Frankly, one of the things that we are running into in the State
of Illinois is we have 18 LATAs. I think we top every state in the
Nation in terms of how many LATAs we have, which means it is
very expensive to go from one partto call from one part of the
state to the next.

So the state is helping to equalize that access.
Dr. ALAN BROWN. Tell them what a LATA is.
Ms. LEMKE. A LATA iswhen MA Bell broke up, they created

these boundaries where you cannot call from one LATA to the next
LATA without going through a third long distance carrier, and
then also going through another carrier at the end. In essence, it
is more expensive, and 18 is a lot of LATAs to have.

The second area that we are investing some dollars in is capacity
building for our local school districts. Frankly, we do really believe
that dollars follow vision, and school districts cannot capitalize on
that unless they understand.

So we are creating six hubs across the state. They will be profes-
sional development hubs providing professional development in the
areas of technology.

We are actually doing a lot of system design and allowing school
districts to get unbiased networking consultation through those
hubs.

Information exchange. Frankly, I think that if we ,1.:.qt exchanged
information about what one district is doing to another, instead of
all building from the grassroots, we can build off each others'
shoulders, and we are trying to do that approach as well.

The third area is we are granting significant dollars to school
districts in the area of conductivity, but we are requiring that they
participate in learning projects across networks. If they are inter-
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ested in the learning piece and interested in participating in that,
we will provide the conductivity so they have full band width ac-
cess to the Internet.

We are also doing some systemic change.
May I also add, I think there is a rolefor your previous ques-

tion, I think there is a role for the Federal Government. One is the
research and development.

I think we have not done a significant job in that arena.
Another one is the whole issue of equity across the Nation. It is

at the Federal level, for example, where the regulatory issues are
being discussed. I think you have a very significant role, for exam-
ple, with the universal service access.

Another oneand I am not sure that you are aware of the im-
pact that you have had through the Office of Technolou Assess-
ment that is no longer there, unfortunately, with the products that
they have put out.

When there is a national study that comes out, everybody in the
Nation, from a community perspective, uses that research for lever-
age and moving in particular directions. I think that is something
that we should applaud Congress for having done for many years.

We are franldy very sorry that that has gone away.
The last one is, I think we need to understand some of the driv-

ers that are happening for what the school system is today.
Franldy, one of them is college entrance examinations. I mean,

they drive what we are doing in our high schools. When you ask
an elementary school teacher what they teach, they say I teach
children.

When you ask a high school teacher what they teach, oftentimes
they say, I teach academics. One of the reasons is that college en-
trance exam.

So if we can change that approach so that we can do some of the
things that Seymour Papert and Alan Kay talked about this morn-
ing, it is very difficult to do within that context that we have.

I think you can help us with that, as well.
Dr. MCGRIFF. Mr. Chairman, may I respond to the previous

question?
Chairman GOODLING. Certainly.
Dr. MCGRIFF. The Edison Project takes a slightly different ap-

proach.
One, we have set as our mission to be able to create an edu-

cational design that can function in every school district that cur-
rently spends at or near the national average. So we could work
in Dr. Brown's school district.

What we provide to any district who spends at or near the na-
tional average is a Laptop for every teacher, a computer in the
home of every child, four weeks of training before school opens; two
hours of training every single day; and we devote 4 percent of our
bud et to research and development.

at we need from the Federal Government is that equity issue
again, because the large number of the school districts could never
have Edison Partnership Schools even though their communities
may want them, unless they spend at or near the national average.

Mr. FAWELL. You know, I might add that perhaps every member
of Congress ought to have a computer in their home, too. I came
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to Congress as a practicing attorney, computer illiterate. I am not
what I would call advanced, but I did put a modem into my home.

I can sit down in my little office in my home and have contact
with everything that is on the computer in the office, and every-
thing that we can do in Washington I can do at my home. I have
my FAX machine. I have the photostat machine. I have a direct
telephone contact. And when we are not in session or in committee,
I can do everything from my home.

So in a sense, I am telecomm, nicating, and I think that this is
something that we in Congress c ight to really insist upon. Because
it is only when you begin to se3 the tremendous potential that is
out there that you can gain accessif it is nothing more than just
your files, to be able to pick up your complete file and be able to
work on it at home just as if you were in Washington, is a tremen-
dous asset.

So that at least gives me some comprehension of the potential
that is out there as technology does finallyis finally implemented
in our public school systems throughout this land of ours.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman GOODLING. Mr. Ehlers?
Mr. EHLERS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Just a few comments,

and not really a question.
I agree with Chairman Goodling that it would have been good if

you had been on the first panel, although we would probably still
be here with hammer and tongs going at it.

[Laughter.]
Mr. EHLERS. I appreciate your optimism about the current edu-

cational system. Ms. Lemke, you commented about you don't need
to change the system, you just have to work within it and improve
it.

I do have some sympathy with what the first panel was saying,
however, based on my personal experience. Let me tell you, first of
all, I was home-schooled, not by choice but because I was ill, and
it is a constant surprise to people to find that out since I ended up
with a Ph.D. in nuclear physics and ended up in Congress, and un-
beknownst to me, became a hero to the home school movement
even though I would have rather have gone to school.

It also of course left me a total social nerd
[Laughter.]
Mr. EHLERS. [continuing] which my colleagues can fully appre-

ciate. But in any event, as I said, I taught for 22 years at the col-
lege level, but I specialized, or tried to educate students about how
to teach science. So I ended up in a lot of elementary and second-
ary classrooms.

I really do not share all of your optimism about the present sys-
tem and what we can do with it. I wish I had some better answers.
I am not sure the first panel's answers were that much better than
yours, and maybe worse.

But I was struck so often by going into schools at the tremendous
variation from school to school, even from classroom to classroom,
and I will never forget going into one school where there were two
classrooms, same grade level, two different teachers, same curricu-
lum, and in one the students were alert, active, learning, and in
the other one they were dead, stultified, and not learning.
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I am not saying that all the problems are due to teachers. There
are many social factors as well. But I really do think we have to
have some new and innovative thinking about how the schools can
operate, and particularly how the technology can help in the ren-
ovation and rejuvenation of the ideas that we are trying to get
across in education.

I think some of the reactions we hear from the educational com-
munityand I do not accuse you of this because obviously you are
at the forefront of these things or you would not be here today
but a lot of it is stultified thinking, or even defensive, saying, oh,
the system is really not that bad, and we are doing a good job.

That is not going to cut it in the next 20 years. We are facing
some very mAjor challenges within the Nation and from without
the Nation.

I just wanted to ramble on a bit and e;...press my reservations to
your comments, but also to say how much I appreciate your coming
here and sharing your ideas. It was certainly a good counter-
balance to what we had on the first panel.

So, thank you very much.
Dr. McGmFF. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to say that Edison

does not believe that we do not need to make substantial change
in the existing system

Mr. EHLERS. I understand.
Dr. MCGRIFF. We simply believe that we have towe can part-

ner with existing school districts. We can do it within the context
of public education.

Blut our design calls for changes in ten major areas of how
schools operate, and technology is only one of the ten. What we
have done is to look at the very best schools, whether they are pub-
lic or private, around the world and selected ten elements that good
schools implement.

They have been found to have a profound impact even on those
youngsters who come from fractured homes. Because until public
schools are able to separate this connection between having a won-
derful family and middle-class status with being educated, we will
never be prepared for the 21st Century.

Ms. LEMKE. May I concur? I do not mean to imply that we do
not need to improve the system, but I believe that we can do it
from within the system with your help, and I believe in commu-
nities.

I think if we can open up the school so that it becomes a commu-
nity learning center, and we can take away the isolation of the
classroom, we have a synergy that will really improve the system.

Dr. ALAN BROWN. And there is a pragmatic reason for you to pro-
vide these incentives. There is not a union contract that is in effect
today that would not require us to negotiate the changes that the
two gentlemen here insisted have to happen.

It is working conditions. It is a situation that we deal with. We
have a wonderful union in our district, and they are very progres-
sive. But at the same time, if I went back to them and said the
things that were said by these two gentlemen from MIT, we would
have a great deal of discussion about whether we could implement
what they had talked about. It would also cost me a great deal of
money.
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Mr. EHLERS. Mr. Chairman, if I may just respond to that, that
is one of the most discouraging things I have found in my experi-
ence in the elementary schools, dealing with union rules and some
of the requirements there, and particularly when I was teaching an
in-service and at four o'clock even though I had three minutes to
go to finish the demonstration experiment, a good number would
get up and walk out because the contract only required them to
stay until four o'clock for in-service.

That is very discouraging.
Dr. ALAN BROWN. I want to say that our union has done an ex-

cellent job in working with us. They have been very good about
that. But I can tell you that there are some school districts where
it would be very difficult to implement these kinds of changes we
have been talking about, particularly in the first panel, without ex-
tensive negotiations.

Dr. MCGRIFF. I have to have on the record that the Edison
Project Partners, with two hmovative unions, one in Wichita, Kan-
sas, and a union in Mt. Clemons, Michigan, in both cases agreed
to every single change that needed to be made from the longer
school day to the longer school year, and a career ladder.

We will not enter a community unless the union is open and re-
ceptive to all of the innovations and the design.

Chairman GOODLING. Of course there is no substitute for a good
teacher. The one-room experience I had in the first four grades in
the little school, and Ms. Yost was outstanding and so was the edu-
cation. I cannA say the same for grades 5 through 8 in the big
school.

Again, it all had to do with the teacher in the classroom.
The second thing it has to do with is the teacher being allowed

to be creative and innovative. It depends on the leadership in the
school and the leadership at the top.

I am glad you just touched on che last thing that you did touch
on, because I have been telling my governor that he can talk about
reform all he wants in my great State, but until they deal with Act
195 he is probably not going to accomplish all these wonderful
things he is talking about.

I also was going to point outI was saying all these things for
Mr. Ehlers' benefit, but he is not here. I also was going to point
out that usually it is the people in the District who hold back
change.

In every place I go, the neighboring school district is just a "ter-
rible school district." Their school district is outstanding!

It does not matter where you go. Their school district is out-
standing. It is the neighborhoodthe neighboring school district
that is just pathetic. Oftentimes, you know, you cannot change very
much if you do not have them moving.

A couple of questions:
Dr. McGriff, you said two hours of prep every day made me
Dr. McGRIFF. How do we do that?
Chairman GOODLING. [continuing] perk up and want to know

how many hours in the classroom.
Dr. MCGRIFF. Our primary youngsters have a seven-hour school

day, and our elementary through grade 12 youngsters have a 12-
hour day.
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Teachers are able to get the 2 hours of planning time, or I should
say two periods, because in some districts a period is 50 minutes
and in another district it is 45because we provide music, foreign
language, art, and physical education taught by a specialist to all
children starting in kindergarten.

That is where the kids are when their classroom teachers are en-
gaged in planning.

Chairman GOODLING. So that classroom teachertwo hours, plus
what might that classroom teacher have in the actual classroom?

Dr. MCGRIFF. The rest of the day is spent with the youngsters
teaching various academic subject areas, because they work an
eight-hour or a seven-hour day.

Chairman G-OODLING. Okay, that'sso the 12 hours that you talk
about, they are not responsible to be there 12 hours, or anything
of that nature?

Dr. MCGRIFF. No. We also provide, because we know that some
youngstersthere are several other features for at-risk kids that
we provide in our program.

We know that some parents are working two jobs, and kids need
a before- and after-school care. So we have a before- and after-
school program in addition to the seven-hour day and eight-hour
day.

The research is very clear that high-risk youngsters forget a lot
over the summer because their parents can't engage them in learn-
ing activities. So we have a 206-day school year for the children.

All of these things help to compensate for the fact that they have
difficult home environments.

Chairman GOODLING. Well, I always mention the $40 billion for
Chapter 1 was supposed to have been over and above what every
other child got. It was supposed to be before school, after school,
saturdayS, summers, and unfortunately in many instances that is
not what happened.

The second point you made, something about the average per-
pupil expenditure in the country, I was thinking. You know, I have
partiai responsibility to honor the Speaker by doing something to
make sure that D.C. Schools are the model for the country.

Their pupil expenditure at the present time, I believe, is one of
the highest in the country.

Dr. /VfcGRIFF. That is correct.
Chairman GOODLING. So they are way above that average that

you talked about.
Dr. MCGRIFF. When we developed our model, the average for the

country was $5,500. We can still work with districts who spend
slightly below $5,500. And there are a number of districts that
spend substantially more than the $5,500 that our model will sup-
port.

So basically our model is a way of saying, how do you be more
efficient with the money that is currently being spent in the aver-
age school district and at the same time be able to provide world
class education for all kids?

Chairman GOODLING. I am usually a very good first-meeting---
how do I want to say that?I usually know the individual when
I meet them on the first occasion, and I was just wondering where
Ms. Lemke was when my new governor was searching all over the
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country for a superintendent of the construction. You must have
been hiding somewhere.

Ms. LEMKE. I have been in Washington State for the last 10
years.

Chairman GOODLING. A long way away. We couldn't see you for
the apple trees.

I appreciated, Dr. Brown, your comment to honor the pYmeers.
I think you were the oneone of you talked about honoring the
pioneersbecause again I hav e been trying to get people in my
State to please go out across the state and see the wonderful things
that are happening.

But, rather than do that, they just constantly badmouth public
education and will not go out and see all the wonderful things.

I just spent Friday down in center city Philadelphia. I saw some
wonderful things happening in center city Philadelphia. I wish I
could get some of the leadership in the state to do the same. I
think they would really be surprised.

I got the message that Challenge Grant and Office of Research
and Technology are very important to those of you who are out in
the public sector.

You got that message, Mr. Fawell?
Mr. FAWELL. Yes.
Chairman GOODLING. Very good.
Again, I apologize. As I said earlier today, my fear was that by

the time we got to panel two and panel three, everybody would be
tied up. The Chairman of this Committee in this room, they have
a TV set here and I am looking down and seeing him most of the
time because he has legislation on the Floor, as well as several
other members of both committees are down there offering amend-
ments.

You do not have that privilege to see that TV setI don't, either,
in my conference room.

[Laughter.]
Again, we thank you very, very much.
Are there any other questions or comments?
[No response.]
Chairman GOODLING. Staff, is there anything you want to know

that they have not said?
[No response.]
Chairman GOODLING. Very well. We thank you very much. The

next time we will have you back and we will have you on with the
first panel interspersed between each one of them.

ereupon, at 2:29 p.m., Thursday, October 12, 1995, the hear-
ing was adjourned.]

ale following material was received for the record:]
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Messrs. Chairmen and Members of the Committees:

As president of the American Federation of Teachers. AFL-CIO. which

represents 800,000 employees working at all levels of the K-I2 education system. I

appreciate the opportunity to submit a statement in connection with t hearing on

"Educational Technology in the 21st Century."

I go to a lot of conferences on the subject of getting computer technology into

the schools. One question I always ask at these events is. "Do you think the

business community has conferences about getting computer technology into

business.r The answer of course is "no.- but why is that? It is because companies all

know what business they are in: they know what they are trying to build and sell If

there is some way they can do thi, better and more cheaply, they make it a part of

their process. If that happens to computer technology. they invest in computer

technology and make sure their employees all know how to use it. Businesses know

that computer technology is a tool, something they can use to achieve their ends.

They do notif they are wiseallow technology to drive their business.

This is applicable to the discussion of technokoity and education. People in

education have not decided an what business we are in, on our educational product

We have not agreed on what students are supposed to know and be able to do when

they graduate from high school Should they be reading and doing math at a tenth-
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grade level? A twelfth-grade level? Or is an eighth-grade level as much as we can

expect? What do they need to know about history? Science? Do they all need to

know exactly the same things? There is national confusion and disagreement about

these questions. You don't find this in other industrialized nations. There is a

consensus on what a "product" of their schools should know and be able to do--that

is one reason why their students achieve at higher levels than ours.

Unless we also agree, technology won't help us solve our educational

problems: in fact, it could make them worse. As businesses know, computer

technology is nothing more (or less) than a way of gathering, manipulating, and

communicating data. ft does not have any focus in and of itself. Unless we recognize

that, technology will just be a toy that kids can use to hunt around for the most

interesting pictures and exciting games. It will be a way of doing more of what they

are already doing at home.

If we do decide what "business" schools are in. theis are many things that the

communication and data gathering aspects of computer technology can do for us.

For example, they offer an alternative to having 2.8 million teachers trying to

decide on the best way to explain a concept in math or science or a historical event.

With computer technology, we could have some of the best teachers figure out two

or three of the best ways of teaching a lesson on the Gettysburg Address, for

example. They could offer a lesson plan that they had perfected or questions or

examples that they know will work in presenting this topic. These suggestions could

be put on a database available to teachers all over the country. Then, when teachers
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in Albuquerque or the South Bronx were preparing to teach the lesson, they could

download the suggestions and adopt or adapt them for their own class. In many

cases, that would give them a better way of presenting a difficult or complicated

idea and better resources than if they sat down on a Friday night or Saturday

morning and tried to plan this lesson, along with the 23 or 30 others they had to

teach the following week.

Some people say this use of computer technology would constitute a move to

make teaching "teacher-proof," which they consider an infringement on teacher

professionalism. But you could also look on these lessons as something like the

standard techniques that doctors use. Doctors don't try to figure out a new

technique or procedure for every patient who comes to their office: they begin by

using standard techniques and procedures that are based on the experience of many

doctors over the years. Nobody considers this a way of doctor-proofing medicine.

although they do have a name for the failure to use standard practicesit's

"malpractice.- The standard practices that all doctors (and other professionals) use

contain the wisdom of the profession. The same could come to be true of a national

database of lessons that have been polished and perfected by the most skillful

members of the teaching profession.

But computers can do more than make Ideas and materials readily available

on a scale that was, until now, impossible. They can also offer help in presenting

concepts that are difficult to put across using the traditional tools of words or a

blackboard or even a demonstration. For instance. I've seen a computer program
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illustrating a math concept that is easy to say but (if you think about it) very hard

to accept. That is. the sum of the angles of a triangle is always 180 degrees. The

program allows you to create triangles by moving your mouse and lengthening or

shortening the sides of an existing triangle or moving the apex. When you create a

new triangle, a measurement of the three new angles comes up immediately, and it

is always 180 degrees. As you fool around with that program, you see that you are

not talking about one or two or ten trianglesles an infinity of trianglesbut no

matter how you change them, 180 keeps flashing up as the sum of the angles. This

is something a teacher can tell you. but no teacher. however gifted. could

demonstrate the awesome validity of this statement about triangles the way this

simple program can.

In his book Schools for Thought: .4 Science of Learning in the Classroom (MIT

Press. 1993). John Bruer. president of the James S. McDonnell Foundation, which

supports research in the biomedical and behavioral sciences, gives a striking

example of how computers can help elementary school students master basic

physics concepts that often elude even high school st udent:-.. It seems that most

students come to physics (and other sciences) with certain wrong ideas, basic

misconceptions, about how the physical world works. A teacher can teach these

students the laws of physics. but unless the students really see t hat their

misconceptmns. in fact, do not work. the real principles are meaningless to them.

Students may be able to recite the principles. but the principles are. essentially. a

dead letter. To get around this problem. researchers had computer programmers

5
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devise a series of microworlds, simulations of phenomena found in the natural

world. The simulations allow students to run experiments and test the validity of

their naive ideas ahout physical laws against the currently accepted laws of physics.

When sixth-grade students who had worked for two months in a physics program

that used the computer simulations took the same test as high school students who

had studied physics in a traditional curriculum, the sixth graders outperformed the

high school kids. Researchers also found that people who had taught in this

program became better teachers because they had a better understanding of the

barriers in the way of student learning.

Another way in which technology could be enormously useful has to do with

accommodating the varying ways children learn. We all kricw that, even if schools

are very well organized, it is hard to accommodate the different ways and rates at

which children learn. Even when teachers talk to a homogeneous group of students.

t here will be substantial differences in the rate at which students get the material--

and many classes are far from homogeneous. Some students will understand the

material right away: some knew it before the teacher started to talk; and some are

so far behind that the lesson makes no sense at all. That's one problem. Another is

t hat different students learn in different ways. Some understand things better if

they see them: others if they hear them: others if they manipulate them. Some

children learn best if they do it more than one way. The national database of proven

and tested lessons and questions and ideas that I mentioned earlier would enable

teachers, in a sense, to prescribe for students, to set them on the path that is most
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amenable to their particular way of learning. Or it would enable teachers, if one

thing didn't work, to try another.

But even if everybody learned in the same way, the instant communication

that computers allow would enable us to do things that we have not been able to do

before. I recently learned about a program called "Journey North.- It runs from

Groundhog Day until the end of school. and the point is to enlist students in

tracking the spring migrations.of birds. Insects, and other animals. Classes-and

these are largely youngsters in grades four through six-enter information Abut

sighungs of migratory animals in their area and see it become part of a big

database that follows the movement of spring migrations. They also track, along

wtth scientists, the paths of some animals that have transmitters attached to them.

.And they have a chance to ask questions of the scientists who are heading these

studies of migration. Though science is Intensely practical, students often

experience It as being theoretical. "Journey North- and similar programs give

students a chance to see how scientific knowledge is built and see their data as a

contribution to it.

The computer gives an immediacy to this kind of experience that is very

important. There is a good deal of motivation and excitement in the real-time aspect

of following the migration of an eagle day by day and in getting instantaneous

answers to your questions. It is not like writing to a pen pal in London or Paris and

waiting three weeks for the letter to be delivered and three weeks for the answer to

come back



This by no means exhausts the contributions that computer technology could

make to education. Computers have a considerable potential in creating new kinds

of assessments, to name Just one more possibility, and some interesting things are

being done in medical school examinations. But we have to remember that

technology, in and of itself, is not educational. A hammer can be used for many

different purposes--hitting somebody over the head, breaking a window, hammering

in a natl. Putting a youngster in front of a computer does not create an educational

-ituation. The educational purposes have to be there.

There is one other danger. Information is not the same thing as knowledge--

and there is a danger that, in our enthusiasm for computer technology, we will lose

-ight of this fact. It would be a shame to let technology determine education instead

of deciding what an educated person should know and using technology to achieve

t hat. To do otherwise is the equivalent of a company that makes hats deciding that

,hey won't make hats any more because computers don't do it very well: they will

become an accounting firm instead. It is to let the technology determin, what your

purposes are instead of the other way around.

David Gelerntner, a professor of computer science at Yale. dev:ribed the

potential and dangers of computers in education in "Unplugged- (The .Vew Republic,

September 19 and 25. 1994). His comments are summarized in the following

quotation, but I commend the entire article to your attention:

Computers should be in the schools. They have the potential to

accomplish great things. With the right software, they could help make science

tangible or teach negle:ted topics like art and music. They could help students
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form a concrete idea of society by displaying on-screen a version of the city inhich they livea picture that tracks real life mor,ent by moment.In practice, hon eier, computers make our worst educational nightmarescome true. While ue bemoan the decline of literacy, computers discount uordsin fat or of pictures and pictures in favor of cideo.li'hile we fret about thedecreasing cogency of public debate, computers dismiss linear argument andpromote fast. Altallou- romps across the information landscape. While lie worryabout basic shills, He allou into the classroom software that will do a student'sarithmetic or correct his spelling_
Educators should learn what parents and most teachers already knou;you cannot teach a child anything unless you look him in the face. We shouldnot forget u hat computers are. Like booksbetter in some nys, worse inothersthey are dei ices that help children mobilize their own resources andlearn for thcinsehes. The computer's potential to do good is modestly greaterthan a book's in some areas. Its potential to do harm is rosily greater, acrossthe board.

Thank you for inviting me to express my views I regret that I could not

appear before you in pen-on and would be happy to follow up on any questions my

statement may generate and to provide you with additional evidence for my views,

9
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(Iood Morning,

My name is Shelly Weinstein and I am tiv: President of the Natkmal Education

Telecommunications Organii.ation (NETO) and the EDSAT Institute (EDSAT).

NETO/EDSAT is a non-profit, voluntary "education users organization" established

to govern and manage affordable and equitable satellite and other

telecommunications services on behalf of America'seducation institutions,

governments and other distart learning centers.

Our members, located in more than 35 states, include school districts, colleges, state

agencies, libraries, public/private education consortia, private sector representatives

and individuals. The goal is to create an integrated, nationwide telecommunications

system--a "transparent seamless highway"--that encompasses land and space, over

which teaching, training and other educational resources can be delivered to schools,

colleges, universities, libraries, government agencies, and the workplace.

NETOIEDSAT's mission is to help open access to and the use of end-user

information tools in formal school settings and classrooms nationwide (and

ultimately, internationally) such as telephones, computers, faxes, video cameras,

and/or television sets.

An objective is to give every school unlimited access to a interconnected multi-

technology transportation system that carries teaching, instruction and information in
all formsvideo, voice and date--from almost anywhere in the nation or world.
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Technology has rapidly transformed every sector of our society except education.

Although telecommunications has turned the world into a "global village", America's

schools for the most part have remained relatively isolated enterprises. While the

educational resources available in this nation and around the globe are rich and

growing exponentially, the United States is without technologically integrated

telecommunications infrastructures to "transport" major products and services of an

information economy, i.e., instruction, education, training and information.

A nation's education systems are endemic to economic development and productivity.

We also know that growth and productivity are closely tied to the level of

telecommunications "use" in industrial and developing nations. In testimony bet( e

the Subcommittee on Technology and Competitiveness, House Committee on Science,

Space and Technology (June 18, 1991), the U.S. Chamber of Commerce pointed out

that the U.S. invests:

"only about $100 per student in education in ... capital

investment compared to S50,000 per worker in private industry

and $100,000 per worker in high tech firms."

If one applied an international measure to America's telecommunications

frastructure dtclicated to education, the U.S. education sector's use of

telecommunications roughly compares to that or a developing nation.

The EDSAT Institute's report in 1991, "Analysis of a Proposal for an Education

Satellite", found that indivicloal states and educational Institutions are investing

heavily in telecommunications technology. The technologies through which

instruction is delivered at the local level Includes copper wire and fiber, co-axial cable,

microwave and fixed-based broadcast television as well as receivers for satellite

transmission. All land-based technologies arc essential to an interconnected
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electronic infrastructure and satellites are the most cost-effective means by which to

distribute multiple education programs, simultaneously to every part of a state and

the nation, at relatively low unit cost.

The market to support an education satellite and other telecommunications already

exists. There are more than 200 small education program providers using satellite-

based telecommunications to deliver instructional programming into classrooms and

workplaces. Educators spend approximately $500 million annually on distance

education with approximately 113 of the costs for satellite time.

More than 90 U.S. colleges and universities deliver degree, non-degree, graduate and

undergraduate courses through satellite, telephone and cable transmissions. They use

more than 100,000 hours of satellite time and reach millions of students, teachers and

workers domestically and internationally.

In its totality the education sector has the potential to be the biggest user of

telecommunications comparable to, if not greater than, the commercial sector.

Despite this high level of use the U.S. has not created an affordable, accessible and

equitable transmission highway governed by market demand and need, dedicated to

transport instruction, information, education, and teaching--an 1-95 of education.

The U.S. economy has always benefited through its woridclass transportation

infrastructures. U.S. transportation systems have been effective and economical when

they provide access to increasingly greater numbers of users; when the primary

system interconnects through multiple secondary and access systems with user

friendly maps, tools and standards. Armed with this knowledge the U.S. economy

still asks small and large education providers to use commercial highways designed

for broadcast, voice and data, with exclusivity, limited and preemptible accvcx and

preferential pricing based on quantity, distance and bandwidth.

4
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These models are more often than not incompatible with the education market

demands and needs. The broadcast and voice transmission models are less than

conducive, if not barriers to establish a space-based transportation system to deliver

cost-effective products and services adequate for teaching and learning tools.

The satellite business has grown exponentially over the years because it has

responded to the needs and demands of targeted large markets. The satellite industry

has compatible financial structures and business policies to meet their user demands

and needs. As a result, this nation has `cable' satellites, 'voice' satellites, 'military'

satellites, 'direct broadcast' satellites, 'weather' satellites, and apparently 'National

Recognizance Organiration' (CIA) satellites.

Why shouldn't the world's leading democracy in a global economy, i.e. the U.S., have

an education satellite? Why shouldn't the huge education industry receive the same

economic benefits as other industries when they need their own satellites? After all,

the education sector pays its own way. Collectively schools, colleges and states are

big buyers. This can be seen by the growth in the use of telecommunications in

education. It has been nothing short of phenomenal, costly and chaotic over the last

ten years. Access and use oftelecommunications in teaching and learning is

fragmented, disorganized and for the most part underutilized in classrooms.

Taxpayers, governors, students and teachers are not getting much bang for

their buck with disorganized and fragmented spending.

Educators spend $500 million annually on distance education. It is

expected to exceed S2 billion by the late 1990's.
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Over 90 1 iS colleges oiler degree, non-degree, graduate & undergraduate

courses through distance education with access to approximately half a
million students.

The percentage of school districts out of 15,000 using one or more satellite
dishes ranged between 33% to 50% in the 1992-93 school year. This
growth took place largely in rural and urban areas.

In 1984 US schools had one computer per 200 pupil.. In 1994 there was
one computer for every 15 - 20 pupils. Few school budgets take into
account the regular operating and long-distance costs for telephone lines.

There are more than 11 federal agencie delivering education and training
through Video Teletraining (VIT) Networks.

Roughly 200 education program providers.deliver education, instruction
and training through access to classrooms and workplaces. Program
providers are colleges, school districts, state agencies and others.

The U.S. has 57 Education and Training Networks in healthcare,

government services, education and military training.

The US Department of Defense spent more than $25 million to install 450
receive sites for six DOD/Services Education Networks, not including

operating and audio (long distance) costs.
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I fowever, many of the 200 education providers offering curriculum and interactise

instruction in this field, known as distance education are at risk. Distance education

began to offer a bright light at the end of the tunnel about ten years ago for millions

of students and teachers by giving them access to math, science, languages,

technologies, research and teacher training which would otherwise not be available

due to geography, wealth and population density. The distance education promise

has been temporarily dimmed due to shortages and unstable price increases in the

satellite industry. (APPENDIX "A")

NETOIEDSAT points out that there are few, if any alternatives to satellite services

for institutions with limited education budgets. Fiber lines are no answer because it

landlocks students' access to teachers and educational resources and it is too costly to

operate for multiple classroom use for the foreseeable future. (APPENDIX "B")

Cable or copper lines offer the local link or connection into the classrooms, the last

mile. Satellite offers a cost-effective instant interactive nationwide highway. As some

would say, "launch a satellite and our school children have an instant highway to

educational riches".

U.S. schools are frequently described as "low-tech" in a "high-tech" society. This

belies the interrelationship between the U.S. education systems, its economy and nen

being of society. U.S. schools are, at best, in a high-tech society with infrastructure

which is largely comparable to those of a developing nation's.

There are strong indications that many developing regions such as the Pacific Rim,

the Caribbean and Eastern European Countries that are striving to balance economic

development, democracy and political stability, may likely outpace the technological

capabilities of US schools within the next 8 to 10 years. Where is that likely to lease

future U.S. leadership and economy?
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What technical aspects are needed to sustain the large and small education

programmers and encourage nevs growth along with cultural and ethnic program

diversity? Education users need state of the art, multi-technologies which

interconnect nationwide and are interoperabk over satellite, cable and telephone lines

directly into classrooms, workplaces and distant education centers

There are far too many school districts out of 15,000 that cannot demonstrate an

exemplary information project. Is it Congress' role to develop more "projects",

regional or local? The time has come for Congress and states to developa nationwide

vision, s'.rategy and tactics with plans, maps and standards to encourage access to our

vast educational resources and teaching expertise to preserve local identity and

control and blind to geographic location or wealth of the community. Parents and

students expect their educational institutions to provide an equitable educational

opportunity suitable to meet the rigors and demands of a global information age

economy, its workplaces, its workers, their family and community responsibilities.

The education sector has unique and discreet practices; it has a public interest

mission; and it is endemic to national economic security. The education users; our

communities, parents, students, and the private sector must control their own destiny

through inclusive policies, equity in pricing and open access to encourage more, not

less choices.

There is a key role for industry and technology. Governors and educators have a role

and the federal government has a role. Together the three sectors form a force far

larger than the sum of their parts.
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NETO/EDSAT congratulates Senator Conrad liorns (Montana). Congresswonlan

Constance Morella (Maryland) and Congressman George Brown, Jr. (('alifornia) (on

their efforts to dedicate NASA's unused satellite capacity for schools throughout the

nation, as a response to the immediate crisis facing education users who are likely to

lose business, become destabilized and underutilized by September of 1996 because

of satellite shortages and high vicing

Historically NASA has made use of its satellites outside its programs to encourage

and help small commercial firms use space for greater economic benefits. A timely

dedication of NASA's unused C-Band satellite capacity for prime-use by the

education sector will help NASA reach its goals and greatly benefit students and

teachers, nationwide.

Additionally, NETOTEDSAT supports Congresswoman Morella's and Ranking

Minority Member George Brown, Jr.'s education satellite loan guarantee program

(iiR1908) to minimize the risks for private sector investors and establish an adequate

satellite system dedicated to education.

The U.S. is well into an information era absent a transportation system for

cducational institutions to deliver and use the major products, services and human

resources of an information economy, I.e., education, instruction, training and

information!
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Imagine if you will, former President Dwight Eisenhower telling this nation he would

build a highway, coast-to-coast, to give American families access to job opportunities,

education, housing and other social benefits which far exceeded their greatest dreams

and expectations. Then tell the governors to build their state and local area highway

systems while hoping that industries' promises and engineers will somehow make it

all connect! You and I know it didn't happen that way for this nation's Interstate

highway systems whether by rail or auto and it won't happen that way for an

Interstate education electronic highway system.

Industry leaders who support NETO/EI)SAT's mission and efforts to establish an

education satellite include AT&T SKY Net Satellite Systems, Discovery

Communications, Westinghouse, Orion Network Systems, American Community

Services Network (ACSN iPsaras, inc. Fund), Southern New England Telephone

Company and others. Additional support is receised from school districts, state

agencies, public and private colleges and state agencies, public and private colleges

and university systems in more than 35 states along with nationwide and regional

education organizations. Many federal agencies work with and seek NETO/EDSAT's

services.
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Materials/Appendices with Testimony

Appendix "A" NETO/EDSAT Media Advisory Package
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Appendix "B" Article: Sept 1995 Communications Industries Report:

"North Carolina Superhighway in Slow Gear"

Appendix "C" NETO/EDSAT Background Package

Overview

Policies & Purposes

Members
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MEDIA ADVISORY - SEPT/OCT 1995
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

NETO/EDSAT congratulates Senator Conrad Burns (Montana), Congresswomar, Constance
Morella (Maryland) and Congressman George Brown, Jr. (California) on their eftwts to
dedicate NASA's unused satellite capacity for schools throughout the nation, as a tvsponse
to an immediate crisis facing school programmers who are likely to go dark by September of
1996 because of unexpected shortages in satellite capacity and the accompanying
skyrocketing price increases.

Burns, Morella and Brown have gained national recognition for their leadership in helping to
open access and the use of telecommunications in U.S. classrooms in recent years. The long-
term focus is on loan guarantees to encourage a public/private partnership to establish an
adequate satellite system interconnected with other telecommunications dedicated to
students, teachers and workers for instruction, training and education. And, for a limited
period make NASA's unused inflite C-Band satellite transponders available to schools,
colleges, states, libraries and other education centers as the prime users.

David Taylor, NETO Chairman and Dean, Western Illinois University, College of Education
and Human Resources states, "NETOIEDSAT is pleased at the positive reactions and
cooperation NETO/EDSAT has received from satellite industry leaders. Many persons in
the satellite industry have education customers and know they are unable to meet their needs
due to the shortages and price increases. Industry leaders view NASA's dedication of the
unused capacity as a positive temporary step to keep small education users In business and
ultimately to create an education satellite with loan guarantees."

The infant U.S. distance education field is at risk. It began to offer a bright light at the end
of the tunnel about ten years ago for millions of students and teachers to gain access to math,
science, languages, technologies, research and teacher training. Its promise has been
temnorarily dimmed due to the shortages and price increases in the satellite industry.

The satellite business has grown exponentially over the years because It has mponded to the
needs and demands of targeted large markets, with financial and business policies which are
compatible with how the user does business. "As a result, this nation has 'cable' satellites,
'voice' satellites, 'military' satellites, 'direct broadcast' satellites, 'weather' satellites, and
apparently 'National Recognizance Organization' (CIA) satellites," states Shelly Weinstein,
President & CEO, NETO/EDSAT,

National Education Telecommunications OrganDation/Ldusation Satellite
173S I Street. N W Suite 601 Washington. DC 20006 202.293.4211 'voice 202-291 4210 lax WV 220 1235 toll (rev
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Weinstein asks, -Why shouldn't the world's leading democracy in a global economy, i.e. the

U.S., have an education satellite? Why shouldn't the huge education industry receive the

same economic benefits as other industries when they need their own satellites? After all, the

education sector pays its own way. Schools, colleges and states spend about 5500 million

annually, on distance education about a third of which is spent to buy satellite time.

Collectively, they're a big buyer by any stretch of the imagination. NETO/EDSAT regrets

NASA's delay in dedicat;ng this capacity to education."

NETO/EDSAT points out that there are few if any alternatives to satellite for institutions

with limited education bulgets. Fiber lines are no answer because it landlocks students'

access to teachers and educational resources and it is too costly to operate for multiple

classroom use for the foreseeable future. Cable or copper lines offer the local link or

connection into the classrooms. Satellite offers a cost-effective instant interactive nationwide

highway. NASA will not incur any costs upon the dedication of this capacity to education as

the prime user. It will be of great benefit to U.S. taxpayers and their schools to make use of

this unused power currently going to waste.

Historically NASA has made use of its satellitesoutside their programs to encourage and

help small commercial firms make use of space for greater economic benefits. A timely

NASA decision to dedicate the unused C-Band satellite capacity for prime-use by small

education organizations will help NASA reach its goals and greatly benefit students and

teachers, nationwide.

The National Education Telecommunications
Organization (NETO/EDSAT) is an

independent Washington based, not-for-profit organization established to improve and

reform American education through the use of an integrated nationwide satellite-based

telecommunications system linked with cable and telephone lines dedicated to education,

instruction and training. NETO/EDSAT members include school districts, state agencies,

colleges and private sector programmers who use
telecommunications technologies to receive

and send education, instruction and training. NETO/EDSAT is supported through

government contracts, corporate and individual contributions.

For further Information on NETO/EDSAT contact Shelly Weinstein at 1-800-220-1235 or

FAX 202-293-4210. You may also want to contact your Congressional representatives

through their e-mail address. This press release can be found on the Internet at

(http: //wwwfortecom.com/neto. html).

appendix "a" i
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NETO/EDSAT WARNS OF CRISIS IN
UNITED STATES DISTANCE EDUCATION

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

The National Education Telecommunications Organixation and EDSAT (NETO/EDSAT)
warn of a fast oncoming telecommunications crisis which will put small education
entrepreneurs out of business! Hundreds of colleges, school districts and state agencies
deliver teaching and education resources to tens of thousands of classrooms and
workplaces.

"An unexpected, critical shortage and increased costs of satellite transponder capacity
will force many, many small Independent education providers to go dark and out of
business," said Shelly W,Anstein, President & CEO of NETO/EDSAT.

Hundreds of colleges, school districts and private corporations deliver live interactive
courses with instruction, using more than a hundred thousand hours of satellite tline.
It's enough hours to fill up almost 400/o to 50% of a large geosynchronous satellite but
occasional education buyers are spread out over half the in-flite domestic satellites.

Dr. Smith Holt, Dean, College of Arts & Sciences, Oldahoma Slate University and
NETO/EDSAT Board member, points out that "unfortunately a massive erosion of theavailability of transponder space and a major escalation In Its costs arr occurring. This
unanticipated shortage was caused by launch failures, underestimating demand and
overestimating market shifts In technology. The effect is that some education providers
have already cut-back course offerings for the 1995 Fall Semester, while others arepr, ,iicting loss of viability within eighteen months should remedies not be enaded".

National Education Telecommunkations Organi7ation/tilm ation Satellite1715 I Street. N W. Suite Washington, 1X; 2t5.XM 207.29.1 4211
Yore 202.29.1-4210 lax 800-220.1235 toll free
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MEDIA ADVISORY -continued

Page 2 .

Educators spend almost S500 million annually Just on Distance Elute:Won, the delivery of
courseware and teaching, at all education levels (K-12, degree, non-degree programs,
etc.). Spending is projected to reach more than $2 billion within the last half of the 90's.

States and school districts spend public taz dollars on satellite, cable, telephone, ITES,
microwave and satellite dishes to deliver educational resources, cost-effectively. "They
cannot be limited by or change to a single transmission system without incurring massive
additional costs", says Weinstein.

NETO/EDSAT believes that educators should have equitable access and utilization of
cost-effective interconnected multiple technologies to let teachers and students have user-
friendly tools in classroom settings.

For the short-term NETO/EDSAT is seeking access to unused government owned
satellites. For the long-term Congress must provide a no-loss loan guarantee program
for the private sector to create a satellite interconnected with land-based, telephone and
cable systems, dedicated to educatIon. AN ELECTRONIC INTERSTATE HIGHWAY
SYSTEM FOR EDUCATION, INSTRUCTION AND TRAINING FOR 'ME
TWENTY FIRST CENTURY!

The National Education Teleconununications Organization (NETO/EDSAT) ts a
Washington based, not-for-profit organization created to improve and reform American
education through the nse of an integrated nationwide satellite-based telecommunications
system linked with cable and telephone lines dedicated to education, instruction and
training. NETOIEDSAT members include school dtstricts, state agencies, colleges and
private sector programmers who use telecommunications technologies to receive and send
education, instruction and training. NETOTEDSAT is supported through government
contracts, corporate and individual contributions_

- end
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THE TRANSPONDER CRISIS

The distance education industry in the United States serves virtually all of the
nation's 16,000 school districts, providing access to coursework otherwise unavailable
to students (e.g advanced.mathematics and scienot, foreign languages, remedial
reading and airichment programming), in-service iror teachers, training for
administrators, as well as a host of other vital services. These services are in
jeopardy!

In order to reach the sclAs in America, the universities, school districts, and private
corporations that :niginate satei:ae programming consume between 85,000 and
100,000 hours of transponder time. Given the magnitude of the demand, access to
satellite time at an affordable cost Is crucial If the industry is to perform its vital
function. Unfortunately a massive erosion of the availability of transponder space
and a major escalation in It costs is occurring. The following are the facts.

The availability of C-Band transmission time has reached a near critical shortage.

Changes were caused by the failure of Telstar 402 in September 1994.
As or January 1, 1995 the only C-Band satellites with occasional space are Satcom
CI, Galaxy 3, Telstar 302 and Telstar 303.
Many transponders once used for occasional time have been leased full time by
networks Or other private companies to ensure their programming has delivery
space. It has been publicly announced thatone major cable company just leased
the remaining 17 transponders on a Hughes satellite to protect its delivery space.)
Between October 1994 and year-end 1995 there will have been a 16% reduction
in C-Band capacity.

In the recent past, transponder time could be purchased up to six months In advance.

Now, AT&T books only 4 months in advance and Hughes only 3. AT&T has a
minimum 25% cancellation fee. (In the past there were no charges unless
canceled within thirty days of the broadcast.)
AT&T no longer books on inquiry or allows flexible end times (approximate
ends), all time must be booked firm.

appendix "a" v
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THE TRANSPONDER CRISIS (continued)

Until the shortage, C-Band time could usually be found with one or two phone calls
from the broker.

Now seven to nine calls to ilnd the space for occasional feed.
In some cases confirmation comes one or two weeks prior to the broadcast (One
result is that this eliminates the option to exercise the "30 day cancellation")

The other significant change is pricing.

Individual satellites and transponders now brokered at different rates.
Three price increases since July 1, 1994 with more expected. (Time that could be
had at S130/hr before July 1, 1994 now costs upward of S350/hr).

KU-Band has seen changes due to the shortages.

C-Band or KU-Band is fungible in the commercial sector, therefore though KU-
Band space is currently available, that availability Is rapidly dwindling. As a
result brokers are less and less willing to provide transponder time to the
"occasional" education buyer but prefer to wait for a major commercial
purchaser.
One of the largest changes occurred when GE Americom purchased all of the
GTE satellites and refused to honor any eristing contracts. This has driving the
pricing on satellites such as the G-Star series up to $600 or S700 per hour.

The changing transponder scene has already had an effect on the education provider.
Announcements were made in February 1995 that some providers would be cutting
back their curriculum/course offerings beginning the fall semester of 1995. Others
are predicting loss of viability within 18 months should remedies not be enacted. The
bottom line is that the distance education industry, which relies on fees from schools,
cannot compete with the commercial operators, whose revenues are advertiser driven.

There are two solutions to the problem -- one short-term and one long-term. The
short-term solution is to provide education providers access to excess governmental
capacity, e.g. military satellites. The long-term solution that seems most fiscally
responsible is a government loan guarantee for a dedicated education satellite which
would be governed and operated by the distance learning providers. Only with such
sweeping actions can equal access to education be guaranteed to all of America's
citizens.
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THE CHRONICLE
of Higher Education. .110,ch 17. Plqi

lishm0

Steep Increase in Satellite 6Tosi, Concerns Colleges
Bs 1 luntias .1. 11el.iiireliri-

Col 1 Fit. oil to st s Involved
in distance education
warned last week that sharp

increases in the cost of satellite
time could force them to cancel
some courses

the alert comes at a lime when
many institutions are considenng
greater use of distance-learning
programs to reach children in
schools and adults in community
centers and other locations On
some campuses, the efforts have
been viewed as less-expensive al-
ternatives to constructing addition-
al classrooms and dormitories.

The cost of satellite tame has
morc than doubled in the last year.
Educators and others familiar with
the satellite industry say demands
for the time have increased among
broadcasters, cable companies,
and other buyers while the number
of devices in orbit has decreased.

TIME LS SCARCE

Even those who are willing to
pay the higher prices have difficul-
ty finding time to purchase, as the
commercial customers snap it up
under long-term contracts.

Groups representing educators
involved in distance learning want
Congress to authorize the federal
government to resell its unused sat-
ellite time to schools and colleges.
The organizations also want the
government to back an effort to
launch a satellite that would be
dedicated to educational use.

"This is not crying wolf." says
Anne Raymond Savage, associate
vice-president for academic affairs
at Old Dominion University. The
price that her university pays for
time on a particular type of satel-
lite, known as C band, has risen in
the last year to S443 an hour from
S186.

Ms. Savage met last week with
Old Dominion's provost and engi-
ncenng dean to discuss the impact
of the cost on distance-education
programs. "We may have to cut
back on the number of engineering

Desexaxxx CALLS'

The National Education Tele-
communications Organization de-
scribes the situation as a "crisis."
Shelly Weinstein, the group's pres-
ident, says that owners and users
of satellites had predicted the price
and shortage problems for several
years, but that no one believed
they would occur so quickly. Fast-
rising demand for time among corn
pinks and the failure of a satellite
launched in the fa:I brought things
to a head, she says.

"We are getting more and more
desperate calls," says Ms. Wein-
stein, who is also president of ED-
SAT, a company that helps educa-
tors use satellites. "I don't know
what we're going to do for them for
September of 1995."

The problem has emerged at a
time when the Clinton Administra-
tion and Congress have focused a
good deal of attention on facilitat-
ing the growth of data networks
made up of fiber-optic cablethat
may someday link homes, schools,
and colleges. Educators involved I

on distance education say such net-
work, will not reach many students
for decades and may never be up-
propnate for connecting with hun-
dreds of locations simultaneously.
as can be done with satellites

Rising costs are not plaguing all
distance-learning programs Na-
tumid Technological Unisersity,
for example, is such a large user of
satellites that tt has a I .1year con
tract for a portion of a satellite.
known as a transponder Official,
there say the contract insulates the
university from price inciease,

!he higher costs pose the biggest
peohlem for "occasional users .

htch include colleges that need
small mindsets of hours ea, It neck
to tiansmit their COMM:, ( 011eges
thdl use the C' band an old technul.
ogv that requites large satellite
dishy,. have seen the biggest rise in

courses we offer through that tech. pint, bs'ciffisc Sri', is sicilm's
nology," she says. I hand signals
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lirokers who buy, time on satel
Ides for their CW.1011101 cOillis ns

!hal it is tiemendously difficult to
find time for occasional user, of all
kinds, including colleges

Grace E Leone. president ol
iii Stanime Inc. of Los Angeles.
say s educators must share some ot
the blame for the troubles thes ate
encountering Many institutions.
she notes. have failed to keep then
satellute equipment up to date and
therefore cannot benefit from cosi
saving advances, like digital stmt.
pression. that enable a broadsaster
to use less space on a satellite

'TtIEI HAVE TO GET SMART'

Ms. Leone says educator, also
have not developed consortia that
could purchase transponders and
then divide the time on them
among members Instead, she
says. many individual colleges are
in the market trying to buy three
yours a week to teach French
vlasses that are nearly identis al

Theu cut each offict
throat. says Ms Leone "They
have to get smart and look at this
front a businesslike point of view
and realffe that in unity then- Is
strength

Ms Weinstein of the educators
group says that schools and tot
lege, hate not had the 'none, to
ins est in new equipment Some to
+Winton, hase formed tonsortia
she says, hut duplicate couises
neves he eliminated because oi
tompetition among educatins and

desue .utiong coin se recipient.
for choices

Ulte solution. Ms Weitioetn
sins. Is not to change the heltas tot
551 edusatois. but to designate a sal
011ie tot their use Ile, glom, la
sots the passage ol legislation be
tug pit:pared h Sc.
Ruins. Republis.m ol Minoan.m
that would provide fedet it 111.111

gum aniees to companies that build
and limns h satelltie desffiated
non Moil! 0,0
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8, I Ws COMMUNICATIONS DAlLY-7

(Gafr,maiiie.97-72ws-D9-1,/v

C-BAND CAPACITY SHORTAGE HITS EDUCATORS, SENDS BROADCASTERS TOWARD FIBER

(6sav independent educational TV service provider& will go out of business bect use of shortage of domestic C-
bud capacity Lad increasing costs of leasing transponders, uld Shelly Weinstein. pres.-CEO, National Education
IkkoammunicatIons Organization and Edw. For short-term solution, she said, unused capacity that Defense Dept-
has leased on commercial utellims could be reletsed to educators at low cat. For long-term solution, she uid. Con.
gnu should arrange for Commera Dept. to ptovide loan guarantee to operator of education-dedicated satellite. She
Laid edocators cunently spend 5403-5500 million per year on transponder fea, and that could approach $2 billion by
etri of l990a. "This ix note subsidy; it will pay for itself,' she said. 'A utellits dedicated to the education market -
after S to 7 years - would be selfaustrining.

It's difficult for education oomsnurdly to compete with commercial interests for SCUM transponder time,
Vhinttekt saki, Nauss rv, cable and telephone Industries an pay higher fees up front for carriage kg:temente.
Often, she add, oda:store and thelr programs preempted because they couldn't afford highest nonpreemptible rates.
She saki educators can't pty for services in advance, as can privets intersect. There are 3 reasons educators need
their owsi satellite, Weinstein said: (I) thwer cats. Instead of allowing commercial opentors to profit, educators'
money could be recycled into their own programs. (2) Equity. Currently eductton use either equity.free leases et
mullet services, have none of rights of ownership. (3) Stability. Difference in financitl abilities and rules of cora.
mercial end educational mummifies leada to preemption.

EllaINftlataktfolltftnaliGesiln.sulipmflongfulesby Reps. Morelli (RMd.) and BIO*13 (D.C11.) 10 establish
educatitra-dirittatedUtellite by providing loin ituarantaa foi Its opeittioti Ho.--ever, proposal wu retorted to
Education Committees and wasn't attsched to bill that pissed. Morella aids said proposal could be resubmitted this
year. Under last plan, Edut would be operator of satellite, with respamPollIties for nising capital, getting FCC Ran.
aes, booking transpondets, etc, aids :aid. Weinstein told us she's stiU interested in assuming that role: 'Our or-
genization an provide low-cost services. (Operator] should be a body that represents the users and providers.'

Eftcaddasters ako feel pinch of C-band shortsre- Speaking at recent Satellite '95 conference in Waslallt9N
Robed litter, HBO senior vp-technical operations, said transponder esti haven't dropped but 0011 Of fiber is falling
to point of being "rioniuue- He warned that if satellites don't incrous capacity and reduce costs, they 'will be
priced out of the market.' Brent Struathan, CBS vp-broadcast distribution, sold C-band 'crunch' is adding to dif-
ficulties In choosing compression technique. He said CBS is 'disappointed in the development and speed of cam.
preaslon- MFE0.2 lso't ready, and we may have to look to a higher standard because MPECI 2 mty not be 8°06
enoug)L' However, be said, intdsquate C-band capacity u driving industry for quick solution. Compreaston
all0NY MOM channels in tame bandwidth He agreed dui 'price is going to be an issue' when comps:int satellite
with fiber. Ci3S is looking at fiber feed for coverage of 1998 Olympics in lapan, he said Other main caillarn st
HBO); Zit-1r( isn't in U.S but in Asia, whale tie sa id orbital congestion and lack of teeth in ITU rules CZ Cu.iSitl5
aerious problems Orbital situation, be said, 'is unsenlinp, to the equilibrium of the satellite industry, making II vel,
difficult for investora to 10,Tal with 10104 10041105 of ce telly '
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Jamos Pageasote. Executive Director, 130 State Capitol. Denver. CO. 80203
Poona. 303/ 866.208/ Far 3031866-5469

IUMOSPFACIVIITION!
ALMOCSAITION

Honorable Conrad Burns
United States Senate
Dirksan Swale Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20610

Dear Senator Burns:

Ilarch le, 1995

On behalf of Lt. Governor Gail Schoettler of Colorado, Chair of the Aerospace States
Association (ASA) and Its governor-appointed delegates from 84 member states, I am writing to
exprese our eupport Car a fully interoperable telecommunications system dedleated to
education, instruction and training that utZizes satellite-based linkage to terrestrial
infrastructure.

As an educational organization, ASA has a long held interest in the efforta of the
National Education Telecommunications Organization (NET0). which works to enhance
equitable am's to educational opportunities for all Americans through dedicated educational
satellite.

We concur with NETO that the current shortage of transponder capaMty and high cost
of access threatens the ability et America's education entrepreneursits colleges, school
districts and state agenciesto deliver distance education to a citizenry sorely in need of its
service.. The distance education industry serves virtually all of our nation's 16.000 school
district& 88 US. colleges nod tudversities deliver course work and training et all levels to sites
throughout the country and the world. Educators currendy spend some 8600 million annually
on distance education and project that spending will grow to more than $2 billion by the mod of
the century.

The magnitude of demand for distance education and its critical Importance to the well-
being of our nation that equitable, reliable and affordable OCCeill to satellitebased
delivery systems is crucial- Utilization or este./ government transponder capacity may be a
near-term solution, but uhlmately a reallocation of educational monies to establish a satellite
dedicated to the education. instruction and training might best serve the American people.

Sincerely.

Jame. Pagliasotti
Executive Director
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SUPERHIGHWAY

North Carolina
Superhighway in Slow Gear
Th North Ca minta Information ffighugy (A1C11-11 Moats tdole tryiNtators tale tune OW to
Cindy the most efficient ust of ATM suntchtng and to rem, the time rale> are set for video
data semen

BY Duck Lard,/

Washmton Dl. -- In 19), North Carohna
began to study the feasibility of a broaul .
hand network to be boon hy three phony
yompanien that would bring the state mho
de ?Id century In IS.93. Governor Joiner
11001 announced $4 I mint. Lwr the hod
%lag, of a "ki0001 of light" superhighway
that wool.] m venially torment RV lea.,
hei h nr hook.

afol Alto,
the o ..of "mon And iouhIlhbOCV

have ruled the toad
In I1094. the General Assembly with

drew thy $4 I million. I oneerned about a
lack of data on how nit, wore using funds
Im-tead. lemslatera appropnated a one tune
grant of $7 undlion for 94,75 And they re
.-erith. apron aol a t loSlow meatute that
urtall. additional distanor learning nil,

ton alk Oahe.... $7 S million to fund op 7lon
tee no, t`t., ...1% thlt Iff,f,
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An Overview of the National Education Telecommunications Organization

These are exciting and challenging times. As the nation moves forward on a course for economic
growth and productivity for the 21st century, citizens at all economic levels, policymakers and
educators are faced with difficult choices. The station's education systems, are endemic to the nation's
economic health and security. Whether officials are reducing the federal delis it, or changing health
and defense policies, American education productivity, or the lack of it, will set the pace of economic
growth along with the standard and quality of living for Americans for years to come.

Technology has rapidly transformed every sector of our lives--except education. Although
telecommunications has turned the world into a global village, America's schools for the most part
hove remained relatively isolated enterprises. White the educational resources available In this
country and around the globe are rich and growing exponentially, the United States is without a
technologically integrated telecommunications system available to transport these resources to all
children and adults regardless of the wealth and geography of their community.

The plan Is to create an integrated nationwide multi-technology infrastructure, a dedicated satellite
that links space and existing secondary access roads, I.e., telephone and cable, over which teaching and
education resources are delivered and shared with nudents, teachers, workers and Individuals.--A
transparent "1-95." The vision is to "wire" together classrooms, workplaces, libraries and other places
of learning, nationwide and internationally, through a dedicated telecommunications system, which
can be accessed simultaneously through a telephone instrument, a computer, a fax, a video camera
and/or a television set. A modern-day "learning-place" for the rural, urban, migrant, disadvantaged
and youths at risk to have equal and affordable access to and utilization of educational resources,
teaching and learning tools.

NETO/EDSAT is a not-for-profit organization bringing together public officials, K-12 school districts,
colleges, educators, government agencies, and public and private education users of
telecommunications to aggregate their buying power, and control their own destiny with open,
equitable, low-cost and interconnected telecommunication services.

Transportation Infrastructures art effective and economical when they provide access to increasingly
greater numbers of users and when the primary systems interconnect through multiple secondary
transportation systems. America's Interstate Highway system gave the American family access to
employment, housing, education and other social benefits which far exceed our greatest expectations
and dreams.

Access to Information Is critical to a knowledge-based enterprise like education. Investments itt
communications' Infrastructure for a global economy is closely tied to the growth and economic
viability of the education sector. Of equal importance, the U.S. Is left with no other choice than to
reshape its schools to become the "crown Jewel" of a global democratic society. We must prepare all
students, regardless of wealth, geography and population density, to be productive, participating
citizens for the challenges they will meet In the 2Ist century.

We hope you will Join those of us who share this vision for the "information age."

National Educatkot Telecommunications Organization/Education Satellite
1735I Stmet, N W Suite eAll Washington. IX. 200(k, 202 2't.i4211 voxe 202.2t 1-4210 tax HAM-220.12 toll (toe
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POI ICIES and PURPOSES-

The National Education Telecommunications Organization will encourage cooperation
and in conjunction with education institutions, states, and territories and other education
program providers will establish, as expeditiously as practicable, an education satellite
and other telecommunications systems. These systems are to be governed, managed, and
operated by a National Education Telecommunkations Organization (NETO) as a part of
improving equitable and quality instruction and education opportunities for all children
and adults. These systems will be responsive to the public needs, education goals of the
states and territories, and will contribute to access and utilization of the national education
resources.

The National Education Telecommunications Organization, a not-for-profit, non-federal,
voluntary organization will help to provide new and expanded telecommunications
services as promptly as possible at the national and international levels to all schools,
colleges, universities, libraries, and other distance education centers. In implementing this
program, care and attention will be directed toward providing such services to all children
and adults regardless of their economic status, personal wealth, or the wealth of their
community, or their geographic location, as well as those with economic and geographic
advantage, toward delivering efficient and economical access and utilization of satellite
and other telecommunication services, and toward the reflection of benefits of these
technologies in the quality and charges for such services.

NETO will be organized and operated so as to maintain and strengthen instructional and
educational opportunities and services in the provision of communications services to
states, schools, colleges, universities, libraries, and other distance education centers.

The National Education Telecommunication Organization's primary purposes include
equitable, low-cost satellite services, education, training, information and research. Its
programs are developed to meet the goals of: (I) improving this country's educational,
training and instructional opportunities, (2) improving the opportunities for an equal and
quality educational experience for all children and adults, regardless of their geographic
location or wealth of the community, and (3) improving access to equal education infor-
mation for schools, colleges, universities, libraries and other distance education centers.

Servic.-s, programs, projects and activities are developed with special care to -reach,
educate and inform rural and urban schools, migrant students and parents, at-risk
students and underserved pupils at all levels of education.
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National' Educativn Tefecommunications Organization

Education Satellite

NETO/EDSAT Membership

W. Nell Bauer
Orion Network. Syrians
Redmi Be, Maryland

La Donna Harris
Amer. for Indian Opportunity
fiernallBo, New Mexico

Hon. Waxen Wilkinson
Wilkinson Enterprises
lAxingion, Kentucky

Robert Threrkeid
California State, Polytechnic
Pomona. California

Sidney Ptke
CNIN Internattonal
Atlanta, Georgia

Ralph Mtuter
California State, Chic*
Chico, California

Ilan. Dennis Rehberg
State of Montana
Heins, Montano

Lelia Tvedt
NC Agency for Public TV
Raleigh, Neagh Caroiloa

William McCaughan
Tens Tech UntallicatthNet
Lubbock, Tens

F.si McDosmil
U.S. Army Management Ceti
Fart Lee, Virginia

Ids NW
Virginia Dept of Ethwatiao
Richmond, Virginia

NT TO SDSA T
nr.{1.4

Creg Due(
DilreVery Co. mink:ekes, loc.
Bethesda:MD

Kart Savadel
AT&T SKYNET Sateli& Services
Bedminster, NJ

Brian Talbott
Educational SW. Did. 201
Spokane, WA

Melissa Ann Lester
Amor. of American Publishers
Washington, DC

Smith Holt
Oklahoma State University
Stillwater, Oklahoma

Patricia Masclantoal
Orange County Public Schools
Orlando, Florida

Ham John Buchanan, Jr
Paints & Associates
Washington DC

Pamela Quinn
Dallas Cnty Como. College Dist
Dallas, Texas

Stephen Joel Trachtenberg
George Washington University
Washington DC

Glenn Kesskr
Fairfax Cnty Public Schools
Fairfax, Virgin'',

Bruce Marshall
Fed. Emerg. Mgmi. Admin(FEMA)
Entmitaburg, Maryland

David Taylor
Western Illinois linrieraity
M acomb, Illinois

1115 1 Serrel NIt' Sim. 601 Il'asfigngtun, 71C 10001, 11011171 4111 7 q.c (101) 29.1 1210 (500) 210 1111
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NED:04:0SAT MEMBERSHIP page 2 roxsofunci no.4s.
seowss

Grn
Fox Coossounicalloot
St R. Louie Law

Spencer Freund
Calor* la State, Sacramento
Saanmeeee, Celifernla

Dom Pastern*
Giant Tacoma Network
Ft. Lauderdale. FL

Sarah Carey
Steptoe & Jonsson
WadalaCIon DC

Harris Haupt
Tech & innovadons Ia Edecation
Rapid City, Saab Dakota

Don Lakt
Loa Anoka Clay Peddle Schools
Downey. Coalfields

Kathleen Dunes
Senthern New England Telephone

Mabel Phifer New Raven. Comedian
Black Cali Satellite Network
capitol Mn

JAW* Shebat*
University et plough
Athena. Gwen

leo Baughman
Georgia Dept of Education
Atlanta, Georgia

Thomas Lloyd
Highland Park Comm College
Highlaad Park, MY:algae

Jose Rodrigues
Fibpank laf. & ides Network
Now YoalcNow Yak

Joan Neer
Lockheed Mullet & Space

Chifferala

Paul Neuman
Northern Arizona University
Fiagatalt, Ashman

lion Maki&
Noethwortern Shia Uolversity
Natchitoches, Lenistana

Krirline Wyter
Stark County Sduril Distrkt
Canton. Oblo

Kay Sack
Minneapolis Public Schools
Minneapolis. MN
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Robeet Bayles
hibssbie {Slab-oaks Corp.
Mahe" Caliihruld

David Edison
Wertinghoctse Commonkstions
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Don Rabat
VTEL Corporation
Austlas, Tens

David Samna
?assault Dept or Education
Jefferson My, Missouri

Frank Beach
Bench Assodates
Arlington, Virginia

Janis Dickens
Unfterntly e(Cnitroeula
Santa Cruz. CaUkeenke

Robert 'Amid
Untsersity eiCaloratit;
&solder, Colarado

Toot Stlpe
Daises-sky of ',Johann
Tuscaloosa, Alabama

Mark Spear
ALCOA Technical Center
Akin, Pentnyhanla

Ed Grocnhout
Noeltsern Arizona University
FLagrtait AZ
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Shelly Weinstein

President/CEO

National Education Telecommunications Organization/EDSAT

Ms. Weinstein is the President and Chief Executive Officer of the National Education
Telecommunications Organization. She has 20 years experience in the supervision and
establishment of programs to implement major education, telecommunications, energy, and
environmental policies from her work in government, foundations, and the private sector.

Prior to her present position, Ms. Weinstein was Vice President for Communications with the
College Satellite Network and served for ovet five years as director of the Kettering Foundation's
Washington, D.C. office.

She was a member of President Cartet's 'White House Energy Policy and Planning Staff'
servir.g as Special Assistant to James Schlessinger, Assistant to the President. During her tenure,
she created, implemented, and mobilized nationwide public participation in the President's
national energy plans and )3olicies. This included authorship of the National Energy Plan.
aummary._d_Ruhlic_Paztictpation for the Executive Office of the President. A chatter member of
the Department of Energy, Ms. Weinstein served as Director of Environmental Uason.

Ms. Weinstein also served as Director for the Task Force on Citizen Participation, reporting
directly to the Secretary of the Department of Health. Education, and Welfare. Her backgtound
also includes national and state experience in the fields of school governance. She directed the
'Maryland School Fmance Study', funded by the Ford Foundation and the Greater Baltimore
Commitee of Maryland.

Ms. Weinstein has published extensively and has served as editor and director of a major
national review and book on school governance. entitled: Public Testimo.nystabiblic Schools
(McCutchan Publishing Co. August, 1975).

National Educatkin Telecommunications Organization/I:lineation Satellite
I 7 iS I Street, N.W. Suite 60I Washington, DC 20006 202-2934211 voice 202-293-4210 fax 800-220-1235 toll free
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INTRODUCTION

Genentech, Inc. appreciates the opportunity to submit the following statement and
informational documents to the House Committee on Science and the House Committee
on Economic and Educational Opportunites regarding our Access Excellence program
in the public schools. Access Excellence is a comprehensive science education program
for high school biology teachers. Its major component includes an electronic forum on
America Online and a site on the World Wide Web that links high school biology teachers
across the country, helping teachers share experiences and knowledge of advances in
biotechnology that can be taught to the student 'pioneers of tomorrow. We are proud
of the results of this cutting-edge public-private partnership.

Genentech is a pioneer biotechnology company that discovers, develops, manufactures
and markets human pharmaceuticals for significant unmet medical needs. Genentech's
most important asset is its science. The company's research has led to ten of the
biotechnology-based products on the market today. It is the only biotechnology company
to have taken five of its products from the laboratory to the marketplace. These products
include: Activase® (Alteplase, recombinant) to dissolve blood clots to treat heart attacks
and strokes; Pulmozyme® (domase atfa) to treat cystic fibrosis; and Protropin®
(somatrem for injection) to help children deftient in human growth hormone to grow
normally.

Genentech's future and the future of science in America depends on programs like
Access Excellence which will inspire the next generation of scientists.

SCIENCE SURVEY

The issue of advancing science education in this country is important; and for the future
of our industry, it is crucial. Surveys conducted between 1990 and 1992 led to the
creation of the Access Excellence Program described below. These surveys found that:

only 7 percent of high school seniors are prepared for college-level
science courses;

even our brightest U.S. high school seniors taking advanced
placement biology courses scored the lowest among students in 13
countries; and

U.S. 13-year-olds scored 13th out of students in 15 countries in
science achievement.

These startling statistics prompted Genentech to launch an intensive effort to improve the
quality of science education in this country through a cutting-edge, on-line forum. This
medium successfully integrated technology into the lesson plans of biology teachers In
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every state. It also created a model for how technology can be used effectively in the
classroom of the future.

This statement focuses on three areas: 1) the Access Excellence program designed to
enhance high school biology education; 2) the role of the teacher in the classroom of the
future; and 3) ihe value of public-private partnerships for the advancement of science
education.

ACCESS EXCELLENCE

In 1993, Genentech created a national science education program called Access
Excellence. The program is funded by a $10 million grant from the company. It
enhances high school biology education by linking teachers with one another and with
scientists via a forum on America-On-Line and the World Wide Web. The program
provides on-line access to colleagues, scientists, and educational resources to help bring
current laboratory science into the classroom. Biology teachers share lesson activities,
exchange practical information, and teaching strategies, and consult with leading
scientists in the public and private sectors to keep current on new scientific discoveries
and practical applications. This information advances their curriculum. It transfers
relevant practical application of scientific principles to the scientists of tomorrow.

Access Excellence includes an annual one week summit for some of the most innovative
high school biology teachers in the country. On the basis of a competitive application,
the National Science Teachers Association selects approximately 100 teachers (at least
one from each state) to attend an annual summit in San Francisco. There, they receive
a laptop computer, a modem, a printer, and intensive training on how to use the Access
Excellence Forum on-line. The forum, launched last year, is also available to any teacher
with access to a computer, a modem, and America-On-Line or the World Wide Web. All
teachers with on-line access are invited to contribute to and benefit from the forum. To
our knowledge, this is the first and most developed public-private program of this type in
the naton.

The program grew out of ongoing communication and volunteer activities between
Genentech employees and local area science teachers. When science teachers were
asked what Geneltech could do to improve science education, the teachers said they
needed a way to 't reak the isolation they feel from other science teachers. They wanted
to be able to share their teaching ideas and lesson plans with their colleagues. The
teachers said it was this rare interaction which allowed them to go beyond standard
means of teaching to effectively interest and inspire their students.

One of the most important aspects of the Access Excellence program is its ability to
disseminate the innovative work of these highly motivated teachers to the universe of high
school biology teachers nationwide. To that end, Genentech provides access to the on-

-2-
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line network to several hundred additional teachers on a free, six-month trial basis.
Genentech also regularly distributes printed versions of selected lesson activities and

other science education information from Access Excellence to high school biology
teachers nationwide who do not yet have access to computers or on-line services.

THE ROLE OF THE TEACHER IN THE. CLASSROOM OF THE FUTURE

Genentech is devoted to fundamentally changing the way students learn and the way
teachers teach. Access Excellence goes beyond providing teachers with computers. It

provides them with the training .,ecessary to effectively use computels. The program
provides an environment in which teachers learn from one another how tobest integrate

computers into their lesson pla

However, training does not stop there. The teachers continue thiscommunication system
by working together on-line to converse and create a variety of educational projects
related to biology. Furthermore, teachers have virtually all required resources available

on the Access Excellence electronic forum. A support center is located at Genentech's
South San Francisco headquarters staffed by specially trained professionals and
volunteer Genentech scientists. This staff answers the technical or scientific questions

posed by the teachers in the network.

PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS

Access Excellence involves a coordinated effort between Genentech and the National
Science Teachers Association. Genentech believes that only through sustained industry
participation and public-private partnerships can real change begin to occur in our
educational system to move it into the 21st century.

The technology industry, as well as the biotechnology sector, have a very large stake in

seeing that our nation's children are well educated and skilled with computers. In order
to ensure that our industry has the workers we will need in the future, we must begin now

to create an environment in our classrooms which is conducive to innovation and
creativity through the use of high tech tools.

School districts cannot implement the changes necessary for transforming the educational

system on their own. Each year school districts struggle with budget cuts which reduce

scarce resources even further. Industry has the obligation to work with our natioris
schools to prepare the next generation for a highly technical job market. Finally, we must

however, look beyond the traditional industries, i.e., hardware and software companies,

and communications companies to companies like Genentech and others with substantive

knowledge to bring business experience with technological integration and innovation

directly into the classroom.

-3-
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CONCLUSION

The Access Excellence program will be entering its third year in 1996. Genentech is
currently looking for ways in which to expand the program to include elementary school
grades and other scientific disciplines like chemistry and physics. Partnerships with other
industries and governmental entities must be created to help this experiment grow.

Industry should take the lead in forging constructive public-private partnerships. With an
investment of approximately $3 million per year, Genentech has been able to reach out
iu and link thousands of biology teachers. More than 5,000 teachers participate on the
Access Excellence network every day. These teachers report that their professional world
has expanded and that their students are more excited about learning.

Genentech remains committed to its Access Excellence program. Through future
cooperation with partners in the public and private sectors, we hope the Access
Excellence example can reach thousands more high school science students and help
develop the future scientists of America.

Thank you for the opportunity to present our views and experiences.

-4-
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ACCESS EXCELLENCE
GENENTECH

-- Program Backgrounder

Access Excellence is a national educational program that provides high school

biology teachers access to peers, scientists, and critical sources of new

scientific information via the lnformatk. Highway.

Access Excellence grew out of ongoing communication and volunteer activities

between Genentech employees and local area science teachers. When
science teachers were asked what Genentech could do to make an impactful

change in science education, the teachers said they needed a way to "break the

isolation" they feel from other science teachers and be able to share their

teaching ideas and lesson plans with their colleagues. They said it was this

rare interaction which allowed them to go beyond standard means of teaching

to effectively interest and inspire their students.

Guided by a blue-ribbon panel of educational and scientific advisors, Access

Excellence is dedicated to enhancing biology teaching by providing a computer

network forum on which teachers can share their innovative teaching ideas and

lesson activities and access information, expert assistance, and the advice and

experience of other teachers to create new ideas.

Here's hOw it works:

Under the auspices of the National Science Teachers Association (NSTA), 105

of the most motivated high school biology teachers from every state and Puerto

Rico were selected as Access Excellence Fellows in the first year of the

program. This year, an additional 104 people have been selected by NSTA.

Each of the teachers receive a free laptop computer with modem and printer

and a subscription to America Online, an interactive computer network.

- more -
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In addition, the teachers attend the Access Excellence Summit in San

Francisco. At the Summit, the teachers become acquainted with one another,
learn how to use the laptop computer and online network, and are exposed to
information and activities that go beyond traditional education conferences.

But the interaction doesn't stop there. The teachers continue this valuable

ongoing communication by working together to converse and create on a
variety of educational projects related to biology.

One of the most important aspects of the program is its ability to disseminate the

innovative work of these highly motivated teachers to the universe of high

school biology teachers nationwide. To that end, we provide access to the
online network to several hundred additional teachers on a free, six-month trial

basis. We will also regularly distribute printed versions of selected lesson Plans

and other information from Access Excellence to high school biology teachers
nationwide.

The teachers have virtually all the resources they desire made available on the
Access Excellence electronic forum and a support center located at

Genentech's South San Francisco headquarters staffed by specially trained
professionals and volunteer Genentech scientists.

Genentech, Inc., sponsor of Access Excellence, is a leading international

biotechnology company that discovers, develops, manufactures and markets

human pharmaceuticals for significant unmet medical needs.

Access Excellence reflects the company's commitment to improving science

education in America. Teachers who are inte, ested in participating in the

program should contact the Access Excellence staff toll-free at 1-800-295-9881.
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TTHE LAST WORD Bio/Technology September 1995

Online Education Progr-tm Helps
Teachers Teach Science
GeottTeeter

Ceoff Teeter is
s.nior program
rianager f the
test Excellence

program at Genen-
tech. Inc.

teeter.geoffrey
igene.com)

Scientists interested
in participating in

Anserica Online
should contact him

by e-mail

As more biotechnology companies reach profit-
ability, more of you will start considering
ways in which you can contribute to your
aunmunity in a way that reflects the culture of

yourcompanyand the needs of our industry. As you do
so, I recommend you consider two factors.

First. evaluate what your employees are already
doing on their own. Any effort you undertake as a
company will be considerably easier and more ef-
fective if it has the backing and enthusiastic support
of your employees. At Genentech, while our em-
ployees have been involved in a wide variety of
community efforts, from beach cleanup to youth
mentoring, a common effort among our primarily
scientific staff has been in the area of science educa-
tionand it Is frera that foundation that we launched
a comprehensive national effort called Access Ex-
cellence. I suspect many of you may find a similar
interest among your employees.

Second, consider science education and its impor-
tance to your business. Effective education in the
sciences is lxking in many communities: in a recent
U.S. Departmentof HealthandHumanServices(Wash-
ington, D.C.) survey, high school seniors scored the
lowest in advanced placement biology out of 13 man-
iocs Yet effective education in the sciences, particu-
larly the life sciences, is tremendously important for
the entire biotechnology industry.

Obviously, we need to have continually available a
pool of scientists from which to hire. But we also need
many more people other than scientists. At most bio-
technology companies, whether recruiting a lawyer, a
plant manager. an administrative assistant, or a human
resources specialist, you typically need employees
who have at least a general understanding of and
appreciation for the life sciences.

For all these reasomand more. it makes sense for any
biotechnology company to contribute to imptoving
science education in this country. Genentech thinks it
makes perfect sense. Launched in October 1993, Ac-
cess Excellence is a $10 million national education
program toe high school biology teachers. The pro-
p ram centers around a communications network on
America Online and the internet's worldwide web. It
provides online access to colleagues, scientists, and
educational Imources to help bring current laboratory
science into the classroom.

Genentech developed Access Excellence systemati-
cally. Once we decided to get fconally involved in
science education, we determined how to get involved
based on direct feedback from teachers themselves
Much of our information came from a survey we
conducted in 1991 to delemune secondary sclusil

teachers' specific needs and the obstacles they faced.
The majority of responding teachers stated that they felt
isolated from their peers and the latest scientific infor-
mation and, as a result, weir often using out-of-date
curricula end teaching methods in the classroom.

Through AccessExcellence, biology teachers glover
the U.S. have access to an online forum that provides
lesson activities In:mother teachers across the country,
a bulletin board to post and source teaching strategies,
monthly science seminars led by teants of teachers and
scientists, and a support center staffed by computer and
science professionals.

By placing the Access Excellence hubonline, Genen-
tech was simply applying the best available tools to the
task, an approach that is both effective and highly
encouraged. In fact. U.S. Vice Resident Albert Gore
has recognized the Access Excellence program.slabita
in reference to it that "the development of the informa-
tion superhighway is vital to lAmerican) education and
economicdevelopment." Astestamesittotheprogram's
swxess, during the recent Ebola outtreak in Zaire,
Accms Excellence received more than 40.000 hits in
one day, making it one of the most active sites on the
internet at that time. Many biology leachers log on
before school to review up-to-date scientific news that
they can share with their students that day.

Access Excellence includes an annual one week sum-
mit for some of the most innovative U.S. high school
biology teachers. On the basis of competitive applica-
tion, the National Science Teachers Association (Ar-
lington, VA) selects approximately 100 teachers to
attend the summit, where the teachers receive a laptop
computer, a modem. a printer, and intensive training on
how to use the Access Excellence Forum online. By
holding these annual summits and by involving highly
motivated teachers from all over thecountry,webelieve
teachers will spread this news to colleagues: Access
Excellence is an important resoiuce for high schcol
biology machos. And teacherscan actonthatnewa:The
Access Excellence online forum is available to any
teacher (or anyone else) with a computer. a modem and
news. to America Online (keyword: excellence)°, the
worldwide web (http/fwww.genecornisc).

The beauty of targeting science education is that you
do not have to wait until you reach profitability to make
an impact, particularly w ith tools like the internet avail-
able As a start, encourage and assist in the efforts your
employees may already be making. Small initial
efforts could be a perfect springboard for a more
comprehensive program that your employees can
rally behind and that your whole company can rake
pride in. a. Genentech does in Access Excellence.
Who knows white it could lead',
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Summary
and

Policy
Options

SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS
Projections suggest that by spring 1995. schools in the United
States will have 5,8 million computers for use in instruction
about onc for every nine students. Almost every school in the
country has at least one television and videocassette recorder,
and 41 percent of teachers have a TV in their classrooms. Only
one teacher in eight has a telephone in class and less than 1 per-
cent have access to voice mail. Classroom access to newer
technologies like CD-ROM and networking capabilities are
also limited. While 75 percent of public schools have access
to some kind of computer network, and 35 percent of public
schools have access to the Internet, only 3 percent of instruc-
tional rooms (classrooms, labs, and media centers) are con-
nected to the Internet.
Despite technologies available in schools, a substantial num-
ber of teachers report little or no use of computers for instruc-
tion. Their use of other technologies also varies considerably.
While technology is not a panacea for all educational ills.
today's technologies are essential tools of the teaching trade.
To use these tools well, teachers need visions of the tech-
nologies' potential, opportunities to apply them, training and
just-in-time support, and time to experiment. Only then can
teachers be informed and fearless in their use of new
technol ogi es,
Using technology can change the way teachers teach. Some
teachers use technology in traditional "teacher-centered"
ways, such as drill and practice for mastery of basic skills, or
to supplement teacher-controlled activities. On the otherhand,

some teachers use technology to support more student-cen-
tered approaches to instruction. so that students can conduct

3i.

1

-

I 1
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Ot-

Helb,-9 teachers become 'fearless' wan technology could be
the best way to assure that they use these tools elleCtwely
thew classrooms

their own scientific inquiries and engage in col-
laborative activities while the teacher assumes
the role of facilitator or coach. Teachers who
fall into thc latter group are ;nnong the most en-
thusiastic technology usels, because technolo-
gy is particularly suited to support this kind ot
instruction.
Increased communications is one of the biggest
chances technology offers classroom teachers.
Telecommunications, front simple telephones
to advanced networks, can transcend the walls
of isolation that shape the teaching profession
and allow teachers to converse and share expe-
riences with colleagues. school administrators.
parents. and experts in the field.
Helping teachers use technology effectively
may be the most important step to assuring that
current and future investments in technology
are realized.
Most teachers have not had adequate training to
prepare them to usc technology effectively in
teaching. Currently, most funds for technology
are spent on hardware and software, but experi-
enced technology-using sites advocate larger
allocations for training and support. On aver-
age, districts devote no more than 15 percent of
technology budgets to teacher training. Some

states have suggested this figure should be
more like 30 percent.
A majority of teachers report feeling inade-
quately trained to use technology resources,
particularly computer-based technologies. Al-
though many teachers see the value ofstudents
learning about computers and other technolo-
gies, some are not aware of the resources
technology can offer them as professionals in
carrying out the many aspects of their jobs.
Although schools have made significant prog-
ress in helping teachers to use basic techno-
logical tools such as word processing and
databases, they still struggle with integrating
technology into the curriculum. Curriculum in-
tegration is central if technology is to become
a truly effective educational resource, yet in-
tegration is a difficult, time-consuming, and re-
source-intensive endeavor.
Technology can be a valuable resource for im-
proving teacher education overall. It can bring
models of the best teaching live from the class-
room into the colleges of education. or provide
video case studies of teaching styles and ap-
proaches. It can forge stronger connections
among student teachers, mentor teachers in the
field, and university faculty.
Despite the importance of technology in teach-
er education, it is not central to the teacher
preparation experience in most colleges of
education in the United States today. Most new
teachers graduate from teacher preparation
institutions with limited knowledge of the
ways technology can be used in their profes-
sional practice.
The federal government has played a limited
role in technology-related teacher development
compared with states, universities, and school
districts. Even so, past federal programs have
piloted innovative educational applications of
technology for teachers by providing signifi-
cant support for professional development.
specifically among mathematics, science, and
special education teachers, and by providing
funding for technology-related professional
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Technology isa fact of * in today societyand students yng need to be facile vnth these powerful tools. This young student
makes sufe his thiniong c p is c as he gamier s a oarnputer ;omen in The classroom.

development in school districts that could not
have supported it on their own.
The federal government has tended to focus
more on inservice than preservice education.
channeling more support to K-I2 schools than
to colleges of educadonan approach that may
address current needs but does not greatly in-
fluence teacher preparation or quality over the
long term.
The federal government has a unique opportu-
nity to encourage greater links between tech-
nology and professional development, through
recent legislation such as Goals 2000 and the
Improving American's Schools Act. The way
the laws are currently written, however, fund-
ing for technology and teacher training, and
support for effective use. may not be high prior-

ities. National leadership for educational
technology can create enthusiasm and support

for state and local technology initiatives. Fo-
cusing attention, as well as funding, on how
technologies can support professional develop-
ment, and on how teachers are essential to the
implementation of technologies, can send im-
portant signals to schools around the country.

INTRODUCTION
"A teacher affects eternity; he can never tell

where his influence stops."

Henry Adams, ttorn The Education of
Horny Adams

Technology is a fact of American life. Computers.
video, television, telephones, radio, and telecom-
munications networks exert an incalculable in-
fluence on how we live, work, and playan
influence likely to expand as hardware and soft-
ware become morc powerful, affordable, and per-
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vasive.1 New technologies are already essential
tools for doing business and are quickly becoming
a primary means for people to acquire informa-
tion. For example, in 1993 an estimated 12 mil-
lion-plus Americans regularly used electronic
mail and related online information services.= By
October 1994, the number of e-mail users was es-
timated to be more than 27 million.3

For students, the ability to use technology has
come to be recognized as an indispensable skill.
The Secretary's Commission on Achieving Nec-
essary Skills (SCANS) stated this in the starkest
terms,"Those unable to use .. . [technology] face
a lifetime of menial work."4

Recognizing their responsibility to prepare stu-
dents to work and live in a technological society.
states and school districts have adopted standards
for teaching students with and about technology.5
For example, in a 1994 survey conducted for the
Office of Technology Assessment (OTA). all but
seven states reported that they require or recom-
mend integrating computers or information
technology into the curriculum, and 19 states re-
quire seniors to demonstrate computer competen-
cy before graduating.6 The question now is. how
can schools use technology more effectively?

Most policy discussions and technology ini-
tiatives have tended to focus on hardware and
software acquisition, and student access to tech-
nology. However, in the enthusiasm to get tech-

nology to students, and in the context of limited
resources, teacher issues have been shortchanged.
When teacher needs arc discussed, the emphasis is
often on providing short-term training to familiar-
ize teachers with a specific application or encour-
age general computer literacy. Seldom have
policy discussions or initiatives centered on the
relationship between technology and the teacher's
role. Seldom have they articulated a vision of how
technology can empower teachers to carry out all
parts of their jobs.

In response to these concerns, noted as issues in
earlier OTA reports? OTA was asked to do this
study by congressional committees and members
of Congress with interests in the application of
emerging technologies to education (see box 1- I ).

In addition to the usual OTA process of conven-
ing an advisory panel, conducting extensive staff
work, and obtaining broad peer review of drafts.
OTA used a variety of methods to conduct this as-
sessment (see box 1-2). The technologies OTA fo-
cused on and their current availability in the
nation's elementary and secondary schools are de-
scribed in box 1-3.

OTA finds the lack of attention to teachers and
technologies ironic, for at the cent( of effective
use of instructional technologies are those who
oversee the daily activities of the classroomthe
teachers. To use new technologies well, teachers

see.e.g., U.S. congress, Office of Technology Assessment. Electronic Enterprises: Lookmg to the Future, OTA-TCT-600(Washington.
DC. U.S. Goverrunent Pnnung O)fKe. May 19941.

71. Eckhouse. "Imernet: Millions of Usen Plug in to I4ug Computer Network," San Franctsco Chronicle. lune I, 1993. pp. C.1. C.7
3 Matrix Information ard Direthory Services, Austin. TX, October 1994.

'What Work Requires of Schools:A SCANSReport for Atnerica 2000, Secretary's Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills (Washington
DC U S. Depanment of Labor. lune 1991). p. 15.

5 For this study. when the term technology is used. it refers to allforrns of computers and their penpherals includmg hard disk drives, printers.
CD-ROM. projection devices, and networks offenng telecommunications linkages. It also refers to a range of other new or more traditional
technologies: telephones, video cameras, televisions and VCRs, fait machines, v idecdiscs. cable and other one- or two-way links, small devices
like electronic calculators, personal digital assIstalts or other handheld devices, or combinations of these and other new technologies.

Ronald E. Anderson. -State Technology Activities Related to Teachers.- COntraCtOr report prepared for the Office of Technology Assess-
matt. U.S. Congress. Wsshington. DC. Nov. 15. 1994.

7 U.S. Congtess. Office of Technology Assessment. Power On, Neu. Tools for Teaching and Learning, OTA -SET 379 (Washington, DC
IT S Government Printing Office. September 1988) and Linking for Learning A New Course for Edideanon. OTA.SET.430 (Washmg ton. DC.
t 1 S Gosemment Printing Office, November 1989).

3 2
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BOX 1-1 Woy This Shid')

In 1906, Congress asked the Office of Technology Assessment to study the use of computers in
schools. In 1988. OTA reported its findings in Power On! New Tools for Teaching and Learning' which
described the promise of and barriers to using technology2 in K-12 education. At that time, there were
about two millico personal computers in American schools, a ratio of roughly one computer fix every 30
students. Most educational software was limited to drill-and-practice applications. A handful of small. spe-
cial-purpose educational software publishers were scrambling to create a market for their products.
Schools were focusing attention on teaching students 'computer literacy" skills. Teacher tsaining consisted
of general computer awareness courses, and a few adventurous souls were learning to program in BASIC

or LOGO, so they could design their own software applicaticos. At that time, most teachers did not use
computers as a significant part of their teachingcoly half the K-12 teaching face reported using comput-
ers in,instructico. Few teachers had computers of thar own at school cr at home. Not surprisingly many

teachers were less than impressed with this new wave of educational euphoria.

Similarly, in 1989 when OTA released Linking for Learning: A New Course for Education3 a folloviup
report assessing how schools weie using distance-learning technologies to link students ark: teachers with

resources, activity was limited. At that time, states were beginning to invest in broadcast, microwave, satel-
lite. cable, and computer-based systems, and the federal Star School Project had arst funded its first round

of profects. In subsequent work assessing technologies to( testing4 and adult literacy,5 OTA reported on

emerging opportunities presented by technology.
In each of these reports to Congress OTA noted the critical role of teachers. To learn more about how

schools and teachers use computers arid other technologies and what this means for future policies, in the

summer of 1993 Congress requested OTA to revisit the issue of teachers and technology in K-12 schools in

depth.
Requesters, and their affiliations during the 103d Congret.s are as follows:

U.S. Senate
Committee on Labor artd Human Resources

Edward M. Kennedy, Chairmans
Committee on Appropriations

Thad Cochran. Member

U.S. Howe of Ropresontativoo
Committee on Education and Lator7

William D. Ford, Chairmane

William F. Goodling, Ranking Minority Member9

Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and

Vocational Education10

Dale E. Kildee, Chairman"

U S Comeau. Moo of Tschnoboy Aasessifont. PcmorOn, New Tads ler TormIgng an :1 Limning, OWSE4379 (Waalunglon,

DC U S. Gontnnisnl Prinliv Office, Saphanber 1 sea) ..
2 The mon bout ol that recoil was the personal computer, vAwilho. at stand-aloneunl. conrociedlo area network, or as

Part of more CompronsroN, iraegralect lumina system
3 Unsung la lafraig: A New CounetorEducadcn. 01 ASET.430 (Winheriplon. DC: U.S. Goutrnment Miro Office. N000rntor

1909).
TosangnAmaxicanSchootMangthNoNOuestioncOTA-SET.si9(Washroon.DC U.S Goverment Printing Orrice, Feb-

awry 1992).
Aclu t bleracyend None Tochnolopes. Tools lot A Won's. OTA-SET-SSO (Washington. DC- U S. Govemmera Prating abet Joy

1993)

Now Ranking Wordy Member.
Now ens Howe Carnnatioa on Econcensc and Eckicatonal Opoodunaan

Now need
9 No.°lawman, House Commalle on Economic and EducsiOcned °Maturates
tO Now Me House Subcornrnmeo on Eady Ovithood. Yodh. end Farman

" Now Asnlilng Wanly Monts,.
(conenuece

21-035 96 11
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BOX 1-i Icent'd VVh This Study",

The requesters asked OTA to loOk at several issueS. Do teaChers uSe teChnology in their teaching?
My? What happens when they do? Why don't More teachers use technologY? How do teachers learn
abOut technology? Are prospective teachers being Prepared to use teChnology beforeentering the class-
room? Which factors influence implementation of technology across schools and districts? What roles do
Schools, district% slate% and the federal government play in helping teachers adjust to the challenges and
opportunities presented by new technologies? This report descnbes the results of OTA's research into all of
these questions.

The issue of teachers and technology is of continuing relevance to the 104th Congress. Two major
_pieces of legislation passed in the 103d Congress have provided authorization tor a number of initiatives
related 10 technology. The decisions made by the 104th Congress will shape the direction of these initia-
tives. The Goals 2000 Educate America Act encourages Statas to undertake ambitious school reform ef-
forts arid funds statewide plans for using technology to achieve these reforms The Improving America's
Schools Act, in a revised Title III of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), contains the
most comprehensive legislation for educational technology ever passed by Congress and places a greater
emphasis on teacher professional development in several other federal programs These two laws have the
potential to bring more coherent and consistent leadersh:p to the federal role in technology and teacher
development, but whether this occurs will depend on how the programs are funded and implemented This
report contains discussion of issues and policy options relevant to implementation

In addition to funding decisions about current education programs. the 104th Congress faces other is-
sues affecting education technology, most notably legislation to update tne Communications Act of 1934
The availability and affordability of telecommunications technologies for schoolsare two of the most impor-
tant issues affecting the future of educational technology

not only need access to them, but they also need
opportunities to discover what the technolo-
gies can do, learn how to operate them, and ex-
periment with ways to apply them. For teachers
to make informed choices and wise uses of
technology, they must be literate and comfortable
with a range of educational technologies.

However, the use of technology in teaching,
like any other change to the status quo, should be
considered in light of the unique characteristics of
the teaching profession. Indeed, teaching has been
called many things: an art, a science, a calling, a
way of life. Throughout history, teachers have tak-
en up the tools at hand to help them teachwheth-
er marking on clay with a stylus, or writing on a
blackboard with chalk. As new technologies have
emergedphotography, filmstrips, radio, televi-
sionteachers have used them to extend the range
of what they could teach, illustrate ideas in differ-
ent ways, bring new materials to students, and mo-
tivate learners.

323

The process of adopting new technologies has
never been quick or effortless, however. Like all
professionals, teachers have instructional meth-
ods, teaching styles, and working procedures that
have served well in the past and that often reflect
how they themselves were prepared. And like
other large institutions, schools have organiza-
tional characteristics that make change difficult.
Moreover, the unique culture of schools and
changing public expectations for them create
conditions substantially different from those of
other workplaces.

Although teachers want to enlist all available
tools to help their students learn, as new technolo-
gies have become more sophisticated, the transi-
tion has become even harder, requiring more
training before teachers can use them effectively.
Teachers, like many in society, can find them-
selves bewildered by the changing landscape of
computer. video, and telecommunications tech-
nologies. Many are madc skeptical by predictions
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1-2. How Th.s Stud,: Wis Crduct.....1

Although considerable research has been conducted since 1988 Ce student uses of technology, far iess

has been done on teacher uses, and consequently data on teacher issues are limited. As a starting point

for this study, OTA reviewed research on teachers and technology, including national surveys and studies.
evaluations of federal technology-related programs, and research on state, district, and school technology

efforts.

During the course of the study, OTA staff made site visits to schools of all grade levels across the COun-

try (see appendix E), and had hundreds of conversations with teachers, researchers, and administrators
in classrooms, at meetings and conferences, and over the telephone and electronic mail. OTA also con-

vened two focus groups of teachers and held a workshop about lessons from research projects on
technology in schools.

OTA also drew upon a range of other sources. Much of the background information for the study came

from research contracted by OTA (see appendix F), including a series of in-depth interviews with average
teachers regarding their experiences with technology,' a survey of faculty and recent graduates of col-
leges of educatton regarding technology use in preservice teacher education,2 a research review of tele-

communicattons networks.3 and a review of past and current federal programs and support for teacher
development and technology! A series of OTA-contracted case studies looked at exemplary apprOaCheS
tO training teachers about technology use at the preservice and inservice level.5 OTA contracted for two
other research reviews, an analysis of trend data from several surveys about school acquisition and use of

new technologes,6 and a review of state policies related to technology in K-12 education.7
Some of these research strategies yielded statistical data. Others produced information that was mostly

descriptive or anecdotal on such issues as teachers' perceptions of the role of technology in their teaching

and the factors that encourage or inhibit their technology use. By combining quantitative and qualitatrve
information, OTA has tried to present a multifaceted picture of teacher experences with technology

As with all OTA reports, the proect was guided by an advisory panel made up of experts and stake-
holders in the field, teachers, principals, arid district, state, and school board personnel, college of educa-

tion faculty, representatrves of teacher unions and professional organizations, hardware, software, and
business representatives: and telecommunications and media experts. The advisay panel met twice, at
the beginning of and near the end of the reseach phase of the project, and helped define the research
questions and interpret the information. In addition, dozens of individuals reviewed drafts of and contrib-
uted to this study (see appendix D). Although every panel member and reviewer may not agree with all the
findings or policy options in this report, the panel's and other reviewers' guidance and direction were criti-

cal shaping its final form.

AlAndsGrifeth,*Taanosogy ri schools Heanno kom the liectws,' Of,os of TechnobogyAussonent. comrades report. Octu-

ber 1993.
2 Jeny Wats et , Intermits:in Techn3loges ri Teacher Meal on Survey of Me Current Status.' Once ol Technology Assess-

ment, contracke ripen. March 1994.
,TERC, 'Room of Roseerch on Teachers snd Tetoccornurecalcns. O41.ceot Teclroicgy Assessment, conned°, repel, MaY

1994

4 Nancy Kober, Teachers and Tecl-notogy the Fed:rail:WC Once of TecirologyAssessmare. contractor report. May 25.1994

John 1.1 Margendoller , 'Case Stu:Moot ExernolaryA0Croacros to Training Teachers lo Use Technology' (Dace ot Ugric!.

opy Assessment. contracts report May 1994.
a HerryJ lisciar.-Anarysearld needed School Used New Technoiovel: Ofkaol Tectinokow Assessment.conlractor report.

March 1994
Ronald E Anderson. 'SIM Techrology &WON hewed lo Teachers,' 09.0.04 Techlotozy Assessment. contra:ice noon.

Nov IS, 1994
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promising that new technologies will reform
education and change schools as we know them.

Making the connection between technology
and teachershelping the 2.8 million teachers
In public and private kindergarten-through-
twelfth-grade (K-12) schools effectively incor-
porate technology into the teaching and
learning processis one of the most Important
steps the nation can take to make the most of
past and continuing investments in education-
al technology. It is central to the ultimate goal fos-
tered by these investments: not just helping
students become competent users of technology,
but helping them become more accomplished
learners overall.

This report seeks to underscore the connection
between teachers and effective implementation of
technology in schools.

TEACHING AND TECHNOLOGY:
THE POTENTIAL

"You wouldn't want a doctor to remove your
gall bladder without the latest technology and
the skill to use that technology, would you? It's
the same with teaching. (Teachers need tools,

skills]. . .it's a profession."

Rusty Sweeny, algebra teacher, Piscataquis
Community High School, Guilford, ME

OTA has seen the promise of technology come
to light in school districts throughout the country,
where many teachers are using technology to
teach their students. Some have found it to be a
catalyst to support school reform, stimulate new
teaching methods, and even redefine the role of
teachers. But it is not only in the realm of direct
student contact that technology has benefited
these teachers. Many other aspects of a teacher's
jobpreparing materials, developing lessons, as-
sessing student progress, enlisting parent partici-
pation, keeping up with advances in pedagogy arm
content, and participating in the professional corn-
munity--can be accomplished with technology,
often more easily and efficiently. When teachers

discover ways that technology can strengthen
their teaching, help them carry out administrative
tasks, and enrich their professional growth,
technology starts to make sense to them. It can be a
resource for improving the preparation of new
teachers as well. How,ver, there are also many
teachers who have not seen this potential, teachers
whose use of technology is marginal, limited, and
unenthusiastic. The stories and experiences of
both these groups suggest lessons for policyrnak-
ers. Table 1-1 summarizes the potential that
technology offers to schools and teachers.

1 Improving Teaching with Technology
OTA has found many examples throughout the na-
tion of how technology can help teachers with all
parts of their jobs. First and foremost, teachers
want to ensu, e that their students are learning. If
technology can be a resource to enhance student
achievement and interest in learning, teachers are
more likely to invest the time and energy to learn
to use it in their teaching. However, the relation-
ship between technology and student learning is
too often framed as a seemingly simple question:
is teaching with computers and other technologies
better than teaching without them? Clearly, com-
puters "cannot change leaden instruction into
gold."8 and there remain numerous questions
about how, when, and how well alternative
technologies contribute to student learning and
achievement. Issues related to measuring the im-
pact of various approaches to teaching, including
the use of new technologies on student learning
are complicated and beyond the scope of this
study (see box 1-4). This report's analysis of the
potential of technologies for improving teaching
and learning focuses on two aspects of the teach-
ing-learning continuum: teachers' perceptions of
how new technologies help them improve their
instruction and how they see their classrooms
changing as a result.

Many technology-using teachers find that
technology can help them improve student learn-

lames Weviem Michigan University. personal communication. August 1991
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BOX U S Defvticrl and Ava-,st bty

What are the technologies available in U.S. =hoots today and hcw are they used? Following is a brief
outline of some technologies fOund in schools and the potential impact of those technologieS on teachers

and students

Computers
A COfIrael is a programmable, electronic machine that can store, retrieve, and process data Desktop

computers are sometimes called microcomputers because they have a single integrated circuit known as a

microprocessor
During the last three years. the total number of computers in schools has risen by about 18 percent

annually and, based on those projections, there will be an estimated 5.8 million computers in U.S. schools

by spring 1995. That translates to approximately one computer for every nine students. There is enormous

variability in student-computer ratios (computer density) from school tO school and across states. The
greatest disparities are found between small schools (enrollments of 300 or less) arid large sChools (enroll-

merits of 1,000 or more), schools with fewer students tend to have more computers per student
Still. sheer numbers of computers do not indicate real access or use For example, although 35 percent

of all U S public schools have access to the Internet, only 3 percent of instructional rooms (classrooms.

tabs, and media centers) are connected. Many factors dictate technology use, but the age and power of
the technology seems to be a prevalent influence in K-12 schools As of 1992. one-hall of the computers

used tor K-12 instruction in the United States were older, less-pow rful Apple II models, yet most software
and applications currently being developed today cannot run or . iese machines.

Tem-Way Communications
Two-way communications that allay teachers and students to share and recerve ideas with others out-

side their immediate cla:sroorn are an =potiont aspect of telecommunications networking. For basic two-
way communications. Kiephones and modems are staple equipment Currentlib though. Only one teacher

in eight has a telephone in the classroom that can be used for outside calls. In addition, less than 1 percent
of teachers with telephones have access to voice mail, which is a useful tool to leave or retrieve messages

when parents, administrators, or other teachers are hard to reach during the school day.

A modem ma device that allows computers to communicate electronically across telephone lines by con-

verting digital computer signals into analog format for transmission. In recent years. schools have begun
installing more moderns for teacher use in 1989 one-fourth of U S schools had a modern that could be used

by teachers or students, and by 1992 the figure had grown to 38 percent of all schools, although more high

schools (60 percent) had modems than middle schools (35 percent) or elementary sChools (33 percent)

Telecommunications Networking
Telecommunications networking includes the Internet and other means of accessing shared commu-

nications systems that support digital communications anion,' connected ,omputers.
Local area networks (LANS) link computers and peripherals (e g. printers) within a limited area, often a

classroom or building Wide area networks (WANs) connect computers over greater distances, such as
building to building. city to city, and so on Overall. 75 percent of public schools have computers YAM
some networking capabilitreseither LAN or WAN accessand of those schools. 40 percent report that
rnachineswith these capabilities are located in classrooms.' 71 percent say they are located in adrninistra-

Ma(ty SChX43 iesponsnig to Ine survey reported access tn more than one Conon U S Department of Educatco Advanced
TilAkimnASKIlbOn5 ki US. Public Schack K-12 (Weshrtglort CC U.S Depfirtrnent of Edalr.4101. OERI. February 1995). NCES

95- 731
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BOX 1-3 (cont'd Techrc'icaies rn 15 S B:hools. Detiniticns and'Aeitability

tive offices; 62 percent, in library/media centers.; and only 15 percent in teacher workrooms. Electronic
mail (e-mail) is the most common use of telecommunications reported by teachers who are accom-
plished telecommunications users.2

The Internet

The Internet is an international collection of interconnected electronic networks and a set of protocols for
communication between computers on these networks. The protocols also includea large and growing list
of services that can be provided or accessed over the Internet.

Of the schooli reporting networking capabilities. 49 percent have WANs 35 percent of those have ac-
cess tO the Internet. and 14 percent have access to other types of widearea networks. such as America
Online. CompuServe, or Prodigy. Of those with Internet access, On average. only 3 percent of schools nave
access in instructiwal rooms (classrooms, library/media centers. computer labs). This means students
and leachers typically do not have access to Internet services.

Tele.islonnirldeo

Nearly every school in the country has at least one television set tor instructional use Video is the most
common technology used tor instruction in schools, from sources such as directbroadcast and cable tele-
ylsiljr1 and satellite (distance learning) As of 1991, the typical school had seven television sets and sur
videocassette recorders, which teachers typically use to record and show students commercially broad-
cast educational programs While the use of more interactive video resources,such as camcorders, video-
discs. and CD-ROM is growing, these are not used with as much frequency in sch001S.

Broadcast television (naaonal networks, such as NBC, CBS, ABC) is received by 70 percent of all pub-
t)c schools (61 percent of schools receive PBS). Eighty-three percent ot those schccis report that broad-
cast access is available in classrooms, and 84 percent report access in the library/media center.

Cabfe television (subscription television, such as CNN, the Discovery Channel. The Learning Channel)
is available in 74 percent of all public schools, and 70 percent of those schools say access is available in
classrooms, while 85 percent report access in library/media centers

Closed-circuit televiston (neither broadcast nor cable, but in-house transmission on noncommercial
lines) is only available in 25 percent of schools, bki. 94 percent of those schools say classrooms have ac-
cess. and 89 percent report access to closed circuit TV in library/media centers

21.targaret Honey ertrt Mires Herequez. Telecornrt-urecartonsandfCt2Educalocs Fncengs rorn Natcrtal Surrey tNew'fort
Center for Tecnnofcgy n Educshon, Sank Sireert CoNege of Educalon. 1993).

SOURCE Office of Tectnofogy Assessment. 1995. based on Henry J. Becket. 'Analysis ond Trends n Sctcot Use ol New Technolo
ges!Offixof Tectrologyocntrtotorreppa. Mitch 1994 ; alsoAdvenced TelecormunecavonsoU S PuthcSchools.K-12, Nem&
Contactor EckcetanStetistcs NCES9S-T31 (Weshington.13C.0 S Depertmed Of Etkletann OERi. February 1995). see also 0613-
ter 3 of Mrs report

mg and motivation, address students with differ-
ent learning styles or special needs, expose
students to a wider world of information and :A-
pens, and implement new teaching techniques.
There are many examples of how technology has
enhanced teaching:
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Students engaged in a group problem-solving
project based on a software or video simulation
are learning to work as a team, develop exper-
tise in specific areas, become more confident
learners, and weigh the merits of several pos-
sible solutions.
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Teachers involved in an international telecom-
munications project fmd their students acquir-
ing a new interest in geography, and bonding
with vudents across the globe or in the different
world that exists even on the other side of town.
With graphing software, students appear to de-
velop a deeper understanding of mathematical
concepts for which they had learned the formu-
las but had not applied consistently.
Special education students, mainstreamed into
regular classrooms. wolc on a more equal basis
with their, classmates v, . a computer speaks
for them, gives them big print, or adjusts to
their difficulties.
Students who were on the verge of dropping out
take a new interest in school when, as nan of a
class roject, they interview other students
with camcorders and create daily news shows.
Using CD-ROM, students research a multime-
dia term paper. evaluating resources from print,
video, and audio media.
After the teacher downloads satellite pictures
of daily weather patterns, students use a net-
work to compare thcir weather data with weath-
er data reported by students around the country,
analyzing trends and predicting likely condi-
tions.
A scientist working on cancer research can
come online and advise a student setting up a
science project on molccular biology.

These kinds of experiences. while far from the
norm in schools today, can and do occur in class-
rooms with access to technology and a teacher
who can skillfully guide its use. In most of the
above examples, teachers find that their students
are doing more than learning generic technology
skills or subject-specific technology applications.
Rather, they see them developing the kinds of
skills and competencies that numerous reform

Chapter 1 Summary and Policy Options I 11
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Teachers find that using technology can encourage students
to take more respOnsibihry for theit learning. to learn to nvrk
cooperatively and gain expenence us acquiring. evaluating.
and using information ,n various forms

panels have encouraged as essential for all high
school graduatesproblem-solving skills; broad-
er scientific literacy and mathematical under-
standing; strong communication skills; personal
responsibility, integrity, and initiative; and skills
and competencies for the workplace. These work-
place competencies include working with re-
sources, acquiring and evaluating information.
working with others in groups or teams, under-
standing complex relationships and sw.tz.:.-.t. and
using a range of changiq :c.chnologies r' Al-
though these skills can be developed without
technology, technological tools can help teachers
structure, organize, or enhance the activities that
facilitate the development of these skills.

Accomplished technology-using teachers indi-
cate that using computcrs has changed their teach-

g Ste. e g . Secretary's Comtnission on Achieving Necessary Skills. op cit. footnote 4. Anthony Patrick Came, ale. America and the Neu

Econan (Washington. DC Amencan Society for Training and Derelooment. 199)1. and William H Johnston and Arnold H. Packer. Wrirk.

lora Z000 (Indianapolis, IN Hudson Institute. June 19811
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TABLE 1-1 Te3ct' r-n,incrTech-ctec.,. The Potential

Changing *whim and larnbg

Assisting wfth daily Wks

Resources fOr teaching abstract concepts, complex systems, problem
solvingand basic skills
Resources for group work and collaborative inquiry

Adaptable to various student learning styles and special needs
Teachers report they:

Expect more of students

Are more comfortable with students working independently
Present more complex materials

Tailor instruction more tO individual needs

Adopt new roles, more 'guide on the side' than 'sage on the stage'
Spend less lime lecturing, so classrooms are more student-centered

Preparing lesson plans
Online databases, CD-ROMs, videodiscs. and other electronic sources
help leachers create, customize, ana update lessons
Tracking student progress
Gradebook programs and databases to update student profiles and
maintain records.

Communicating
Telephone, voice mail, e-mail to contact parents, other teachers, or
administrators to plan meetings, discuss student and administrative
concerns.

Enhancing professional development 'Just-in-time training and support
Satellite, video, cable, or computer access to new ideas, master teachers,
and other experts for training and followup

Formal courvn and advanced degrees
Distance learning lechnologes for courses not available locally
Informal educational opportunities
Online contact with teacner colleagues and other experts.

Preparing new teachers Models cf effective teaching
Video can take prospectrve teachers into classrooms to catch effective
teachers in action

Computer and video simulations and case studies
Give prospective teachers practice solving teaching challenges in a non-
threatening environment

Electronc networks
Minimize isolation during field experiences, provide support and interac-
tion with college faculty or mentors

SOURCE Off er of Technology Assessment. 1995
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ing.i° Among the changes teachers reported were
that they expected more of students, became more
comfortable with students working independent-
ly, presented more complex material, tailored
instruction more to individual needs, and spent
less time lecturing and more time overseeing
small groups or working one-on-one with stu-
dents (see chapter 2, box 2-1). Some teachers sug-
gest that using technology has meant they are
transforming the educational processtheir cur-
riculum and classroom organization. These teach-
ers report that, ultimately, they see a change in
their roles althey Income more like coaches, en-
couraging, guiding, and facilitating student learn-
ing, and students assume more initiative and
responsibility for their own learning. While not all
teachers want to-make this transition from "sage
on the stage to guide on the side," many find it ex-
hilarating.

Assisting with Daily Tasks of Teaching
Teachers perform a wide variety of duties in addi-
tion to being instructional leaders, including pre-
paring lesson plans and instructional materials,
keeping and transmitting records of student prog-
ress, attending school meetings, meeting with par-
ents. and staying abreast of the profession. Yet
schools rarely consider the role of technology in
assisting teachers with the many parts of the job
that go on when the students are not present. And
few schools have contemplated how teachers
could use their time differently or how teaching
personnel could be assigned more flexibly (e.g.,
teachers working with small groups of students
for some parts of the day, large groups at other
points) if teachers were freed from mundane tasks
that technology could handle.11

Technology can assist teachers with daily acti-
vities in many ways:

Chapter 1 Summary and Polley Options 113

With electronic gradcbook software, teachers
can keep and more easily update running grad-
ing histories and profiles for every student and
counsel them about problems as soon as they
occur.
Teachers can videotape student presentations to
evaluate and maintain records of student per-
formance as a part of assessment activities.
By accessing an electronic database, a teacher
can quickly locate a host of current materials
relevant to next week's science lesson.
A teacher can retrieve a voice mail message, at
a convenient time, about a change in the time
of a parent conference.
Teachers can plan meetings with other teachers
online and save time in coordinating multiple
schedules.
OTA has observed that, as teachers develop ex-

pertise in these administrative applications, confi-
dence grows, encouraging them to try additional
applications to meet instructional and profession-
al development goals.

I Enhancing Professional Development
for Today's Teachers

Teachers are learners too. They take courses,
workshops, and other forms of training to fulfill
recertification requirements, learn new instruc-
tional methods, or keep up with changes in their
specialties. However, the current approachtypi-
cally a short inservice course on a specific topic in
which a large group of teachers are gathered in one
place for an "injection" of trainingis limited and
often disliked by teachers, administrators, and
parents alike. For example, a school district may
gather elementary school teachers from across the
district to spend a morning learning about a new
strategy for teaching reading. This "one-size-fits-
all" model of training is rarely used in other pro-

10 Karen Sheingold and Martha Hadley. AccompliVwd Teachers: IneegrasingCorrvnaers into Classroom Procure (New York. NY: Center

for Ttchnoiogy in Education. Bonk Street Coliege of Education. September (990).

I Ste. e g.. Margaret Riel.'"The Future of Teaching." contractor repon prepared for dw Office of Technology Assessment. U.S. Congress.

Washington. DC. Jan 12. 1994

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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BO X -4 Wr.a.t. 0.4!.?,,enc:e Does Eriz,itreral-Technoloor It1,5k

When a technology is introduced in education, many people want to compare its effectiveness with that
of existing methods of instruction. In the 1960s and 1970s. a number of studies compared learning via
radio and television with learning via classroom lectures or textbooks. More recently many studies have

been conducted comparing computer-assisted instruction with more traditional methods of instruction.
These studies have cons ,Intty demonstrated that computer-assisted instruction technologiesare either
equn.stent or superior to c mantional instruction., Meta-analyses, which examine the results of many stud-
ies and aggregate their combined effects, show effects that range from .26 to .66 standard deviations,
which represent a sizable improvement on many achievement measures as well as positive attitudinal ef-
fects.2 Small, but growing, numbers of studies have begun to examine effects ofnewer technologies such
as videodisc or telecommunications networks.

Several factors belie simplistic approaches to the imPortant but complex question of effectiveness.
These issues include:

Conceptual factorsare researchers, parents, teachers, and policymakers asking the right
questions and interpreting available research correctly?

Methodological factorsis the research designed well enough to answer questions of effective-
ness? and

Timeliness factorswith rapid advances in technology, including rapid obsolescence of yester-
day's 'new- technologies, do the researCh results tell interested parties what they need to know
today to plan tomorrow's claSSrocrn uSes of technologies?

Conceptual Issues. In general, many available studies of the effectiveness of educational technologies
can be thought of as "horse race studies becai&e, vMen interpreted too simplistically, they are expected
to provide evidence that one technology Can "bear another by showing that students learn more' when it
is used.3 This approach can be misleading:. Whenever a new educational treatment is tried its effects are

not just attributable to the technology (e.g., computer, video, bo3ks) but also to the particular content (e.g.,
subject matter, targeted shills) and pedagogical approach(e.g., software, teaching materials, teachers, and
clzissroorn environment). The type of learner (e.g., age, previous achievement, special needs) also in-

fluences the etlects of these other variables on learning. In other words, it is not Me effects of the technolo-
gy by itseif that are analyzed in these studies, but the aggregated effects of now the ieshnologY is being

used in the classroom context. Available and future research should be interpreted with an eye to these
factors, which can attenuate or enhanse the effects of particular technologies.

' See, e 9.. C Soak and JA Ku Effectiveness of Comouler-Oased inehuclon Ar Updieed analysis; Cowers ri Human
&Memo vol 7, pp 7544; John Otsego and Stephan M Perlman. leetnno Technolooes n the Cleurcom A Study of Results'
(lbotroond, VA Metropolitan Educational Research Consortium, Dec 1992); Ake Ryan, 1.4etsieriaryus of Achievement Effects of

McmconcolsrAPPecatione n Nrilentary ScIxols,'EducationeAchinsuationOumnity. vol 27. No. 2, May 1991. pp 161.154;
Inter/cm Educator* Systems Onion, brc. Report on the Effectheness ot noctnolopy n Schools. 1990.1994 (Ventenplon. DC.
Soffwere %beaten Asaccsation, n

2 Mark W Lipsey and David 5 Mew. 'The Efficacy ol Psychologicai.Eoxslimai. and Behavioral Treatment Ccnisneston from

Miltaertaerse:MiencanPsychobpar. December 1993, Effect size (ES) is e msure c4 the &femme between a control grow that
dol noi use the lecnnolOpy and the tteatmere group Mat did. ES ls expressed in standard devishon wits 'An ES of 17 is quite small

end orient:want. whereas an ES of 33 b modest but Moulage To irierpiel the numbers more surly. they can be converted to per-
centiles For sump*. welted sae of 33 moans the treatmentgroup would be al We 63rd percentile comparedwith the control
group et the 50th percentile (J Johnston. Eloctroric Lownong. 1967. p 50.1

Berbers Means et al . Umg Technology lo SupOoff &Jumbos, &dorm (Waehnotcn. DC U S Government Printing Ofhca, Sep.
timber 1993), p 73

%Sunset al. op ce . footnote 3. Nat D Thomson MicheeIR Smonsonend Constance P Havant Educaftedirochnobay:A

Amen of Me ResearcnrWashroon. OC AssoCerhan for Educetbnel Connuwcatices and lechnolow 1992)
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BOX 1-1 (cont'd. Whal D!ference Does Educilonal Technology MalCei

Methodological Issues. It is important to note that there are several basic factcrs frustrating research-
ers. teachers, and policymakers looking for simple yes or no answers about technology's effectiveness
One is the overall context of real world educational research. As one researcher noted. 'Schools are messy

and noisy environments for- research, far from the pnstine, controlled setting available in the research labo-

ratory, the model on which most quantitatrve evaluaticn Studies are based.'6 Comparable comparison
groups are scarce, interventions with technology are usually a part of broader interventions that also influ-
ence outcomes: and different treatments for experimental and control groups run counter to a teacher's

impulse to treat all students equitably.
A second major flaw in the existing research is the lack of good outcome measures for assessing the

impact of technology-based innovations. Most of the research to date relies on existing measures of stu-
dent actflevement (e.g.. standardized achievement tests). Although there are many promising efforts to

broaden the kinds of indicators that can be used to assess student achievement, these are not yet in wide-
spread use.6 New achievement measures would assess areas that many believe can be particularly af-
fected by using new technologies (e.g., higher-order thinking) Also key, however, is the need to include
outcomes that go beyond student achievement, because student achievement may be affected by stu-
dents' attitudes atout themselves, school, and learning, and by the types of interactions that go on iri

schools. For example, some research has documented the positive effects of computer-assisted instruction

on students attitudes about school and teaming.' Also promising is recent research that suggests that
technology-based innovations can affect student self-concept as well as interactions between students and

teachers in the classroom c -wironment.8 Technological changes are likely to be nonlinear, and technologi-

cal changes may show their impacts not only on Student learning, but also on the curricula, the nature of
instruction.6 the culture ot schools, and the fundamental ways teachers do their jobs.

Timeliness. The rapid pace and the potentially high cost of some technological changesto create a
dilemma for the typically slower pace of careful research. Policymakersand taxpayersfaced with de-
ciding whether to invest millions of dollars in an information infrastructure typically want to know whether
their investment will be worth the increased financial burden (assuming technology does not replace exist-

ing methods) For example, they will want to know whether what is on the 'Information superhighway' will

really help their children achieve, whether putting a telephone on every teacher s desk will really improve
parent-teacher communication, or whether investing in new personnel to provide -just-in-time support for
technology-using teachers will enhance the instructional capabilities of existing technology investments

Equally reasonable seem the frustrations of those who have experienced the promise of particular educa-
tional technologies in small experimental programs (e.g., downloading real-time information on weather

data from satellites for science lessons). By the time the external evidence has been compiled. 'proving'
that technology integration works and districts are ready to commit to purchases of the appropriate hard-

ware and software, the technology that has been researched may be obsolete and a golden opportunity to

use it for current sbdents will have been lost.

5 Jaen 0 Heonan."Evaluatext the Effects of Technology rri School Relonn Technology and Educaaan Rek . Th e Reahry

and the PfrAnne. Barbw a Means led ) (San Francrsco. CA Jossey.Bass Pubashers 1994) p 145
6 See Tesung on Amerman Schm/s Asiung the tight Clueseols. 07A-SET.519 (Washeglon0C US Goverment Prrnhoi0fhce,

Febnary 19921
Thompson al al . op. 01 . Footnote 4

&vet- kachata and EllenR Belo. Report on the Elkcipreness Technot ym Schools 1990-1994 (Wasneglon.00 Software

Pubhshers assccelan. net
*Jerome Johnston. Elect/taw Learrwrig From Am/0We to Vdeocbse (Hrllsclale. NJ Lamence Enbaum. 19871
ft, The costsof educations& lechnologes ate nal known well cede.* Whilit islmmwn What they varycons4Nabty depending

on an Cray of 14C100 See sechon on 'Costs' lee( on the chapter
(contmued)
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'30, '-3 c.72^'.1 I,- -irD 4^-ce Does Ect,cat.oral Tecncc, .Mre?

Directions fee the Future. Although there are some prornising studies, more research on the broad
variety of eclucational effects of technology is needed. A more fruitful researCh approach than merely ask-

ing whether a particular technology works is to ask about the 'value added- to instruction when technology

is present in schools; in other words, when, why, and how do technologies improve teaching, professional

development, arbd, ultimately learning for children? Increasingly researchers are concentrating their efforts
on this type of more contextualized researchstudying how complex-technology. based innovations 'work'

in real classroom settings over time. Such research can help to determine how technology environments
can best be designed to support student learning and what approaches to instruction work best in con-
junction with various types of technologies for what kinds of subject matter. The role of the teacher in imple-

menting and facilitating student learning in such environments is an important focus of such studies."
Additional research models are needed to deepen understanding about which instructional uses of technol-
ogy we most eff ective and under what circumstances, and how teacher interactions with technology play
into this effectiveness. By taking a mere contextualized approach, research can help schools, parents.
teachers, and policyrnakers understand the necessary steps to diffusing and continuously refining educa-
tional technologies in the schools

" For examples of this kind of research see AL. amen. 'Desch Experiments Theoretical aocl Methodological Challenges in

Creating Carper Interventions n Glassman Settings: Journal ohne Lowing Scances. vol 2. No. 2. pp 141.176. Cogrelion end
TechnologyGroweiVanclesbdt:TheJesper Evenrners MExplocahonol Leasiscp sod iosiruchonel Ciesign:Eckiceacnal
Technobgy Award? and Dipv43~.,431 40. Po 65-90. 1992

SOURCE CeIxe at Tectrdogy Asseumant. 1995

fessions, and, although it may be efficient for
school districts, many suggest it is not the most ef-
fective way to encourage teachers to learn new
skills or tsaching approaches. It appears to be a
particularly ill-chosen method for encouraging
taachers to use technology, where hands-on train-
ing with the hardware and software, curriculum-
spec ific applications, and followup support are all
necessary.

OTA has found examples of how technology
can provide teachers with "just-in-time training
and support" when and where they need assistance
in many curricular areas. It can transcend the walls
of isolation that separate teachers and extend for-
mal and informal learning opportunities. The fol-
lowing are some examples:

Without leaving their school buildings, teach-
ers from across the 90 school districts in
sprawling Los Angeles County can participate
in a satellite staff development course on topics
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such as how to apply the California history and
social science framework in lessons in their
classrooms.
School counselors from across Wyoming meet
regularly over a compressed video network to
discuss student truancy and behavior problems.
A special education professor at the University
of Northern Iowa offers courses to teachers
throughout the state over the Iowa Commu-
nication Network. With this flberoptic net-
work, teachers at each site can see and hear each
other as they develop skills for add the certi-
fication credits that will enable them to teach
students.with moderate, severe, and profound
mental disabilities.
Mathematics teachers use a computer network
to discuss the mathematics teaching techniques
they have observed through video presenta-
tions in the Mathline project sponsored by the
Public Broadcasting Sys,em.
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Using cable television, teachers from remote
locations around the country can take courses
leading to a masters in educational technology
degree from George Washington University in
Washington. DC.

Irk examples like these, technology can be the
vehicle for providing teachers access to new ideas.
master teachers and other professionals beyond
their school setting, in both formal and informal
courses and enrichment activities. It cart also pro-
vide the support teachers need after a course ends.
as they apply and refine in the classroom the les-
sons and teehniques they have learned.

I Preparing New Teachers with
Technology

In colleges of education where technology is an
integral part of the teacher education preservice
program, technology has been used not just to
train prospective teachers about technology, but
also as a resource to enhance the overall teacher
preparation experience. For example, live broad-
casts. tapes. video networks. CD-ROMs or video-
discs can provide teacher education students with
case studies or models of effective teaching. Fur-
thermore. technologywhether computer or vid-
eo networkscan create closer connections
among student teachers, college of education fac-
ulty. and mentor teachers in K-12 classrooms,
whether in lab schools or professional develop-
ment schools closely allied with colleges of
education, or in more traditional student place-
ment activities. Electronic networks can provide a
safety net for communication, sharing knowl-
edge, and experience for student teachers in the
field, as well as for new teachers launching their
careers. The loneliness and anxiety common to
teachers' first teaching experiences can be miti-
gated through contact with professors and peers
via electronic networks. Thc following are exam-
ples of ways technologies have enriched preser-
vice teacher education:

Teacher education students at the University of
South Carolina appreciate what students with
language learning disabilities might experi-

21-035 96 12
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The use ol technology in teacher preparation programs is
&wed but it can enhance the overall preservrce expenence

ence when dealing with text by working with a
software simulation called "The Language
Mangler." Another simulation serves as a sur-
rogate field observation, enabling prospective
teachers to observe, critique, and discuss ways
teachers handle students with special needs in
a variety of settings.
At the Peabody College of Education at Van-
derbilt University, teacher education students
review CD-ROM discs that contain video cases
of mathematics teachers working with stu-
dents. Teacher education students can each
have copies of the inexpensive CD-ROM discs.
play them on computers supplied with CD-
ROM drives in dorms and on campus, and re-
view teaching techniques individually or in a
group. They add notes and observations on ac-
companying software that serves as an elec-
tronic notebook, which instnictors then collect
electronically for grading and return.
All thc schools in which the University of Vir-
ginia's Cdrry School of Education preservice
students spend their internships are linked to
Virginia's Public Education Network, permit-
ting the teaching intern, the supervising teach-

334
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er, and the faculty at the Curry School to confer
via the electronic network throughout the
teaching internship.
At the Price Lab School at the University of
Northern Iowa, a fiberoptic network linking the
college and the lab school enables teachers in
any of the 48 classrooms at the lab school to
ship video to teaching methods classes. Teach-
er education students see lessons related to top-
ics they arc discussing in their courses and,
with two-way video and audio, talk to the
teacher after they see the lesson and hcar tne
teacher's on-thc-spot analysis of what worked
and what was problematic in that lesson. Since
mcrt lab school faculty use technology in their
classes, thc teacher education students can see
effective modeling of technology use via
technology.
University of Wyoming students conducting
student teaching meet via a compressed video
system with their supervising faculty member,
collaborating teacher, and clinical supervisor as
often as necessary to discuss problems and
questions arising out of student teaching expe-
riences.

TEACHERS AND TECHNOLOGY:
THE BARRIERS

While promising, the above examples of what
technology can do are far from the reality in
many schools, in colleges of education, or in the
daily teaching experience or professional de-
velopment of the typical teacher. There are a
number of common barriers to more widespread
use of technology by teachers (see table 1-2):

First, there is the question of access to appropri-
ate technologies. The question of access is also
tied to problems of costs.
Although most teachers see the value of stu-
dents learning about computers and other
technologies, many teachers lack a clear under-
standing about what resources technology can
offer them as they try to meet their instructional
goa Is.

.r)

As do most users of emerging technologies,
many teachers encounter technical and logisti-
cal problems they cannot solve themselves and
often lack the training and support necessary to
resolve the problems.
Many feel the need for more knowledgei,
just about how to run the machinesbut about
what software to use, how to integrate it into the
curriculum, and how to organize classroom ac-
tivities using technology.
The current assessmcnt system, if it relies
heavily on standardized achievement tests, can
also bc a barrier to experimentation with new
technologies because teachers are not sure
whether the results they are seeking will be re-
flected in improved student test scores.
In addition, issues created by technology itself
arc also factors to be dealt with, including those
related to copyright and intellectual property
rights, privacy of student records, and control
of student access to objectionable materials.

I Access Issues

Equipment
One basic prerequisite for effective teacher use of
technology is access. Schools have made substan-
tial investments in hardware and software over the
past several years. increasing their technology in-
ventories (see box 1-3). OTA finds that, despite
past investments in technology, many schools still
lack the basic technology infrastructure to support
the most promising applications of educational
technology. About half the computers in U.S.
schools are older, 8-bit machines that cannot sup-
port CD-ROM-sized databases or network inte-
grated systems or run complex software. This
aging inventory limits the ability of many teachers
to use some of the most exciting applications of
computersinformation gathering from net-
worked databases or CD-ROM encyclopedias,
desktop publishing, mathematics instruction us-
ing analytic graphing and calculating softwarc.
and collaborating in joint projects over nctworks.

Some schools do not always make the most of
the equipment they already have, and some do not
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TABLE 1-2: Teaching and Technology. Current Barriers

Access and costs

I la us twaoar. I

'Ell

Vision or rationale for cek
technology use

Training and support

SOURCE Once 01 rectindogy Assessment. 995

Teachers need time to:

Experiment with new technologies.

Share experiences with other teacners

Plan and debug lessons using new methods that incor-
porate technologies.

Attend workshops or training sessions

In addition to limited hardware and software, other factors
affect access

Costs are high for purchasing, connecting, and training
to use technologies
Technologies may not be located in or near the class-
rOOm

Hardware in schools today is old (50 percent of com-
puters in schools are 8.bit machines) and cannot han.
die many newer applications

New or additional wiring or phone lines are necessary
lor telecommunications networks

Schools must have plans. and teachers a clear under .
standing of curricular uses of technology
II is difficult to keep up with the rapid rate of technology
development and changing messages of best use

Teachers lack models showing the value of technology
for their own professional use

Overall, districts spend less than 15 percent of their
technology budgets on training, but they spend 55 per-
cent of the budget on hardware and 30 percent on
Software.

Technology training today focuses primarily on the me-
chanics of operating equipment, not on integrating
technology into the curriculum or Selecting appropriate
software

Only 6 percent ot elementary and 3 percent of second
ary schools have a full-time. Scbool-leyel computer
coordinator for technical support

Existing standardized measurements of student
achievement may not reflect what has been learned
with technology

Teachers are held immediately accountable for changes
that take time to show results

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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,FlGUREI-1: Requirements ibr Effective
Uui of Techrc'ccy

suited to edution
TechnolccD

goais

Cesenince
training

AdrninistraTi
suppor9

Effective
use of

technology

A

Time

Vision of
curricular

applications

Preservice
training

SOURCE On ice ot Tecrinceogy Assessment adapted horn Jade L Do-
wd 'Realizing tno Promise ol lecrriology Pi:Noy Perspectree in Bar-
bara Weans tee ). Technology and Educator, Reform (San Francisco-
Jossey-Bass Pubhshers. Inc . 1994) PA 169-189

always locate technology in the most accessible
places. Most computers are still in labs rather than
in classrooms, and modems may be located on a
central computer in the principal's office, making
it hard for teachers to use them during the course
of a day. Thus, it is not surprising that computers
are not used very often (about two hours per stu-
dent per week, according to coordinators; less, ac-
cording to the students). They are not used
regularly in the teaching of academic subjects
only 9 percent of secondary school students re-
ported using computers for English class, 6 to 7
percent for a math class. and 3 percent for a social
studies class. The most common uses of comput-
ers are for basic skill practice at the elementary
level and word processing and other computer-
specific skills in middle and high schools. Other
uses, such as dcsktop publishing, developing
math or science reasoning with computer simula-
tions, gathering information from databases, or
communicating by electronic mail (e-mail) are
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much rarer. And, despite the growing interest in
connecting schools with information resources
like the Internet, most school districts with local
area networks do not always configure them or use
them for the most up-to-date applications.

Furthermore, a majority of schools are ill-
equipped to take advantage of the potential pres-
ented by telecommunications networks. Fewer
than one teacher in eight has a telephone in the
classroom that can be used for outside calls. More-
over, most schools lack the connectivity, adminis-
trative and organizational support, and technical
expertise needed to integrate networks into teach-
ing and learning.

OTA finds that it is necessary to consider a
new definition of what constitutes "access" to
technology by teachers and students. Counts of
equipment, student-computer ratios. dollars spent
and requirements, while important, alone are not
sufficient to define meaningful access to technolo-
gies. It is appropriate rather to consiaer infrastruc-
ture in a broader sense: type of technology
(including older but overlooked resources such as
the telephone), age, capacity, connectivity, soft-
ware, and services. Organizational arrangements
the placement and flexibiiity of technology
also affect the ease of use by teachers and students.
For example, a cart of laptop computers that can
be moved anywhere in a school may be used much
more often than a computer lab far from the class-
room. An additional component of a new defini-
tion of access includes the kinds of support
teachers need to use the infrastructure effectively:
exposure to innovative uses, flexible "just-in-
time" training, and ongoing technical support and
expert advice.

If access to technology is an equity concem,
then the definition should be expanded to encom-
pass access to necessary information. Telecom-
munications and networking technologies, in
particular, may create incomparable opportunities
for teachers and students to gain immediate access
to information. Combined with hardware like CD-
ROM players. the excitement and power of video
can be combined with the information transmis-
sion power of the computer and communication
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capabilities of high speed networks. Connectivity
is likely to become the major technology issue of
the next several years. Major investments of time
and other resources will be required to prepare
schools to effectively access the information and
electronic communities telecommunications can
provide.

Costs
As new technologies, new opportunities for in-
creased levels of connectivity, and educational
applications emerge, those concerned with ex-
panding the use of technology in schools and by
teachers have turned their attention to the issue of
cost.° The cost of any new initiative is always an
issue for elementary and secondary education.
which is funded almost exclusively by a combina-
tion of state and local taxpayers. Some have sug-
gested. however, that there be greater roles for the
federal government, private businesses, or some
combination to ensure that schools obtain new
technologies. These suggestions have stimulated
the Congress to direct the U.S. Department of
Education (ED) to estimate costs on a national ba-
sis.° The ED estimate, to be developed by the
Rand Corporation under contract to ED. was not
available at the time this report was prepared. Pre-
vious attempts at rough estimates, at the state and
national levels, can be informative in illustrating
the range of costsand the range of uncertainty
involved.

States vary greatly in their installed basc of
technology, their technology plans and goals. ax..
the numbers of students served (see chapter 3, fig
tire 3-5). Consequently, states will require varying
levels of funding to meet these goals. For all
states, however, substantial commitments will be
required.

Chapter 1 Summary and Policy Options I 21

The costs 01 tecnnology are a major /wile for many senoois

Table 1-3 estimates installation and operating
costs of selected telecommunications technolo-
gies. The table is based on rough estimates by
OTA of the costs of installing telephone lines in all
U.S. classrooms, and by projections made by two
economists" based on various configurations for
connecting schools, school districts, and/or class-
rooms. Analysis of the estimates suggests that at
the national level and depending on a variety of
fac:ors:

estimated one-time installation costs (includ-
ing training) may range from $0.08 billion (for
one personal computer plus modem per school.
connected to the Internet through a school-dis-
trict-based file server) to $145 billion (to have
one personal computer per student desktop,
with full, ubiquitous connection to the Internet
for a complete suite of text, audio, gxaphical
and video applications); plus
estimated annual operating costs for the config-
urations described above (including annual

" See. e.g . Russell I. Rothstein. "Connecting K.12 Schools to the NIL A Preliminary Assessment of Technology Models and Their

Associated Costs." a working paper (Washington. U.S Department of Education. Aug. 4. 1994). Robert Cohen. 'The Cost of NII Access to

K-12 Schools: Preliminary Assessments.- paper provided by Robert Blau. director. Policy Analysis. Bell South. Washington. DC. 1994.

" Ste. e g Public Law 103-382. Title 111.

14 Rothstein and Cohen. op rit footnote I 2
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.1Ig

Teachers worlong togethe( can create a snared vistn for
teChnology use

training and support for teachers) may range
from $0.16 billionlo $11.28 billion.

The range in the estimates in table 1-3 is strik-
ing, and the estimates could easily be far from the
mark. Furthermore, these estimates have not con-
sidered costs of using additional technological
configurations that offer potential, such as cellular
telephones and wireless modems."

Key factors that appear to account for current
differences in available estimates include:

the configuration of technologies envisioned
for the estimate (from a simple telephone line,
to technologies that are on the cutting edge);

the number of desktops. classrooms, school
buildings, and school districts that are assumed
to obtain access to the system;
the amount of retrofitting required of school
buildings (e.g., to install new wiring for tele-
phone and cable lines or to provide additional
electrical power, to deal with asbestos during
required construction); and
the amount of support and training required for
the human resourcesthe teachersto make
best use of the new technologies.

Clearly, different assumptions about these fac-
torsand development of new, perhaps less ex-
pensive, technologies in the futurecould greatly
affect cost projections. In addition, at the local lev-
el, prices for individual technologies may vary
considerably, meaning that any one school, school
district, or state could experience a considerably
different level of costs than any other."

I A Vision of Goals and Rationale for
Technology Use

There is also a gap between having technology
and using it effectively. As described above,
equipment is often placed in locations where it is
inconvenient for regular classroom use. Further-
more, schools and teachers have received conflict-
ing advice over the years about thc best ways to
use their technology. As the technology has
evolved, so has the prevailing wisdom on how
teachers should use technologies in schools
from teaching programming, to encouraging indi-
vidualized drill and practice, to building computer
literacy, to participating in electronic communi-
ties. Conventional thinking also has shifted about
how to organize technology resources, from self-
contained labs, to one computer per classroom for
teacher demonstrations or single student tutorials,
to a few computers per classroom on which stu-

---
It See I) S. Congress. Office of Technology &comment. study on wireless lekcommunications. fonhcorning.

'" The policy Issues and options section of thischatner provides exampksof how diffennt state policies (e.g., with respect to group purchts.
me. w ith revert to sutnithes for tekcommunicatsons thanes) Cla affect the costs actually incurred at the local Isvel.
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dents can work in small groups, to one computer
per student and on the teacher's desktop. It is
small wonder that teachers have become con-
fused. and administrators frustrated, with many
educators unclear where they should be headed in

directing technology use.

I Support and Training
Other barriers in many schools hamper more ef-
fective use of technology by teachers. These in-
clude lack of time, inconvenient scheduling,
attitudinal,barriers, and barriers of school orga-
nization, curriculum, testing, and other policies.

In general, teachers have little in the way of
technology support or training available at their
schools, although many teachers seek training on
their own. Currently schools spend much morc on
hardware (55 percent) and software (30 percent)
than they do on training (15 percent). Less than
half of American schools report that an introduc-
tory computer course is available for teachers
through the district or a local college.

Furthermore, the kind of training, not just
availability, is important. Much of today's educa-
tional technology training tends to focus on the
mechanics of operating new machinery, with little
about integrating technology into specific sub-
jects, how to choose software, and how to or-
ganize classes. e.g., tb usc four computer
workstations or a single computer with a modem.

Regular. onsite support for technology use is an
even more daunting problem. Only 6 percent of
elementary and 3 percent of secondary schools
have full-time school-level computer coordina-
tors; in nearly three-fifths of schools, no one had
any portion of their workweek officially allocated
to coordinating computer activities. Even in
schools where someone is designated to spend at
least half of his or her time as computer coordina-
tor, very little of this time goes directly to training
or helping teachers use computers.

Chapter 1 Summary and Policy Options I 25

Probably the greatest barrier to technology
use, however, is simply lack of teacher time
time to attend training or workshops, to experi-
ment with machines and explore software, to talk
to others teachers about what works and what
doesn't, and to plan lessons using new materials or
methods. The diverse jobs teachers are asked to do
and roles they are asked to play also affect their
ability to take on another challenge. Teachers are
given very little compensated staff development
time and there are multiple competing demands
for this time. Unless there are significant changes
to the rhythm of ihe school day or changed incen-
tives for giving teachers more time to learn and ex-
periment with new technologies, this barrier to
technology use will remain immense.

I Other Emerging issues
As the possibilities for widespread information
networksand their use by schools, teachers, and
studentsemerge, other issues arc coming to
light that may affect the abilit of teachers to usc
technologies for administrative, instructional, and
professional development purposes. These issues
include copyright and intellectual property issues,
privacy of student records, and censorship of ob-
jectionable materials versus protecting students'
access to potentially valuable information.

Copyright and Intellectual Property Issues
Currently, one of the most widespread and prom-
ising uses of telecommunications technology by
teachers is the retrieval of information from re-
mote sources, including networked information.
collections of books, journals, music, images, da-
tabases. software, and multimedia worksso-
called digital libraries." As students and tcachcrs
develop multimedia materials or projects. share
them with colleagues. and store them in portfolios
for student and teacher evaluation, use of copy-
righted works in thc classroom could grow dra-

17 Marprel Honey and Andres Hennquez. rcIen'mm union and Xli h thu wort I olden:, !non a National Smiley iNew .

Center tor Technolory in Education. Bank Street College id i-daeidior, lout,
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matically. Some examples of student use of such
materials might include:18

creating a Quicktime clip from a segment of a
'e:deodisc of a popular movie,
digitizing a video clip from a "60 Minutes" seg-
ment,

scanning a copyrighted photograph to use in a
Hyperzudio program.
usin music from a compact disc for back-
ground, and
scanning a copyrighted picture of "Goofy" to
use in a project.

Teachers' use of new media and curriculum de-
velopment activities using copyright materials
might include such activities as:

keeping student developed multimedia projects
using materials cited above as examples to
show others,
showing multimedia projects at professional
conferences,
sharing multimedia projects over the school
district's cable channel,
using an object from a copyrighted authoring
program in another courseware authoring pro-
gram for teaching purposes, and
sharing projects on a listserv on the Internet.

These applications all raise issues related to fair
usc of copyright material and copyright pro-
tection.

The nature of digital works also changes how
people read or use the works,19 which presents
new challenges to educators for the proper use of
intellectual property. In earlier work,20 OTA has
found that the application of intellectual property
law to protect works maintained in digital libraries
continues to be uncertain; concepts such as "fair
use" are not clearly defined as they apply to these
works, and the means to monitor compliance with
copyright law and to distribute royalties are not
yet resolved. Resolution of these issues will pro-
vide teachers with clearer guidance for using digi-
tal information; meanwhile, school systems must
struggle to remain in cc mpliance with the existing
law.

Privacy of Student Records
Use of computers by teachers may raise new is-
sues of privacy for teachers and their students.
One area of particular concern is computerization
of student records. Increasingly, educators and po-
licymaknrs will use data gathered and maintained
in cotnputers to monitor progress toward educa-
tional achievement standards, determine how well
curricular content areas are covered, track perfor-
mance of all students, and analyze information
about special groups, such as disadvantaged and
language-minority children.2t In some states.
lawsuits have challenged the right of state educa-
tional agencies to create computerized records by

IS Rosemary Taub. College of Education, Rains State University. personal communication. August 1994

:9 Digital infomation differs from information maintained in more traditional forms (e.g.. analog) in several %ha), II digital works are

easily coped, with no loss o( quality; 2) they can be transmitted easily to other users or be accessed by multiple users; 3)they c an be manipulated

and modified eastl7 and changed beyond tecognition: 4) they model text, video, and music to an essentially equivalent series of bits and store
them in the same medium: 5) they are inaccessibk to the user without hardware and software tools for retrieval. decodung, and navigation; and 6)

with appropmate software. they Create opportunities to experience works in new ways, for example, interactive media.

M U.S. Congress. Office of Technology Assessment, Finding A Balance: Computer Software. Intellectual Property, and the Challenge of

Technological Change. CITA=TCT STI (Washirigton. DC: U.S. Covemment Printing Office. May 1992).

25 National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988. Student Questionnaire. prepared for the U.S. Department of Educaton.National Center
for Education Statistics.
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collecting individually identifiable data. Typical-
ly the legality of such data collections is upheld,
but not always.22

The Family Education Rights and Privacy Act
of 1974 (FERPA), commonly called the "Buckley
Amendment" after former New York Senator
James Buckley, was enacted in part to safeguard
parents rights and to correct some improprieties
in the collection and maintenance of public re-
cords. The legislation establishes the right of par-
ents to inspect school records, limits access to
school records (including test scores) to those who
have legitimate educational needs for the informa-
tion, and requires written parental consent for the
release of identifiable data.

The growing use of computers to collect and
store potentially sensitive information also re-
quires heightened awareness from computer users
about their responsibility to respect confidential-
ity when accessing data. It is already evident to us-
ers of electronic information technologies that
functions such as e-mail make the anonymity and
ease of manipulating data within electronic com-
munities far more likely.

Censorship and Protecting Student
Access to Information
A particularly challenging issue for K-12 educa-
tion is finding the appropriate balance between
encouraging students' rights of access to informa-
tion and protecting students from objectionable
materials and potentially harmful contacts over
wide area networks. Bringing the wbrld into the
classroom is a laudable concept, but it can also
have a downside. Educators and parents are con-
cerned that children will be able to gain access to

Chapter 1 Summary and Policy Options 1 27

pornographic, dangerous, salacious, or otherwise
undesirable material over networks, material that
might never be allowed in textbooks, school li-
braries, or at home. The same information super-
highway that makes it possible for students to talk
to the Archbishop of Canterbury or the state gov-
ernor online could also link them to criminals, pe-
dophiles, or psychopaths.23 As one news article
recently noted:

The cyberspace battles may prove especially
contentious, because the Internet contains a
great many works not found on the shelves of
most schools. "The School Stopper's Text-
book," for instance, tells how to short-circuit
electncal wiring, set off explosives in school
plumbing and "break into your school at night
and bum it down." .. Schools can kccp a porno-
graphic book off the library shelf by not buying
it, but they can't keep it from entering the build-
ing through cyberspace.24

Some educators fear that, without proper safe-
guards, concerns like this could block the educa-
tional potential of telecommunications in schools.
Schools arc also worried about the potential for
litigation, since some states prohibit "exposing
minors to dangerous material or information."25
Some schools have addressed this issue by educat-

ing teachers about the potential "risks" on the In-

ternet: others have developed network use
policies that students and parents must sign. For
example. a school district in Colorado sends home
a notice warning parents that potentially "defama-
tory, inaccurate, abusive, obscene, profane, sexu-
ally oriented, threatening, racially offensive, or
illegal material" exists online. 26

22 Aaron M. Pallas. "Statew ide Student Record Systems. Current Status and Putuie Trends," National Education Goals Panel. Mat. 26.1992.

Some teachers have also voiced coocern that states wil/ use the data for accountabil* outpoststhat leachers belt eve are inappropriate, thereby

ropardizing local autonomy While most slater donor use their statewide student record systems for accountability purposes. local distncts and

gate education departments may disagree about the propriety of these purposes

21 Paul boall Peters. "in Your Face in Cyberspace.- Educoni Res September ( X :ober 1994. pp 70.73

24 Stephen Bates. 'The Next Front in the Book Wars." The New Yut Times. Educational Life Section. Nov. 6. 1994. p 22.

21 Bud

:6 !bid
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Other schools have given accounts and pass-
words to teachers only, not allowing students ac-
cess to telecommunications. However, many
educators consider this educationally short-
sighted, especially since the possibilities of explo-
ration and freedom of inquiry are what many find
so promising about the Internet.27 Increasingly,
schools have put some of the responsibility on thc
students, setting up rules for permissible "surfing"
(browsing through discussion groups or informa-
tion sources) and taking away student passwords
or accounts if they engage in "hacking" (destroy-
if:g files or other materials on a computer system)
or 'flaming" (using abusive or offensive language
on e-mail). Still others scek technological solu-
tions that block access to certain areas of the Inter-
net: development is underway on "reverse
firewalls" that keep users from going beyond pre-
scribed areas on the Internet. Until such proto-
types are in place, schools and teachers face a
substantial challenge.

PROMISING APPROACHES TO
TECHNOLOGY IMPLEMENTATION

The challenge of integrating technology into
schools and classrooms is much more human
than it is technological. What's more, it is not
fundamentally about helping people to operate
machines. Rather, it is about helping people, pri-
marily teachers, integrate these technologies
into their teaching as tools of a profcssion that is
being redefined through the .... process.28

Some schools and colleges of education are de-
veloping approaches to technology implementa-
tion from whia others can benefit. The
approaches differ, depending upon the existing re-
sources (human and technological) at a site, the vi-
sions the sitcs have developed for how
technologies arc to be used and what problems
they can address, and the leadership and support

marshaled to meet those goals. These approaches
include the following:

developing technology-rich classrooms,
schools, or districts, in which local expertise in
various applications of technology can be de-
veloped and shared:
training master teachers, who then serve as re-
sources for their colleagues;
providing expert resource people from other
staff, such as librarians, computer coordinators,
or volunteers from business, parent, and stu-
dent groups:
giving every teacher a computer, training, and
time to develop personal confidence and exper-
tise:

training administrators so they can serve as
technology supporters and guide efforts within
their schools or jurisdiction; and
establishing teacher or technology resource
centers, ideally with case of teacher access
through online services.

Most schools combine several of these ap-
proaches, and there is no clear evidence that any
one model is more successful than others. OTA
found a number of promising practices, including
the following examples:

At Webster Elementary School in St. Augus-
tine. Florida. all staff received broad training in
technology use, but those interested were given
morc time, more training, and the opportunity
to attend conferences. They became the "local
experts" that other teachers could draw on for
assistance or advice.
To ease the burden of setting up alternative ar-
rangements for substitutes, the Monterey
Califomia Model Technology Schools devel-
oped the concept of "SuperSubs," in which
teachers on early retirement. armed with
technology lessons and resources, substitute

27 "Lifelong Learning and the NIL" unpublished ixoceedings, Wesdields Conference Center, Chantilly. VA.. Nov. 18-20. 1994.

Barham Means et al . Cisme Technology to Support tdorwton Reform. OR 93.3231 (Washington. I)C U.S Department of Education,
Office of Reseatch. September 19931, pp. 83.84
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for other teachers who are then free to observe
still other teachers' technology lessons and ap-
proaches.
In Indiana, four schools were given grants al-
lowing every teacher to receive a computer and
printer for use at home or in school, to improve
their personal productivity and, ultimately,
instructional efforts. Training, involvement of
support staff and administrators as well as
teachers, and broad public commitment helped
to meet the goals of the program.
In the Apple Classroom of Tomorrow Teacher
Development Center Project, pr incipals are en:
couraged to attend training with teacher teams
and commit to providing extra time and re-
source for teachers to work together, reflect on
what they arc learning and doing, and assist
their colleagues in technology activities.
Texas supports 20 regional education service
centers, with extra funding to support technolo-
gy initiatives, including such areas as technolo-
gy preview ccnters, training first-year teachers
and preserv ice teachers in technology use, and
training personnel on the use of TENET, the
statewide computer network for teachers, with
connections to the Internet.
These examples suggest a number of important

lessons for implementation (see box 1-5).

CURRENT FEDERAL SUPPORT FOR
TEACHER TRAINING AND TECHNOLOGY

As in the past (see box 1-6), multiple categorical
programs for different needs and niches continue
to comprise the world of federal teacher training
programs.29 Of the 58 programs OTA has identi-
fied that support preparation of teachers to use
educational technology of some sort, most are
small (under $10 million). What is striking
about most of these programs is the optional
nature of support for technology-related train-
ing. Not one program is devoted exclusively to

Chapter 1 Summary and Policy Options 1 29

technology-related teacher training, although
federal agencies sometimes choose, in the case of
discretionary grant programs, to make technolo-
gy-related teacher training an absolute priority for
one funding cycle.30 The programs that provide
the most consistent funding for technology-re-
lated professional development usually combine
technology with science and mathematics training
or include technology-related activities for both
teachers and students, as in the Star Schools pro-
gram.

In myriad programs, it is up to state, local, or
university grantees to decide whether technology. -
related training is provided at all and in what form.
This is the case with large formula grant pro-
grams. such as thc Title I Chapter 1 (usually re-
ferred to as) program for disadvantaged children
and the Vocational Education Basic Grant pro-
gram. as well as smaller demonstration programs,
such as the National Science Foundation (NSF)
Teacher Enhancement program. Even programs
with a primary focus on teacher development sel-
dom mandate or recommend that grantees consid-
er technology as either a topic for training or a
mode for delivery. And with few exceptions, the
federal government does not collect data from
grantees in the format or detail necessary to dis-
cern which projects are actually providing
technology-related teacher development, or how
much they are spending for it, or what the impact
has been.

FEDERAL POLICY ISSUES AND OPTIONS

The appropriate federal role in education has al-
ways been debated. The extent to which there
should be a federal role in assisting teachers to
make the connection with technology is and will
continue to be part of this debate.

There seems to be little question of whether
technologies should be used in the nation's
schools for purposes of instruction, administra-

29711e General Accounting Office counted 86 programs supgoned by the federal government in supportof teacher training of all kinds.

"Multiple Teacher Training Programs" (Washington, U S General Accounung Office. February 1995)

'a An ahrolsie priority means that only prorcts Mat address the poorin svill he funded m a given year Priorities changefrom year to year
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80X 1-5- Some Le.ssons At4,t Technolony Implementation

A number of schools, districts, and states have made the adoption of technology a pnonty Important
lessons from these sites include'

Educational rationale should guide technology decisions. Developing a technology plan
thinking through the goals for technology use at the local site and involving teachers in the plan-
ning prccessis key to successful implementation

Those wishing to Invest in technology should plan to invest substantially In human re-
sources. Training, maintenance, technical support and time to learn to use the technology have
proven to be constant and continuing, yet key vxpenditures. Recently, several states (e.g.. Texas

and Florida) have recommended that at least 30 percent of technology funds be spenton training.
Teachers cannot use technology without systemic support. The roles of principals, other ad-
ministrators, and the community are critical in fostering sustained use of technologies. Other
staff, such as media specialists, can provide technical and motivational support for teachers in
their building st time is allocated tor them to do so

When it comes to learning to use technology, "hands-on" training Is more than a gimmick
or motivator. It is a necessity Teachers must have the chance to make the computer (or camera
or whatever) work, and gain confidence in their own competence, before they try the same thing
with their own class

Access to equipment Is essential. It is extremely frustrating for teachers to learn to use technol-
ogy in a workshop, then return to a classroom where the technology is not readily available.
Many programs are increasing teacher access to technology by letting them take the equipment
home (e g laptops, summer loaner prcgrams, etc ) since most teachers put in many hours at
home grading, planning, and preparing. Putting technology in the hands of teachersallowing
them to see and explore how technology can help them do their jobscan be an effective way
of motivating teachers to learn about technology

Although there are a number of models for training teachers and Implementing technology,
there Is no one best way of using technology or of training teachers to use technology.
Districts are most successful when they have multiple and complementary training and support
strategies

Followup support and coaching is as essential to effective staff development as Is the ini-
tial learning experience. Teachers don't "team it alr at a training sessioneven if it extends
over several weeks. When they return to the classroom the unexpected inevitably happens. At
this point, teachers need to be able to reach out tor technical assistance and support.

Many technology-rich sites continue to struggle with how to Integrate technology Into the
curriculum. Curriculum integration is central if technology is to become a truly effective education-
al resource, yet true integration is a difficult, time-consuming, and resource-intensrve endeavor

When conditions are rightresources, time, and support are highexciting things happen
In technology-rich environments. Today we are faced with the broader issues of how to move
these lessons to the second stage of dissemination. How can these lessons be translated when
resources aren't as rich? When teachers aren't as enthusiastic or energetic? Issues for policy
consideration Include the need to consider the development of products based on research and
experience ot experimental sites, seeding of mom 'real world' prolects. and better dissemination
of lessons learned

SOURCE Othce or Technology Assessment 1995
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tive efficiency, and teacher professional develop-
ment. as avropriate. The policy options in this
report focus on the question of teachers' roles in
accompl,shing this goal, and on the advantages
and di iads'antages of selected legislative actions
related to teachers and technology.

The array of technology for education is di-
verse, changing, and flexible, and these character-
istics enable development of hardware, software,
and learning environments that can suit special
needs, allow new approaches to teaching and
learning, strengthen teaching, and create excite-
ment in the classroom. The broad and expanding
range of educational technologies complements
the diversity of the American education system. In
the past, federal policy has often floundered on the
enormous scale and differences that characterize
American schools, compounded by the strong
tradition of state and local control. In thinking
about policy for technology, decisions can be
made to allow for variation, change, experimenta-
tion and differing outcomes, and so strength can
build upon strength.

Federal policy over the past decade has too
often focused solely on generating funds for capi-
tal investment in hardware. Other policy initia-
tives have been diffuse and, until recently, there
has been little focus on technology by the leader-
ship of the U.S. Department of Education. Insuffi-
cient attention has been eiven to teacher
preparation. development and support of learning
tools and techniques, issues of connectivity, and
the constantly growing demands on teachers'
time. While costs of hardware will remain an is-
sue, it is important to remember that technology
capacity continues to increase at an astounding
rate and that hardware costs often drop relevant to
the power one purchases. While direct funding or
other financial incentives are, of course, effective
ways to demonstrate leadership and commitment.
OTA concludes that, if the federal government
wants to uipport the expansion and appropriate
use of technologies in K-12 schools and colleges
of education, federal policy must go beyond fund-
ing. Leadership; a commitment to research. devel-
opment. and dissemination; an increased focus on
teachers; and attention focused on issues related to
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the challenge of school access to the emeizing
electronic telecommunications infrastructure are
equaily critical.

OTA has identified a number of necessary com-
ponents for taking advantage of learning technol-
ogy and optimizing use of technolegy by teachers.
These components are summarized in box 1-7 and
discussed below.

I Federal Leadership: Legitimizing,
Funding, and Targeting Technology

If it wants to promote the appropriate uses of
technology in elementary and secondary schools
and colleges of education, the federal govemment
can move to fully legitimize the role of technolo-
gy to enhance instruction, increase teacher
productivi:y, create new teaching and learning
communities, and support educational change.
Federal signals that technology is not only wel-
comed but needed in schools will strongly influ-
ence state and local decisions over the next five
years. Until very recently, with little focus on the
use of technology within the Department of
Education, technology was an acceptable expen-
diture in many programs but was not held up as a
tool for improvement. An important exception to
this was the Star Schools Program, initiated by
Congress in 1988. which has addressed a number
of educational needs for students and, to a lesser
degree. teachers, through emerging applications
of technology.

The Goals 2000: Educate Amcrica Act (P.L.
103-277) called for creation of an Office of Educa-
tional Technology within the Department of
Education. The need for high-level coordination
of technology issucs had already been recognized
by the Secretary of Education in the appointment
of a Director of Educational Technology in 1993.
An office like this can provide the much needed
spotlight on technology, coordinate programs,
and lead in evaluating and disseminating re-
search results. Continuing to support this office,
and seeing that adequate resources and authority
arc provided, will be critical.

A valuable related step is to make the most of
the national long-range technology plan to be
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SOX 1-6: Past Federal Efforts To.Supoort Teacher Developrnent

Although it is in the nahonal interest to have a hrgh-quality teaching force, the federal role in teacher
preparation and professional development has been limited. There are exceptions: spheres wherethe fed-
eral contribution has been larger and more influential, such as leacher training in mathematics and sci-
ence, and personnel preparation for special education. In general, however, the federal government has
shown caution about becoming too deeply involved in an area traditionally considered a state responsibil-
ity, and until very recently has avoided even the suggestion of minimum federalstandards for teacher
education It is the states that have exercised primary authority for teacher preparation, licensing, and cer-
tification, and more recently, competency testing. Substantial responsibility forpreservice education also
rested with universities and for inservice education, wan local school districts

In keeping with this limited role, federal contributions tor teacher training have been modest
compared with overall federal spending for education.

Purposes of Federal Involvement In the Past
The federal government became involved in teacher training for a variety of reasons Often the impetus

was a perceived crisis, such as threats to American competitiveness or widespread teacher shortages In

other cases involvement was an outgrowth of other federal commitments The enactment of federal pro-
grams to rmprove education for the handicapped, for example, created new demands for specially trained
teachers to staff these programs. Similarly, effective implementation of federal drug education programs
required new training for teachers. Other motives for federal action stern from dissatisfaction with the quail.
ty of teacher educatIOn or wrth other aspects of K-12 education.

This diversity of motives resulted in programs that had various purposes, took various forms, and
employed various strategies.

Impacts of Past Programs

Past federal programs had many positive effects on teacher preparation and professional ..4-ivelopment
It might be said that the federal government helped give credence to the concept of inservice er..ucarion
and professional renewal, through such programs as the National Science Foundation teacher institutes
and the National Defense Education Act institutes and Teacher Centers.

developed by the Secretary of Education in ac-
cordance with Goals 2000. This plan could pro .

vide a long-overdue strategy for the federal role in
educational technology, not only in ED but across
the government. It is crucial that the Secretary
mke maximum advantage of the directive in the
law to join forces with other agencies to produce
coherence and vision at the national level. Using
all national agencies and programs wisely to ex-
pand, evaluate, and build upon knowledge in
educational technology is a policy model that can
also apply to federal programs affecting teacher
preparation and the professional development of
the current teacher force.

The executive branch is involving professional
associations and citizen groups, as well as federal

agencies and researchers, to develop a plan with
foresight and credibility. An important caution,
however, is that the plan must respect and build
upon the extraordinary level of change occurring
in technology capacity and the multitude of devel-
oping applications. The plan should be a frame-
work for an environment of experimentation and
learning, evaluation, and sharing of results. A plan
of this naturc could call forth rich results, opportu-
nities to learn from problems as well as successes.
and build respect for state and local expertise and
dec is ionmaki ng.

Goals 2000 contains other provisions that
could set the direction for educational reform for
the next several years and could be used to lever-
age improved technology policy. A key provision
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BOX 1-6 (ccnt'd.I. Past Federal Eflorts To SuPport Teacher Development

Although federal training programs never reached mete than a small percentage of the total leaching

force, this shouki not obscure the fact that many millkons of teachers benefited from federally suoported

training. In some subpct areas and specialties enough teachers were trained through federal programs to

have a significant effect co instructional quality or teacher supply. Mathematics and science is a case in
point Even if the National Science Foundation institutes reached somewhat fewer teachers than tne
agency's estimate of half the math and science teachers in the nation, there were still enough trained to
constitute a pctent face fa improvement within their discipline

The federal government VMS also a mapr force in the growth of certain teaching subspecialties. such as

special education, bilingual education, and instructional media. In a sense there was a chicken-and-egg
relationship between federal funding and the need for specially trained teachers. On one hand, It was the
powersof federal mandates that created a demand for some subspecialties in the first place On the other

hand, federal ..r.lervention filled a void because the special needs of some children were not being met
through traditional instruction or teacher preparatico.

Federal aid also changed the composition of the teaching force. Scholarships, fellowships, and training
opportunities broadened access to Me teaching profession for students from blue-collar or low-income
families and for minority indrviduals Federal programs such as Teacher Corps attracted talented and ener

getic persons into teaching who might have pursued other careers.
Participation in federal training programs produced substantial improvements in the knowledge. atti-

tudes, behavior, and career advancement of many teachers Al the school district level, federal funding
sometimes provided the external stimulus needed to promote change. Federally supported training famil-
iarized many teachers with instructional approaches that were once considered innovative, such as kidivid-

ualized instruction. interdisciplinary approaches, team teaching, and multicultural education And most
significantly fa this study, the integration of various technologies into the classroom - hcluding audiovisual

materials, educational television, and computer technologieswas hastened and erv. ouraged by federally

supported training.

SOURCE 011tce of Technolny Assessment 1995 based on Nancy Kober. 'Teachers and Technofcgy The Federal Role OtIce of
Technology Assesurent canaarlor moat May 25. 1994

authorizes federal grants to states that develop "a
systemic state-wide plan to increase the use of
state-of-the-an technologies that enhance elemen-
tary and secondary student learning and staff de-
velopment."31

In addition, states that submit an approved ap-
plication will receive funds under Goals 2000 to
establish state content and performance standards
for student learning. Whether these standards will
instigate the massive reforms desired by advo-
cates will depend on what the standards crntain

31 Public Law 103-227. 20 USC SI1147.

and how seriously they arc taken. The inclusion
of technology issues in these standards, how-
ever, could signal that technology is an ap-
propriate tool for all core subjects, while the
omissionof technology could prove a genuine
setback. Although the federal government does
not have the authority to dictate the substance of
these national and state standards, the law estab-
lished a National Education Standards and Im-
provement Council (NESIC) to review and
"Certify" the standards. If NESIC or some variant
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BOX 1-7 Areas !or Federal

Federal and state lesdership that articulates the value of Integrated, technology-based teeth-
ing and logit4miles technology as a path to achieve educational goals. This leadership will be mean-
ingful to the extent that it is supported by commitments to fund and encourage technology use, and is
linked to continuing research, development, and dissemination. It can also focus attention on the potential
of technology tot providing resources to improve the preparation of new teachers and as a valuable tool fOr
the 'lust-in-time training and support' for professional development.

2 Increased focus on teachers, both In training and In the field, Including: time and money to
allow teachers to learn to use technology, support for their professional growth, respect for the com-
plex nature of leaming and the many demands facing teachers today, and research on how technolo-
gy affects teaching and school change. Congress has taken some steps to promote increased technolo-
gy use mm schools, and greater support for teachers who use technologies Technology planners in K-12

schools and in colleges of education can take advantage of such support to further their goals

3 Provisions to ensure that access to data and Information, through services such as the Inter-
net, are available to all teachers and students. The special needs of education are likely 10 be over-
looked or neglected unless they are built into federal. stale, local, and private sector decisions on telecom-

munications reguiation and funding over the next tew years Access to high.quahty information and
necessary resources may be today s measure of equity in education

4 Commitment to research, development, and dissemination that will advance technology use by
and for teachers. The development of powerful curriculum products, tools, and telecommunication re-
sources is often beyond the capability of individual states, districts, or schools The private sector may be
able to play a greater role in developing new educational technology products than tney nave in lhe past,

but some observers note lhat education may not be a promising enough market unless incentves are
found to aggregate it Federal support may be needed to infuse the appropriate funding. expertise, and
attention to standardization. evaluation, and dissemination that can facilitate school use ot promising
technologies and their applications Furthermore, research is needed On teachers and tecnnOlogy use if
these applications are to be used most effectively

The Scll war e P.S ,shers Assm.alon reports than the average elementary sch= spent 512 KO and lee aver age 0ge school
spent Vs O(X) on sor, e me 1993.94 ,criicol year Software Pubt.shets Assoc.al on SPAS-12 kerron iWashng-
im DC 19941 ine expeod.tures made by 5.12 schools has been esbotateg to be appromlalet 51 hmon. Ana
software wrchasect by 5.12 schoos has been growIng al the rate ot about 20 petcent per year boorod E Andettran 'The lec rnorogy

Inhastrvttae of U S Scroois Convnumeartons of Me ACM vol 36. No 5 May 1993 p 72

SOURCE Olf-ce on Tectwocgv Assessment 199$

is supported, its criteria for certifying standards
could include a review of whether technology
needs and methods have been considered.32

Another very critical step that the federal gov-
ernment can take to provide both leadership and
dollars is to make the most of the opportunities

available to support and encourage technolo-
gy-related professional development in current
programs, and the improving America's
Schools Act (P.L. 103-382), with its amend-
ments to the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965. The Office of Education-

------
" Legislation Ns been all:mimed that would eliminate Iundio g lor tilF.SIC if! R 977.11 It t049. S 121. and S 4A9. all In the 104th

C(ingress)
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al Technology will be well suited to lead a review
of existing and proposed programs to ensure that
they give fair consideration to technology-related
expenditures and to determine whether there are
program regulations, guidelines, and accounting
procedures that either discourage expenditures for

. technology and professional development or have
untapped potential to encourage them.

P.L. 103-382 also included a major new
Technology for Education Act that could be the
centerpiece of a stronger federal role in providing
technology-related teacher development, ensur-
ing greateraccess and equity in the area of
technology, and demonstrating and disseminating
several promising educational applications.

The federal government could take several
steps to achieve better use of programs and
funding authorized under current laws. Feder-
al regulatory actions could include establish-
ing priorities or bonus points related to
technology in competitive grant programs,
issuing policy statements highlighting accept-
able expenditures for technology and profes-
sional development where the law permits, and
eliminating unnecessary nonstatutory restric-
tions on the use of funds for technology or
training purposes. A message from federal lead-
ers can send a strong signal of rcassurance to state
and local educators that th^y can acquire and up-
grade technology and, most important, train
teachers in its use with no regulatory constraints.

Particular attention should be focused on the
revised Eisenhower Professional Development
Program, given greater emphasis in P.L.

103-382, which calls for a larger federal teacher
professional development effort in several critical
subjects. The Secretary of Education could en-
courage states, universities, and school districts to

Pubhc Law 103.382, Tide 1106.50i. 3520. sec. 160110163

chapter 1 Summary and Policy Options I 35

consider integrating technology him the various
professional development activities supported un-
der this program.

Other federal programs that should be ex-
amined include the programs for students with
special needs that are a cornerstone of the federal
role in education, particularly Title I of ESEA for
disadvantaged children (referred to commonly
as Chapter 1), the Part B state grant program
under the Individuals with Disabilities Educa-
tion Act (IDEA) (20 U.S.0 1400 et, seq.), and
the Bilingual Education Act (20 U.S.C. 7401 et.
seq.). Together these programs channel almost
$10 billion to states and school districts. Educa-
tional technology has become an important tool
for delivering instruction to the children served by
these and other special needs programs, yet teach-
er professional development has not kept pace.

In Chapter 1, for example, technology contin-
ues to be used primarily for drill and practice of
basic skills rather than for the more promising and
integrated kinds of teaching described in this re-
port. Amendments to Chapter 1 in P.L. 103-382,
and discussions about future policy directions in
IDEA, are stressing improved program quality
and professional development in these programs.
For example, as justification for changes in Chap-
ter 1, P.L. 103-382 states that, "Since 1988. . .[the
nation has learned that] insufficient attention and
resources are directed toward the effective use of
technology in schools and the role technology can
play in professional development and improved
teaching and learning."33

Similarly, the 1994 Bilingual Education Act
authorized $215 million in grants for activities in-
tended to educate limited-English-proficient chil-
dren and youth so that they would be able to "meet
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the same rigorous standards for academic perfor-
mance expected of all children and you th."34 Fed-
eral grants were authorized for projects using
educational technologies, " if appropriate," among
a range of other permitted activities. Furthermore
a subpart of the Bilingual Education Act was de-
voted to professional development and, among
the evaluation components required of recipients
of bilingual education capacity and demonstration
grants was a demonstration of "appropriateness of
the program's staff professional development."

The recognition of technology and profession-
al development in these legislative authorizations
r. presents an opportunity to encourage states and
school districts to use a portion of their program
funds for additional professional development in
forming the effective uses of technology for spe-
cial needs children. However, without specific re-
quirements in legislative language, it will be up to
grant applicants or the Department of Education
(in regulations or grantee requirements) to ensure
that professional development and/or technology
are foci.

Other programs, such as Star Schools, have as
their primary purpose the use of technology to
meet educational needs. These programs can con-
tinue to be leaders in experimentation, helping to
add to the store of knowledge on how technology
is effectively used.

OTA also fmds that while great interest centers
on advanced educational technology such as inte-
grated curricula products and multimedia tools,
"small" technology is also needed to bring
schools along the learning curve. Telephonm,
voice mail, fax machines, calculators, television
sets and VCRs, camcorders and editing tools all
have a place in today's classrooms, but are often
denied to teachers. ln fact, providing a classroom
telephone that puts a teacher in direct contact with
a parent can facilitate the parent-teacher com-
munication and parcnt involvement that many
believe is essential to improving student achieve-
ment. Yet tools as basic as telephones are denied

" Tale VII of thc Amendments m Title I of Pub& Law 103-382.
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for a complex set of reasons, and cost is normally
one of the smaller issues. Traditional methods of
conducting school business, reluctance by princi-
pals to allow teachers more control over their pro-
fessional lives, and general fear that teachers will
somehow "misuse" telephones are frequently
cited to researchers as reasons that telephones and
other technology should not enter classrooms.
Congress may not be able to change such atti-
tudes, but it or the executive branch could set
the tone by taking steps to encourage the instal-
lation of telephones in classrooms. As discussed
earlier in this chapter, costs are likely to be a factor
inhibiting the installation of tee' inologies. wheth-
er small or large.

Research, Development, and Dissemination

Support for educational research, development,
and the dissemination of research results has tradi-
tionally been viewed as an area of national con-
cern, supported by federal funds. This is also true
of such activities as they are related to educational
technologies.

First, more and better information is needed on
the effectiveness of various technology tools, and
applications, including whether and how technol-
ogies work for teachers. Are some types of train-
ing or support more effective than others? Are
they more effective for some type of teachers (by
field) or by level (elementaiy versus secondary)?
Some literature suggests that educational technol-
ogy "takes off' when there is a critical mass of
teachers committed to using it. Can this be sub-
stantiated? Experience has shown that teachers
must be given time to learn and prepare, adequate
technical and content support, and a supportive at-
titude from the principal's office, but su.s.ly there
is more to be learned about teachers and effective-
ness. Although some recent studies are beginning
to investigate how the teacher's work life is
changed by technologies, there has been little re-
search on teachers as members of work groups, or
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NIP

Research to date has looked at student achievement,
comparing results of mstructron with technology versus other
methods However, there are other rnportant factor., that
make vmple compansons rmsfeading

on the breadth of activities teachers undertake. All
these are fertile areas for federal research.

Alternatively, the federal government, states.
school districts, and schools could leave the topic
of effectiveness research to private sector product
developers or fonn research partnerships with lo-
cal university-based, research-oriented colleges
of education. One disadvantage of a private sector
approach is that product developers may use re-
search as an opportunity for marketing. Publicly
funded research may be more likely to point out
both the positives and negatives of a new technol-
ogy. Clearly, the education community needs
additional exploration of research strategies that
will lead to providing both accurate and timely re-

sults for use by adopters of new educational
technologies.

Development of advanced integrated curricu-
ium materials, projects and tools could be ap-
propriate investments for the federal government.
continuing a long tradition of research and quality
applications. Because the upfront investments are
high, and state and local funds for development
are limited, federal support has been important in
the past. Many of the innovative technology ap-
plications reported on in this study have been sup-
portcd by federal research funds. particularly the
National Science Foundation.35

The work of the Department of Education. the
Department of Energy. the National Technical In-
formation Administration. the Department of De-
fense and its resex liagencies. and others has also
been invaluable in creating new methods, new
technologies, new materials, and new approaches
with educational technology. Projects of this type
can also enhance the link between teachers and the
research community. Comparatively small
amounts of money in the federal budget have had
substantial impacts on technology use in schools.

Much of the focus and experimentation to date
has been in the areas of math and science: work is

ceded in other subject areas. If Congress wishes
to encourage the development of powerful, flex-
ible learning tools and applications, federal sup-
port for continuing research and development will
be necessary. The development of the next gen-
eration of integrated curriculum projects can
work hand-in-hand with proposed educational
standards in all curricular areas, and could be
undertaken as a national research priority.

Congressional concern about timely develop-
ment of new educational technology software was
reflected in the 1994 Technology for Education
Act's provisions on product development. Grant
applications were encouraged that "promote the
acquisition of higher-order thinking skills...,
convert technology resources developed with sup-
port from the Department of Defense and other

" Fin ratnpIe. 'he Nmi,,nal St wme hmndjtion APOut akm, ol Ad, T,chnokl rrogr."
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federal agencies for effective use in the classroom:
. Jand] show promise of reducing the costs of
providing high-quality instruction." No funds
were appropriated for this program in FY 1995.

The federal government's seed money for
product development can be said to have re-
sulted in a sequential form of public-private
partnership. A good example is the Kid Net proj-
ect initially funded by NSF, further developed by
TERC (a not-for-profit organization), and eventu-
ally tumed into a marketable product that schools
can purchase from National Geographic, which
sells Kid Net as part of their profit-making com-
pany.

Alter natively, Congress could leave develop-
ment of new education teclmologies entirely to
the private sector. It is unclear, however, that
K-12 schools, with their persistent constraints on
resources, represent enough of a market for educa-
tional technology product developers. For exam-
ple, the Software Publishers Association (SPA)
estimates that K-12 schools spent an average of
about $11,000 each on software in the 1993-94
school year.36 In half the school districts surveyed
by SPA, funds for software purchases came pri-
marily from discretionary funds held by principals
and teachers, from donations or business partner-
ships, or from school fundraising efforts. Possible
tradeoffs between public and private sector ap-
proaches to new product development would be a
good subject for further analysis.

Federal action can improve dissemination of
research results. Experimentation With new
technologies is only the beginning; teachers need
to know what works and why. Dissemination of
research results has not been adequately empha-
sized in the past, but it too can be enhanced and ex-
tended through technological means.

Educating New Teachers, Professional
Development and Teacher Support
People preparing for teaching and teachers in the
field face a vast and constantly growing set of de-
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mands for their time and attention. Mastering
technology use may be only one goal placed be-
fore them. Yet using technology with facility is a
daunting challenge for most people; teachers arc
no exception. One of the clearest findings of the
OTA case studies and other research is that even
very highly motivated teachers require substantial
amounts of timeoften over a three to five year
periodbefore they feel fully versatile with a
complicated new technology and are able to ex-
pand technology tools to fit their particular teach-
ing goals. And finding time in the teaching day
and year for training, collaboration, and "messing
around with" technology is a bane of the profes-
sion.

A goal for states and localities that want
their schools to function more effectively is to
find ways to give teachers time for lesson prep-
aration ind learning, and support for continu-
ing work. Exposure to new materials and
resources, training in use of actual technologies,
and development of new classroom patterns take
time. They also require strong organizational sup-
port from principals, administrators, and col-
leagues. There 4 little point in acquiring hardware
but making no provision for teacher development
and support. Fortunately, technology itself offers
some inherent solutions, if teachers can have
equipment to use when they have time, and can be
rewarded for learning. The use of telecommunica-
tions linkages to provide resources and opportuni-
ties for training is one of the most promising
aspects of technology, but it cannot be a substitute
for adequate time. As mentioned earlier, states
with a strong commitment to effective technology
use are beginning to allot as much as 30 percent of
technology expenditures for teacher training and
support. This includes the cost of substitute teach-
ers as well as training resources.

The demographics of the teacher pool and the
school population indicate a substantial increase
in the number of teachers required just after the
turn of the century. Teacher preparation has al-

'6 Sol tware Publishers Association, SPA K- I2 &recount Market Report (Washmittion. DC Author. July 1994).
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ways been the province of states, colleges and uni-
versities. The federal government has played a
limited role in the general area of teacher profes-
siosal development, despite the fact that a large
number of federal programs have been aimed at
this issue and some have made an impact in specif-
ic subjects such as math and science (see box 1-6).

Prior federal efforts to improve teaching or in-
crease the teacher pool reflect a scattershot ap-
proach. Preservice programs have included
fellowships, scholarships, loans. support for certi-
fication efforts, and some direct training progams
aimed at specific kinds of teachers or curricular
materials. Current teachers have been exposed to
summer and academic-year institutes, seminars,
workshops, and one-time training sessions. Fed-
eral funds have provided institutional support to
local school districts and schools of educal ion to
build their capacity. Strategies to magnify the ef-
fect of federal dollars have included targcting key
teachers who are expected to train their pecrs or
promote school change, training teams of teachers
and administrators from one school, developing
model training programs and, to a more limited
degree, encouraging collaboration between
school districts and universities.

A review of many other federal programs (see
chapter 6) makes clear that in some instances,
technology has been introduced to schools, but
funding has been limited to the cost of hardware or
software only, with no allocation for the prepara-
tion and support of teachers and other personnel.
This strategy is a bad investment.

Congress could more definitively express its
wishes to see adequate budgets for teacher support
and training in future legislation or report lan-
guage.

OTA concludes that an effective policy mecha-
nism would be to require that all applications
for federal financial help that include technolo-
gy show adequate budgets for high-quality
support and preparation of staff. This approach
would remind anyone preparing an application
how important planning is to assure technology
will be well used: it will help to assure that teach-
ers will he given support over the long term, not
just when the technology is brought in the door.
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States that are leading technology users have
already adopted this approach. The Texas Educa-
tion Agency recently recommended that districts
allocate 30 percent of their technology funds for
hardware, 30 percent for software. 30 percent to
staff development. and 10 percent to maintenance.
For the 1993-94 school year, the Florida legisla-
ture allocated $55 million for technology and
$8.65 million for software, and required that
schools seeking these funds set aside at least 30
percent for teacher training.

The importance of teachers for the effective use
of technology, the need for expanding the popula-
tion of teachers in the next decade, and the inclu-
sion of teacher professional development in the
national education goals suggest that the time is
ripe to consider whether the nation wishes to
make a more direct and coordinated commit-
ment of federal attention and resources for
teacher preparation and professional growth.
Goal 4 of the National Education Goals specifies
that by the year 2000,"the Nation'steaching force
will have access to programs for the continued im-
provement of thcir professional skills and the op-
portunity to acquire the knowledge and skills
needed to instruct and prepare all American stu-
dents for the next century." Meeting this goal must
surely mean competence in working with technol-
ogy. Policy decisions to meet this challenge
could be carried out through the revised Eisen-
hower program, through other innovation pro-
grams such as the Fund for the Improvement
of Post-Secondary Education, through broad
initiatives such as the National Teacher Corps,
or even through a national-level teacher certifi-
cation. A first step toward making this policy de-
cision would be a review and evaluation of
existing programs as recommended above, and
consultation with professional societies, educa-
tors. parents, and others to identify appropriate
federal actions.

Colleges of education remain generally low on
the totem pole when value is assigned to under-
graduate and graduate training. One force work-
ing to improve teacher preparation is a movement
to raise standards for accreditation of teacher col-
leges; state and federal policy decisions that cm-
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phasize accreditation (or other outcome
measures) are likely to encourage improvement.
Awards and honors bestowed by professional
education groups also contribute to higher status.
The federal government can play a role
through its grantmaking activities, by encour-
aging and supporting technology applications
when considering funding requests from
schools and colleges of education. In particular,
education research centers and major graduate
educational sites could be strongly encouraged to
adopt teaching with technology, so that new teach-
ers learn by example. In teaching, as in most other
professions, the techniques modeled for new en-
trants by their own teachers are extremely power-
ful. If new teachers have not experienced the
power of learning through technology-bascd
tools, they will have less motivation to make the
effort to master these tcols themselves.

In addition to relying on the public sector for
support, states, school districts, and schools that
accept offers of hardware or installation from pri-
vate sector companies (e.g.. computers, wiring
schools or providing other hookups to electronic
information sources) could request or require that
the companies also provide meaningful levels of
initial training and continuing support for teach-
ers. Some companies have provided such support
on a short term basis (see chapter 4). Companies
might be persuaded to agree with requests for
more intensive support for technology-using
teachers because technology-friendly teachers are
likely to make more and better use of the technolo-
gies provided, and expand companies' markets.
Schools may be reluctant to make such demands
in the belief that the companies will be less likely
to offer any assistance in the future, but the strate-
gy might be worth trying and monitoring, as a
means of providing more effective private sector
support to schools.

While it is clear that diffuse, shifting federal
teacher training prop-ams that reach only a tiny
fraction of teachers cannot change the profession,
it is also clear that if a decision were made to intcn-
sify the emphasis on use of technology as a
resource for preservice and inservice teacher de-
velopment, efficiencies and improvements could
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be made in the overall ways these activities are
conducted.

Access to the Emerging
Information Infrastructure

In the early days of "computer education," great
attention was given to the distribution of ma-
chines per capita. It is becoming clear that actual
equity for technology today goes well beyond ma-
chine counts; '.n fact. machines are a necessary but
not sufficient component of teaching and learning.
Students in some classes may have access to ma-
chines, but nothing available from or through the
hardware of any real value. Likewise, teachers
need to be able to locate and retrieve information,
collaborate with others electronically, and devel-
op and share materials at their own pace and for
their own needs. In the information age, access to
necessary information may be the true measure of
equity. Over the next decade, many individual, lo-
cal, state, federal and business decisions will de-
termine whether this resourcc is broadly available
or greatly restricted.

At the present time, computer networks, elec-
tronic communities, software for searches and re-
trieval, and myriad other elements of an emerging
information infrastructure are coming into use on
a highly idiosyncratic basis. This takes advantage
of technology capacity and caters to individual
needs. It means, however, that teachers, schools,
and students can easily miss the boat.

An intense debate is now under way about the
role of education with respect to the emerging na-
tional and global information infrastructure. The
policies that result from this debate may be the
most difficult and important decisions of all. All
sectors of the cconomy are struggling to come to
grips with the new opportunities, products, and
choices offered through these developing technol-
ogies and policies. The constantly shifting defini-
tion of the system, changing technologies, entry
of new public and private participants, and the
simple newness of the system mean that it is very
hard- to articulate policy choices for the near fu-
ture, much less for a decade. Some conclusions
seem clear. however:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Having ready electronic access to information
is likely to be necessary for schools.

The costs of these services cannot be fully
determined but will include hardware, soft-
ware, connectivity, use of guides and help-
ers to effectively navigate the system. and
fees for line access and use. How the na-
tion's schools might afford ready electron-
ic access to information, especially in a
time of restricted or even reduced funding
for education, is a major policy concern.
School districts are facing huge costs just
to bring their aging, dilapidated school
buildings to where they meet basic stan-
dards. The General Accounting Office re-
ports that S112 billion is required for the
repairs, renovations, and medernization re-
quired to restorc the nation's 80.000 public
schools to good condition and to comply
with federal mandates related to accessi-
bility and safety regulations, for major
building features such as plumbing and en-
vironmental conditions such as ventilation,
heating, lighting, or physical security."

Intellectual propeny and privacy issues arc im-
portant for schools, as they are for other groups.
The K-1 2 education community, and the col-
lege-of-education communities a,c not well
positioned to negotiate effectively in the open
market or in the regulatory arena for rights and
access, and arc unlikely to have the funding, le-
gal support, and bargaining power to protect
themselves, unless there is intervention or
guidance from state and national policymakers
or the private sector.

Congress is considering a number of ap-
proaches for education and the emerging telecom-
munications complex. Some reflect the desire to
apply the concept of "universal service," con-
tained in the current legal framework for the
broadcasting system, to schools. There have been
suggestions to set aside portions of the informa-
tion infrastructure for school and other public
uses, and suggestions to provide special sources
of funding for school connections to these sys-
tern.38 The education market could possibly be
aggregated into a purchaser that generates sub-
stantial market clout. This model reflects the suc-
cess of some states in centralizing purchasing of
hardware, specifying arrangement for network
connections, and specifying software from com-
petitive vendors. For example, some states have
regulated tanffs and established targeted subsi-
dies for schools. Georgia. for example, through its
state department of telecommunications, procures
telecommunications services for schools at the
same prearranged rate that sue agencies pay.39

In California. the Industry Council for
Technology and Learning worked with the Public
Utility Commission (PUC) in developing a PUC
Educational Telecommunications Plan for the
state. When the commissioner, who originally did
not know that the schools were not connected. met
with the state's education agency, together they
developed recommendations that overcharges to
customers be channeled to education. This
amounted to an estimated $40 million for tele-
communications in the schools per year. As a part
of this partnership, Pacific Bell pledged to con-
nect every school in the state.40 Currently, 18

" U S Congress. General Accounnng Office. School Faculties Conehnon of Anicrrco's Schools (Washington DC.February 1995)

.NatiofiAl Asscc Lamont Secondary School Principals.Council of Chie(State School Officers. National Sc honl Boards Associa-

tion. Amencan Library Association. and National Education Association. press release. Nov 15. 1994.

'9 James Bailey Matthews, s :ce chancellor. information Technology for the Unisrenity System of Georgia. Atlanta. GA. personal coin-
unication. Mar 13, 1995.

a) John Cradler. Ear West Education Lab. presenution to Notional Coordinating Council-Technology in Education and Training. meeting.
Washington. DC. December 1494
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IP
BOX 1-8. Organizatio et the Report

This first chapter highlights sane of the main findings of the study and lays Out Several pokey options

for Congress. It also analyzes several issues related to educational acceSs to the g',bal infermation infra-
structure, including rough estimates of cost of and possible financing strategies for de.,eloping a telecom-

munications infrastniCture with varicar levels of school access. It addresses other issues relevant to
emerging electronic information sow S and teaCherS, such as intellectual properly rights, confidentiality
and pnvacy of records, and limits on rodent access to potentially obscene Or harmful materials.

Each cf the next five chapters be, ns with a summary of key findings from that chapter.
Chapter 2 discusses the potential of technology to support, enhance, and, In some cases, rede-

fine the Job of teacher. Based on the actual expenences of teachers as reported in interviews, site visits,

case studies, and published research, the enapter examines why some teachers are using technology and

how it ifchanging their classrooms and teaching methods. The chapter also describes how technology
can help teachers carry out many of the administrative, productrvity, and communications tasks associated
with their pbs. Finally. the chapter considers how teennolcgy can be a resource for teachers professional
growth, whether through formal professional development courses or informal exchanges with colleagues

and outside experts.
Chapter 3 provides a statistical picture of the presence and use of technology In schools today.

The cnapter examines the extent to which schools and teachers have access to various kinds of technolo-

gies. including computers. video resources, telephones, and networking technologies It also looks at how
schools actually use these technologies how often, in which kinds of classes, and for which kinds of activi-

ties Finally, the chapter examines state policies for technology access and use.
Chapter 4 analyzes the factors that influence how effectively teachers Implement technology. The

chapter examines multiple barriers limiting teachers use of technologyand describes the resources currently
available to support teacher use of technology Building on case stud:es of promising practices, the chapter

outlines some approaches that schools and districts are currently using to help teachers learn more about

technology and draws some lessens about technology implementation from these pioneer sites
Chapter 5 addresses the role of technology In the preparation of new teachers. It examines the

treatment ol technology Issues in teacher certification requirements and teacher education reform propos-

als The chapter analyzes the kinds of technology preparation currently provided to teacher candidates.
Drawing on case studies of institutions that have made technology a priority, the chapter also describes
some promising approaches tor integrating technology into teacher preparation and highlights ways in
which technology can improve the teacher preparation experience

Chapter 6 summarizes the federal rote In technology-related teacher preparation and professional
development. It outlines current sources of federal support for these actrvities, the nature and extent of

federal corrrnitment. and new opportunities for federal leadership created by recent legislation. The chap-

ter also examines past federal efforts to improve teacher training and promote technology, analyzing their

impact arid their lessons for future federal action.

states are using preferential telecommunications
rates as sources for expanding the use of technolo-
gy.41 Legislation proposed (and in effect) at the
state level speaks only to telecommunications ac-
cess rates for intrastate service; any special rates

tbia

for interstate service would fall within the author-
ity of the Communications Act of 1934.

Congress may be left in a quandary as it consid-
ers how much it should do with respect to expand-
ing-the technological capabilities of elementary
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46 1 Teachers and Technology: Making the Connection

1Gli

Our children lace a future in which technoiogy will touch
every aspect of Meir lives leactiees want them th
be reedy

and secondary schools and colleges of education.
Clearly, federal support for an extensive expan-
sion of educational technologies, even if it were
ideologically desirable, could be costly.42 Be-
cause technologies are advancing so rapidly, there
may never be an adequate. up-to-the-minute an-
swer to the question of whether such investments
are worth their cost.'" Some states and local
school districts may be able to take on the burden
of investing in new educational technologies,
even without a definitive answer as to the long-
term payoff, but others will not have the resources.
Given the federal budget deficit, and the tax bur-
dens felt by American citizens in all localities, an
extensive federal investment at this time may not
be possible. The analysis in this report suggests
strongly, however, that whatever investments in
hardware and software are made, and at whatever

level, with whatever sources of funds, the invest-
ments be made thoughtfully. In this case thought-
ful investment will require that infusions of
resources be accompanied by concomitant invest-
ments in the teachers who will be working with
the students and the technologies.

The Department of Education is struggling to
keep attention focused on educational access, as it
works to define what products the education mar-
ket needs and how schools can best participate in
the emerging telecommunications system. Given
the large federal role in interstate telecommunica-
tions issues, if schools are not to be left behind.
Congress will need to pay close attention to this
issue as it debates regulatory and subsidy mea-
sures.

Regardless of decisions made about funding, if
unintended consequences of new technologies arc
not to hinder teachers access to technology and
telecommunications, policymakers must be vigi-
lant regarding three additional areas pertinent to
education and new information systems. These
areas, discussed earlier in this chapter. are privacy,
particularly with respect to the records of students,
copyright law, and the tradeoffs between protect-
ing children from inappropriate materials and
untoward censorship of emerging networks. Pro-
tection of intellectual property products also re-
quires effective education of the public about
intellectual property rights. This education could
begin in school as students, teachers and admin-
istrators are connected to online information
systems.

CONCLUSION
Bringing about change in the diversified U.S.
school system is a formidable task. With over 2.8
million teachers in the United States. and 3.3 mil-

-
'2 2 As discussed earlier, the costs of connecting schools, teachers, and students to emerging information technologies and sources are highly

uncertain. Available rough estimates suggest the costs on a national basis could be minimal (for minimal Interconnectivity) or they could be

astronomical, relate. c to current spending by ekmentary and secondary schools. In the 1992.93 school >ear. the National Center for Education

Statistics estimates that public and pnvate elementary and secondary schools spent S280 billion (U.S. Department of Education. Office of

Educaunnal Research and !moms ement. National Center for Education Statistics. Digest of Education Statuses. 1993. table 13,0ctober (993).

" Tisk costs will likely s Zs on Iv ,th a national and local basis depending on what technology plans ate deseloped. the state ofcurrent
school mItamructuies. tcshoologs tosts at the Isms ol implenyentation. and othet factors
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lion estimated to be needed by 2003, any attempt
to "retool" or provide the entire existing teacher
workforce with new skills or knowledge will need
to be done on a very large scale. Most teachers
have many years of teaching experience (the me-
dian is 15 years) and, at a median age of 42, most
attended school before computers were used in the
classroom.

Teachers are an incredibly diverse group. Some
already have experience with technologycom-
puters at home, for examplewhile others have
never even been shown how to "boot one up." And
some teachas are eager to experiment with new
ideas even at the risk of failure, while others have
little interest, energy, or time for experimentation.
The great majority of tcachers probably lie some-
where in between.

Technology has been viewed by a few as a frill,
by some as r distraction, and by others as an in-
triguing t at peripheral component of education.
OTA finds, however, that technologies offer the
ability to do many traditional things efficiently
and quickly, and a way to encourage entirely new
educational opportunities that may be of vital im-
portance to the next generation of learners. If these
learners are to make the most of the investments
made in educational technologies, support must
be given to the teachers who guide and encourage
its use.

Chapter 1 Summary and Policy Options I 47

How can policymakers help to realize a vision
of schools where teachers effectivaly and careful-
ly identify, enlist, and use electronic and commu-
nications technology to improve learning?

OTA concludes that if the federal govemment
wants to maintain or enlarge its involvement in
this area, the linchpin of federal policy could be a
set of initiatives that develop and support technol-
ogy, and help teachers in their teaching and profes-
sional activities. When technology is effectively
harnessed to goals identified by teachers. schools,
states, and national policymakers, it becomes a
vehicle for learning that is powerfully attractive.

One of the principal policy challenges for the
next decade is to lead by example and by commit-
ment. The experience of effective technology use
in classrooms needs to be widely shared, evalu-
ated and used as building blocks. Resources are
needed to develop advanced learning products
(hardware, software. curriculum materials, and
tools focused on educational applications); both
resources and farsighted regulation will be needed
to make electronic communities affordable and
well designed for schools. Effective policy and
well-organized private sector involvement could
create technology options that assure resources
are equally available across the country, for all
teachers, for all students, in all schools.

o
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